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i

AbstractThis dissertation is a study of the processes of state formation and reproduction inEcuador between 2008 and 2012. In particular, it analyzes three specific areas ofstate formation: first, the formation of narratives about the state seeking  tolegitimize its presence in society. More specifically, it analyses how the stateincorporates narratives emerging from indigenous peoples’ worldviews into thestate apparatus and the ways in which these enter in  tension with“developmentalist” narratives. Second, it investigates the various ways in which thestate apprehends, organizes, distributes and ultimately creates specific fields ofintervention in the area of participatory planning; and third, the ways in which thestate exercises different and complementary modalities of state power in thegovernment of participation popular movements, particularly the indigenousmovement. This dissertation’s general argument is that the state reproduces itselfby creating spaces where it can legitimately intervene in society. Moreover, itcontends that the Ecuadorian state has reconfigured and strengthened its presencein society through a combination of modern techniques of power rooted on atechnocratic, knowledge-intensive form of government as well as disciplinarytechniques of rule based on the correction and reformation of particularpopulations. In this sense, this dissertation posits that there is a governmental effortto “technify” and depoliticize participation in order to make it more governable, andthat popular participation outside of the state is met with disciplinary acts.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

This dissertation is a study of the processes of state formation in Ecuador between2008 and 2012. More specifically, it is interested in making intelligible the post-2008 state as it penetrates society through forms of governmentality. Thisdissertation investigates the processes through which the state constructs differentnarratives and images about itself in order to legitimize and generate consent as itseeks to penetrate society; at the level of practices, it looks at specific practices ofgovernment, particularly the government of participation and how participation isitself a form of government. To look at the governmentality of participation Iconducted primary research on the development of the state’s most importantparticipatory planning document: the Plan Nacional del Buen Vivir, 2013-2017(National Plan for the Good Living 2013-2017 – PNBV), by investigating itspreparatory workshops between 2011-2012. Finally, to bring these elementstogether, this study focuses on the different modalities of state power, particularlyas they are exercised in the field of participatory politics. To do so, it analyses therelationship between the state and indigenous populations, particularly itsrelationship with the Confederación de Pueblos y Nacionalidades Indígenas del

Ecuador (the Confederation of Indigenous Peoples and Nationalities of Ecuador—CONAIE).The Preamble of the Constitution of Ecuador, approved by popular vote in2008, states that the objective of the Ecuadorian nation is to construct “A new form
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of coexistence between citizens, in diversity and in harmony with nature, in order toreach the Good Living, the Sumak Kawsay” (Constitution of Ecuador, 2008:Preamble). In Article 103, it defines Ecuador as a “direct democracy” rooted in theright of citizens to directly participate “in all public affairs” (Constitution of Ecuador,2008: Articles 103, 95). It also redefines Ecuador’s economic system through theprinciples of reciprocity and  solidarity. At the centre of the Constitution lies aradical ethos, influenced by indigenous peoples’ philosophies (Walsh, 2010)encompassed in the concept of Sumak Kawsay/Buen Vivir, that propose not only tomove away from traditional forms of capitalist development (see Escobar, 2010),but also away from the structures that constitute Eurocentric modernity itself (cf.Echeverria, 2010; Walsh, 2007).For these and other reasons some have called the Ecuadorian Constitutionthe most “advanced” in existence (Acosta, 2010; see also Quintero Lopez, 2009).The current Constitution of Ecuador emerged after two and a half decades ofneoliberal reforms, the near-complete collapse of the state’s economy in 1999, andthe successive overthrow of three democratically elected Presidents (see ChapterThree). It was written, as I will argue below, in a highly politicized period in whichsocial movements, popular organizations, local non-governmental organizations(NGOs) and indigenous organizations participated in discussions about its contentand principles (Acosta, 2008; Ortíz, 2012). The Ecuadorian Constitution may or maynot be the “most advanced,” but it is novel  as far as Ecuadorian standards go.Beyond superlative adjectives, the constitutional articles cited above and indeed theentire Constitution reflect a specific historical period in which social forces,
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institutions and ideas (cf. Cox, 1981) within the country, as well as regionally, weremoving away from neoliberalism. It was also born out of a historical context inwhich social and political forces, particularly at the popular level, demanded atransformation of the most fundamental structures of the country, most notably, thestate and the economy; this meant the return of the state and the withering away ofthe market as the organizing principle in society.However, the “return of the state” in this context was not simply somethingakin to a Polanyian-type (Polanyi, 1944) pendulum shift from the market to thestate. After decades of neoliberalism, grass roots and popular organizations,particularly CONAIE, had fortified their own organizational structures (Ospina,2010) and the classical notion of a strong state and a weak society (cf. Migdal, 1988)was no longer historically valid. Thus, demands from social movements were rootedin the notion of an organized civil society capable of participating alongside the statein issues of public interest;  more importantly  however, they incorporated  theradical challenges encompassed in the indigenous philosophies of Sumak Kawsay or
Buen Vivir1 (SK/BV). SK/BV meant a civilizational, post-Marxist challenge totraditional forms of organizing the state, society and the economy. As far as the stategoes the SK/BV principles demanded, among other things, the development of directpopular participation in “all public affairs,” plurinationalism (which entailed thepolitical autonomy of indigenous populations), and the institutionalization ofpractices like previous consultation and previous consent (see International LabourOrganization, Tribal Peoples Convention, 1989: Art. 169).
1Sumak Kawsay is a Kichwa concept that is usually translated into English as “good living” and into
Spanish as Buen Vivir.
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It is in this general context that the Secretaría Nacional de Planificacion y

Desarrollo (National Secretariat for Planning and Development – SENPLADES) wascreated in 2007. SENPLADES is officially described  as a “technical secretariat”whose objective is to develop forms of national planning that are “participatory,inclusive and coordinated in order to attain  the Buen Vivir” (SENPLADES, 2014:http://www.planificacion.gob.ec/valores-mision-vision/) Similarly, Article 280 ofthe Constitution states that “The National Development Plan [the PNBV] is theinstrument to which public policy, programs and projects will follow and adhereto…”. And finally, both the Constitution as well as SENPLADES’s mandate state thatthe PNBV is, above all, an instrument of participatory planning. Consequently, over8000 non-state actors, including grass-roots level organizations participated in theformulation of the last PNBV – the one on which this dissertation’s investigation isbased (SENPLADES, PBNV 2013-2017, 2014: 37).In short, the period between the election of current President Rafael Correain 2006 and the enactment of the new Constitution in 2008 was a period of renewedhope in the capacity of the state to become instrumental in the construction of apost-neoliberal, post-development era (cf. Escobar, 1995, 2010) that isparticipatory, inclusive and open (see Macas, 2011). However, and notwithstandingthe innovations of the Ecuadorian Constitution, much of the work for this newpolitical project was still to be accomplished: the Ecuadorian state has beenhistorically a relatively weak state (see Chapter Three), overridden with economicand political crises and a relatively limited penetration of society and in this sense,its return of the state as an inclusive, participatory entity was far from assured.
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Considering what was just mentioned, it is not surprising that much of thedebate about Latin American politics as of late has revolved around the question ofthe state and its “return.” But like many other processes of political changes in thepast, one of the main “battles” is taking place lies the realm of interpretation: how toread this new wave of state comebacks, strengthening and expansion? What are itsimplications for society? Questions asked typically emerge out of a theoreticalfoundation and an ontological assumption that regard the state as a given. From this“solid” ground state actions are investigated but the state itself, particularly itsreproduction, is largely unproblematized   (see Chapter Two). Some of thesequestions concern the quality of democracy, the importance of the state inredistributing resources and/or in breaking the monopolization of political powerby traditional elites. But, what if the state as a social ontology is not assumed butproblematized? In a very general sense, this dissertation is about this question.An important contribution made by French historian-philosopher MichelFoucault is to stress the importance of genealogy as a method for approachingresearch questions (Foucault, 1972, 1990, 1994b). Accordingly, this dissertationdoes away with the ontological foundation mentioned above and sets out toinvestigate the grounds upon which an entity called “the state” is reconfigured in itsinner structures and rearticulates itself to be able to penetrate society as a form ofgovernment and rule in a post-neoliberal order. Thus, the general problematic thatthis dissertation addresses is the issue of state-formation and state-rearticulation.At a more specific level, it is interested in how the Ecuadorian state and itsgovernment of participation have been articulated since 2008; it is interested in
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how it exercises power and it its constitutive narratives and practices. Thedissertation does not assume, however, that these processes have been successful –it attempts to find out whether they have.Little comprehensive research has focused on these questions. As was said,the state is generally assumed, not explained. It should not be surprising,nonetheless, that the state is often assumed and not problematized. States arecomplex realities and are notoriously difficult to theorize about (see Skocpol et al.,1985). This complexity is perhaps well reflected in Max Weber’s definition of thestate as an entity that possesses a monopoly over the legitimate means of violencewithin a given territory (Weber as referenced in Migdal, 2001: 89). Weber’sdefinition, for good reasons, is limited. Making generalizations about the state is acomplicated task and Weber’s definition could be challenged through severalhistorical examples. For instance, the Colombian state, a quite successful state inmany respects, does not possess, it could be argued, a legitimate monopoly over themeans of violence over its entire territory. Be that as it may, Weber’s succinctdefinition is one of the most accepted and used definitions of the state. Statetheorizing or, more generally, developing a general theory about the state is, asFoucault famously put it, akin to eating an indigestible meal (Foucault, 2004: 78).This dissertation’s second general field of interest is, thus, investigatingtheoretically ways in which the state can be thought of and conceptualized within aparticular spatial and temporal context: Ecuador between 2008 and 2012. In thissense this dissertation is in equal parts, a theoretical and an empirically
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interpretative project whose objectives are to contribute original knowledge at bothlevels.
1.1 Research Questions and ArgumentsThis dissertation is concerned both, theoretically and empirically, with theconstitution and reproduction of the Ecuadorian state between 2008 and 2012. Inthis sense, the main organizing question in which this dissertation is rooted: howhas the Ecuadorian state reproduced and rearticulated itself followingneoliberalism? Given the objectives of the thesis and its thematic interests(narratives, participation and power), this question can be methodologically dividedinto four specific parts: First, how can “the state” be conceptualized theoreticallywithin the specific historical configuration mentioned above (Ecuador, 2008-2012)?Second, what are the main narratives developed by the state in the process of itspost-neoliberal rearticulation since 2008? Third, how is participatory planninggoverned and what is its relationship to state formation? And finally, what powermodalities has the Ecuadorian state exercised in the field of participation?I answer these questions through the following arguments: First, thisdissertation’s main theoretical argument is that the state reproduces itself partly by
creating spaces where it can legitimately intervene in society. This process can beunderstood by looking at three complementary and interrelated developments: a.The formation of narratives about the state seeking to legitimize its presence insociety; b. Governmental practices: the ways in which the state apprehends,organizes, distributes and ultimately creates specific fields of intervention; c. The
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exercise of different and complementary modalities of power, includinggovernmental and disciplinary forms of power. I call the combined operation andfunctioning of these elements a “governmental regime.”2Following this theoretical, overarching argument, I contend, that theEcuadorian state has reconfigured its governmental capacities through acombination of modern techniques of power rooted in a technocratic, knowledge-based form of government and disciplinary techniques of rule based on thecorrection and reformation of particular populations, mainly the indigenousmovement represented by CONAIE. The dissertation contends that on the one handthere is a governmental effort to “technify” and depoliticize participation in order tomake it more governable; and second, popular participation that steps out of theboundaries of the governmental ethos of the state is met with disciplinary acts.Finally, it will be argued that the Ecuadorian state can be characterized as adisciplinary, modernizing neodevelopmental state.This dissertation’s contributions are both theoretical and empirical. At thelevel of theory, it proposes a novel use of the theoretical   tools of thegovernmentality school. Typically applied to forms of rule beyond the state (Millerand Rose 1992) governmentality, I argue, can be particularly useful in investigatingtechniques of state formation that are not rooted in legal regulations, prohibitions,coercion or other means generally associated with the state. States with atechnocratic dimension, in particular, engage in forms of regulation that aremundane, indirect and rooted in techniques, expert knowledge, manuals, statistics,
2I first saw this term being used in Mitchel Deans’s “Governmentality: Power and Rule in Modern
Society” (1999).
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and/or visual representations of populations; they also rely on the self-regulation ofagents. Similarly, the consequences of governmental interventions may be differentfrom those anticipated  by the “good will” of governmental officials.Governmentality focuses precisely on the unintended consequences of theapplication of methodologies, manuals, calculations and so on (cf. Li, 2007; seeChapter Two). In the case of the construction of the PNBV, I show that thegovernment officials I interviewed were genuinely seeking to foster participation,but in the end what was discovered is that the unintended consequences of theirmethodologies had a depoliticizing effect on the outcomes of the PNBV workshops.Empirically, I have conducted primary research on the development of thePNBV. This is the first in-depth study of participatory planning in Ecuador since2008 and the first to look at the relationship between state formation and itsrelationship to governmental regimes. This examination focuses on narratives ofstate formation and the way they are related to participation and state-formation.This work looks at how the state brings together disparate state narratives, mainlydevelopmentalist-modernizing and SK/BV in order to legitimize its presence insociety. The incorporation of indigenous narratives (i.e. Sumak Kawsay narratives),it will be shown, contributes to the efforts at depoliticizing, de-radicalizingindigenous peoples’ participation. Finally, participation is also looked at from theperspective of social protest. Specifically, this work shows that disciplinary practicesand tactics are employed to respond to social protest and acts of resistance againstaspects of state policy. Both of these components should shed light on therelationship between state formation and participation.
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Thus, this dissertation opens a new line of research that is concerned withunderstanding how participatory planning at the level of the state (this has beendone at the level of, for instance, NGOs – see Tania Murray Li, 2007 or JamesFerguson, 1994) is related to politics at the level of organized civil society. Futureresearch questions may include: what are the real possibilities for the developmentof participatory democracy in consolidated, technocratic states? What participatoryplanning techniques are more conducive to forms of participation that are capableof challenging the state-sponsored status quo?Before continuing to the methodological section of the dissertation, I shouldnote that this dissertation is not about participatory democracy as such. This workinvestigates government through participation, not the other way around. It doesnot seek, furthermore, to answer questions about the state of popular participationin Ecuador as such. Neither does it hope to evaluate the concrete experiences ofspecific  civil  society organizations like NGOs or even the indigenous movement.This dissertation is about the government of the state and even though it recognizesthat the state cannot be understood in isolation from society, it attempts to viewstate-society relations from the vantage point of the state (cf. Scott, 1998), or morespecifically, its government. Furthermore, this dissertation does not argue that thestate has successfully depoliticized society. The main implications of thisdissertation’s arguments are that there is an anti-political ethos in the constructionof governmental interventions in society, particularly in the field of participation.However, as I argue in Chapter Two, I regard the state, as a project, not an
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accomplishment, and its actions as being always susceptible to challenges,transformations and setbacks.
1.2 Methodological ConsiderationsBefore entering into the details of how to methodologically answer thequestions posed in this dissertation, it would be useful to make a few remarks aboutits central concepts and assumptions. First, it should be noted that most theoreticaldiscussions  about  how to define central  terms like “government,” “power,” the“state” and “politicization” are elaborated in detail in Chapter Two. Thus, here I willsimply make a number of necessary clarifications. One of my centralmethodological-theoretical points of departure is the attempt to avoid anyreification or anthropomorphization of the state. The state is neither a concrete nordiscrete entity, it is mainly a set of relations rooted in ideational and material factors(see Chapters Two and Three). Thus, even though I use the term “the state,” Iacknowledge its complex, dynamic and relationally based   ontology. For thepurposes of pragmatic simplicity, I employ, simply the term “the state.” Second,when I mention that the state “does,” “knows,” or “acts” in certain ways, I am notimplying that these are equivalent to humans’ thinking, acting or doing. Again forsimplicity’s sake, I recur to this terminology but assume that states do not wilfullyact or think. As I make clear in Chapter Two, one of my central theoreticalcontentions is that the  state is not the overarching, rational centre from whichpower within a country emanates; states have no will of their own and their actionsare not analogous to individual acts of human beings. Similarly, I contend that one
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must be theoretically wary about assigning states rational-choice type faculties.States, this dissertation argues, act within various forms of rationalities andmentalities and are not rational beings operating through an internalized, unitarysense of will operating through a singular rationality.And finally, the period since the election of President Rafael Correa is, inmany ways, unprecedented and that is one of the reasons this dissertation isinterested in investigating it (see Chapter Three). Thus, I refer to the process of stateconstruction since 2008, or more appropriately, its form as the “Correista state.”This should not be interpreted as a statement about specific aspects of the rolePresident Correa has played in this process. It does acknowledge, however, thatPresident Correa has indeed been a central figure in the development of the statesince 2008.
1.3 Broader Methodological Tradition: InterpretivismInterpretivism is rooted in the Socratic tradition of critical thought that seesthe role of intellectual endeavours, including academic research, is to problematizeissues that may be conceived as accepted truths. Interpretation seeks to understandsocial realities, not necessarily explain them in a deductive-nomological sense (cf.Przeworski and Teune, 1982; Wendt, 1998). Interpretation is, in a way, a thickdescription (Geertz, 1973, 1980) of social relations that take place and unfold infields of socially constructed knowledges, realities and forms of representation (cf.Rojas, 2002). An interpretivist approach is interested in giving accounts of objects ofknowledge in the social world that are not necessarily measureable like, for
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example, governmental regimes, power modalities, or state narratives (Heller,2008). This is why interpretivism’s social ontology can be referred to as a socialconstructivist one. Instead of eschewing objects of knowledge that lack ameasurable dimension, interpretivists like Arturo Escobar (1995), argue that inorder to understand the reproduction of social systems and forms of rule,government and domination, one must consider the importance of non-measurableobjects and subjects in the constitution of reality (also see Lemke, 2007).A useful, albeit simplified, description of this approach is given by AlexanderWendt (1998: 109-110) in the following way:When a small child asks her parent, ‘what’s that?’, she might be satisfiedwith the response, ‘a dog’. That answer doesn’t seem to involve much inthe way of ‘explanation’. If the child persists and asks ‘what’s a dog?’, theparent may say ‘man’s best friend’. This too seems descriptive, since itdoesn’t seem to do more than point to the role that dogs play in humansociety, although it also sends the implicit message to the child that dogsare not dangerous. Yet, the English language permits an explanatoryinterpretation of the parent’s answer as well: it would be equally valid tosay that the parent was ‘explaining’ the role of dogs in society, and‘explaining’ the fact that dogs are not dangerous by reference to theirbeing our friends. Neither of these explanations is causal. Semanticsperhaps, but it suggests that already at this very simple level the answersto what-questions might not be purely or unambiguously descriptive, buthave varying degrees of explanatory content.
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The social ontology of interpretivism, thus, leads the researcher to ask how andwhat questions rather than ‘why’ questions. This dissertation’s research questions(see above) follow these principles.The selection of an intepretivist stance responds to a basic methodologicalconcern with research questions. The relevance of a research method is directlyrelated to the type of questions the researcher is interested in. Questions originatefrom a dialectical process involving experience, theory and reflection. From thisdialectical process assumptions and positions about research objectives areadopted. In particular, ontological assumptions about what is real and whatconstitutive elements of social reality must be highlighted are made. Since thisdissertation is interested in a relational “entity” like the state and its regimes ofgovernment, it is fundamental to consider how it can be studied through theformulation of pertinent methodological building blocks that enable the researcherto enter into contact with those relations and fields of knowledge. Below I explorethe basic building blocks of this dissertation’s methodological approach.
1.4 A Historical Approach: GenealogyThe study of governmentality as Mitchell Dean (1999) argues, is rooted inhistory. (Dean, 1999: 50). This work therefore, looks at the Ecuadorian state asbeing historically rooted. For this reason Chapter Three develops a detailedhistorical contextualization of the Ecuadorian state and its relations with indigenouspeoples. But how is a “historical approach” conceptualized and organized? One ofthe main guiding principles of historical thinking this dissertation employs is
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Foucault’s concept of genealogy. It should be noted, before explaining thisdissertation’s use of the concept, that the use of genealogy need not entail acceptingall of its epistemological implications. Clearly, some aspects about “reality” in thisdissertation are assumed, not put into question.Genealogical research entails looking at moments of rupture, andimportantly, putting into question accepted historical truths, concepts and histories.A Foucauldian genealogical approach shows the contingency of discursive practicesand ‘realities’ (Milliken, 1999; Walters, 2012: Ch. 4). Thus, instead of assuming thestate, this work problematizes it and questions its status as a form of truth, as asocial “reality.” This is not to argue that the state is not a reality; it is, but one thatunfolds on a regular basis, a reality that is contingent and rooted in historicalcontexts (cf. De la Cadena, 2007). Genealogy also entails inquiring into the marginaldiscourses and subjects of a social order. This is partly what is meant by ruptures:instances in which dominant forms of representation are challenged by marginaldiscourses and forms of representation (cf. Rojas, 2002). Thus, Chapter Three looksnot only at the state and its moments of crises, but at indigenous populations andtheir acts of resistance. As marginalized populations indigenous peoples haveconsistently ruptured the stability of hegemonic interpretations of reality and that isthe primary reason Chapter Three develops a detailed account of the historicalcontext in which they have engaged with the state: colonialism.Genealogy enables us not only to place the act of government in a historicalperspective but also to problematize the emergence of fields of governmentalintervention. As Dean (1999) shows, fields like health, the economy and so on are
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not spaces that pre-exist governmental practices, they are constituted by/throughthem. In the case of Ecuador I problematize how the state has constituted (notunproblematically or without vicissitudes, of course) a space of intervention called“participation.” Guided by the theoretical precepts of a governmentality approach Ianalyze in Chapter Six the ways in which various forms of knowledge aboutpopulations  and techniques of government help constitute fields of interventionwhere none existed before.   I show, as mentioned before, that one of the ways inwhich the state reproduces itself is precisely by creating spaces where it canlegitimately intervene.Finally, genealogy is useful in the study of power relations. One of the centralcontentions  of this dissertation is that the current state is characterized by theexercise of several forms of power, one of which is government (see Chapter Two).As discussed in Chapter Two, following  a governmentality  studies approach, Iregard ‘government’ as a modality of power (which is in itself plural). The other isdiscipline.   Government as a form of power is understood in this dissertation as aprocess, not an accomplished fact. This work contends that the Correista state ishistorically linked to a process that seeks to governmentalize aspects of its relationswith society: in other words, it seeks to construct self-reliant, autonomous subjectscapable of governing themselves and thus capable of being governed at a distance.Perhaps it should be noted that this is a specifically liberal form of government.However, the reason it is able to do so is because of the particular historical juncturein which it developed (the post-neoliberal, post Constituent Assembly period). Theother form, discipline is also viewed historically from the perspective of colonial
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relations. The dissertation interprets acts of discipline by the state as emergingwithin a colonial matrix of interpretation of what, for instance, it means to bebackward, anachronic, ignorant and so on (see Chapters 2 and 7). Finally, genealogyviews power relationally. This means that power cannot be understood by lookingat a (static) source out of which power emanates whether it is the market, thechurch, the state, a ministry, a law, etc.In this respect, an important notion that is often forgotten or neglected aboutthe work of Foucault (see for instance Walsh, 2007; Stoller, 1995) is that genealogy,seeks to rescue “subjected knowledges” that have been silenced through the force ofa hegemonic field of interpretation. In his work Society Must be Defended, Foucaultclearly states the importance of unveiling and “giving” voice to subjugatedknowledges and subjectivities (2000: 21-22). Genealogy is particularly useful inlocalizing micro struggles, and making visible hidden identities, voices, memories,and knowledges. My research on the 2013-2017 PNBV workshops and the microspaces of government reflects this methodological concern.
1.5 ReflexivityThe second broad methodological building block of this dissertation isreflexivity. Reflexivity entails, in simple terms, a mutually constitutive relationshipbetween the ontology of a research project and its epistemology. Put differently,part of what one researches is dictated by the theoretical stance one adopts and theassumptions about what ought to be known and how. In the case of this dissertation,for example, I look at various aspects of government like acts of problematization,
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the use of maps, and calculations partly because those are elements stressed by agovernmentality approach. At the same time however, governmentality has beenchosen because preliminary research indicated that the Correista state governsthrough some of the practices elucidated by govermentality studies. Thus, there is areflexive relationship between what the researcher studies and the theory thatmakes those objects of study visible.
1.6 Methodological ToolsThe method being followed by this dissertation is an interpretative casestudy (cf. Lijphart, 1971). A case study is a research method defined by its in-depthlook at one particular case. In contrast to the comparative method, the case study isadvantageous in that, as Arendt Lijphart (1971: 691) notes, “by focusing on a singlecase, that case can be intensively examined even when the research resources at theinvestigator's disposal are relatively limited.”   The case study method within theinterpretive tradition of authors such as Clifford Geertz (1979) involves interactionwith actors, participation in the activities which one is interested in and the analysisof the historicity of those forums. Following aspects of Geertz’s approach toethnography (Ibid.), the method espoused here is interested in providing a thickdescription of the processes of state formation. Accordingly, two specificmethodological tools were employed in the research of this dissertation, aside fromthe historical approach already mentioned: first, participatory observation of thePNBV workshops organized by SENPLADES and second, a discourse or narrativesanalysis of narratives of state formation and power modalities.
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Participant observation entailed being present and participating in PNBVworkshops. It  also involved conducting semi-structured (some questions  areplanned others emerge during the process itself) and structured (spontaneousconversations as well as unplanned interviews) interviews (Heller, 2008) withPNBV workshop participants. The objective of these techniques is to access theworlds of research “subjects.” To paraphrase Monica Heller (2008: 257) this processallows the researcher partial entries into the discursive fields and practices thatinform what people do and why they do it. Through observation and interviews,therefore, one can attempt to understand what were the outcomes of theengagements between governmental officials and workshop participants duringPNBV workshops. The method for selecting the type of workshops to be researched,whom to interview and what to analyze during workshops was largely dictated bytheory (governmentality studies). The theoretical framework of this thesis paysparticular attention to the relationship of politics and government (see ChapterTwo); it also pays attention to power from a genealogical stance; finally, it stressesforms of government beyond coercion and outright regulation.For that reason I selected regional workshops designed to “identify keyproblems to develop a national and regional vision [of social problems] in the longterm” (SENPLADES, PNBV 2013-2017, 2014: 37). The “regional” scope of theworkshops meant that different regional perspectives in a highly diverse countrysuch as Ecuador would be captured. The PNBV regional workshops included a totalof 240 participants. I attended and/or obtained information from 133 workshops.
3 See Appendix 2
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The total number of participants in the workshops I attended was no less than 85.4I explain the specific methodology SENPLADES itself used during workshops inChapter Six, but it would be useful for my purposes here to note that workshopswere composed of three distinct sections: the introductory talks given bySENPLADES’s officials, working-tables discussions in which participants from eachregion discussed issues presented by SENPLADES (which originated in otherparticipatory planning workshops); third and finally, a plenary session in which thecontent of table discussions was systematized by SENPLADES’s personnel. Myattendance to the workshops was organized through coordination with officials atSENPLADES some of whom I also interviewed as part of my research.   Because ofconsiderations regarding risk and ethics requirements, all of the people Iinterviewed and their institutions and institutional affiliations, shall remainanonymous.The methodological posture I assumed during workshops was to follow thesame regime that actual participants followed during workshops. I  took  notesduring presentations by SENPLADES, participated (although not as actively as actualparticipants) in working-tables and listened to plenary sessions. In addition Iinterviewed SENPLADES officials and workshop participants. In total, includinginterviews conducted outside workshops I conducted 28 interviews. In addition,and guided by governmentality criteria, I collected data about the type of materialsused, the methodology employed by SENPLADES during workshops and the timedistribution followed (how long each session lasted, how time was distributed
4This is an estimate because workshop participants were difficult to count. Many were late, others entered
and exited the sessions while others only stayed for some of the duration workshops.
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between the different portions of the workshop) by SENPLADES during workshops.Moreover, I paid close attention to the interaction between participants and stateofficials (SENPLADES experts). Finally the issue of diversity was important as well: Inoted whether participants were men or women, indigenous, Afroecuadorian, whiteand/or mestizo.Because the final results of these workshops (workshops took place between2011 and 2012) were only published after much of this work had been written (in2013 and 2014), I conducted a content analysis of the previous PNBVs: 2007-2009and 2010-20135 in order to establish how  the logic of participatory planning isactually expressed in PNBVs. Notwithstanding this obstacle, it is in the process ofresearch during workshops themselves that the governmentalized logic ofparticipation was observed. The content of workshops is, I contend, sufficient tosupport this dissertation’s arguments about the government of participation. Thetheoretical tools provided in Chapter Two also guide my analysis of the PNBVs. Ilook at the ways in which PNBVs, particularly in the period 2009-2013 representpeoples, issues and problems. I identify how and what the implications are of theway in which SENPLADES (the agency that drafts the PNBV) problematizes issuesand creates knowledge about populations. Thus I analyze maps, calculations, therepresentation of statistics, among other things, to elaborate on the developmentand construction of fields of governmental intervention (cf. Li, 2007; Dean, 1999). Insum this work looks at PNBVs to disclose how governments create or modify fieldsof intervention in society
5 Ecuador has had a total of three PNBVs: 2007-2009, 2009-2013 and 2013-2017.
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1.7 The Analysis of Narratives and RepresentationsLike in the previous section, the specific methodological choices for the studyof the state are guided, in part, by theory. In Chapter Two I develop a definition ofthe state, following Joel Migdal (2001) as well as Foucault (and to some degreeWeber) that conceives of the state as being composed of narratives (images) aboutits legitimacy as well  as practices of intervention. The state generates its ownregimes of representation, its own images of what it is and how it ought to beperceived. Thus, from a methodological point of view it is imperative to capture howthe process of weaving together different narratives about the state unfolds. To doso I employed a critical discourse/narratives analysis of how the state is constructedin narratives and representation. Specifically, this method involves analyzingsystems of meaning, and hierarchies of knowledges and representation. It alsoinvolves looking at how different narratives, like the Sumak Kawsay/Buen Vivir, ordevelopmentalist narratives are employed to generate specific interpretations aboutthe state and its character.   A good example of this approach is Arturo Escobar’sanalysis of development in the post-War period (Escobar, 1995). In the case of thisdissertation the materials chosen for its analysis of narratives and content analysisare President Correa’s Weekly Presidential Reports (WPRs). These are weekly radioand television broadcasts where the President discusses issues of national interest(a detailed description of WPRs is provided in Chapter Five). However, I also look atgovernment documents, governmental media releases, governmental ads andpublicity campaigns as well as key specific figures of state policy to evaluate how
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narratives and practices come together.Similarly, I employ a critical analysis of narratives to address the interactionbetween the state and indigenous populations in the context of participatoryengagements beyond the PNBV. This is an important tool because a narrativesapproach (also called a discourse analysis) allows the researcher to capture howdifferent identities are portrayed in different circumstances and to seehow internally to a text [or oral expression], the poles of oppositionswhich it privileges and the ‘realities’ it thereby makes basic or originalcan be reversed and displaced, thereby producing other ‘truths.’ The‘orthodox meanings’ of a discourse in such cases are shown to lack stablefoundations claimed for them, indicating that these are imposed readingswhich could have been different (Milliken, 1999: 242-243).Hence, in Chapter Seven I analyze WPRs and governmental reactions toindigenous protests to unearth the series of meanings attached to indigenouspeoples’ mobilizations and participation. In this particular instance, namelyindigenous mobilizations, I also engaged in participant observation and conductedinterviews. I attended, for example, the largest indigenous mobilization since 2006.To capture the disciplinary effect of power  I  also interviewed  a number  ofindigenous leaders and protesters between 2010 and 2012. I chose my intervieweesaccording to the following criteria: being members of CONAIE or another organizedindigenous group; to  have been involved in participatory engagements with thestate and/or in policy-making within the state and who have had a recognizedtrajectory in indigenous organizations. My interviews mainly focused on the
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question of participation, public-policy making and the relationship betweenindigenous peoples and the state.
1.8 The Organization of this WorkThis dissertation has been organized in eight chapters. Each chaptercontains three interrelated and co-constitutive building blocks: the first is historical,the second is theoretical, and the third is empirical. It is important to specify thelogical progression  that this dissertation’s arguments follow in relation to thesebuilding blocks. Specifically it is worth stressing that the interrelationship of thesebasic parts is what gives this dissertation its unity, integration and cohesiveness.Overall, the logical structure of the dissertation is as follows: after establishing abrief context, its research questions and arguments the dissertation develops thehistorical context within which the case of Ecuador can be understood. The secondbuilding block is composed of two constitutive parts, first debating the literatureabout the state in Ecuador and second, presenting my own theoretical alternatives.These two first building  blocks are interconnected in a variety  of ways. First,because the theoretical approach espoused here is rooted in historicalcontextualization. In this sense, the theoretical block of this dissertation could notbe made sense of without the historical contextualization that makes the particularchoice of theory pertinent. The third and final building block of this work, theempirical component, closes the circle of interpretation. It provides not onlyevidence (evidence understood, of course, from the perspective of intepretivism) ofthe linkages between the historical and the theoretical components of the
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dissertation. The evidence provided can only be understood as an expression of ahistorically-rooted present and its logical progression, its main themes and objectsof analysis, through the lens of the theoretical portion of the thesis. The chaptersbelow, therefore, have been organized to fit this logical construct. In turn I providea brief sketch of their contents.Chapter Two has two objectives, first to review the most pertinentarguments about the contemporary Ecuadorian state and second, to provide thetheoretical contributions of this dissertation. Chapter Two begins with a review ofthe debates about the contemporary Ecuadorian state. It focuses mainly onEcuadorianist literature and on specific arguments; however, it is conceptuallyorganized in a way that stresses the broader intellectual traditions and theories thatinform the Ecuadorianist literature. In this sense the Chapter divides thesetraditions and arguments along three broad classifications: insitutionalist,structuralist and culturalist approaches (cf. Lichbach and Zukerman, 1997). In thissense the Chapter  assesses how  these intellectual sources have informed  andshaped the Ecuadorianist literature about the state. Moreover, Chapter Two stressesthe contributions and the importance of these traditions and arguments but alsopoints out several of their weaknesses thus establishing the need for a differentalternative.Such an alternative is provided in the second section of Chapter Two. Beforebriefly sketching out the Chapter it would be useful to stress that theoretical contentof Chapter Two is both a framework for understanding the information presented insubsequent chapters and a theoretical argument in itself. The title of this section of
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the Chapter, “Theoretical Contributions,” seeks to reflect precisely this point. Asmentioned earlier, this dissertation means to contribute to the theoretical literatureabout the state, particularly  from the perspective of governmentality  and itspossible applications to states such as Ecuador’s.The theoretical section of Chapter Two is mainly devoted to first,“describing” governmentality, second to developing a theoretical argument aboutthe pertinence of its use to analyze the state. Chapter Two also stresses, however,the importance of avoiding excessive reliance on a single theoretical source. Thus, Icomplement it with Joel Migdal’s theory of the state as well as a series ofdecolonial/postcolonial reflections about indigenous people’s agency and forms ofresistance under postcolonial regimes. The overall theoretical argument seeks tolink the concept of governmentality to that of the state. It stresses the governmentalethos of parts of the Ecuadorian state. An important aspect of this discussion ispower. Power, as has been said, is an integral concept in this dissertation. In a way itcould be said that this work is about power. Thus, Chapter Two analyzes differentmodalities of state power and how these can be integrated into an analysis of. Thework of Foucault is crucial in the development of this section. Along these lines, itwould be worth mentioning that the theoretical contributions of this dissertationhave been greatly influenced by the writings of Mitchell Dean (e.g. 1999), TanyaMurray Li (e.g. 2007a, 2007b), James Ferguson (1994) and William Walters (2007,2012). While the bibliographic references for the construction of Chapter Two gowell beyond the contributions of these authors, it is important to acknowledge their
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influence in the development of this dissertation’s own use of governmentality andthe way in which it is “applied” in Chapters Four, Five and Six.Chapter Three provides a detailed historical account of the Ecuadorian statebetween 1830, when the Republic gained independence, until 2006 when currentPresident Rafael Correa was elected. This chapter represents an effort tocontextualize the different histories of the Ecuadorian state. It highlights some ofthe Weberian influences of this dissertation, particularly as much of the chaptercould be describes as historical sociology of the state. At the same time however, itstresses its genealogical and governmentality roots by focusing on marginalizedvoices and knowledges and  the constructed  character  of  state-society relations.This section advances the following   argument:   that the Ecuadorian state,understood from the perspective of its ability to penetrate society and establish itspresence in its territory has been qualitatively different from that of the Correistaperiod. The objective of this argumentative stance is to stress the pertinence ofanalyzing the Correista state as a case study for this dissertation. To illustrate theargument about state’s relative weaknesses, Chapter Three shows, that the state inEcuador has been riddled with political, social and economic crises. Thus, I trace thepolitical history of the state and stress the constant recurrence of political crises andthe ensuing changes in the formal institutions of the state that this has generated;Ecuador, for example, has had twenty constitutions since 1830. Finally, the chaptercontextualizes the years leading up to and the period during which the currentConstitution was conceived, discussed, drafted and enacted.
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The second argumentative line of Chapter Three traces some of the history ofstate-society relations, particularly with the indigenous movement. While theobjective of the section is to stress that the wider context in which the state relatesto indigenous populations is that of coloniality, the angle from which it develops itsclaims is through an emphasis on agency and the capacity of the indigenousmovement to mobilize and confront colonialist practices coming from the state (andsociety). This section of the chapter could also be read as a confirmation that thestate can only be understood as part of social relations, not as an autonomous entity.Chapter Three ends, from a historical point of view, exactly where Chapter Fourbegins. Chapter Three ends by a short analysis of the pre-Constituent Assemblyperiod. It shows the politicized environment of social participation between 2006and 2008. Chapter Three also presents part of the historical evidence for affirmingthat the Correista state between 2006 and 2012 was characterized by two distinctperiods: the pre- and the post-Constituent Assembly periods.The following chapters build from the previous building blocks. Specifically,they look at the three components of the state: narratives, practices and power.Consequently, Chapter Four focuses on the different sources of state narratives,particularly it sets its interest on how narratives about development andmodernization unfold, what their constitutive elements are and how they are turnedinto practice. The chapter, for example, focuses on how the notion of modernizationin Correismo is linked to a technocratic bureaucracy that in some senses resemblesthe Weberian-type bureaucratic apparatus that Peter Evans (1995) associates withdevelopmental states. This chapter also pays attention to how narratives that are
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fundamentally “opposed” or different are brought together under the image of thestate. Specifically I analyze, through the concept of reverse-autoethnography(developed in Chapter Three) how the state employs the symbols, language andrepresentations  of indigenous peoples’ radical narrative of Sumak Kawsay. Onceprocessed through the governmental apparatus, the Chapter shows, the Sumak
Kawsay/Buen Vivir narrative is stripped of its radical content thus becomingintegrated into the “anti-politics machine” (Ferguson, 1994) of governmentalregimes.Chapter Five and 6 develop an understanding of how a specific governmentalregime unfolds. They begin by focusing on more macro level factors like thedevelopment of national statistics, maps, the special representation of the state andits peoples and the creation of a variety of knowledges about the country. ChapterFive in particular focuses on SENPLADES, its work and its technocratic andgovernmental ethos. It show how it constructs fields of governmental interventionand how information is used and distributed in the effort to bring the state to placesit had not been before. Chapter Five also analyses the contents of the 2010-2013PNBV and contrasts it with the politicized narratives of Sumak Kawsay/Buen Vivirand concludes, as did Chapter Four, that as SK//BV narratives enter thegovernmental machinery their radical contents are made invisible. Finally ChapterFive shows the different ways in which participatory citizenship develops, how it isportrayed and the different mechanisms that the state uses to foster it. All of thesemanifestations  of  state-level participation have in common their anti-politicaland/or de-radicalized contents.
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Chapter Six, on the other hand, takes the analysis of governmental regimesand applies it to the micro level, specifically to the participatory engagementsbetween state and civil society for the construction of the PNBV 2013-2017. Thefocus of the Chapter is on a series of workshops discussed above where I conductedprimary research between 2011 and 2012. The aim of the Chapter is to elucidatewhat the effects of these workshops were on the content of participants’ demands ofand stances towards the state. The chapter pays special attention to howSENPLADES’s officials managed and processed the information provided andexpressed by participants. The focus of the chapter is not on individuals workingfor SENPLADES but on techniques and their roles as experts. One of the revealingconclusions of the chapter is that the government of participation can haveunintended consequences and that power, as Foucault insisted, cannot be reducedto those who “possess it.” The SENPLADES personnel I encountered expressed tome their genuine desire to foster participation, and during workshops their workreflected this interest. However, the techniques, knowledges and methods employedto do so and, particularly, the effects that they had on the content of participatoryengagement go beyond the intentions and diligent work of those officials. That isnot to say, however, that purposeful acts by government officials are unimportant.The point is that rendering participation technical means that participation becomesde-politicized independently of whether officials intended it to be that way or not.Chapter Seven continues with the theme of participation but focuses its attention onmore conflictive arenas. It specifically deals with the relationship betweenindigenous peoples and the state in contentious situations. The chapter’s main
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argument is that participation outside of the state’s regime of improvement(modernizing neo-developmentalism) is met with acts of discipline. More generallythe chapter posits that the relationship between state and indigenous organizations,particularly CONAIE, can be understood through the lens of disciplinary power.Discipline as Chapter Two argues is about the reformation and correction ofpopulations. In contrast to authoritarianism, discipline does not exclude orexterminate (cf. Hindess, 1998) populations deemed incorrigible. Discipline seeks totransform individuals through controlled and/or limited periods of coercion,punishment, shaming and so on.   Chapter Seven shoes that one way in which thestate seeks to discipline indigenous populations is through acts of shaming (callingthem backward and ignorant) that can only be understood within the context ofcolonial practices and the colonial and post-colonial history of Ecuador.Finally, Chapter Eight reviews the central points raised in the dissertation. Ithighlights its main strengths and some of its problems. It touches on, for instance,the importance of disclosing the act of government as a process in need ofexplanation. It stresses the ways in which governmental interventions in societywork and how the government of populations relies on a multifarious series oftechniques, power resources, mentalities and narratives. Moreover, it reveals theways in which its research and theoretical contributions could be taken further andhow this line of research offers interesting opportunities for the discussion of thestate, government and participation in a broader Latin American context.
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CHAPTER TWO

THE LITERATURE AND THEORETICAL CONTRIBUTIONS: GOVERNMENTALITY,
REGIMES OF GOVERNMENT AND THE STATE

2.1 The Literature Situating this Work’s Main Arguments and DebatesThis section discusses the debates that set the stage and help contextualizethis dissertation’s main arguments. More specifically, I discuss the most importantdebates, interpretations and theoretical approaches to studying the contemporaryEcuadorian state within the Ecuadorianist literature. Such a discussion, however,would be incomplete without referring to some of the larger theoretical discussionsthat inform those debates in the first place. Hence, the following sections addressthe main debates around the state in Ecuador between 2008 and 2012 as well asreviewing some of the intellectual traditions that inform those debates. I willorganize my discussion here around the following thesis: the most prevalent anddominant interpretations of the state and the government of participation arederived from variants of institutionalism (mainly democratic institutionalism andhistorical institutionalism), structuralism (including historical structuralism andMarxist approaches) and culturalist approaches (mainly theories on populism). Ialso contend that the main source of debate about the state is the question “whattype of state is the Correista state”? And also, what are the elements of statebehaviour one ought to look at?
2.2 Main Debates and Theoretical Sources in the Ecuadorianist Literature
Institutionalism
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I would argue that some of the most relevant interpretations of the staterevolve around the question of its institutionalization, particularly its democraticinstitutions. The basic formulation of much of what I will refer to here, in a broadsense, as  the “institutionalist” literature, regards both state power as well statestrength in relation to the levels of institutionalization of its democratic institutions.A merit of these interpretations is that both theoretically and empirically they lookat the quality of liberal democratic development, including the independencebetween state powers and the rights of individuals and communities.Understandably, state interventions in society are evaluated based on the respectfor the law and institutional norms. Some notable authors within this traditioninclude: Simón Pachano (2007, 2011, 2013), Felipe Burbano de Lara (2003),Santiago Basabe (2009), Pablo Andrade (cf. 2008; 2010), Cesar Montúfar (2014 -unpublished; referenced with permission of the author).Arguably, the theoretical tradition that institutionalists like Simon Pachano,for example, follow is a continuation, albeit with differences, of the “transitions”literature (and their Weberian influences) of the 1970s and 1980s (see for exampleLinz and Stepan, 1996; Mainwaring, 1989; O’Donnell, 1973, 1986a, 1986b, 2007;Valenzuela, 1985). Their line of argumentation establishes close linkages betweenunderstanding processes of state formation – or at least explaining state behaviour,and its politico-electoral-procedural systems and  the degree of respect given tothem by political agents, most notably political elites. Like in the “transitions”literature some of the most important aspects of the state are explained through ananalysis of the institutionalization of democratic life, including the degree of party
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development, as for example in in Mariano Torcal’s and Scott Mainwaring’s analysisof political parties’ levels of institutionalization (Torcal and Mainwaring, 2005) orCatharine Conaghan’s  analysis of the party system in Ecuador (Conaghan, 1985,1987). In terms of “institutionalist” analysis of the Ecuadorian state one finds twomain concerns: first whether the state is sufficiently democratic, based on aminimalist approach to defining democracy, and whether state institutions,including those concerned with participation, are sufficiently institutionalized fordemocratic development to take place. Clearly, both of these issues are interrelated,however, the first issue is largely linked to the question of state power, while thesecond, to whether state actors adhere to the formal rules of the political and legalsystems of the state. Good examples of this approach can be seen in the works ofBasabe (2011), Pachano (2010), Pachano and Garcia (2013) and Montúfar (2007,2008, 2014 - unpublished), and to a certain degree, Conaghan and de la Torre(2008), and Conaghan (1985, 1987, 1994).To analyze some of these arguments in detail, a good place to start would bePachano’s and Garcia’s (2013) work on the quality of democracy in Ecuador underCorrea as well as Pachano’s work on state power and institutions (2009). Theseworks are explicit in showing the analytical variables used to measure democraticdevelopment. Pachano and Garcia, for example, present the following variables: “a)The rule of law; b) electoral accountability; c) institutional accountability; d)participation; e) competition; f) capacity of response; g) respect to for rights andfreedoms; h) social and economic solidarity-equality” (Pachano and Garcia, 2013: 2).
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All of these variables, even “h,” which are not at first glance a question offormal institutions only, are derived from a concept of democracy “understoodstrictly as a political regime, that is, as a conglomerate of rules, institutions andprocedures established to make effective the participation and public debate, as wellas select and control public power” (Ibid.). Through this approach Pachano andGarcia conclude that Ecuador’s is a hybrid system: not democratic, but notauthoritarian (reminiscent of O’Donnell’s dictablandas). Put differently, some of thevariables used to measure the political system, like electoral accountability, scorerelatively high (3.91/4.5) while others, like the rule of law (2.47/4.5), relatively low(Pachano and Garcia, 2012: 23). Moreover, a conspicuous element in this approachis the formalistic understanding of power as institutional power (or the power totrespass it). Reflecting the liberal tradition, power is understood in juridical terms.Notwithstanding the positive contributions made by this type of approach, itbecomes clear that the entire enterprise to measure the performance of the politicalsystem is entirely  contingent upon the formal architecture of  state institutions(more on this below).A similar approach is adopted by Andre Coelho et al. (Coelho et el., 2010).Specifically, Coehlo and his colleagues evaluate state reforms in the area ofparticipatory democracy. Notwithstanding several differences, the authors alsoconsider the central aspect to be measuring the possibilities for participatorydemocracy to develop in Ecuador, and the constitutional mechanisms designed toenable it. Accordingly, Coelho and his colleagues compare constitutionalmechanisms in Ecuador, Bolivia and Venezuela, designed to widen participation.
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They interpret the recent (Bolivia and Ecuador) constitutional changes adopted inthese countries as a sign of an expanded form of participation. Moreover,constitutional reform is viewed as evidence that these countries hope to “respond tothe crisis of representation that shook the region in the nineteen nineties” (Coehloet al, 2010: 91). Like in the case of Pachano and Garcia, and Pachano (2007, 2009)the entire analysis given by Coelho and his colleagues is contingent upon state andnon-state actors’ respecting constitutional norms. In their case, however, the focuson institutions is more vulnerable to critique because, it could be argued, theConstitution of Ecuador is not only highly abstract, but has in many respects (likegiving rights to nature) no historical precedents or references from which to judgefuture practices; that is, no way of judging whether the spirit of a constitutionalnorm (again like giving right to nature or embracing the notion of Sumak

Kawsay/Buen Vivir) is being followed in practice by the legal system.Along similar lines, Ana María Larrea (cf. 2008, 2010) looks at theconfiguration of the state through its formal organization through the Constitution.Larrea argues that specific historical configurations give rise to different strategiesto organize the state. She regards Constitutions as specific representations ofdifferent historical configurations. In this sense, Larrea’s argument is more along thelines of some Gramscian theorists, like Robert Cox (1981) who regard institutions asrepresentations of a historical configuration of power. However, Larrea’s“Gramscian” stance stops there when she stresses the importance of   theConstitution, not as a historical configuration, but as a mechanism to bring Ecuadorto a post-neoliberal stage in issues like participatory citizenship. Participation,
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Larrea points out, has never been so stressed by any other Constitution in Ecuador’shistory (Larrea, 2010: 65). As she points out, the new Constitutional paradigm hasthe power “to invest [participation] with sufficient institutional channels to favourthe capacity of collective social organizing and augment the power margins ofcitizens to ensure respect of their right to participation” (SENPLADES, as cited inLarrea, 2010: 65).Indeed, as I show in Chapter Four within the current Constitution, referencesto participation are plentiful. I find Larrea’s argument valid insofar as constitutionalchanges are, no doubt, important indicators of changes in statecraft.   Clearly, theinstitutional apparatuses of a state matter and are in many ways indicative of thetype of state that one is trying to understand or make intelligible: repressive lawsare, for example, telling signs of a police/authoritarian state. However, as I arguelater, there is an important difference between state forms and institutional formsboth historically and in theory. Historically, it has been shown, the making and re-making of constitutions in Ecuador signals an important weakness in the ability ofconstitutional texts to engender actual changes in social and political structures,including processes of statecraft, discrimination against indigenous populations andso on. Moreover, my research suggests that the current state form (understood as aseries of actual governmental regimes) is antithetical to a politicized form ofparticipation while its institutional apparatuses, mainly its Constitution, are not. AsI argue the next section of this chapter, it is important to make the fundamentaldistinction between  an institutional-juridical form  and its form asdiscourse/practice. The power of an institutional/juridical form must be
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understood beyond and in complement to its formal dictums (i.e. what is writtendown as laws, regulations, normative bodies and/or Constitutional Articles).
Variants of Structuralism and Political EconomyTwo important works edited by Juan Proaño and Natalia Arcos (2012) on theone hand and by Juan Cuvi et al. (2013) on the other, are perhaps two of the bestrepresentations of the debate about the Correista state and participation. The twovolumes represent some of the most relevant interpretative tensions about the typeof state and its fundamental characteristics. Mostly the Correista state is eitherdenounced for its anti-revolutionary stance and/or praised for the “revolutionary”changes it has undertaken. One side of the polar tension I just mentioned, isrepresented in the structuralist, neo-marxist approach taken by Mario Unda, one ofthe contributors of the book edited by Cuvi et al. Unda argues that one of the centraltenets of the supporters of the current changes in the state, is the recuperation andthe return of the state following the neoliberal era. Unda asks: under what logic isthe recuperated state articulated? He looks into Poulanzas and his theory of the“autonomous” state to understand the process of statecraft. Unda argues that stateautonomy, that is, the “specific internal cohesiveness of the juridical-politicalsuperstructure,” (Unda, 2013: 34) means that the state may at times go against thecapitalist class but that it ultimately is an enabling factor for the reproduction andthe growth of capital, which, he claims, has been the case under Correismo. From thisperspective Unda concludes that the current state must be understood as a“capitalist modernization” project that seeks to modernize, at once and in an
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interrelated fashion the economy and the state. The “Poulanzas thesis” mentionedby Unda, thus hinges on the idea that state interests and ultimately its behaviour canbe explained endogenously: the state is partially isolated from “outside” forces andits interests, even if theoretically linked to the reproduction of global capital, areformed from within its own interior. I will address some of the problems with thisview later in this chapter.Along similar lines, critical structuralist Francisco Muñoz argues that a stateform can be defined as “the articulation or structuration of the class interests offractions, factions, economic groups  or de facto powers that  are intertwinedbetween them and ruled, hegemonically and from a strategy of political dominationby the dominant group among them” Muñoz, 2012: 121). From this perspectiveMuñoz argues that the new state form (under the Correista regime) can becharacterized by its linkages to the accumulation of capital through extractivistpolicies linked to international capital (mainly multinational corporations) as wellas oligarchical, monopolistic and oligopolistic groups linked to the neoliberal period.From this Muñoz characterizes the state as a capitalist state (not a socialist one assupporters of the regime and official rhetoric posit) that has rearticulated the stateand its relative autonomy but with the intention   to serve the process ofinternational capital accumulation (Muñoz, 2012: 124).Along relatively similar lines Liisa North (2010) analyzes the structuralreforms (or lack thereof) undertaken by the Correista state to evaluate not only itsfundamental characteristics but also its behaviour. The basic way of understandingthe state here is instrumental: the state is captured by an elite that seeks to preserve
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its own interests, or simply, the state protects the interests of those elites withoutthem necessarily being in influential positions within government. This offshoot ofGramscianism is, undoubtedly, an important contribution to analyzing the state.North (2010), for example, shows how the Correista state, despite its rhetoricalradicalism  has failed to undertake the necessary  structural reforms needed  tofoment real change for the popular sectors of the country.   North pays particularattention to the distribution of land and the failure of the state to undertake landreform in any meaningful way as well as its failure to truly revolutionize itseducational system. In this sense the state is first captured, and then utilized byelites to protect and/or preserve a structural status quo. These elites need not, itshould be noted, be part of the formal bureaucratic apparatus of the state; whatmatters is that their interests are served by the state.One question worth positing at this point is, what makes this state anydifferent if it simply is “there” to serve the interests of capital accumulation within anew configuration of geopolitical forces? Clearly, the neoliberal state form alsoserved he interests of transnational capital and represented the class interests ofdomestic elites. However, Muñoz accepts that there has been a clear and notabletransition from a disarticulated state (the neoliberal state) to an interventioniststate that has effectively penetrated society, intervened actively in the economy and“acted  on behalf of a subject and institutional apparatus that determines andcoheres social and political life” (Muñoz, 2012: 124). But what are the fundamentaldifferences in these state forms, besides, of course, questions of size? The“capturing” thesis embraced by the political economy literature hinges on a
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rationalistic ethos attached to both elites and states. The correspondence betweenstate behaviour and elite interests seems too neat and consequential. If that is thecase, why are there no more revolts, mobilizations, revolutions or even civil wars?For now, it will suffice to say that the answer perhaps lies precisely in one of thecentral theses of one of political economy’s central figures: Gramsci. I develop thispoint in more detail below. Not unlike Foucault, Gramsci regarded power beyond itsutilitarian dimension. The concept of hegemony precisely does that byproblematizing the simple notion that state behaviour and class interests areidentical (see Cox, 1983). I will address this issue in more detail below.
The “Populism” ArgumentBesides institutionalist and structuralist theses, a third prominent source ofinterpretation regarding the Correista state and its power, relates to populism andcharismatic leadership,6 or more generally to Ecuador’s political culture. Carlos dela Torre (e.g. 1997, 2010, 2013) has been a leading figure in this school of thought.De la Torre’s principal argument sees the Correista state and its power as beingfundamentally linked to the charismatic figure of President Correa and his populiststyle. De la Torre sees populism as “a strategy to get to power and govern based ona Manichean discourse that polarizes society into  two antagonistic camps:  thepeople [el pueblo] against the oligarchy” (De la Torre, 2012: 34). Moreover, De laTorre notes, the populist discourse is embodied by a leader whose charisma allowshim/her to incarnate peoples’ redemption against all the evils of the nation. The
6 For an interesting discussion regarding general differences in some of these approaches see: Lichbach
and Zuckerman, 2007
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populist leader, thus, is always in a struggle to defeat the omnipresent enemies ofthe people (Ibid.).   While De la Torre recognizes the importance that technocraticelites have played in the formation of the Correista state (he calls the Correista statea “techno-populist” state), it is the populism thesis that carries the burden ofexplanation in his analysis of correismo.The variant of culturalist explanations in which the populist thesis is rootedargues that the relationship between charisma and leadership lies, at least in part, inthe populist’s appeal to the emotive sentiments of the population, particularly, tocultural manifestations like machismo. In an analysis of former President AbdaláBucaram, for instance, De la Torre shows how part of the charismatic appeal ofBucaram is rooted in calling upon machista values as essential attributes of hisleadership. Bucaram represents the virility of the popular man in Ecuador andincarnates the father figure who will fight for his people even with his own fists ifnecessary (or primarily). Bucaram appealed to certain cultural sentiments in orderto generate the passionate fervour needed to mobilize the masses in his favour (Dela Torre, 1997). In an analogous vein, Correa’s leadership is linked to his appeal tomanhood and virility as ways of constructing a father-figure-style of leadership. Andin fact, he on more than one occasion threatened to fist fight his opponents in adisplay of the manhood that must characterize a leader of his stature.   But de laTorre makes one important difference between Bucaram and Correa; he contendsthat Correa’s political style is also rooted in what he calls technocratic populism.Besides fists, Correa’s employs abstract knowledge to appear as the figurecapable of not only fighting the enemies of the people, but also lifting them out of
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poverty through knowledge that he possesses, and that only he can apply. De laTorre puts it in the following fashion:During his [Weekly Presidential Reports] the ritual is repeated. ThePresident sits on a podium from where the professor of the fatherlandlectures to all Ecuadorians. He uses PowerPoint presentations toillustrate with numbers and technical data his government’s policies. Themagisterial lectures given by the President are only interrupted by theapplause of the audience, or by the questions that Correa poses to themand that are answered with a ‘yes’ or a ‘no.’ In this fashion power isstaged: the president-professor stands above an audience that acclaimshim but that is unable to engage in critical dialogue with him (De laTorre, 2013: 44).In sum, the populist argument is rooted in the presence of a charismaticleader and the emotional appeal of his7 Manichean rhetoric. Clearly, this line ofinterpretation largely hinges on the role of the charismatic leader and therepresentation of state power. And even though De la Torre recognizes thepossibility of coexistence of Weber’s rational-legal and charismatic forms, hisarguments underplay the role of technocratic apparatuses of governmentalintervention in the process of state formation, or at least in the governing of thepopulation. Thus, while the technocratic and charismatic appeal of Correa areessential, as the case of former president Abdala Bucaram (President of theRepublic, for 6 months in 1996-1997; overthrown by popular mobilizations in
7 I have chosen to leave the masculine form here in order to represent the machista dimension of the
populist appeal. This is explained further in this section.
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February of 1997) shows, the presence of a strong charismatic, populist leader isnot enough to sustain a process of state formation and stable rule of populations.The formation of technocratic governmental regimes as forms of intervention insociety has been of crucial importance in the development of the Correista state andin the consolidation of correismo’s power of rule. It is important, thus, not to over-emphasize the role of charismatic leadership in accounting for the strength ofCorreismo’s governmental rule.Finally, it should also be said that the analysis based on populism presentedabove is, in many ways, linked to the insitutionalist arguments discussed earlier.They both emerge from broader Weberian and liberal traditions. Following aninsitutionalist line of analysis, the real implications of the populist/charismaticleadership argument are that more often than not, charismatic techniques of powerupset the process of democratic institutionalization/consolidation in Ecuador. Forexample, Catherine Conaghan, along with De la Torre (Conaghan and De la Torre,2008), argues that there is a symbiotic (my term) relationship between Correa’spopulism and the “permanent campaign” 8 style of rule he practices. Thisrelationship debilitates democratic development. Specifically, the authors argue thatthe use of the permanent campaign can be linked toa polarization of politics and a growing incivility in the political arena …Campaigning and campaigners is the language of war – opponents areenemies to be vanquished … As executive power increases during the
8A form of rule based on facing and winning electoral contests on a regular basis.   A high number of
electoral processes allow incumbents to be perpetually campaigning and taking advantage of the contexts
and “liberties” electoral races confer to them.
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course of plebiscitary presidencies, the temptation for presidents  toabuse the communications apparatus is substantial. In countries wherethe struggle for democratic accountability is still ongoing, the need towage the permanent campaign invited an unfair use of governmentresources and blurs the distinctions between government and partisanactivity (Conaghan and De la Torre, 2008: 280-282).
2.3 Situating the Debate within Broader Intellectual TraditionsIn this section I would like to address the aforementioned debates in a moregeneral sense by linking them to the broader intellectual traditions in which theyare rooted. This section addresses, in more detail, the contributions and problemsassociated with those intellectual traditions and the specific argument mentionedearlier. Thus far, I have shown that it is possible to detect in the Ecuadorianistliterature about the state a relatively clear theoretical trifurcation: on the one hand,there is the   Weberian, liberal-inspired (in   a broad   sense) literature aboutinstitutions and types of authority; on the other hand, the (again, in a broad sense)structuralists, including Neo-Marxists and political economists who look at the statemainly as a vehicle of class interests or class rule and as being itself “ruled” by largerstructural pressures. And finally those that embrace the populism line ofargumentation, who, also based on Weber, focus on the role of charismatic rule andits relationship to modern democratic institutions.The debate about the Ecuadorian state largely hinges on three fundamentalconcepts: institutions, structures and culture. On the side of institutions the debate
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revolves around whether or not institutions are sufficiently strong. This literature islargely rooted in Weber’s contributions to state theorizing, but also in the social-contract tradition of Locke, and the political writings of Montesquieu. In a morecontextualized sense the debate about state institutions in Latin America can bedirectly linked to the “transitions” literature of the 1970s and 1980s and authorslike Guillermo O’Donnell (see O’Donnell, 1973, 1995) and Juan Linz (1978). One ofthe important contributions of this literature is to argue that in order for anydemocratic state to consolidate and be stable it ought to develop an adequate set ofinstitutional structures over which basic societal agreements can be sustained. Thecentral idea here is that in order for social, political and economic systems like socialdemocracy to grow and be effective, basic institutionalized agreements must exist.In terms of democracy, it is clear that a basic institutional  apparatus that isrespected by political players is fundamental.From a slightly different angle, a more directly Weberian understanding ofthe state argues that a legal-rational form of authority must be sustained by a strongset of institutional structures, including an effective bureaucratic apparatus (seeEvans, 1995). Authority in this sense is understood largely as the degree to whichstate and non-state actors, especially political elites, adhere to formal/legal/rationalinstitutions of the state. In this sense there is a clear linkage between liberal social-contract arguments and Weberian ones.The main difficulties I find with the insitutionalist approach, particularlywhat I would call “democratic-institutionalism” are threefold: first that theexplanatory and/or interpretive capacity of institutions is overemphasized; and
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second, that the normative (over)emphasis on democratic institutions leads toimportant theoretic-methodological problems; and third, its view of state power.Before I expand of these issues, I should note that while I do propose to overcomesome of them through a governmentality-inspired approach, my purpose with thiscritique is not to downplay the importance of intuitionalist investigations. Workslike Pablo Andrade’s “Democracy  and Political Change in Ecuador” (2010) andSimon Pachano’s “Penelope’s Plot: Political Processes and Institutions in Ecuador”(2007), among others, are undoubtedly important contributions to understandingthe state and political regimes in Ecuador.Regarding the first point of contention, institutionalists tend to emphasizethe lack of adherence, particularly by political elites, including of course staterepresentatives, to the formal rules of the game. This failure to adhere to formalrules compromises the democratic life and the development of a legal-rational formof authority. The main problem with this line of argumentation is that institutionsare used to explain the failure of democracy and the failure of democracy isexplained by the failure  of institutions. In  other words, institutions are used asindependent and dependent variables to explain weak democracies: institutions donot develop because of the lack of respect for them, and at the same time lack ofrespect for institutions is understood as a reflection of the weak institutionalizationof the state apparatus and its political regime. Besides the evident logical problem,this poses a further difficulty in answering one of the most basic theoreticalquestions for institutionalism: how do strong institutions develop?
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Second, there is an important over-emphasis on the democratic ideal thatinstitutions and the institutionalization of democratic institutions are intended tofoster. While the declared normative interest in democracy is valuable and, I wouldargue, needed, there are a few problems that are often left unresolved. The first isthe undisclosed ideal regarding democracy and its relationship to the historicity ofEcuador’s political, economic, cultural and social realities. More specifically, thedemocratic ideal which authors like Steve Ellner (2012), Conaghan and De la Torre(2008) or Pachano and Garcia (2013) aspire to is largely left undisclosed. What isthe type of democracy that should develop in Ecuador? Is that type of democracyfitted particularly for Ecuador? What is the type of democracy that could develop inEcuador? This analysis regarding democratic institutions,  therefore, relies on abasic theoretical-methodological question: Why is there no democracy in Ecuador?This question obscures the analysis of actual state/institutional practices. Putdifferently, it favours explaining or accounting for the absence of something (strongstate institutions) instead of focusing on accounting for the presence of actualinstitutional/state practices.Finally, there is the question of power. From this perspective power andlegitimacy are intimately linked through the inter-relationship that exists betweendemocratic institutions (mainly electoral ones) and the law. Put differently, the“harmony” of power and legitimacy is   seen as necessary for democraticdevelopment. The law ought to embody such harmony. State power, therefore, islargely linked to institutional power. Like in classical liberalism (see for instanceLocke’s “Two Treatises on Civil Government” – 1966; Montesquieu’s, “The Spirit of
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the Laws” – 1977; Tocqueville, “Democracy in America – 1966) the power of, forexample, the President is understood as the power that the Constitution/lawconfers on the Presidency of the Republic. In other words, power is seen largely as ajuridical form emanating from a central source: the state (cf. Foucault, 1994a). Andthis is problematic not only theoretically but also historically. In Ecuador inparticular, the power of the state through its institutions has been constantlyundermined by Constitutional and legal changes. This means that any analysis ofpower that may be carried out regarding the Ecuadorian case must be conductedbeyond the form and importance of juridical forms.There are also weaknesses in the structuralist approaches that needattention. On the one hand, Ecuadorian neo-Marxists and political economists inparticular, elucidate at least two fundamental aspects about the state: first itsrelationship to class, particularly capitalist classes and second, its role in thereproduction of capital, which requires looking at the state as an international actor.In both instances, neo-Marxists allude to the importance of the relative-autonomy ofthe state. In other words, the state must be, in the short-term at least, able to goagainst the interest of capitalist classes in order to guard the interest of capital, orrather, the long-term reproduction of capital (cf. Skocpol, 1985). Notwithstandingimportant critiques levelled against the level of abstraction of debates about theautonomy of the state (see Conaghan, 1994; Skocpol et al., 1985), there have beenimportant contributions by a series of authors using the concept of autonomy, mostnotably, Peter Evans and his notion of embedded autonomy (Evans, 1995) and inthe Ecuadorian context, writers like Unda (2012).
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Here there are also a series of issues that need attending. Many of the neo-Marxist structuralists and political economists, (see Liisa North, 2011-unpublished;Decio Machado, 2012) look at the state in highly instrumental terms: the stateresponds to structural pressures mainly from foreign capital, but at the same time isused by elites to protect their interests.   While elites do utilize state resources,policies and institutions (laws, regulations) to benefit their interests, it is difficult toexplain the stability of the state. One could illustrate this point by evoking the spiritof  Gramsci’s concept of  hegemony:  the state can be  captured by  the dominantclasses but the capitalist domination of popular sectors by those classes could not bereduced to their will, interests or calculations. Hegemony required, in some senses,the participation of the dominated in their own domination (see Cox, 1983). Inother words, the effects of the utilization of the state by the elites (the effects bothfor the state itself and for society) could not be reduced to the intentions, purposesor will of  the elites. State behaviour is largely reduced to class interest. But, asmentioned earlier, the capturing thesis ignores some of the ways power acts uponpopulations beyond the marginalizing mechanisms that Marxists and politicaleconomists identified. While there has been much discussion in the literature aboutthe autonomy of the state and how it may act against capitalists’ interests in theshort term (see Milliband, 1973, 1979; Poulanzas, 1973, 1976), the dimensions ofpower linked to the Gramscian concept of hegemony are underplayed. Not unlikeFoucault, Gramsci regarded power beyond its utilitarian dimension. The concept ofhegemony precisely does that by problematizing the simple notion that statebehaviour and class interests are identical (see Cox, 1983). I will address this issue
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in more detail below.One additional aspect worth mentioning here is the idea that the state is aunitary entity that represents the interests of a class or a site where class strugglestake place. It may well be the case that the state represents the interests of capital,but it is another to argue that the state does so coherently, as a unitary actor. Incontemporary Ecuador, as I show later, the state and its actions are largelycharacterized by contradictory actions and some of these actions are often difficultto be made sense of as coherent acts. In addition, structuralists (not all of themMarxists) fail to knowledge the difficulty in accounting for structural changes in thestate beyond changes in laws or following exogenous shocks, like wars and financialcrises (see for example Tilly, 1985, 1992; Tarrow, 1995). Actions undertaken by thestate, at least as far as the historical experience of the Ecuadorian state suggests,cannot always be understood as rational actions. The state and its governmentalintervention in society are multiple and are characterized by multiple identities andmultiple rationalities. Thus, an interpretive framework for looking/analyzing thestate must consider these multiple rationalities and show how they give rise togovernmental plans, techniques of intervention and how they come into tensionwith other forms of interventions by the state.Finally, in this section I would like to emphasize the theoretical contributionsand some areas of concern regarding the literature on populism, both in the contextof Ecuador and, more generally, as a theoretical problem. An important positivecontribution of the literature on populism, particularly its Weberian or “culturalist”strand, is its focus on a form of authority linked to the charisma of a leader. In
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Ecuador, as mentioned before, multiple analyses have been carried out linking thecharisma and leadership style of President Rafael Correa to the way the state ismanaged and its power structures solidified (e.g. Hurtado, 2006; Muñoz, 2010; De laTorre, 2013). The populism literature bridges the Weberian institutionalist analyseswith its culturalist side. This offers a new dimension to the analysis of the state andits reproduction: the linkages between cultural imagery, discourses and narrativesthat link the population to the state through the presence and  actions of acharismatic leader. In Ecuador, for example, as De la Torre has shown, the strengthof a leader can be explained by the patriarchal nature of many social relationships inEcuador and the cultural imaginaries stemming from machismo. In a later chapter Iexplore, partly aided by this literature, the populist appeal of President Correa’sWeekly Presidential Reports and how participatory spaces within the state havebeen built around the strength of Correa’s leadership.Notwithstanding these contributions, the literature on populism, particularlyas it is applied to  the Ecuadorian experience and in its Weberian strands (asopposed to, for example, Laclau, 2004) suffers from a few issues worth mentioninghere. The first is that populism alone cannot account for the multiple ways in whicha state can penetrate society. Modern states, even those deemed populist, likeEcuador’s, rely on much more than the charismatic pull of a leader who appeals tothe emotions of the populace. States, particularly the Ecuadorian state since 2008,exercise power through various means, some, undoubtedly populist (charismaticauthority), but others are rooted in technocratic, knowledge intensive agencies. As Isuggest later, the case of SENPLADES clearly illustrates this phenomenon. While the
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populist tradition is aware of the role of knowledge in government, it links it to theoverall charismatic-authority argument, as demonstrated earlier. Thus, itunderemphasizes the role of knowledge and mentalities in the constitution ofgovernmental regimes and state interventions in society.I am aware that it is perhaps beyond the scope of some of the literaturementioned here to explain the entirety of the state’s power, but it is at the same timedifficult to find a discernible limit to the role of a populist form of leadership in theirwritings: the power of the leader is often stretched to the point where one couldplausibly assume that an entire state can be sustained by his/her popular appeal.But this is theoretically, as I have already argued, difficult to show, but it is alsohistorically inaccurate as two of the most charismatic and strongest populist leadersin Ecuador’s history, Abdala Bucaram and Jose Maria Velasco Ibarra wereoverthrown from their posts as Presidents and were clearly unable to developstrong state authorities. Perhaps one of the sources of these shortcomings is thatthere is too much of a stark separation between Weber’s three types of authority:legal-rational, charismatic and traditional. I would argue that this separation needsto be relaxed and allow for interaction between forms of authority to coexist withinone project of state development like the Correista one.
Concluding RemarksTo conclude I would like to address two further issues of importance in theEcuadorianist literature and in general in literature about the state. The first is thatthe Ecuadorianist literature is particularly lacking in interpretations that consider
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the state a structure (or post-structure) that needs itself to be problematized. Thereare exceptions, like, for instance the work of Pablo Ospina (2009, 2010, 2013). Mostof the literature researched for this dissertation about state-formation simplyassumes the state. In this sense, even aspects like the rearticulation of the state in apost-neoliberal context is analyzed through the theoretical tools mentioned in thisreview. Some look at the role of classes in capturing the state (e.g. North, 200), whileothers at how electoral politics has aided state power (Conaghan and de la Torre,2008) while others look at how resources like oil prices have helped thedevelopment of the state. However, the question of state expansion, the way itpenetrates society must be problematized. Good examples of this approach are, justto mention two, James C. Scott’s “Seeing like a State”(1998) and Joel Migdal’s “Statein Society” (2001).Second, states do no simply penetrate society in unproblematic ways. Statesrepress but also construct consent, empower and enable the strengthening of socialforces; states must know and use knowledges in specific ways. Hence state power isa construct that cannot be assumed to be simply “out there” for states (or stateelites) to employ at their will. It is, as I argue later, imperative to look at states as acomposite of varying relationships, modalities of power, mentalities and techniquesof intervention. States are not one monolithic entity composed of many functionalparts; states  can better be conceptualized as a  series of dynamic, governmentalregimes whose general aim is to penetrate society and whose ethos is action. Powermoreover happens both at the micro as well as macro spaces. Power, as Foucaultand the governmentality literature argue, does not emanate from a single source,
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and this insight, akin to Gramsci’s notion of hegemony, helps explain why states aswell as markets and other structures are, in the grand scheme of things, ratherstable and need not recur to coercion to govern over populations.In the next sections I develop a series of interpretive frameworks thatcombine, among  others, aspects of  the Weberian state analysis withgovernmentality approaches to understanding “the state.” I should clarify, beforedoing so, that it is not my intention to develop an overarching theory of the state orparticipation, capable of surpassing all the approaches mentioned here. Clearly thatwould be overly ambitious. Instead I would like to develop a framework forinterpreting, historically, the state, particularly state power and a framework thatproves useful in answering the research questions that guide this dissertation.
THEORETICAL CONTRIBUTIONS AND CONSIDERATIONS

2.4 Studying the Practices and Engagements of the Ecuadorian StateMax Weber famously defined the state as “a relation of mendominating men, a relation supported by means of legitimate (i.e. considered to belegitimate) violence” (Weber, as cited in Migdal, 2001: 13). Weber’s definitionhighlights that the state is a relation of domination and, therefore, power. There is inWeber’s definition an important dimension for the role of police in domination.However, the state does not only dominate through force or the threat to use force,there is ample space for power relations to take place prior to and in betweenapplications of brute force. Thus, one must complement Weber’s analysis of thestate with one that allows for broader aspects of domination. With this purpose in
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mind, I would like to bring Joel Migdal (cf. 1988; 2001) into the conversation.Migdal’s definition of the state transcends Weber’s precisely on this point. Accordingto Migdal the state is “(1) The image of a coherent controlling organization in a

territory, which is a representation of the people bounded by that territory and (2) the

actual practices of its multiple parts” (Migdal, 2009: 16; emphasis on the original).Both Weber’s and Migdal’s definitions look at the state as being linked topower practices and material forces. But for Migdal, the state is also an image. Thiscan be thought of as the equivalent applied to states of Benedict Anderson’s (1983)definition of a nation as an imagined community: Migdal’s definition acknowledgesthe materiality of practices but adds a narratives aspect to the state in which thestate and its power are not only about things, trade, policies, courthouses, money,arms, resources, but also about representations and the construction of imaginaries.This means that to look at the state and state power, one must consider both aspectsof the equation: practices and meanings, battles for resources, as well as battles fordefinitions, for representations (cf. Rojas, 2002).The state, thus, is at the interstices of practices and images. Hence, I wouldlike to make the following proposition: that the state can be defined as a series ofgovernmental regimes that ultimately rely on the legitimate use of violence todominate their populations. This working definition synthesizes Weber’s andMigdal’s through a Foucauldian lens: a governmental regime is a form of power thatbrings together narratives (images) and practices (techniques, plans, interventions)into an activity called government. As Foucault noted:
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It is the tactics of government which make possible the continualdefinition and redefinition of what is within the competence of the stateand what is not, the public versus the private, and so on; thus the statecan only be understood in its survival and its limits on the basis of thegeneral tactics of govermentality (Burchell et al., 1991: 103)Furthermore, Foucault notes:The state is not a universal nor in itself an autonomous source of power.The state is nothing else but the effect, the profile, the mobile shape of aperpetual statification (étatisation) or statifications, in the sense ofincessant transactions which modify, or move, or drastically change, orinsidiously shift sources of finance, modes of investment, decision-making centres, forms and types of control, relationships between localpowers, the central authority and so on. In short, the state has not heart,as we well know, but not just in the sense that is has no feelings, eithergood or bad, but it has no heart in the sense that it has no interior. The

state is nothing but the mobile effect of a regime of multiple

governmentalities (2008: 77; emphasis added).Consequently, I propose to analyze the Ecuadorian case through agovernmentality-inspired  approach. Simply put, governmentality  can be“understood in the broad sense of techniques and procedures for directing humanbehaviour. Government of children, government of souls and consciences,government of a household, of a state, or of oneself” (Foucault, 1997: 83). I havedecided to call this approach a “post-Foucauldian,” “governmentality-inspired” one
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for three reasons: first because many of the fundamental concepts in thisdissertation’s theoretical approach are not directly Foucault’s but derived from theliterature on governmentality that has emerged since the 1990s in particular.Perhaps Foucault and a “mainstream” governmentality approach is most useful foranalyzing highly organized, “developed” societies of the north in which the conductof conduct and the self-government are already a reality. Second, as I explain inmore detail below, my use of governmentality is not as a theory  as such but,following William Walters and Jans Henrik Haahr (2005), as a “form of politicalanalysis”; and third, this theoretical approach, does not completely eschew thecontributions of the historical sociology of Weber and incorporates aspects ofWeberian and well as other sources, like Migdal and to some extent Gramsci. Theapproach developed here, in a way, “rehabilitates” an ontologically “stronger”historical-sociological conception of the state than Foucault brought to his analysesof governmentality and the state.
Through a governmentality-inspired approach I intend to analyze and stressthree aspects about the state, its reproduction and expansion, that I considerfundamental: first, how it intervenes in society (its intervention schemes); secondits power modalities and forms of authority; and third, its constitutive discourses(its regimes of representation). I look at all of these elements as being interrelatedand co-constitutive (that is, not one particular element can be analyzed in isolationfrom the others and all affect their mutual constitution); I also, as I argue below,consider that a governmentality approach is not fundamentally opposed to some ofthe arguments   of structuralists, institutionalists or culturalists. Neither do I
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consider, however, that the approach I propose here is an all-compatible approach.I do argue that a governmentality-inspired approach can be better suited, in manyrespects, for understanding the transition from a disarticulated state prior to 2006to a relatively strong state whose presence in society is unprecedented in Ecuador’shistory. A governmentality approach is, for instance, not inimical to the idea thatthe state may represent class interests or that institutions, once embedded in socialpractices may foster democratic development and strengthen the state.Perhaps  the fundamental difference between a governmentality approachand other approaches to studying the state is its level of analysis: it links the mezzoand micro levels without the need to refer to, as Charles Tilly would put it to “bigstructures, large processes and huge comparisons” (Tilly, 1984). Rather itsontological emphasis is at the level of governmental interventions and the ways inwhich they become constituted and penetrate society; at the epistemological levelits focus is on the interrelationship between knowledge, discourse-practices andpower. Both of these “levels” together are, as I hope to show below, able to producean incisive look at power and the different power modalities exercised by the stateover and through its population. A governmentality approach thus, understandsgovernmental regimes actual forms of state behaviour. The state, I propose here,could be understood as a series of governmental regimes that need not beunderstood as coherent, unitary, rational or progressive (teleological progression ofgovernment: governments are continuously improving and learning), but often ascontradictory, diverse and even chaotic.I should also emphasize that one must be wary of not asking a
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governmentality-inspired approach (or any approach for that matter) more than itcan offer; this approach has important limitations (some of which I address below)and can be complemented by other theoretical sources. Thus, while this dissertationmainly employs the tools developed by the governmentality school, I also draw fromWeberian sources, critical theory (i.e. the Frankfurt School and other Gramsciansources) as well as the state theory of Joel Migdal (1989, 2001). This specificcombination of   sources will   allow   to expand   the governmentality   approachproposed here in three specific ways: to understand the relationship betweenbureaucratic power and state interventions, particularly in the context of forming atechnocratic bureaucracy as is the case in Ecuador; to allow for more social agencyin the theoretical approach of the dissertation; and third to link governmentalinterventions to processes of state formation. Hence, in what follows I will attemptto articulate an interpretative framework for understanding the Ecuadorian statesince 2008 and its interventions in society, particularly in the area of participationand in its relationship to specific social groups like indigenous organizations.One of the basic methodological and theoretical premises underlying thisdissertation is its historical foundation. I place and understand the Ecuadorian statein a specific historical context: a historical juncture at the interstice between the“end” of neoliberalism and the emergence of a new state form. It was a time (the2006-2008 period) during which highly politicized social movements sought toreconstitute a disarticulated, elitist state through a new institutional andbureaucratic apparatus as well as a new identity of the state through the enactmentof a new Constitution. Since the first time Foucault discussed the concept of
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governmentality in 1978 and 1979, in his lectures at the College de France, he meantit as a historical   understanding   of   a modality   of government and politicalsovereignty (Lemke, 2007; Foucault, 2008, Chapter One). In this sense, I must stressthat governmentality entails looking at the government of the state as a process, as aseries of effects, beginnings and ends – it means looking at the state as an ongoingproject, not a fait accompli.Furthermore, historically, governmentality is useful given that I   amevaluating the “newness” (which is of course not “new” ex nihilo, but “new”understood as a form of rupture and continuity) of a state project and attempting tounderstand how it was re-articulated after neoliberalism. In this respect, ateleological or path-dependent historical view of the state would provide littleanalytical purchase. Foucault’s preoccupation with  the genealogy of government(the genealogy of government rather than that of the state; the state arguably onlytakes pride of place at a particular moment in this genealogy) points to processes ofruptures instead of continuities to capture meaningful instances of State formation.In Ecuador, it is clear that a moment of rupture occurred in 2006. Like in othercountries of the region, such as Venezuela (1998) or Bolivia (2007), Ecuador’spopulation voted in large numbers for a political outsider, an anti-establishment,left-leaning president that both in rhetoric and in concrete plans, represented abreak from Ecuador’s neoliberal past. One of the most significant instances ofpolitical rupture that was brought about by the 2006 presidential election, like inVenezuela and Bolivia, was the drafting   of a new Constitution aimed atreconstituting the State.
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Finally, given the research purposes of this dissertation, namely to look atstate interventions in society, particularly in the area of participation, I require ananalytical approach that sheds light on governmental schemes, plans, techniquesand their relationship to larger processes such as a state’s political and discursiveidentity, and its material conditions (funding, economic doctrines). The analyticaltools provided by this framework allow for a closer look at the unfolding ofgovernmental regimes: the act of government is never assumed but problematized,investigated and unveiled. Looking at participation, thus, means problematizing thespecific ways in which the state constructs the field of participation, its contours, itsinstitutional devices as well as the knowledges and techniques used to do so. Thecentral preoccupation of my research is precisely to understand processes of Stateformation through an investigation of interventions in society including throughparticipatory planning  and as: how was it constructed? What is the role ofknowledge in participatory planning? How can power relations be characterized inthe micro-spaces of participatory planning? Who are the actors and how are theyconstituted as such during participatory planning processes?
2.5 Governmentality and the State?This dissertation, as mentioned in Chapter One, is closer to the research“program” initiated by what could be termed the “German”, as opposed to the Anglo-American, governmentality school.9 Important authors in this tradition include BobJessop (2007, 2008), Tomas Lemke (2007, 2010) and to some degree, it could be
9 I am indebted to Professor Hans-Martin Jaeger for making this distinction clear to me.
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argued, William Walters (see for example, Walters, 2012: 16-19) and Mitchell Dean(2002: 37). At first, governmentality may not appear as an obvious choice to studythe state. Not only did Foucault was wary of developing a “theory of the state”(Foucault, 1994a), but an important portion of the governmentality literature hasbeen devoted to studying power beyond the state (see Rose and Miller, 1992).However, Foucault’s uneasiness about the development of a general theory of thestate can also be interpreted from a different angle. Rather than looking at the stateas a whole, or developing, as Theda Skocpol (1985: Chapter 1) suggests, a “state-centric” (as opposed to a society-centered) theory with the state as a central andunified actor, one could instead look at the state as a series of governmental regimesthat harness societal processes towards its governmental telos. As Bob Jessop(2007: 37) notes,In short, to study governmentality in its generic sense is to study thehistorical constitution of different state forms in and through changingpractices of government without assuming that the state has a universalor general essence. This is why Foucault criticized analyses of the state(and/or states) as a juridico-political instance, a calculating subject, aninstrument of class rule, or an epiphenomenon of production relations.Nonetheless, whilst eschewing any general theory of  the state,  hecertainly explored emergent strategies (state projects,governmentalizing projects) that identified the nature and purposes ofgovernment (as reflected  in alternative forms of raison d’e ́tat) indifferent contexts and periods.
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In this manner the problem of a unified theory of the state can be avoided and theindigestible meal bypassed. Additionally, the state and its actions are understood,through a governmentality approach, beyond their structural limitations.Governmentality is also concerned with the varying narratives and discourse-practices that help constitute the state as governmental regimes. Below I developthe specific tools of a governmentality approach in detail.
2.6 Studying the State as Governmental RegimesAs mentioned in the introduction, this dissertation is concerned with therearticulation of the Ecuadorian state since 2008. To analyze this process I look intovarious facets of state formation: its constitutive discourses, its bureaucraticapparatus and its interventions in society through participatory planning. I also lookat the power modalities exercised by the state in order to intervene in social spaces.To do so, following William Walters and Jens Henrik Haahr (2005: 289-292) Iemploy the concept  of governmentality in two  specific ways: First as a form ofpolitical analysis; I also look at governmentality as the historical development of aform of power rooted in government – in the conduct of conduct. This approachunderstands government as “a form of activity aiming to shape, guide or affect theconduct of some person or persons … government encompasses not only thegovernment of others but the various ways in which we govern ourselves’” (Gordon,as cited in Walters and Haahr, 2005: 290). Two important research questions canbe derived from this first theoretical proposition: a) How are we governed; and b)How do we govern ourselves?
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Furthermore, governmentality as political analysis entails analyzinggovernment and its  constitutive mentalities, rationalities and practices; in otherwords,  the relationship between government and forms of thought. It “seeks todisclose the forms of political reason which inform, and are often presupposed byparticular types of government. It interrogates the way in which different regimeshave posed certain problems of rule: who can govern; who is to be governed; whatis to be governed, and how?” (Walters and Haahr, 2005: 290). A mentality can bedefined as, a collective, relatively-bounded form of thought in which individuals andgroups are typically immersed. As such, a mentality is not always ‘readilyexamined by those who inhabit it’ … As a form of political analysis,governmentality thus aims to be critical and reflexive; for, it seeks tomake explicit the forms of political reason and ethical assumptions thatare embedded in our activities of government (Walters and Haahr, 2005:290).Additionally, as Nikolas Rose and Peter Miller (1992: 176) note,a problematics of government [governmentality] should be analyzed interms of their governmental technologies, the complex of mundaneprogrammes, calculations, techniques, apparatuses, documents andprocedures through which authorities seek to embody and give effect togovernmental practices. Through an analysis of the intricateinterdependencies between political rationalities and governmentaltechnologies, we can begin to understand the multiple and delicate
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networks that connect the lives of individuals, groups and organizationsto the aspirations of authorities in the advanced liberal democracies ofthe present.
Consequently, governmentality allows me to link issues of participation andplanning techniques to a specific understanding, held by the government, of whatparticipation entails and how it ought to be governed. To the contrary, structuralistand institutionalist approaches to state formation, fail to   account for therelationship between different rationalities of government and techniques ofgovernment. An institutionalist analysis of participatory processes, for instance,would analyze whether popular participation in government is being carried out ornot according to its juridical forms. This type of analysis, however, misses to accountfor the multiple ways in which normative bodies (laws, regulations, formal rules)can be turned into practices. Similarly, such an analysis would miss the diverseways in which a government rationalizes its interventions in society in order togovern without recurring to force. Thus, in the context of participatory processesorganized by SENPLADES, a governmentality approach   allows me to makeintelligible the process through which something called “participation” becomes agovernable space.After considering what has been said two additional research-guidingquestions can be derived: c) what are the mentalities and forms of rationality thatthe state “employs” in its own definition as a social actor? d) how are thesementalities turned into concrete governmental practices, by what means (agencies,
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institutions, regulations etc.)  and  techniques (calculations, censuses, statistics,maps, workshops etc.)?
2.7 The State ApparatusNot all states are the same; this was made clear early on by Max Weber(1983). Besides differences in political and economic regimes, states are different intheir internal organization. The importance of a bureaucratic structure for states iswell recognized. In a well-known exploration of bureaucratic politics GrahamAllison (1971) shows the direct linkages between a bureaucratic post and thebehaviour of state actors – where you sit determines the way you act. Similarly,Weberian-influenced  scholars have emphasized  the importance of  a modern,efficient and effective bureaucratic apparatus for developmental states. Peter Evans(1995), for example, in his well-known study of varying state forms (predatory,developmental and hybrid) shows that state behaviour is partly dependent upon itsinternal organization and the “Weberian hypothesis must be explored across [state]agencies and countries” (Evans, 1995: 40). Moreover, Evans continues, “[l]ooking atthe state agencies involved in particular industrial sectors … is one way of puttingmore empirical meat on the idea that it is scarcity rather than surfeit of bureaucracythat impedes development” (Ibid.).Looking at the comportment of state agencies and the bureaucraticapparatus is one of the ways in which Evans differentiates the effect on industry ofdifferent states. Evans was interested in the role of the state in industrialtransformation, nonetheless, one can extrapolate Evans’s argument to participation:
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Looking at state agencies in charge of fostering participation is essential tounderstand the type of state and the type of participation being promoted. At thesame time, however, I consider it fundamental to problematize the idea that more,not less bureaucracy is better for development. Particularly in the area ofparticipation the Weberian hypothesis, as I argue in a later chapter, may not apply.At the same time, as Lemke (2007: 2) points out, “government by stateagencies must be conceived of as a contingent political process and a singularhistorical event in need of explanation rather than a given fact.”   Governmentalitystudies are interested precisely in providing such an analysis. According to BobJessop, to study governmentality is to study the “historical constitution of differentstate forms in and through changing practices of government without assuming thatthe state has a universal or general essence.” Nonetheless, Jessop continues, “whilsteschewing any general theory of the state, [Foucault] certainly explored emergentstrategies (state projects, governmentalizing projects) that identified the nature andpurposes of government (as reflected in alternative forms of raison d’état) indifferent contexts and periods” (Jessop, 2007: 37).In summary, following Weber and Foucault, Evans and Lemke, it is importantin studying a state, to link types of state interventions to the type of agencies thatcarry them out, and more, generally, to the bureaucratic apparatus of a state. Bylooking at the type of bureaucracy of a state one can, thus, derive conclusions aboutits identity (e.g. developmentalist, predatory, intermediate) and its mechanisms forpenetrating society or as Evans would put it, its forms of social embeddedness.
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Thus far it has been argued that the state can be understood as a series ofgovernmental regimes. These regimes are characterized by different mentalities andtechniques which are carried out by different types of state agencies, ministries,organizations, etc. One highly important issue that has not thus far been discussed isthe question of power. After   all, it is fundamental for understanding   theinterventions of a state in society, the degree to which government can rule, to whatextent and through which mechanism. In order to understand this issue one mustinescapably speak about state power. What types/modalities of power are exercisedthrough and in the name of the state? I tackle this question in turn.
2.8 The State and Modalities PowerAs argued earlier the state is practices as well as images, mentalities andtechniques. Thus, an analysis of the state as a series of governmental regimes wouldrequire recognizing  that power goes beyond its juridical and police forms. Thisproposition has, at least, two implications: First, power and rule cannot be reducedto juridical and/or police forms; and second, power is more than prohibition,coercion and punishment. This notion of power beyond negation is recognized by anumber of intellectual traditions like Gramscianism whose concept of hegemonygives a more prevalent role to classical Marxism’s superstructure. Weberians, too,recognize that power is more than domination through the legitimate claim to theuse of violence. Weber’s charismatic authority, for example, can be defined as a formof power that employs persuasion rather than coercion. In like-fashiongovernmentality studies follow Foucault’s lead in identifying various modalities of
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power within his broader definition of power  as an action that delimits orconstrains the realm of possibility of another action (Foucault, 1994a), The differenthistorical configurations of power identified by Foucault were: sovereign,disciplinary and government.In brief, sovereign power means domination through, in a way, themanagement of death. Foucault thought of sovereign power as the monarch’sabsolute power to administer death. Power was the monarch and he had the powerto kill and let live. By contrast biopower is the power to potentialize life, managehealth, wellbeing. In a way then biopower is power over (or through) life, ratherthan death (see Foucault, 2000: March 17, 1976 Lecture).   Disciplinary power is away to manage populations through regimes of discipline (as in schools, barracks,asylums). In contrast to  sovereign power  the definition of discipline entails thetransformation of subjectivities. By definition, it entails a process of improvement-normalization through regimes of discipline (disciplinary power is further discussedbelow). Finally, governmental power stems from Foucault’s effort at responding toMarxist critiques regarding his conception of power’s inability to deal with largerpower configurations, more specifically to account for his failure “to offer a properconsideration of the nature of and organization of the state” (Walters, 2012: 15).Both biopower and governmental power are forms of understanding modernregimes of rule, many of which are rooted in the administration of life, not death;freedom, not restriction and self-government not police-juridical enforcement(Dean, 1999; Walters, 2012).Before discussing some of the constitutive elements of what Foucault thought
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of as “power” in a more general sense, I would like to discuss, mainly the idea ofdisciplinary power employed by this work. First, I should note that the use ofdiscipline in this work is derived in important aspects from the Foucauldian notionof discipline but departs from Foucault to address forms of discipline that are notnecessarily linked to its direct application on human bodies in institutionalizedsettings. I seek to expand the concept of discipline to settings beyond the school, theprison or the factory and into actions that seek to transform subjects throughcorrectional acts that may include coercive forms like jailing and or techniques ofintimidation. In this sense, many of the uses of the notion of discipline in this works,particularly in Chapter Seven, are inspired by Foucault but are not in a strict sense“Foucauldian” (cf. Foucault, 2000: 43).Discipline’s main focus is the normalization of populations through more orless extended periods of disciplinary regimes; it is a type of power concerned withthe creation of a “generalized regulatory mechanism for the production of docile anduseful subjects” (Dean, 1999: 122). Disciplinary power isContinuously exercised through surveillance and not in a discontinuousmanner through systems of chronic canons and obligations. It is a type ofpower that presupposes a tight grid of material coercions more so thanthe physical existence of a sovereign and that defines a new economy ofpower whose overarching principle is to increase, at once, the thoseforces which are subdued and the forces and efficacy of who subduesthem … (Foucault, 2000: 43; my translation).Discipline targets “bodily capacities, forces, habits and dispositions”
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(Walters, 2012: 34) and in this sense, it could argued, is intimately linked to theproduction of autonomous, self-regulating individuals capable of being, eventually,governed from afar. It is important to clarify that the notion of government fromafar belongs to the realm of power Foucault called government. However, since theultimate objective of discipline is to generate docile and/or useful subjects, acorollary of discipline is to produce subjects that need not be perpetually subjectedto disciplinary regimes. In this sense discipline and government are intimatelylinked. A good example of a disciplinary institution is the military. In a militarybarracks, men and women are subjected to a series of techniques (marching, tight-scheduling, etc.) designed to transform a woman or man into a soldier – atransformation in subjectivity. Discipline implies the temporary limiting of theindividual’s or group’s freedom until the process of normalization is complete.Thus, an important difference between disciplinary and sovereign power is that insovereign power regimes the tortured or imprisoned, are not thought of as“corrigible.” (“corrigible” means being apt to becoming “normal”). Their aim ofpower is not to transform the subject but to use her as an example (see Foucault,1977: Chapter One).In this work I draw a further link between discipline  and government:another objective of discipline is the inclusion of “docile and useful” subjects intogovernmental regimes of “improvement” (cf. Li, 2007a). For example, a strongdiscourse like Arturo Escobar’s historical concept of “development” (Escobar, 1995)can be thought of as a regime of improvement that also functions as a normalizingmechanism that divides peoples along two broad categories the developed
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(“normal”) and the underdeveloped (“abnormal”). The conception of disciplineemployed  here looks at the different mechanisms, technologies, and  techniquesused to incorporate subject into a regime like “development.” This may entail, forinstance, techniques of shaming designed to prompt a transformation in thebehaviour of individuals to appear more “developed.” In this understanding ofdiscipline the state may be thought, metaphorically, as a type of panopticon in whichsubjects are observed and corrected according to the needs of a regime ofimprovement.Moreover, I would argue that a fundamental dimension of this understandingof discipline if applied to states is that for an authoritarian state, oppressedpopulations are deemed incorrigible, so to speak. The intent of power may be tokeep a system going and not to transform certain populations. Examples abound,but the most extremes cases are Nazi Germany or Apartheid South Africa. In both ofthese states oppressed populations were managed through near completeannihilation or radical exclusion, respectively. Neither the Jewish population inGermany nor the Black population in South Africa was deemed to be “corrigible,”10so to speak. The same can be said of other periods and authoritarian regimes:communist in Pinochet’s Chile, blacks in American slavery and segregation. Bycontrast, in a disciplinary state, subjugated populations are managed throughdisciplinary actions designed to transform them, or as Foucault would put it,
10 By corrigible I mean populations deemed amenable to the progressive incorporation into a regime of
improvement. Put differently, I argue that corrigibility entails that populations are considered capable, if
educated, trained, indoctrinated, etc. to be autonomous and capable of self-government within a specific
discursive field of government. In this sense, corrigible (like “normal”) ought not to be equated with a
value judgment or a moral statement about specific regimes, ways if being etc.
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normalize them. I think that this is a useful conceptual distinction, as I argue inChapter Seven, when it comes to evaluating the power modalities exercised by theEcuadorian state. In its relationship with indigenous populations, for instance, is theEcuadorian state mainly characterized as disciplinary or authoritarian? I argue infavour of the former.I should also point out that disciplinary measures could take many differentorganizational shapes: school, a workfare program, an asylum, a prison or a militaryregiment (Walters, 2012). Disciplinary actions however need not be organizationalbut can be psychological, pedagogical, and even symbolic. Examples of this can beshaming campaigns with a variety of purposes, from losing weight to makingworkers more productive. The central aspect of discipline adopted by this work isto manage particular populations through certain regimes in accordance with theneeds of power, that is to say, normalization means being   transformed   inaccordance with the dictums of a particular standard that is formed and associatedto a hegemonic order. In this sense, one of the aims of disciplining populations is toreproduce specific power regimes. So, for example, the dominance of Eurocentric-white culture in countries like Ecuador means that a disciplinary regime will seek toreproduce that culture by cultivating (this could be done by forceful or “softer,”more psychological means) in oppressed populations the need to becoming, forexample, “whiter,” more “European-like” (cf. Hindess, 1997, 2001; cf. Kingman,2002). Finally, there is the question of government as a form of power. Much ofgovernmentality as far as power is concerned is about liberal technologies of power,
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mainly, power through freedoms, through self-regulation. But it is important tostress two fundamental aspects about this issue that directly relate to this work:first that governmental power is an historical process, not a static state of affairs.This  means  that  any analysis rooted in governmentality must acknowledge thatstages of self-regulation are first continuously being reproduced by agents otherthan individuals self-regulating, like states and governments. Also, states of liberal,or perhaps more appropriately, neoliberal, self-regulation did not appear overnight;they were encouraged and produced by the acts of governments as well as otherforces, like the market. Thus, to say that governmentality is about regulatingthrough freedoms does not entail ignoring the role that governments play in thehistorical development (and eventually reproduction of self-regulation as ahistorical fact.Second, as Walters (2012: 6-7) notes:A great deal of   commentary   has conflated governmentality andliberalism … a careful reading of Foucault’s lectures on governmentalityreveals that … in no way does it [liberalism] exhaust the field ofgovernmentality. Drawing attention to other governmentalities, onlysome of which Foucault has sketched will allow us to see our politicalpresent as more heterogeneous than it might otherwise appear.In similar fashion my research on the state in Ecuador suggests that one ofthe reasons the state has been so effective in its rearticulation, expansion andreproduction has been because of its exercise of different modalities of power, fromgovernmental to disciplinary. Different modalities of power, as the Ecuadorian case
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suggests, coexist within the same socio-political point in history. Before movingforward it would be worth asking, how does governmentality and power translateinto state practices? How is governmentality exercised? I tackle these questionslater in this chapter; before doing so the next section develops the notion ofneoliberal governmentality.
2.9 Knowledge, Power and GovernmentAs a first step to answering these questions I should expand on the notion ofpositive power. For Foucault power had a strong positive (productive rather thanrepressive) dimension. In fact, as Mark Haugaard notes, for Foucault the presence ofviolence signaled the absence of power (Haugaard, 1997: 68). Also of importance isto note that by “positive” Foucault, or governmentality theorists for that matter, didnot mean desirable, welcoming – there were no intended normative implications tothe notion of “positive” power (see Haugaard, 2012). By positive Foucault meantvariously productive, empowering, constructive. This dimension of power is ofcrucial importance in this dissertation for three reasons: first because it is clear,both from a theoretical as well as an empirical and historical point of view thatstates do not operate exclusively through force. Second, because modern techniquesof power not rooted in oppression or negation or the idea of “power over,” must beregarded from a separate theoretical lens; third, when studying the contemporaryEcuadorian state it is evident that much of its processes of rearticulation, includingof course its interventions in society, are highly knowledge-based and highlytechnocratic.
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One of the fundamental theoretical contributions of the governmentalityliterature is precisely to link power to knowledge and discourse practices. This is anopportune moment to recall Migdal’s idea that the state is both image and practice.Because the state is both image and practice it is fundamental to inquire into thepower mechanisms that operate in creating the image of the state. There are, ofcourse, questions of territory, nationhood and so on. But also, and very importantly,there is the image of the “government as the essence of efficacy” (Barthes, as cited inLemke, 2007: 2). In fact, this notion is precisely the first use given to the term“governmentality” by French Theorist Roland Barthes in his 1957 book Mythologies(Barthes, 1957; Lemke, 2007). The essence of efficacy is not only in reference to“getting  things done” but getting  them done in the right fashion. But, what is“right”? And how does government construct such an image? It was precisely in therelationship between power and “right,” or more specifically, power and truth, thatFoucault was interested (see for example, Foucault 1994a: 111-133). Withoutentering into an extensive philosophical and/or metaphysical discussion about therelationship between truth and power, there are a few issues that needconsideration.One of the fundamental and long-lasting contributions by Foucault to thestudy of power was to make intelligible the close and intricate linkages andrelationships that exist between power and knowledge. For Foucault unveiling thepositive dimension of power meant digging into the relationship between powerand knowledge. In short, Foucault thought that power and knowledge are notseparable: Foucault took the truism “knowledge is power” a step further by
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asserting not only that knowledge is power, but that power is knowledge as well. Inshort, for every field of knowledge to emerge there must be a corresponding field ofpower enabling it; similarly, for every form of power to exist, there must be a field ofknowledge validating its purpose, its raison d’etre. This equation is particularlyrelevant and applicable to the notion of productive power. Productive power, unlikedestructive, coercive power, must rely on knowledge in order to be productive. Toprovide a simple example: women’s empowerment about their sexuality, can hardlybe separated from knowledge about, among other things, reproductive health andreproductive rights.From the perspective of governmentality and studying the state, as Hans-Martin Jaeger (2010: 52) notes, governmentality implies fundamentally “historicallyvariable ways of imagining and directing conduct with the help of specific, oftentechnical, knowledges (or rationalities) and methods.” One of the central tenets ofgovernmentality, as indicated before, is that “government defines a discursive fieldin which exercising power is ‘rationalized.’ (Lemke, 2007: 2; emphasis added). Andfor this the government needs specific fields of knowledge that invest itsinterventions with a mantle of “technical expertise.” Hence, to study governmentalinterventions in society means looking at how  the state through its differentagencies constructs: a) an image if itself as the essence of efficacy as well as theessence of right; b) the fields of knowledge and techniques that it employs toconstruct such an image and c) the narratives and discourses employed in defininggovernmental spaces and state legitimacy. Hence, and in synthesis, the followingproposition can be made: the power of the state, particularly in modern democratic
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states is partly rooted in the knowledge production and the knowledge fields it cangenerate; the narratives and discourses through which the state seeks to instil in thepopulation an image of  itself  that is, if  not legitimating, at least an image thatjustifies state interventions in society. Empirically this means studying the statefrom the perspective of the agencies that are in charge of producing anddisseminating knowledge. As I show later, I demonstrate this theoretical propositionthrough the study of SENPLADES and the construction of the PNBV.It becomes evident, from what was just discussed, that as the state tries topenetrate society through an image of efficacy and right, it will often encounteropposition from those who do not accept such images. As Migdal notes: While theimage of the state implies a singular morality, one standard way, indeed one rightway, of doing things, practices denote multiple types of performance and, possibly,some contention over what is the right way to act (Migdal, 2009: 19). I will addressthe issue of opposition/ resistance to power in a later section. Here I will addresssome of the specific ways through which, besides violence, repression, and/orcoercion, the state seeks to control populations – that is, to make effective the imageof efficacy and right). Following the governmentality literature, particularly MitchellDean (1999, 2010), as well as other theoretical resources, particularly Mary LouisePratt’s concept of autoethnography, I will discuss specific mechanisms throughwhich the government exercises its rule over and through society.Before doing so I should reiterate a central theoretical and methodologicalaspect of this dissertation. As mentioned in the Introduction, my research,hypotheses and arguments are about the state, not about social groups. This does
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not mean that one can easily separate the two. As discussed, these are inseparableentities. Nonetheless, I focus, without making judgments about society’s complianceto state power, on the different strategies, mechanisms, and contexts in which thestate seeks domination and control. In other words, my interest is in problematizingstate interventions, not so much responses to those interventions. I make thisdistinction to make this project feasible and to elucidate what happens “within” thestate: this is one of the central ontological assumptions made by this dissertation.
Mary Pratt developed the concept of autoethnography to refer to instances inwhich, Colonized subjects undertake to represent themselves in ways thatengage with the colonizer’s own terms … If ethnographic texts are ameans by which Europeans represent to themselves their (usuallysubjugated)   others, autoethnographic   texts   are those the othersconstruct in response to or in dialogue with those metropolitanrepresentations … Autoethnographic texts are not, then, what are usuallythought of as “authentic”; or autochthonous forms of self-representation… Rather autoethnography involves partial collaboration with andappropriation of the idioms of the conqueror ... Autoethnographic textsare typically heterogeneous on the reception end as well, usuallyaddressed both to metropolitan readers and to literate sectors of thespeaker’s own social group, and bound to be received very differently byeach (Pratt, 1992: 7).Admittedly Pratt is coming from the perspective of colonial relations as well as from
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an anthropological point of view. Nonetheless, her concept above all aims atrepresenting political relations between the colonial state and its subject. In thissense, her understanding of autoethnograhic representations, while most relevantfor colonial relations helps to understand the various ways in which the state and itssubjects seek to self-represent in the eyes of the other.Even though Pratt is primarily concerned with colonial subjects (indigenouspeoples from the Andes), her definition of autoethnography can be applied to statepower as something I would call “reverse-autoethnography.” By reverse-autoethnography I mean the ways in which the state (or a dominant actor for thatmatter) through its various programs, agencies, documents, Ministries and, moregenerally, its interventions in society represents itself through the language andperspective of marginalized subjects, particularly indigenous peoples to representitself in terms of the subject’s own terms.During the research process for this dissertation it became evident thatconcepts like “subjugated knowledges” and/or “marginalized epistemologies,”which are popular in the Foucauldian-oriented literature (see for instance, Escobar,2010; Bahba, 2003; Foucault, 2003), were not enough to capture the fact that thepost-2008 state (that is, the post-Constituent Assembly state) had begun to self-represent through the language of indigenous populations, through the “philosophy”of Sumak Kawsay (SK). I will discuss this issue in detail later, but I should not herethat one of the most compelling and significant aspects of SK are its radical contents,some of which challenge the very existence of the state (see for example Walsh,2009, 2010). In this sense, an important question emerges: what is the relationship
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between government and the language of SK? I argue, that through the use ofreverse-autoethnography SK has been, if not completely stripped, at leastsubstantially voided of its radical content. From a theoretical stance I contend thatreverse-autoethnography is a governmental technique, rooted in non-coercivepower, aimed at countering radical narratives and movements emerging from non-state actors, like Ecuador’s indigenous movement and radical NGOs.
2.10 Regimes, Practices and Technologies of GovernmentIn addition to reverse-autoethnography governments use several otherpractical techniques rooted in the same equation: knowledge-power-knowledge-power. These techniques are a prior step to the creation of public policy andprograms. Some of these techniques include: the constitution of populations, acts ofproblematization, the production of technical solutions through technicalknowledges, charts, statistics, maps, and other devices that help constitute a field forintervention (participation, health, the economy, education, tourism, etc.). Theconstitution of a field of intervention of a governmental regime follows one ofFoucault’s basic methodological propositions: genealogy. A central tenet of this“method” is that fields like health, the economy and/or participation, cannot beassumed to exist a priori. In the words of Jacques Donzelot:[Foucault] did not set out to show the historical relativity of theseobjects, or even to deny their validity, as has often been said, butpostulated a priori their non-existence, thus dismantling all ourcertainties concerning them, including that of their pure historicity. This
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enabled him to reveal how something which did not exist could comeabout, how a set of practices were able to come together to produce aregime of truth with regard to these objects, a combination of power andknowledge which makes it possible to say, at least insofar as the regimeof truth succeeded in being effective what was true and false in mattersconcerning madness, delinquency, sexuality and government (Donzelot,as cited in Walters, 2012: 17; emphasis in original).Drawing from this perspective it can be said that governmental regimes’interventions in society depend upon and are designed by at least three concretepractices: First  the  constitution of populations; second acts of problematization;third, the creation of technical knowledges and techniques of intervention.
The Constitution of PopulationsPopulations offer the type of regularities that enable governments to employcalculated means to intervene in society: calculating the rates of births and deaths,aging, health, number  of men and women of working age etc. The sovereignmodality of rule of the monarchies of Europe prior to the 17th century was rooted inthe model of the family (Dean, 1999, Foucault, 1994a). But in modern forms of rule“populations provide the key to overcoming the model of the family, which was toonarrow, weak and insubstantial; and   a framework based on sovereignty that wasexcessively large, abstract and rigid (Foucault, 2007: 103). It is the notion ofpopulations that makes possible the elaboration of distinctively governmentaltechniques and rationalities …” (Dean, 1999: 127). In addition, populations, while
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possessing their own interests, history and characteristics are unlike othergovernable groups like unions, ethnic organizations, religious groups and so on,highly amenable to being ruled by government and large management processes.Populations are at once portrayed as homogenous, large conglomerations ofindividuals united by government, as well a series of dispersed individuals, unable tobecome organized under the concept of “population.” Thus, the creation of a“population” constitutes the fundamental ontology of modern governmental rule.This is the first step in the constitution of a regime of governmental interventions. Itshould be noted that I am not saying here that populations are indeed homogenous,but their  (often statistical) representations are. The regularities in therepresentation through statistical knowledges turn populations into a moremanageable processes.But, it should be noted, populations, contrary to what common intuition maysuggest, are not simply “out there.” Populations are constituted through knowledgepractices through calculable patterns like poverty, inequality, education levels, agegroups, race and so on. This is one of the reasons censuses are so prevalent and atthe same time so important for making governmental rationalities intelligible. KimClark (1998: 185), for instance, notes that, “while statistics seem to presentobjective data through the simple counting of already existing facts, the verycategories used in their collection reveal conceptions of society and personhood.”The relationship between population and government is captured elegantly by thisquote from an Ecuadorian governmental official working in the 1950s: “‘the censusis a statistic that is of interest to everyone: the merchant for his business, the
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agriculturalist for his crops, the industrialist for his production, the worker for hisculturalization [culturalización] and the peasant for his improvement[mejoramiento]’ (Clark, 1998: 198). Moreover, Clark shows the mentality about thecensus at the time was to establish “how  many useful people there are in therepublic. ... How many citizens the republic has and how many passive people thereare, to whom it is of no interest or importance what happens, because their capacity

for culture is completely deficient” (Ibid.). In synthesis, what Clark shows with theexample of Ecuador’s first census is precisely what Foucault would have predicted:that one of the objectives of modern rule is to produce useful subjects, but also, thatthis logic of rule is rooted in a discursive field that regarded indigenous populationsas backward and as in need of being cultured. Some of these themes will appearagain in the course of this dissertation, particularly in Chapters 5 and 6.
ProblematizationIn short a ‘problematization’ means “calling into question how we shape anddirect our own and others’ conduct” (Dean, 1999: 38). The point behind this conceptis not whether or not governments problematize (although sometimes they clearlydo not) but how they do so and what elements, groups, issues, and considerationsare left in/out of the field being problematized. As mentioned by Dean,problematizing an issue is not just about posing technical questions about an issue,like participation. Rather it is to call into question  how to govern participation.Hence, it could be said that problematization is a two-fold process: on the one handis the act of creating, or at least clarifying the contours of an issue-area appropriatefor governmental intervention and second, it asks how to best govern it. In the area
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of participation, for instance, the issue of problematization is quite clear. First, priorto the Constituent Assembly of 2007-2008, participation in Ecuador was not a fieldthat was constituted by the state but was an expression associated with socialmovements, unions, the indigenous movement etc. However, after clear demandsfrom social movements about the need to increase popular participation inpolicymaking, the state was confronted with the need to both create a field called“participation” and identify how to best govern it. Neither of these acts is, of course,self-evident or obvious. As I show in Chapters 5 and 6, participation was moulded invery specific ways, from the institutional-normative sphere to the level of practice.This “specificity” means that many other ways of conceiving participation were leftout of the field of government now called participation.Thus, in order to study regimes of government it is necessary to inquire into
how governments problematize issues. Moreover, one must ask, what are theimplications of such processes, particularly, as what issues have been left out. Theoverall point, following Foucault’s genealogical method, is to make evident the factthat participation is a governmental creation, not an a priori category. As I saidearlier, governments attempt to create an image of “the essence of efficacy” and theessence of right and in doing so seek to portray a particular field of intervention asan unquestionable reality. Thus, studying governmental regimes means showingthe “constructed” nature of fields of governmental intervention.
Technical Knowledges and Techniques of InterventionIn theory, problematizations “are made on the basis of particular techniques,
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language, grids of analysis and evaluation, forms of knowledge and expertise” (Dean,1999: 38). The relationship between knowledge and government is, as I havealready discussed, fundamental; however, in more specific terms, technicalknowledges directly relate to how governments in modern states delineate or frameareas of intervention and create specific solutions to problems.   Rather than thespecific content of a technical knowledge, this category refers to the manner inwhich knowledge is utilized to render issues technical. The actual content of theknowledge may be mundane and even simplistic, as long as it “extracts from themessiness of the social world, with all the processes that run though it, a set ofrelations that   can   be formulated as a diagram in which problem (a) plusintervention (b) will produce (c), a beneficial result” (Li, 2007b: 264). Along withthe act of problematization, technical knowledges disclose a certain range ofpossible solutions for problems and allow certain individuals to become authoritiesin the offering of solutions. These individuals are called “experts”; and the rule byexperts is called a technocracy. As I show later, one of the fundamentalcharacteristics of the Ecuadorian state, starting from its PhD-trained President is itsreliance on technical knowledges and experts; I illustrate this theoretical scenario,empirically, through the case of the PBNV.In this sense a governmentality  analysis of  the state reveals importantaspects of the political dimension of government. For instance, it reveals, as I showin more detail in Chapter Six, the role of experts and expert knowledges in dealingwith questions that belong to their general domain of expertise but that go beyondthe technical language and knowledge that they possess and utilize. To paraphrase
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Nikolas Rose the point is to find out “switch points,” that is, where critical scrutinyof governmental programs is absorbed back into the realm of expertise, and "anopening turns into a closure." (Rose, as cited in Li, 2007: 11), for instance, whereautoethnography turns into reverse-autoethnography. There are a number of issuesto look for in this respect. First, “switch points,” which can also be phrased indecolonial terms as a colonial silencing through knowledge practices; second, thereverse: “the conditions under which expert discourse is punctured by a challenge itcannot contain; moments when the targets of expert schemes reveal, in word ordeed, their own critical analysis of the problems that confront them” (Li, 2007: 11);and third, the ways in which targets of expert knowledge succeed in incorporatingtheir own knowledge into a governmental scheme (through participatory planning,for example).At the same time, however, one may pose the question: is it not an obviousfact that modern governments must rely on knowledge in order to govern? Theanswer is, clearly, “yes.” However, the question that interests me here, and that isrelevant for studying governmental regimes, is not whether governments useknowledge, but what kind of knowledge, what issues are revealed by its use andwhat issues are left unattended? The objective of this methodological choice is toproblematize issues and solutions that may appear obvious, evident and/orautomatic. Outlining these issues is an important element in understanding politicalconflict and state formation. Specifically a few theoretical scenarios are possible:first, social forces may demand solutions that go beyond the technical means of thestate, social conflict may ensue; second, if government through technical
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knowledges is effective, it means depoliticizing issues and social forces renderingsocial protest ineffective and social change less likely.
(Neo)Liberal Techniques of RuleOne of the important contributions of the governmentality  school is toanalyze liberal techniques of rule. While the analysis of liberalism is extensive in thegovernmentality literature, this section focuses on liberal techniques andtechnologies of rule. Like problematization, or rendering   technical, liberaltechniques of rule are important technologies of government but, unlike the former,liberal technologies of rule rely on non-state social actors to act in the constructionof their own government. Mitchell Dean (2002: 38; emphasis in original)encapsulates  the core of liberal governmentality as follows: “governing liberallydoes not necessarily entail governing through freedom or even governing in amanner that respects individual liberty. It might mean … overriding the exercise ofspecific freedoms in order to enforce obligations on members of the population.”This means that,The activity of the government of the state is not an end in itself, as it is indoctrines of ‘reason of state’, but something done on behalf of what liesoutside the state. It is society, not the state, that helps determine ‘whythere has to be government, to what extent it can be done without, and inwhich cases it is needless or harmful for it to intervene’This theoretical view appears particularly relevant to interpret some aspectsof state action in the current democratic epoch in Ecuador (and in Latin America).
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It is crucial to situate theory in historical terms and, consequently, it is imperative toremember that since the 1980s South America as a region has largely entered into aperiod in which procedural democracy, particularly electoral democracy has beenthe norm. It is in this historical context that the slogan behind the Correista state,the “Citizens’ Revolution” was born. This entails that certain dimensions of rule relyin society, not the state, even if in the end, the state is strengthened. Some of thesetechniques include referenda, plebiscites and, more generally, the constant call toelectoral contests.
2.11 Governmentality’s Historical StanceThe historicity of governmentality is concerned with the constitution of whatFoucault calls epistemes or what Cristina Rojas calls regimes of representation(2002). This entails that identities must be seen in relation to fields of knowledge(Foucault, 1980, 1994a; Dean, 1999; Escobar, 1995, 2010). Foucault’s notion thatthere is a social will to knowledge; that knowledge, power and discourse areintimately linked is crucial (Foucault, 1972, 1980, 1994a), for it allows a view ofhistory based on a genealogy of regimes of representation. In contrast to otherapproaches to history common in the social sciences, such as path dependence, orHegelian teleology, my understanding of history contends that  there are nohistorical accumulations, linear progress or a transcendental logic to historicaldevelopment. History must be investigated in small fragments; in its moments ofruptures; and by observing the marginal voices of history. Power is betterunderstood from the margins (Mohanty, 2008; Heckman, 1996). Thus, to
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understand the historical policy of state formation through participatoryengagements and participatory planning one must not only look at what the Statedid and continues to do, but also at dissenting voices, at the ruptures in regimes ofrepresentation and to the voice of the margins, like indigenous peoples, and theirrelationship to those regimes of representation.For Foucault the genealogical method was an essential tool that defined hisstudies of government, power, subjectivity and the state. As I said, governmentalitycan be understood as a guideline for the genealogical study of the modern state. Inthis sense, governmentality, it should be made clear, is a continuation ofFoucauldian analytics concerned with power, knowledge, regimes of representationand modes of intervention (Lemke, 2007: 2). Governmentality, thus, allows me tolook at the state as a historical construction through discontinuities in the past andthe present. Genealogically, I can situate the condition of the Ecuadorian State as afragmentary expression of a particular historical moment. In my research ofSENPLADES and its planning systems and participatory engagements withindigenous organizations, I can situate planning and participation as a particular setof rationalities and techniques of government that makes a particular form ofgoverning possible. While governmentality has allowed many researchers toconceptualize the neoliberalism as government through freedoms (e.g. Drinot, 2011;Hindness, 2001; Lemke, 2000) governmentality gives me the theoretical tools thatenable me to link processes of state formation to planning and participatoryprocesses beyond neoliberalism, and therefore, to interpret the development of the“new-left” in Ecuador (and potentially in other parts of Latin America) beyond
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traditional binarisms such as left vs. right; populism vs. democracy; advanced vs.stagnant; authoritarian vs. liberal.To conclude this section, I should summarize some of the most importantaspects I have addressed so far. The first is the importance of looking at the statefrom the point of view of its mentalities, techniques and rationalities. Second, I haveemphasized the Foucauldian notion of power operating on and through individualswith or without their consent or them being aware of it; third, I have broughtattention to the very important theoretical issue of depoliticization and itsrelationship to knowledge. Finally I have emphasized the question of history, thestate and genealogy to show the relationship between governmentality and forms ofrule from a historical perspective.In synthesis, the first portion of this chapter has outlined ways ofunderstanding the state as a series of governmental interventions as well asspecifying the actual components of a governmental regime. The conjunction ofelements such as state narratives, including reverse-autoethnography, acts ofproblematization, rendering issues technical and so on is what I call a governmentalregime. In short, governmental regimes seek to govern by “educating desires andconfiguring habits, aspirations and beliefs” (Li, 2007a: 5). But configuring a series ofgovernmental regimes is only part of the equation. As governmental regimes seek topenetrate society they will encounter opposition. As Foucault (1994a: 327-348)noted, where there is power, there is resistance to power. I will tackle therelationship of resistance to power in a later section; before doing so, however, Iwould like to address in more detail the issue of politics. Resistance is a political act
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and the lack of politics means lack of resistance. Thus, stripping issues of theirpolitical content may be an effective, albeit temporal, form of rule. In the followingsection I address the issue of politics and (de)politicization.
2.12 Politics and De-PoliticizationAn important application of Foucauldian and governmentality analytics hasbeen carried out in the field of political analysis, particularly in how governmentaltechniques can be “anti-political” (e.g. cf. Owen, 1995; Ferguson, 1994a; Li 2007a,2007;). The issue of politicization is of importance for my work, particularlybecause a central piece of my argumentation is the relationship between regimes ofgovernment and politics. In this section, drawing from diverse but compatibletheoretical sources, I attempt to provide a working (useful) definition of “thepolitical.” Before doing so, I should note that I acknowledge that, as James C. Scott(1985, 1998)  has shown, politics can occur in small spaces, within resourcelessregions, at the level of communities as well as individuals. Indeed, in some sensepolitics could be said to be everywhere. However and notwithstanding the validity(and problems) of these assertions, due to the notoriously copious array of existingand past discussions about politics, I will for the sake of theoretical neatnessconcentrate  on politics at the level of organized groups within civil society andpolitics in the context of state-society relations – which may entail looking, as I do inChapter Seven at micro spaces of political encounters such as the PNBV workshops.A good place to start this discussion is Chantale Mouffe’s (2000) and Marisolde La Cadena’s definition of politics as
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the field that makes  antagonism liveable, curbs or even cancels itswarlike potential, without ever cancelling the conflict it entails. Politicsare …   those practices   through which   the antagonistic differencesbetween friends and enemies are tamed, dealt with (ideologically andinstitutionally) and transformed into the agonisms—the relationshipsamong adversaries—that characterize hegemonic orders, with theirinclusions and exclusions (Mouffe, as cited in de la Cadena, 2010: 343).Conflict, strategies, and power are, thus, important elements of politics;however, it is worth noting that political agonisms need to be between adversaries,politics and difference can emerge within groups of the same denomination. I wouldargue, however, that above all, this perspective stresses politics as the means ofexistence of opposites; it entails that “the political” can be thought of as the field ofdiscourse-practice where opposites are allowed to emerge.Another important source of theoretical thinking about politics comes fromJacques Rancière (1995, 2001, 2006; Chambers, 2011). Here I will only addressRancière’s basic tenets regarding politics. In his well-known article Ten Theses on

Politics (2001) Rancière outlines some of his most important arguments regardingthe fundamentals of politics, particularly the opposition between politics and police.For Rancière politics is “a mode of acting put into practice by a specific kind ofsubject and deriving from a particular form of reason. It is the political relationshipthat allows one to think the possibility of a political subject(ivity) [le sujet politique]not the other way around” (Rancière, 2001: 3); moreover, this subject(ivity) isdefined through its participation in contrarieties and dissensus. Here Rancière
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determined a necessary condition for the emergence of politics: engagement andparticipation, and, particularly, dissensus, subjectivation and subjectification. AsRancière notes, there is no political subject prior to its participation in contrarieties,disagreement and dissensus and in a specified form of reason and discourse. Unlikesay, Marx’s worker whose political inclinations are assumed to exist prior to itsparticipation in revolutionary struggles, Rancière’s political subject has no contentprior to its participation in politics.There are a few important implications that can be derived from thesepropositions. Mainly, politics can only exist in a field where political subjectivitiesare allowed to exist. This means that politics cannot be defined by the formalstructures of the state. As Rancière notes, the political is the polar opposite of whathe calls la police --- ‘a term that encapsulates most of what we normally think of aspolitics (the actions of bureaucracies, parliaments, and courts)” (Chambers, 2011:303). Additionally, Rancière’s conception of politics goes beyond the institutionalistview of the political as a search for institutional power (whether electorally or byother means). Being “politicized” does have to mean being associated to a party or a“political” movement although these entities could well be spaces where politicalengagements unfold. Popular political participation cannot be equated or reduced,according to this view, to a formalistic or juridical understanding of participation,like voting, participating in workshops organized by the state, occupyingbureaucratic positions in “participatory” institutions like Ecuador’s recently formedCouncil for Citizen Participation and Social Control, being a member of parliamentor a political party. Politics is not, and this is an important contribution of
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Rancière’s, a formalistic term that can be equated to state forms, bureaucracies, oreven political organizations.It should be noted, however, that my contention here is not that Mouffe’s andRancière’s view on politics can be necessarily equated; there are importantdifferences between them. From Mouffe’s conception of politics and the political Iam trying to emphasise the contrast that she places between agonisms andantagonisms. In this sense, what Mouffe’s argument stresses is that for politics toemerge there must be an encounter between opposites, or at least between differingpositions, views, stances, opinions, and claims. The transition between a war-likeencounter to one where conflict becomes manageable and fleshed out withoutviolence is a central element of Mouffe’s understanding of politics. In this sense myinterpretation of politics and de-politicization following Mouffe’s seeks to evaluatethe degree the encounter between opposing forces is allowed to emerge in Ecuador.By contrast, from Rancière’s views on politics I stress two important pointsthat are not addressed by Mouffe, but that are not, at the same time, inimical toMouffe’s views on politics. The first is regarding political subjectivities and thesecond his understanding of politics as the disruption of “police” orders. Thequestion of disruption and subjectivities are important and not covered by Mouffe’s“theory.” In  this  sense, Rancière’s views  are useful  in analyzing the role, forexample, of indigenous populations’ political activism and their relationship to thestate. As shown in Chapter Six, for instance, the radical narratives of Sumak Kawsayemerging from indigenous populations can be understood as political preciselybecause of the way in which their contents seek to disrupt established
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interpretations/practices about issues like development, progress or participationbeing endorsed and/or reproduced by the state and the formal “political apparatus.”
De-PoliticizationIt follows, therefore, that de-politicization would entail the elimination of thespaces, or the fields where certain political subjectivities can emerge; it meanslimiting the possibility for political subjects to enter into non-violent antagonisms.De-politicization entails, moreover, the process   through which governmentalregimes replace spaces where politics, that is, political subjectivities, are able toemerge. In other words, if there is little space for antagonisms to become agonisms,it means that a process of de-politicization is taking place. This replacement ofpolitics with other forces is carried out through various mechanisms: theintervention of experts, the partial utilization of technical knowledges and so on. Putdifferently, the governmentality of the Ecuadorian state is, I argue, largely rooted ina de-politicizing thrust that seeks to turn political issues into technical ones (cf. Li,2007a).As Murray-Li notes, “Questions  that are rendered technical  aresimultaneously rendered non-political. For the most part, experts tasked withimprovement exclude the structure of political-economic relations from theirdiagnoses and prescriptions. They focus more on the capacities of the poor than onthe practices through which one social group impoverishes another. This feature ledJames Ferguson to describe the apparatus of planned development as an ‘anti-politics machine" that "insistently repose[s] political questions of land, resources,
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jobs, or wages as technical 'problems' responsive to the technical 'development'intervention.’ Anti-politics of this kind is subliminal and routine (Li, 2007: 7). Insimilar fashion Ferguson argues, in reference to the development industry, that “byuncompromisingly reducing poverty to a technical problem, and by promisingtechnical solutions to the suffering of the powerless and oppressed people, thehegemonic problematic of development is the principal means through which thequestion of poverty is de-politicized in the world today” (Ferguson, 1994: 256).To conclude, I should mention, once again, that this dissertation’s interest isnot  in whether the Ecuadorian state has been successful in depoliticizing socialforces. This, I consider, would be a misplaced question. Clearly, no state couldaccomplish the full elimination of politics. The question that interests me is: whatcharacterizes the form of rule that has emerged in Ecuador and what is itsrelationship to politics. One of the conclusions that my investigation has reached isthat the “governmental ethos” of the contemporary Ecuadorian state is largely anti-political. I conclude, furthermore, that an important artefact for the construction of astrong(er) state in Ecuador has been its negative stance towards politics. And finally,to end this section, I would like to make three concluding theoretical claims: first,that anti-politics/ de-politicization is regarded in this dissertation as an ongoingprocess that displaces politics from one arena to another, never fully eliminating it;second, and notwithstanding the previous point, the successful displacement ofpolitics can entail the temporary or permanent demobilization of social forces andpolitical identities; and finally, anti-politics is a modern form of rule that is rootednot in coercion and force, but in the prevalence of governmental regimes that
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penetrate society through legitimate means.
2.13 Marginalized Populations, Governmental Regimes and Resistance to
Power

While this dissertation is about the state and ways of understanding  itspower manifestation in contemporary Ecuador, it is indispensible to look at non-state actors to understand something about the state. As I mentioned in theIntroduction, I am particularly interested in indigenous peoples’ organizations andto a lesser degree, dissident NGOs.   While my research for this dissertation wasmainly conducted at the level of state institutions, programs and officials, I alsoundertook a series of interviews and participated (as an observer) of indigenouspeoples’ protests and meetings. Thus, my theoretical-methodological approachmust be able to reflect the relationship between indigenous peoples and the statebeyond a simple, nominalist analysis of the struggle between a marginalized groupand a powerful state. Specifically, I seek to contextualize state-society relationswithin an analysis of modernity that acknowledges the coloniality of modern powerbringing together Foucauldian power analytics, governmentality and an analysis ofcolonial relations through decolonialism.Processes   of state formation have to be given a specific significanceaccording to the cultural settings in which states operate. In the specific case ofEcuador, engagements between indigenous peoples and non-indigenous peoplesmust be placed within the larger context of postcolonial relations and the deeplyracialized and discriminatory practices that have historically defined processes of
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state formation. The Ecuadorian state, especially in its relationship to indigenouspeoples, cannot be analyzed apart from its colonial past and present. Thus, in myinvestigation of participatory processes, especially those taking place in knowledge-intensive forums (like the PNBV workshops), I pay particular attention tomanifestations of believed ethnic/racial/cultural superiority.One of the fundamental reasons for my interest in indigenous peoples is that,along with Afroecuadorians, indigenous peoples are perhaps the most marginalizedof all social groups in Ecuador. Among other things, this has the very importantimplication that an important part of their demands towards the state imply far-reaching structural changes in economic, social, cultural and political practices ofthe state. As shown in the previous chapter, the “radical” nature of indigenouspeoples’ demands rests on a political “core.” Several indigenous peoples’ demands,particularly those emerging from CONAIE, like plurinationalism or interculturalism,are political in nature because they emerge as strategic narratives of contestation ofthe status quo. Consequently, a study of the state, especially as it comes in contactwith indigenous organizations like CONAIE, must consider the question of politicsand political subjectivities beyond formal aspects like representation in parliaments,ministries and/or bureaucratic posts.11In a previous section I had mentioned the issue of politicization. Decolonialtheories, as de la Cadena (2010) shows explain an additional issue regarding
11Specifically, an analysis of power that remains at the level of institutions and the formal apparatus of the
state may underestimate the different ways in which colonial relations continue to be prevalent.
Particularly since the government of Lucio Gutierrez and the creation of the Pachakutik party, indigenous
peoples  are (not proportionally of course) represented in Parliament, have numerous heads of local
government, have and continue to occupy ministries and other important bureaucratic posts.
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politicization. Much  like governmentality, decolonialism emphasizes howhegemonic orders tend to the depoliticization of certain issues. But decolonialismhas a theoretical addition: its focus on identity. Decolonialism shows, for example,that indigenous peoples often are not even accorded political status; not in a formalsense but beyond it. Their political positions often do not enter in the radar ofauthorities as potential challenges. According to De la Cadena (2010: 343), in thebattlefield of politics “decisions are taken about who the enemies are, but asimportant, about who, notwithstanding  the antagonism, are not even worthy ofenemy status. On occasions they are not even worth killing; they can be left to diebecause, although included in the concept of ‘Humanity,’ they do not count—at all,for they are too close to ‘Nature’.” In other words, depoliticization goes beyond theissue of making certain issues technical and leaving political decisions to technicalexperts; depoliticization is also about the non-inclusion, the complete dismissal andeven sheer ignorance of certain issues and groups considered not worthy of thestatus of enemies or adversaries. In this sense, one is not so much talking about adepoliticization of some issues and social forces as about their “a-politicization.”Thus, decolonialism helps us, through its emphasis on race, ethnicity and culturalidentities to understand how the contours, limits, boundaries and margins of “thepolitical” are drawn according to racialized, Eurocentric, or mestizo lines.   WhileFoucault focused on asylums, schools and prisons, decolonials focus on races, ethnicidentities and cultural formations and their power implications. Clearly these twoapproaches are compatible and complementary.
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Moreover, what the question of politics highlights from this theoreticalperspective is the agency of marginalized populations. Decolonials emphasize theresistance potential, the critical voice, epistemic privilege (cf. Mohanty, 2003) andthe political will of marginalized populations (Walsh, 2007). Drawing partly fromMarxism and Gramscianism (see for instance De la Cadena, 2010; Mignolo, 2005),some decolonials center their attention on why people mobilize in opposition topower, particularly colonial power. Like Marxists, decolonials do focus on materialfactors  and relations of production. Important political motives for mobilizationinclude access to irrigation systems, land, territory as well as the relations ofproduction involved in, for example, agricultural work. Unlike many Marxists,however, decolonialists consider issues of identity, including ethnic and epistemicidentities as salient political issues (see for instance Walsh, 2007: 225, 232) that canlead people to mobilize. Indigenous peoples do mobilize to preserve, practice andprotect their world views, knowledges and beliefs (De la Candena, 2010). Agency isontologically conceived both at the level of material forces and  at the level ofidentity. Agency however, is also conceived at the epistemological level. Accordingto Walsh (2007: 323), for instance,[t]o speak of an ‘other’ critical thought then is to give credence toongoing struggles – struggles that are epistemic as well as political incharacter – to confront coloniality, thus marking a positioning radicallydistinct from that which locates critical theory simply within thehistories and experiences of modernity and the narratives these historiesand experiences have fostered and created. Such a shift is important for
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what it helps reveal, including the subjects left out or marginalized bymuch of critical theory and their socio-political and epistemic agency, butalso the association between  thought and social and politicalintervention.Finally, an additional issue highlighted by decolonials (e.g. Quijano, 2007;Mignolo, 2001) as well as postcolonialists (Bhaba, 1995; Escobar, 1995; Said, 1995)is the colonializing effects that the discursive hegemony of concepts like “modern”“modernization” and “development” have had on indigenous peoples. The basicargument in this respect highlights how the discursive fields that developed throughissues like development and/or modernization had the power effects of discreditedworldviews critical of capitalist modernization, particularly that of indigenouspopulations. Later on in this work, when I discuss the issue of a modernizing state Iam interpreting the notion of modernization precisely through the theoretical (andhistorical)   lens provided   by decolonial   theories. Decolonial   and postcolonialanalyses of development and modernization reveal how  the movement towardsdevelopment automatically excluded certain voices, races, and cultural traditions(see Escobar, 1995, 2010).Postcolonial arguments in this respect have been well rehearsed buthistorical conditions have indeed changed. The Ecuadorian state is more inclusiveand even its Constitution has sought to break the hegemony of the developmentdiscourse. Nonetheless, as Cathy Walsh shows in an analysis of  some of theeconomic policies and theories endorsed by the Ecuadorian state since 2006(particularly Amartya Sen’s approaches), the need for a critical decolonial outlook
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continues  to be prevalent as many of the elements present in the developmentdiscourse have been transplanted to the these “new” versions of development. Insimilar fashion, I attempt to show in Chapter Five that the discourse-practice whichdefines the contemporary state, and in which its power practices can becontextualized is what I  call “modernizing  neo-developmentalism.” Thismodernizing neodevelopmentalism is largely defined by many elements of thedevelopment discourse, which the Ecuadorian Constitution nominally rejects. I alsoargue, that it is the prevalence of this regime of discourse-practice that defines theapplication and use of disciplinary measures on some sectors of the population,particularly indigenous peoples and environmental NGOs.In sum, the significance of decolonialism for my research is manifold. It helpsme to contextualize the interaction between the governmental regimes andindigenous organizations as a decolonial struggle. By placing state-indigenouspeoples relations within a history of colonialism, the issue of politicization acquiresa more important and significant position in this analysis. Furthermore, followingAnibal Quijano, (2002), it could be said that the racialization of political relationsmeans a classification of populations according to racial and epistemic categories.The history of the Americas, Quijano contends, is largely defined by the constructionof populations according to the superior-dominant (white) European and theinferior-dominated non-European. The coloniality  of power means thenaturalization of these relations of difference and hierarchy. The coloniality  ofpower operates, as Walsh points out, in every plane of social, subjective and
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material life and is central to the formation of “national” mestizo societies of theAndes (Walsh, 2010: 99).Finally, the encounter between the state and indigenous organizations mustbe contextualized beyond the institutional characteristics and institutional roles ofactors. The researcher must be aware of the different epistemic positions of actors(modernizing neodevelopmentalist state vs. the “Other”). In conjunction withgovernmentality, decolonialism produces the following theoretical/methodologicalquestions: what is the relationship between coloniality   and modalities ofgovernment in the post-neoliberal state? What is the role of politics in government-society, particularly in the context of a post-neoliberal state? What are the differentunderstandings of participation held by the state? How do they differ from thoseproposed by indigenous peoples during the Constitutional period of 2006-2008?The conjunction of decolonial and governmentality leads the researcher to besensitive to the continued prevalence of coloniality and to defining power relationsbetween state and non-state actors, particularly indigenous populations. Linkingthese two approaches, thus, allows me to see how two different conceptions andpractices of politics (the state’s and indigenous organizations’) come into tensionwith one another and ask about the consequences of this tension.
2.14 Problems with GovernmentalityFirst, critics have noted  that governmentality, as well as Foucauldiananalyses  of power/knowledge, for all their emphases on power, miss importantpower implications concerning colonial and ethnocentric relations of power (like
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for, example, when non-indigenous knowledge is deemed as superior not on thebasis of its contentions, but on the basis of its ethnic-racial origin/source). Foucaulthimself has been accused of producing ethnocentric (Eurocentric) analyses (see, forexample Li, 2007: 12; see also Taylor, 2009; Walsh, 2007). Second, because of theimportance and characteristics of power in Foucauldian analytics (includinggovernmentality) critics have also charged Foucauldian approaches for being unableto account for processes of resistance to power; that is, why people resist andescape specific fields of power/knowledge even if they are embedded in them.Before I propose ways of overcoming these weaknesses, I would like to say afew things about the potentialities of Foucauldian analytics, includinggovernmentality, beyond  those formally  stated by Foucault and some of hisfollowers. On the question of coloniality, and the coloniality of power (cf. Quijano,2007), it is important to emphasize that one of Foucault’s primary concerns boththeoretically and methodologically, was to look at the margins of society andmarginalized knowledges and discourses. He did this because he thought that thatwas the best way of looking  at power given power’s ubiquitous but unevenpresence. This meant that Foucault paid special attention to subjugated discourses,“abnormal” practices, and marginalized populations. Thus, and notwithstanding hisEurocentric phases, Foucault’s view on power/knowledge leaves a number of opendoors that invite analyses based on ethnicity, race and the politics of geopoliticalcolonial relations.The second problem with Foucault, as mentioned earlier, relates toshortcomings in identifying theoretical explanations to account for people’s
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resistance to power. Put differently, Foucauldian analytics fails to account for howand why people mobilize against power (agency). To be fair, it should be said, as Li(2007) does, that governmentality, and the works of Foucault are generally notmeant  to  analyze political mobilization; Foucault’s concern was not why peopleoppose power but how power defined the lives of those that came in contact with it.This is not to say, however, that through governmentality one cannot posemeaningful questions about people’s resistance to power or the ability of subjects toescape Foucault’s power/knowledge “trap.” Governmentality, as well asFoucauldian analytics, is useful for figuring out ways in which power affects thelives of people without, as Li notes, their consent being given or withheld.Govermentality is therefore crucial to investigating the power implications ofgovernmental techniques that are seemingly neutral, benevolent, or evenemancipatory like, for instance, participatory planning. However, while Foucault,probably due to his untimely death, was unable to account for people’s resistance topower, he always contended that wherever power was, there was also acorresponding field of resistance to it. In this sense, it is only fitting to extendFoucault’s research program into an analysis of forms of resistance and politicalmobilization.Two   additional   (and important)   criticisms   have been levelled againstFoucault and governmentality. Jonathan Joseph (2010: 226), for instance, arguesthat “the danger inherent in the concept of governmentality is that it becomes acatch-all category that can be applied far too generally.” More concretely Josephasserts that governmentality should be directly associated both historically and
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analytically to liberal states (although he does not define what a ‘liberal’ state is, orwhen a country becomes ‘liberal’). Middle-Eastern states, for instance, are perhapsbetter understood through the notion of sovereignty (Joseph says discipline) (thedirect intervention of the state over the lives of people) not governmentality.Because the essence of governmentality is that power operates in more ways thancoercion and negation, governmentality is well suited to explain liberal societies inwhich government operates through freedoms, concessions, self-responsibility andso on, and not states where government is conducted through the elimination, orrestriction of freedoms.Joseph’s second concern is that, and I quote him here at length,despite Foucault’s own talk of the development of capitalism, the spreadof political economy and a new concern for population and workforce,many of the followers of Foucault are not prepared to talk of suchconditions of possibility, only of the practices of governance themselves.Here we see the final limit of governmentality. It explains a particular setof practices and techniques, but something else is required to explain thecontext in which these practices and techniques can best operate. Quitesimply, for governmentality to be a useful concept, it must be part of awider social ontology that can account for its successes and failures andhence the uneven nature of the international terrain … Governmentalitytheorists often have what might be called a flat ontology in that they arenot prepared to talk of underlying causes, processes or structures…governmentality approaches have a tendency to focus too much on the
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mentality aspect, that is, the idea of governmentality as a nomos orpolitical rationality. This misses out on its social, structural andinstitutional possibilities and limitations (Joseph, 2010: 241; emphasisadded)In a certain sense, I agree with Joseph’s criticisms. Indeed, without limits,governmentality, along with discourse analysis and Foucauldian power  analysishave the potential to represent an inescapable logic. If discourse/power iseverywhere how can we know when and why it is discourse/power that is havingits own effect in determining the conditions of possibility of   a particularphenomenon or event? This is a common problem associated with post-structuralapproaches to political analysis: even though they seek to avoid totalizing logics andmetanarratives,  their focus on discourse  tends to reproduce  the same  totalizingeffects of metanarratives.Without entering into a convoluted and overly-rehearsed metatheoreticaldiscussion about discourse and power, I would like to rebut Joseph on a few counts.While Joseph is correct in that governmentality ought not to be separated fromother social phenomena, he underplays the importance of history, capitalism andthe state in Foucault’s account of governmentality. This position, as I see it, almostentirely misses the importance and trajectory of Foucault’s studies on power andgovernmentality. For Foucault governmentality is a historical phenomenon and,therefore, cannot be separated from a wider social context. In fact, the whole ofFoucault’s intellectual project regarding power is precisely about different powermodalities in varying socio-historical contexts (a cursory look at “Discipline and
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Punish,” “The Order of Things” or “A History of Sexuality” would show this clearly).Foucault always gave due importance to capitalist development and modernity inhis interpretations of power, knowledge, discourse, etc.My point is that Joseph too quickly dismisses the rich historical (and therefore thickcontextual) content in Foucauldian analyses. He seems to be mistaking a focus onmentalities, discourses and ideas found in Foucauldian analysis, with a reductionistaccount of political life that reduces everything to the presence of these issues. Thus,I think that Joseph constructs a straw-man reading of Foucauldian analysesA second problem with Joseph’s reading of governmentality is that there islittle sense, unless one comes from a foundationalist (cf. Monteiro and Ruby, 2009)and ontologically dualist (cf. Jackson, 2008) perspective (Joseph is a self-declaredscientific realist – see Joseph, 2007) in separating mentalities from “structures.”Structures, if defined as consistent and enduring social practices and institutionscannot be separated from the mentalities/discourses that disclose their significanceto people. Joseph, I believe, makes two errors on this point. First, he seems toconsider governmentalities (and Foucauldian analytics) as being exclusively aboutideas (mentalities/rationalities) and words (discourses). The second is that heemploys a dualistic ontology (cf. Jackson, 2008), which arbitrarily separates“structures” like capitalism, from discourses/mentalities. He implicitly separatessubjects from the world in which they live – the world “out there.”With respect to the first point, it is crucially important to state that forFoucault, as for many of his followers (e.g. Jessop, 2007, Lemke, 2000, Walters,
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2012), mentalities  (and discourses) imply practices – they cannot be separated.Lemke (2000: 7; emphasis added), for instance, notes that:The first important aspect of the concept of governmentality is that itdoes not juxtapose politics [meaning practice] and knowledge butarticulates a “political knowledge”. Foucault does not pose the questionof the relation between practices and rationalities, their correspondenceor non-correspondence in the sense of a deviation or shortening ofreason. His “main problem” is not to investigate if practices conform torationalities, “but to discover which kind of rationality they are using”(Foucault 1981, p. 226). The analytics of government not onlyconcentrates on the mechanisms of the legitimisation of domination orthe masking of violence, beyond that it focuses on the knowledge that ispart of the practices, the systematisation and “rationalisation” of apragmatics of guidance. In this perspective, rationality does not refer to atranscendental reason, but to historical practices; it does not imply anormative judgement, since it refers to social relations.In this passage Lemke makes clear, I believe, that governmentality implies: a) socialpractices as part of a wider social context; b) governmentality is aboutmentalities/rationalities and about practices; c) practices and mentalities (andtherefore discourses) cannot be separated.The second point, where in my view, Joseph errs, is in evaluating Foucauldiananalytics from a dualistic ontology. A dualistic ontology is an ontological view thatseparates the subject (the ‘knowing’ subject) from the world “out there” along
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Cartesian lines (Jackson, 2008). This entails a condition in which reality is conceivedon its own terms, separated from those who populate it, conceive it and live it, thatis, from subjects. When Joseph phrases the conditions of possibility forgovernmentality in causal terms, he is ontologically separating structures frommentalities. This entails that there are objective structures “out there” that can beseparated from the discursive practices that disclose their character to people. Inother words, there are objective structures on the one hand, anddiscourses/mentalities on the other.My concern here is not to refute a dualistic ontology from a metatheoreticalstandpoint. The issue I am raising here is that Joseph interprets Foucauldiananalytics from   a dualistic perspective without a proper discussion of   therelationship (and possible separation) between mentalities/discourse andstructures. Here it would be useful to note that as Ernesto Laclau and ChantaleMouffe (1985) make clear, discourse and structures (reality) are inseparable.Moreover, focusing on discourses (or mentalities and rationalities) has nothing todo with negating or accepting the existence of a reality outside discursive practices.There may well be a reality beyond discourse, but insofar as we think and speakabout it, the real question is whether and to what degree such a reality can beconstituted independently of any discursive conditions of emergence (Laclau andMouffe, 1985). For Laclau and Mouffe, like for Foucault (inspired in Heideggerianphilosophy), there is no point in separating discourses from “structures”, or ideasfrom practices like Joseph does. Joseph therefore begins his analysis from a meta-
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theoretical position that most governmentality scholars would reject. In this sensehis criticisms seem somewhat arbitrary.It is important to note that governmentality and studies based on it, unlikeMarxist approaches, emphasize the mentalities that make governing possible inspecific socio-historical contexts. Like I said earlier, Joseph is correct in pointing outthat governmentality must be used within certain limits and in certain contexts, buthe errs in conceiving the conditions of possibility for governmentality in causal-structural terms. The very use of governmentality implies an emphasis onpower/knowledge relationships and therein lies the analytical specificity andusefulness associated with govermentality. This does not mean, however, thatgovernmentality argues that focusing on ideas, discourses or mentalities is all that isneeded in order to understand governmental practices, in particular, and politicsmore generally.In sum, while Foucault’s theories’, including governmentality’s,shortcomings are important in the ways mentioned above, they can becomplemented and “improved.” Governmentality, I contend, is perfectly compatiblewith theoretical approaches that look, for instance, at colonial relations ofpower/knowledge (like racism, gender and/or epistemic violence) as well asquestions of political agency (why people oppose power and mobilize). I consider, infact, these questions to be organic extensions of a Foucauldian research program. Inthe following section I explain why this is the case. I will also present a fewtheoretical stances that, in conjunction with Foucauldian governmentality, will beuseful for my analysis of Ecuadorian governmental techniques such as participatory
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planning. Before doing so, however, I would like to borrow Tania M. Li’s words, andnote that my intention here is not to produce a “super theory,” or a grand-narrativeakin to Michael Hardt’s and Antonio Negri’s Empire, rather, I, like Li, “tolerate theuntidiness and tension introduced by different theoretical traditions because of thedistinct questions  they pose, and the tools they offer to guide my analysis” (Li,2007a: 19).
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CHAPTER THREE

A GENEALOGY OF THE ECUADORIAN STATE AND THE CO-CONSTITUTION OF
STATE AND SOCIETY

3.1 IntroductionThis chapter provides the historical background for developing this work’smain arguments. The historical approach provided here foreshadows some of thetheoretical and empirical analyses provided in later  chapters. In particular, andgiven that this dissertation is rooted in a governmentality-studies approach itprovides a historical overview of the different “governmental forms” developed inEcuador since 1830. Moreover, the genealogical stance of the dissertation isunderscored by focusing on the different periods of rupture and continuity inprocesses of articulating and re-articulating the Ecuadorian state. In this respect itgives particular attention to the role played by social forces, especially indigenouspeople in shaping the state within and beyond formal state institutions. This meanslooking not only at indigenous people struggles but also at their epistemic claimsagainst the state and the colonial dimensions of state power since 1830.At the same time, however, this chapter stresses the historical-sociologicaldimension of the dissertation, particularly its more “Weberian” lens by overviewingthe different socio-economic formations associated with processes of political andeconomic reform. The analytical reasoning behind this choice is to complement agovernmentality approach with a “sociological” dimension more apt to analyzing“large” historical periods and structures (cf. Tilly, 1984). Thus, the chapter looks atthe different periods of political and economic crises and hopes to demonstrate that
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in more than one respect, the Correista state is unique.I argue that there are two inter-related forces shaping the relationshipbetween state formation and organized indigenous peoples: colonialism and thepersistent struggle by indigenous forces to overcome it. I show that participation byindigenous peoples has been met with opposition by the continuous prevalence ofvarious forms of domination and that it has been most visible in the form of massmobilizations, protests and acts of defiance, particularly during the 1990s, against adiscriminatory state and national culture. At the same time, the narrative presentedbelow interweaves processes internal to the indigenous movement to what could becalled a historical sociology of the state. It shows the historical trajectory ofparticipation by indigenous peoples in relationship to the most salient events in thestate’s political and economic history, particularly since Ecuador’s return todemocratic rule in the late 1970s. From a genealogical stance I show that indigenousstruggles have been a salient factor in the history and articulations and re-articulations of the Ecuadorian state.Finally, as mentioned in Chapter One, this Chapter also develops a historicaloverview of the first period of the Correista state, the 2006-2007 period. The centralobjective of this analysis is to highlight the relatively politicized character of theperiod (relative to the post-2008 period). Specifically, it argues that the basic rulingethos of the state allowed for more openings for political contestation and that theanti-political ethos of the Correista state is more clearly seen in the post-Constituentperiod of 2008-2012.
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3.2 The State, Participation and Social Forces in Historical PerspectiveIn the early hours of June 6th 1990, Andres Guerrero (1997: 1) writes,[A] man in his late forties (a white-mestizo man, thus, a member of whatI have called in other works “citizen in the practical sense”) turns on histelevision set, while, as usual, having his morning coffee and milk; inbetween sips, he follows, from the corner of his eye, the news. But thismorning there is something unforeseen; surprised he cannot stopwatching  the television; he’s left in awe and deep in thought. Hediscovers an unimaginable social fact for Ecuadorian public opinion ofthe latter part of the previous century: groups, multitudes of women,men and children dressed in ponchos and anacos [traditional skirts]invade the panamerican highway and place barricades; they shut off theentrance of various cities; they walk the streets and plazas of capitalcities of  the highlands:  they demand the presence of  staterepresentatives, for them to be heard and to negotiate. They areindigenous peoples. They count themselves in the hundreds ofthousands, a million, perhaps even more; they protest in public spaces;they manifest themselves: they speak. Days after, I found my friend stillunsettled due to the images that he discovered in the screen of histelevision set that morning. He tells me: “imagine, I considered a fact thatno indigenous peoples were left in the country and find through thetelevision, that there are millions; they come out of everywhere; they livein misery”
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This anecdotal image provided  by Guerrero is powerful in a number ofrespects. It conveys the cleavage between mestizo society and indigenouspopulations as well as the sense of marginalization in which indigenous peoplesremained since 1830. Indeed, indigenous peoples, it is well documented, have beenmarginalized and discriminated through diverse mechanisms: legal exclusions frompublic institutions (limiting their right to vote, for example), racism, physicalrepression and exploitation. But Guerrero’s is an image of invisibility as much as itis of exclusion. As he notes, much of the indigenous populations of Ecuador were notonly excluded, but also made invisible through liberal regimes of citizenship thatrecognized formal equality while eschewing deep structural and   culturalinequalities between populations inherited from the colonial period (Guerrero,1997, 2010). Hence, it could be said that between 1830 and 1990, for all practicalpurposes, indigenous peoples in Ecuador lacked meaningful political andbureaucratic representation within the state and participation in public policy-making was largely nil aside from the indirect effects of their mobilizations.Partly following Mary Crain (1990: 45-55) I would like to divide thehistorical relations of indigenous peoples and the state as well as processes of statearticulation and rearticulation between 1830 and 1990 in the following way: TheNational Period: Creole Elites and the Constitution of Indian Others, 1830-1949; theTransition period: 1950-1978; and the period of Redefining National Identity andthe Construction of the New Citizen,1979-1990. While Crain’s argument is specificto the construction of national identity and not state formation, I find her historicalperiodization relevant: Processes of state formation have been directly linked to the
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presence and activity of indigenous populations and the different challenges thatthey have presented for the state. The Ecuadorian state has been constantlychallenged and redefined in the process of dealing with the indigenous “issue.”There are three additional periods prior  to the articulation of what I  call  the
Correista state worth noting: the return to democracy and the birth of neoliberalismin Ecuador, the apogee of both the indigenous movement and the peaking ofneoliberal reforms; second, the crisis of neoliberalism; and third, the relative declineof the indigenous movement.
3.3 The National Period: Creole Elites and the Constitution of Indian Others:
1830-1949The Ecuadorian state was founded in 1830 after a successful decolonizationwar from Spain. The Ecuadorian state of the 1800s is described by Ecuadorianhistorian, Enrique Ayala Mora (2008: 74), as an “oligarchical landowning state”largely organized around the Hacienda12 system. Similarly, Benjamín Carrión(1957) shows that the early Ecuadorian state could be best characterized as aprivatized entity “captured” by elites defined in terms of both, the accumulation ofmaterial resources (mainly land) and their membership to a   small creolearistocracy. Consequently, the early state was defined by its exclusionary practicesbased on racialized hierarchies inherited from the colonial period, as well aspolitical and economic inequalities. In general terms large landowners generally
12Haciendas are large agricultural estates around which production was organized. However haciendas also
represent a feudal-like system for the organization of labour-patron mainly indigenous peoples’ labour.
Haciendas were also important for political power as citizenship was restricted according to property and
social class and ethnic background (which in Ecuador is not only a historical-materialist concept but and
identity, racially-based one).
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coincided with a Europeanized elite that responded to material (land, production)as well as identity (European, white) factors. In this sense the resulting state formcould be more appropriately called an apartheid oligarchical landowning state.An important defining component of the oligarchical land-owning State wasthe hacienda system. Haciendas were large landholdings around which agriculturaland livestock production was organized. The  hacienda system was a feudal-likemode of production ruled by colonial elites of European descent (De la Torre, 1996).The hacienda system, which was arguably prevalent in Ecuador until the 1950s issignificant for various reasons: first, it makes evident that a modern state form is arelatively recent phenomenon. Second, it suggests that as far as a modern stateexisted it was rather limited in scope and reach. Haciendas can be defined as a pre-modern, private form of government/administration of populations and production(Guerrero, 2010). It was haciendas rather than the state that defined in largenumbers social, political and economic relations. Haciendas were, for example, incharge of forms of taxation, the administration of justice and even the formation oflocal armies (see Carrion, 1984; Ayala Mora, 2008). There was, moreover, a closelink between the church and haciendas, turning  the hacienda system into aculturally significant apparatus (Thurner, 2000; Waters, 2007). In sum, the haciendasystem, it could be argued, was a system of parallel governmental regimes thatcoexisted with the formal state and that made evident the weakness of the state’scapacity to articulate itself as both image and practices in the national territory.During the National Creole period, particularly in the early 20th century,indigenous peoples’ struggles were largely linked to the actions of the communist
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party and the Federacion Ecuatoriana de Indios (FEI) and the indigenista movement(Yashar, 1999, 2005; Becker, 2006), although indigenous resistance, as Ayala Morashows, have been a constant in Ecuadorian history even in the very early stages ofstate formation (Ayala Mora, 1991). Indigenous peoples demands, including FEI’s,centered on “the improvement of conditions under, and eventual abolition of, thehacienda system, for access to land, and for education” (Martinez-Novo, 2011: 4; seealso Arnold, 2009 for an interesting case in Bolivia). It must be remembered, asmentioned earlier, that the hacienda system not only meant a way of organizinglabour and production in the highlands but also signified the capturing of politicalpower and state control by large landowners, mainly of European descent.In this sense indigenous opposition  to  the  hacienda system was also achallenge to the state and its organizing principles and governmental regimes. AsCrain  notes, the state during this first period was characterized not only by itslinkages to the hacienda system but also to a corporatist state that defended thevery narrow economic interests  of a dominant class (mainly male, large land-owners of European descent) (Crain, 1990: 45). In view of the theoretical approachof this dissertation, it should be said that the power modality with which rule wasexercised at the time was a colonial governmentality (cf. O’Malley, 1996) and insome sense to Foucault’s analysis of sovereign power during the Europeanmonarchical period of the 17th century (See Foucault, 1995: Chapter One).Indigenous peoples were regarded not as subjects of improvement but as essentiallydifferent (inferior) and that difference was dealt with through coercive power overtheir livelihoods. Mobilizations by indigenous populations were, thus, generally met
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with repression. As Crain puts itThe creole elites were fearful of the consequences of mass participation… Their actual rule, which was guided by strong men and repressivemeasures, reflects this fear of popular mobilization … During this perioda relatively unified national self was constructed in opposition to aninferior indigenous other (Crain, 1990: 46).Indigenous peoples have been, at once, relegated from formal processes ofstate-formation and reproduction and yet crucial for them. This is one concreteexpression of Migdal’s (2004) notion that sates and societies are co-constitutive. Inthe first period, of state formation indigenous populations served, in part, as anegative image against which state developmental projects would be imagined – theless indigenous the more “developed.”During this period an incipient form of liberal governmentality had begun toemerge in Ecuador (cf. Guerrero, 2010). At the turn of the century Ecuadorunderwent one of its important political transformations in the form of what is oftenreferred to as its “liberal revolution” (1895-1912). Led by General Eloy Alfaro, someof Ecuador’s political and social structures were transformed according to the tenetsof modern liberalism. Most notably this period witnessed the separation of churchand state, the creation of secular schools, freedom of religion and the partialexpansion of civil and political rights (Pareja Diezcanseco, 1996). However, theliberal “revolution” was largely an elitist project: a top-down struggle betweenconservative and liberal elites and the notions of liberty, justice and equality wereupheld rhetorically but practiced in highly uneven terms (Guerrero, 1997, 2010).
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Moreover, Ayala Mora (2008: 95) points out that “the liberal revolution found itslimits in those of its own protagonist [General Alfaro]. That is, it was determined bythe interests of the bourgeoisie that did not undo the large landowning structures ofthe highlands as well as the regional power of large landowners” (Ibid.)Alongside the liberal revolution Ecuador embarked upon the early stages ofits most important nation-building strategy, mestizaje.  Mestizaje could be defined,simply, as a nation-building strategy based on the notion of cultural (and racial)mixing. It is also a narrative centered on the notion of national unity through themixing of races and cultures (indigenous and Spanish). Thus, “mestizos” at a verybasic level can be defined as peoples of mixed cultural and racial heritages. At firstglance mestizaje would appear as an obvious form to unite diverse populations.Nonetheless, mestizaje is defined in relation to the mixture of hierarchically unevencultures: mestizaje as practiced in Ecuador, ignores the unevenness in the power ofthe cultures that it is supposed to represent: Spanish and indigenous cultures (cf. dela Cadena, 2007; Walsh, 2009). In other words, superior values were associated withwhiteness and “Spanishness” (Eurocentric) while inferior ones associated with darkskin and indigenous cultures (Walsh, 2009; cf. Rojas, 2002).Viewed from the perspective of Foucauldian view of knowledge/powerrelations mestizaje as a national formation strategy was intimately linked to effortsmade by the state to modernize its social and economic structures alongEurocentric, modern and uneven lines: modernization and development wereautomatically associated to the notion of whiteness and a sense of Europeanizedculture (Escobar, 1995; cf. Adoum, 1998; cf. Echeverria, 2010). The question of
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mestizaje is also relevant for my arguments here because it discloses a dimension ofnation-state building in Ecuador that is intimately related to and representative ofcolonial structures (see Stoller, 1995, 2002). As I discuss in below one of theinterpretative contexts in which governmental regimes-indigenous peoplesrelations is colonialism and coloniality.Following the liberal revolution, during the early stages of a “mestizo state,”between 1912 and 1950 there were cycles of economic booms (mainly due toagroexporting price hikes) and busts (mainly due to collapses in the prices ofinternational primary goods) (Larrea and North, 1997) as well as a series of politicalcrises. Political and economic crises were, of course, also characterized by themobilization of social forces in opposition to the continued prevalence of anoligarchical system rooted in large landholdings and reproduced through anunequal citizenship regime. In this respect, it should be noted that an importantaspect about the Ecuadorian state, particularly in relation to its processes of crisisand reform is the enactment of new constitutions. Thus far Ecuador has had, since1830, twenty constitutions.In sum, it is important to note that despite important social changespromulgated or triggered by constitutional reforms/changes (e.g. the expansion ofcitizenship rights and the separation of church and state implemented by the LiberalConstitution of 1906), constitutional changes were incapable of fostering truestructural transformations in socio-cultural or politico-economic relations: Ecuadorup to this day, continues to be a deeply unequal society characterized by importantsocial, economic and cultural cleavages and hierarchies. Constitutional and legal-
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institutional changes, moreover, have been consistently incapable of generatingprocesses of political stability and democratic institutionalization. From a historicalperspective, therefore, it becomes imperative (as I do in this dissertation) to gobeyond institutionalist explanations to account for the continuous prevalence ofcertain power relations and processes of co-constitution between state and societalforces.
3.4 The Transition period: 1950-1978: The Incorporation of Indigenous
Populations into a National Project and the Emergence of Modern Forms of
Rule By the end of the national creole period indigenous protests and challenges tothe status quo began to reach a much wider audience, leading to the reformulationof some of the legal and institutional structures that directly affected indigenouspeoples (Crain, 1990; Korovkin, 1992, 1997). In particular, legislations such as theLabour Code, the Law of the Peasant Cooperatives, Communes and the JuridicalStatute of Peasant Communities, were drafted during this period (Ayala Mora,2008). This  stronger presence of indigenous populations coincided, nonetheless,with the partial and gradual incorporation of indigenous populations into a state-lednational development project (Crain, 1990; cf. Escobar, 1995). This partial“incorporation” is related to the development of more modernforms/modalities/techniques of rule and power, including Foucault’s account ofdisciplinary power (as indigenous peoples enter “join” national developmentprograms they also become subjects of institutionalized disciplinary practices toturn them into workers and productive resources) (Argones, 1985, Crain, 1990;
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Foucault, 2000) and the strengthening of the state’s governmental regimes.It could be argued that the Ecuadorian state historically has had a number ofhistorical forms since 1830. Some of these are: the hacienda/gamonal, the military-authoritarian, the clientelistic, the rentier, the developmentalist and the liberal andneoliberal states (Carrion, 1984; Ayala Mora, 1991, 2008; Silva, 2005; Hurtado,2006; Correa, 2010). All of these state forms represent state-society relationshipsand say something about the exercise and type of state power. The
gamonal/hacienda state for example, was characterized, as mentioned before, by atype of power akin in some senses to what Foucault understanding of “sovereign”power during monarchies as well as and expression of colonial governmentalities(cf. O’Malley, 1996). The reasoning behind this assertion is that, particularly in thehacienda system, indigenous populations and peasant populations were linked tothe hacienda owner by similar principles (although with important differences) tothe relationship between monarchs and feudal lords to their subjects. Monarchsexercised power through the administration of death, punishment and embodiedthe state. In similar fashion the hacienda owner, while unable to legally end the lifeof his subjects, was able to control their livelihoods through systems like the
huasipungo13 and/or economienda or even corporeal punishment (De la Torre,1989; Ayala Mora, 1991;  Guerrero, 2010; In the hacienda system,  the haciendaowner embodied the power of the feudal state (De la Torre, 1996).At the same time the state and its formal governmental apparatus was
13Huasipungo was a system of labour relations in which the hacienda owner allowed indigenous peoples to
live in small plot of his land in exchange of the labour of the indigenous family. This resulted by and larg
into a life-long debt for the indigenous family. For all practical purposes the hacienda lord owned the lives
of indigenous families living under the huasipungo system.
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largely characterized by its inability to “penetrate society,” through programs,regulations, taxation schemes and so on, giving private agents, particularly haciendaowners, the ability to govern populations according to a racist system of ownershipof their livelihoods (see Guerrero, 1997, 2010). In  other words, the Ecuadorianstate, as both image and practices, up until the 1950s, had been largely absent fromits own territory – its governmental regimes were weak and limited in reach.Evidence of  this is, for  example, the fact that the civil registry  in Ecuador wascreated during the liberal revolution in the early 1900s and that the first populationcensus was not undertaken until 1950 – one hundred and twenty years after itsindependence (Clark, 1998; Ayala Mora, 2008). In other words, the first attempts todevelop knowledge about populations that would enable the formation ofgovernmental interventions in Ecuador was undertaken nearly a century after itsindependence. This means that the constitution of modern governmental regimeswas in its infancy until the 1950s. It is worth clarifying that I have found littleevidence that unequivocally suggests that the state was absent in all of its formsfrom its own territory. The point here is that it was absent as a governmental formof rule.There are no systematic and specific studies about the degree to which theEcuadorian state generated knowledge in order to govern, how it did and throughwhich governmental agencies. Nonetheless, the fact that the first census wasundertaken in 1950 suggests that prior to 1950 knowledge production by the statewas rather limited. As studies in governmentality (e.g. Gordon, 1990; Dean, 1999;Walters, 2012) suggest, the modern state and modern forms of power are
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characterized by the production and dissemination of knowledge, particularlyknowledge about populations – the state shapes populations through the knowledgeit produces about them. Hence, prior to 1950 there was little knowledge aboutpopulations and thus little possibility of generating governmental regimes capableof “penetrating society.” Admittedly, prior to 1950 there had been some attempts tocreate governmental agencies capable of producing knowledge about populations,but the 1950 census is not only the first general population census, it is also the firstcensus that produces the first general map of Ecuador and the first economicdevelopment study, but also the first statistical project to be linked   to agovernmental development plan (Hoy, 2010: http://www.hoy.com.ec/noticias-ecuador/a-60-anos-del-primer-censo-444303.html).There are a few other aspects about the 1950 census that are worthmentioning. The first is that it takes place during the presidency of Galo Plaza Lasso.The state during Plaza Lasso’s presidency is one of the first since the liberalrevolution of 1895 to display  the partial signs of a “modern” state through thepartial rationalization (cf. Evans, 1995) of the state apparatus. Second, it takes placeat a time when, as mentioned above, mestizaje was the nation-formation paradigm.Kim Clark (1998) conducted a detailed analysis of the 1950s census and its relationto national identity formation. An interesting aspect regarding the census revealedby Clark’s study is that it was  seen as an  attempt at “conquering the nationalterritory administratively” (Clark, 1998: 196). Clark also reveals the fact that, upuntil that point, the  state had  not penetrated much of the Andean region,particularly indigenous communities. Clark cites a census organizer: “the
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enumerators will have to scale towering mountainsides and conquer uneven terrainuntil they locate the last living being in those remote Andean localities”; and thenanother: “we have used all of the means available to us to conquer theimpermeability of the indigenous stratum” (Clark, 1998: 196). Following the 1950scensus Ecuador has undertaken censuses in 1962, 1974, 1976, 1982, 1990, 2001and finally, 2010 under the Correista state. Clearly, as seen from this perspective, upto the 1950s Ecuador’s was a limited/weak state. The 1950 census began to markthe relative transition to a more complex state apparatus capable of extending itspresence into more areas of the country.By the 1960s the influence of haciendas had been diminished. In part thiswas due to the replacement of private forms of administration of populations bystate-based ones, particularly, through economic interventions (Korovkin, 1992).This change in the governmental character of the state took place in a context of
relative stability during the1950s. Some of these interventions, particularly in ruralareas were undertaken under the auspices of the Ecuadorian Institute of AgrarianReform and Colonization (IERAC), which is another governmental agency whosework reveals the vicissitudes and “realities” in the construction of governmentalregimes in Ecuador. One of the central objectives of IERAC was to let privateindividuals expand, largely through their own devices and criteria, theagricultural/territorial frontier in Ecuador through a “colonization” process thatentailed clearing out primary forests and native vegetation in exchange for propertyrights to the cleared land (Argones, 1985). This policy suggests two issues: that aprivate administration of territory (as opposed to populations) was prevalent and
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second that all the way to the 1980s when the policy in question was eliminated, thestate was largely absent in any direct sense from its own, largely rural, territory(Ibid.). This policy of internal colonization continued through the advent of the firstdevelopmentalist state in the 1970s. Inspired by the structuralist doctrine promotedby ECLAC, the military government of the 1970s also sought to “penetrate society”through land reform and used IERAC to accomplish it. Land reform, however, wasan overwhelming failure and the presence of the state in the rural sector, despiteefforts of the military-authoritarian governments of the 1970s, was highly limitedIn 1970s when the first manifestation of an authoritarian developmentaliststate appeared.14 There were various elements that coalesced to allow for itsemergence. First, the discovery of petroleum; second the international politicaleconomy and the discourses emanating from it, particularly the influence ofstructuralist thinking and knowledge emanating from the Economic Commission forLatin America  and the Caribbean (ECLAC); and third, the authoritarianappropriation of political power by the military. As I discuss in a later chapter,developmentalist states have, historically, often been accompanied by periods ofauthoritarianism (Woo-Cummings, 1999).  While  the  case  of Ecuador is differentfrom its counterparts in the Southern Cone, most notably, Argentina and Chile, themilitary governments of the 1970s (1972-1979) were authoritarian nonetheless. Inthis sense, there was relatively less negotiation and tolerance of opposition forces,
14Some point to the 1950s and the government of Galo Plaza in this respect. I, however, refute this thesis
on the basis that in the 1950s there was a highly limited knowledge base in the state capable of generating
widespread state interventions. As I mentioned, only in the 1950s did the state begin to generate enough
knowledge about its population. Also, the relative degree of industrialization and policies like ISI were
much more prevalent in the 1970s than in the 1950s.
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giving the state more room to act though programs, policies and projects. Therewas also, as I said, more money to do it and a strong discourse emanating from thedevelopmentalist works of ECLAC.By the 1970s a very important event took place in Ecuador: the discovery ofpetroleum in the Amazon region of the country. The discovery of petroleum meanta few things. First, the relative importance of landowning elites diminished becausethe state focused largely on industrialization. It also meant that a new middle classdeveloped in the main cities of Ecuador, a process that is largely linked to regimes ofdevelopment (Larrea and North, 1997). At the same time the discovery ofpetroleum, which in Ecuador is a public resource (petroleum belongs to the state),exacerbated the rentiering tendencies within the state: the state no longer needed tonegotiate with the private sector in order to generate foreign exchange; it could getit by directly selling petroleum to foreign buyers. This meant that the state had noreal incentive to turn earnings into productive processes, although, at the same timethe military regimes of the 1970s were characterized by their productive, althoughnot always efficient investments (see Argones, 1985; Correa, 2010). Petroleumearnings, however, were directly used by the state both “to satisfy elite interests andto attenuate social conflict by responding to the demands of most politicallymobilized urban sectors without altering the fundamental patterns of land and assetdistribution” (Larrea and North, 1997: 924).In addition, the 1970s were, in important ways, characterized by theinfluence of structuralism from the ECLAC/Prebisch school of thought. During themilitary dictatorships of the 1970s, the state became heavily involved with the
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productive sector, particularly manufacturing industries. Import substitutionindustrialization became one of the central economic policies of the period. Whileenabling growth in industry and an improvement in some social indicators, theimplementation of import substitution industrialization experienced a number ofproblems: manufacturing became highly dependent on imported inputs, thuscontributed to the national debt; it lacked vertical integration and focused on theproduction of non-essential goods for high-income urban groups (Larrea and North,1997: 919; Correa, 2010).Meanwhile, the agricultural sector became stagnant. Between 1975 and 1982the production of peasant crops fell sharply. As Carlos Larrea and Liisa North pointout: In general, agriculture, where employment opportunities could havebeen generated at low cost, was prejudiced by a ‘lack of basic ruralinfrastructure and its unequal distribution in favour of the largeproducers’ while peasant producers suffered from worsening terms oftrade, reinforced by state price and subsidy policies. In 1978 per capitasubsidies to urban sectors were almost 11 times those available for ruralsectors, and among rural producers the modern sector received almosteight times more support than the traditional sectors which wascomposed largely of indigenous highland peasants (Larrea and North,1997: 920).
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Hence, the developmentalist state of the 1970s was characterized by its interest inlarge-scale industry development and the development of an urban middle-class atthe expense of rural and indigenous small-scale producers.In addition to the economic realities of the 1960s and 1970s just pointed out,there are a few specific changes that are worth mentioning: an important effort (incomparative historical terms) at agrarian reform; further reforms to the labour codeleading to the formal elimination of servile labour; and in 1978, the universalizationof suffrage (as mentioned earlier, illiterate people could not vote in Ecuador until1978) (Andrade, 2010). Hence, in 1978 indigenous peoples became a populationthat was able to affect the outcomes of elections15 – a change that has since affectedthe relationship between the state and indigenous organizations and peoples.This included, for example, the formalization of indigenous peoples under civilregistries, “counting” indigenous peoples as populations capable of, for example,being counted as workers in processes of labour commodification. Partly thisbecame possible as a result of the various censuses that was conducted in 1950.Between 1950 and 1979 four population censuses (see above) were undertaken.The increasing complexity   of state-society relations emerging from, among otherthings, changes in the country’s discursive and cultural structures and in its politicaleconomy demanded changes in the state apparatus. Hence one can observe thecreation of “an increasingly complex juridical and administrative apparatus. NewMinistries and other public entities, including a dozen public corporations wereborn during this period” (Waters, 2007: 125). Amongst these institutions was the
15 Voting is obligatory in Ecuador.
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IERAC. It is in this period that the governmental power of the state begins to reachareas of its territory that it had previously left unattended (Waters, 2007).At this time, it worth stressing, important dimensions of the state’s rule weredefined by the fact that the military had been in power since the early 1970s. Itcould be argued that at least two different state forms coexisted during the 1970s:an authoritarian, a developmentalist and an oligarchical state. But, it should also benoted, power through coercion can only take the state so far. The developmentaliststate of the 1970s was characterized, like  the current one, by relatively highattention paid to knowledge production (relative to previous state forms).   Newmaps, new universities, and new statistical projects were undertaken. For example,the Institute of National Statistics was created in 1973; the state operated through amore intensive expansion of knowledge-based, developmental governmentalregimes (Cf. Dean, 1999; cf. Elden, 2007). It is here that one can observe thedevelopment of a more articulated state and the further unfolding of governmentaltechniques of rule. The end of the 1970s also marks the end if military rule, thereturn to democratic rule and the very early stages of neoliberal reform.In sum, it is important to note that despite these efforts, the paradigm of a
mestizo nation was not abandoned. The extent to which indigenous peoples were“incorporated” into national development processes was as a marginalized group, asworkers, not as distinct socio-cultural groupings with their own political, social,cultural and epistemic cosmovisions and forms of organization. Also important forunderstanding the “incorporation” of indigenous peoples into a national state-ledproject is the state’s efforts at the end of the 1970s to develop a stronger
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agricultural and industrial sector and broaden the country’s labour base (wagelabour) (Argones, 1985).
3.5 The Construction of The New Citizen, the Early Neoliberal State and the
Birth of CONAIE: 1979-1990By the end of the 1970s the military dictatorship ruling Ecuador faced aseries of challenges and finally decided to lead a highly controlled transition intodemocratic rule. Elections were called in 1978 and progressive candidate JaimeRoldós was elected president. Roldós and Vice-President Osvaldo Hurtado billedthemselves, as Crain (1990: 48) puts it, as the first government in Ecuador’s historyto have been democratically elected without the support of the military and/or thenational oligarchy. Moreover, as mentioned already, the 1978-79 was the firstelection in which illiterate Ecuadorians were allowed to vote. This fact, in additionto Roldós’s progressive electoral platform, meant a more active effort atincorporating indigenous symbols and certain aspects of their cultures into thenational culture.Roldós‘s presidency was initially characterized by hope in the ability of thestate to correct some of the problems mentioned earlier: unemployment, poverty,inequality etc. Throughout Roldos’s presidency the state continued to be an activeagent in restructuring social, political and economic structures (Argones, 1985).However, Roldós’s promises proved short-lived as he died in a plane crash in 1982.Roldós was replaced by then vice-president Osvaldo Hurtado. In contrast to Roldós,Hurtado was a right-leaning politician and his presidency could be characterized by
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the bringing about the early stages of neoliberalism (Correa, 2010). Hurtado’spresidency was characterized by a series of economic crises linked to the increasingpower of a banking and commercial elite aligned with the state. One of the mostimportant historical events in this respect was the process of “sucretización.”
Sucretización is the process by which the state acquired the private sector’s(mainly industrialists’) debt in dollars and converted it into sucres (Ecuador’scurrency until 1999). This meant that the money owed by private agents in Ecuadorto foreign banks was now public debt. In other words, the state was now in debt, indollars, to private banks abroad and the clients of those banks now owed the statebut in sucres and in more advantageous conditions (Correa, 2010). Overall the stateconverted  almost 1.300 million dollars into sucres, which effectively meant asubsidy to the private sector amounting to about 650.000 million sucres (over onebillion dollars, at the exchange rate of 600 sucres per dollar, which for 1983 was asignificant amount), only considering the differential of effect of the exchange rate(Acosta, 1990: 307). The sucretización of private debts signalled the linkagesbetween the state and private economic elites – a relationship that grew withneoliberalism and that eventually led to the nation’s economic collapse in 1999.On the political side the process of change initiated in 1979 meant the returnof democratic party politics. The new institutional arrangement (the 1979Constitution) privileged  the return of a multi-party system. As Simon Pachano(2007: 43) notes, parties were supposed to be the “main and, practically, the onlypolitical actors, and for that reason they were given a monopoly over politicalrepresentation.” Thus, the 1979 elections witnessed the return of traditional parties,
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like the socialist party, and many others like the Partido Social Cristiano (ChristianDemocrats – right wing), Izquierda Democratica (Social Democrats – centre left) and
Concentracion de Fuerzas Populares (Concentration of Popular Forces – populistparty) and later, after Roldos’s death, the Partido Roldosista Ecuatoriano (populist).Ecuador’s party system was highly fragmented (Conaghan, 2009) and poorlyinstitutionalized (cf. Mainwaring and Torcal, 2005). Nonetheless, the 1979 electionssignalled the beginning of a period of eighteen years of interparty competition. Inthe period between 1979 and 1996 there were five Presidents: Jaime Roldós (left-leaning populist, 1980-1982), Osvaldo Hurtado (centre-right, 1982-1984), LeonFebres Cordero (right wing, 1984-1988), Rodrigo Borja (centre-left 1988-1992) andfinally, Sixto Duran Ballen, (centre-right, 1992-1996). As shown, and setting asideRoldós‘s death, the four-year constitutional period for presidents was respected.There is an additional historical issue during this period that needs to beaddressed: the birth   of CONAIE. The emergence of CONAIE along with thebeginnings of neoliberalism are important determinants for understanding thetrajectory of the Ecuadorian state prior to 2008. CONAIE was formed in 1986 out ofthe union of two regional indigenous organizations: the ECUARUNARI (indigenousorganization of the highlands) and the CONFENIAIE (indigenous organization of theAmazon Region) (Zamosc, 2007). Perhaps one of the most significant aspects ofCONAIE is its concern for “livelihood and citizenship” goals:The former have focused on economic improvements, education, health,and the protection of Indian lands; the latter on the redefinition ofEcuador as a plurinational state, the end of discrimination, territorial
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autonomy, representation in state institutions,  control over educationand development programs, and official recognition and funding for theindigenous organizations” (Zamosc, 2007: 9).I would add to Zamosc’s interpretation that the “identity” and “cosmovisions”dimensions to indigenous political activism entered a new, perhaps more importantphase, through the creation of CONAIE. This “identity” aspect is significant for anumber for reasons. First, as mentioned before, the idea of an “indigenous” struggle,as opposed to a peasant or landless movement struggle, became a mechanism forestablishing equivalences between different indigenous demands. In particular,CONAIE and the indigenous movement embraced the concept of “nationalities” todefine both the unity of their struggle and the diversity between and withinindigenous groups. A central demand by the indigenous movement since the 1980s,thus, has been for the state to recognize that the different indigenous groups are infact nations (CONAIE, 2014: http://www.CONAIE.org/sobre-nosotros/historia).It is worth remembering that there is no uniform category of “indigenouspeoples” in Ecuador. There are differences in languages and in the way in whichdifferent indigenous communities relate to land and to (re)productive resources.Ecuador is a diverse country both culturally and ecologically. It is composed of fourmain regions: the Galapagos archipelago, the coastal region, the highlands and theAmazon region. For example, water and irrigation may be a preponderant demandof indigenous peoples in the highlands, while it is less so for indigenous peoples inthe rain forest. Likewise, protecting water supplies from petroleum exploitationwaste is an issue that concerns indigenous peoples from the Amazon more directly
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(as petroleum is more or less exclusively extracted from that region). Hence,contextualizing indigenous struggles from the perspective of resource-specific andregion-specific realities as well as in a more encompassing sense of indigenous unitythrough the concept of indigenous “nationalities” had important impacts in theorganizational strengths of indigenous populations (Andolina, 2003). This unityparticularly in the, notwithstanding periods of internal divisions, turned CONAIEinto a national indigenous organization that currently represents between 100.000and 150.000 indigenous families (Ospina, 2009: 124).The second crucial aspect of the “identity” period, and perhaps moreimportantly for the purposes of this work, is the  challenge presented  by themarginal, but radical narratives about the need for a civilizational challenge (Leon,2011) made by indigenous peoples, through CONAIE. These are direct challengesagainst the various forms of colonialism of dominant society, particularly itsepistemic colonialism (see Schiwy, 2002). Specifically, the power practices ofmodernity, which exclude epistemic diversity and that result in the consistentexclusion of non-capitalist, non-Eurocentric knowledge practices (Schiwy, 2002,2010; cf. Quijano, 2004; cf. Rojas, 2001, 2007). Thus, rooted in concepts such asepistemic diversity, decolonization, plurinationality and pluriculturality CONAIEchallenged the status quo from an entirely different perspective, one that demandsthe rethinking and questioning Ecuador’s economic, cultural and socio-politicalstructures. It should be said that while some of these concepts were already part ofindigenous peoples’ struggles prior to the creation of CONAIE, CONAIE’s leadershipand the intellectuals (indigenous and mestizos) linked to the organization made
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these issues prominent. (Becker, 2008; cf. Macas, 2010, 2011)It is worth stressing the fact that the “civilizational change” proposed byCONAIE, goes beyond the notion of a paradigm shift in development practices or aMarxist-inspired revolutionary change. It implies a shift in the narratives about, aswell as changes in the regimes of practices that accompany prevailing notions ofwhat it means to be developed, how to achieve “development”, how to organizepolitically in more participatory ways and how to relate to the natural world. Itstresses the need to rearticulate the relationship between people and naturalbeings; in other words, looking at earth beings beyond the concept of resources (Dela Cadena, 2010). At the same time, as Zamosc (2007) points out, traditionaldemands such as fair and equitable labour practices, land redistribution, controlover education, the preservation of their languages, ready access to credit to workthe land and so on, continued to be present in the demands that indigenous peoplespressed on the state.Although I will speak about this in more detail in Chapter Six, I should mentionthat the end of the 1980s also witnessed, due in large part to indigenousmobilizations, the creation of autonomous institutions within the state apparatus,like the National Directorate of Intercultural Bilingual Education (DINEIB). TheDINEIB was an autonomous institution dedicated to implementing educationalpolicies in indigenous communities. The creation of the DINEIB is a concreteinstitutional change that not only modified the state, but also reflected the growingstrength in the organizational structures and the mobilization capacities ofindigenous peoples. In 1988 through the creation of DINEIB indigenous peoples
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began to gain a moderate degree of control over policy-making in education(Martinez-Novo, 2011).
3.6 The Apogee of CONAIE and the Indigenous Movement, 1990-2002 and the
Peak of Neoliberal ReformBy the end of the 1980s, as suggested above, the indigenous movement hadacquired, from a historical viewpoint, unprecedented levels of organizationalstrength and had been able to penetrate the formal institutional apparatus of thestate while keeping important levels of autonomy from local political and economicelites. As the quote from Guerrero provided at the beginning of  this chaptersuggests, the indigenous levantamiento (uprising) at the outset of the 1990s shookthe collective consciousness of the country in an unparalleled way. Partly as a resultof the changes triggered by this mobilization Deborah Yashar has called Ecuador’sindigenous movement the strongest in the Americas (Yashar, 2005). All of a sudden,in the late 1980s and early 1990s, indigenous peoples and their struggle were anational issue (Guerrero, 1997). In 1990, led by CONAIE, indigenous populationsstaged an uprising, which was, as mentioned above, not only unprecedented fornon-indigenous peoples, it was also the largest and certainly one of the mostsignificant indigenous uprisings in Ecuador’s history. The politico-economiccontext at the time was marked by the prevalence of neoliberalism and it was duringthe 1990 uprising that the demand for a plurinational state became the centerpieceof the indigenous movement’s, particularly CONAIE’s, demands on the state.With the election of Sixto-Duran Ballen in 1992 Ecuador finally catches up tosome of its Latin American neighbours and begins to deepen its process of
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neoliberalization (Correa, 2010) – a process that lasted until 2007. Duran Ballen’smain objectives were well known neoliberal recipes that were presented to thegeneral public as elements of the modernization of the state. The issue of“modernizing” the state was largely a question of constructing an image of the stateas an agent of progress but as Simon Pachano (2007: 13) notes it also meant,“reduction in the administrative apparatus [of the state], deregulation and de-centralization.” Modernizing narratives about the state, thus, cannot be separatedfrom the application of neoliberalism and the liberalization of markets, privatizationprojects, macroeconomic stability and cutting spending in social services. But like inother places in Latin America at the time, deregulation, state-shrinking andliberalization would inaugurate a new period  of political instability  as well  aspopular effervescence (See Conaghan and Malloy, 1994). Between 1996 and 2007,for example, Ecuador had nine presidents and two different constitutions (and athird one coming in the year 2008), a major economic collapse and the adoption ofthe US dollar as its new currency.The “beginning” of the political and institutional crisis of the state during the1990s can be more directly traced to the presidency of Duran Ballen. However, itwas not until the presidency of Abdala Bucaram in 1997, that a multi-level crisis ofthe country acquired dire proportions. Bucaram as can be concluded from Carlosde la Torre’s study of populism and Ecuadorian politics (De la Torre, 1998)embodied   two of   the most problematic and emblematic characteristics ofEcuadorian politics: patriarchal personalism  and  traditional populism. As De laTorre (1997:16) puts it:
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Abdala Bucaram presents himself as a new Messiah, arguing that belief inhim will bring redemption. His political messianism is conveyed througha rhetoric that constructs rivals as enemies who have to be destroyed.Since he incarnates virtue and moral redemption, his enemies representsin and misery … He ridicules his rivals’ delicate manners and tastes,which he contrasts to his own and the common peoples’ masculine ones.The representation of the oligarchy as imitators of foreign andeffeminate lifestyles is well received by his audiences. He not onlyreproduces machista prejudices but also encourages male manualworkers’ pride in their own virility as contrasted to the perceived lack ofmanliness among their superiors.It should be noted as De la Torre (Ibid.) and others have (Pachano, 2007, 2010;Burbano de Lara, 2003) that personalism and populism have largely defined thestate, government and politics in Ecuador. The stability of state institutions, or lackthereof, have largely depended in many ways on the gluing power of a charismaticleader and the power struggles between strongmen. As I will argue later, one of thepeculiarities of the current process of state reproduction and statecraft is that thestability and strength of the state cannot be reduced to the charismatic leadership ofRafael Correa  (even though his presence is, undoubtedly, a crucial factor in theprocess of state formation).During this period, particularly between 1990 and 1999, not surprisingly,one of the  main sources of opposition from within civil society came fromindigenous peoples (Yashar, 1999; Zamosc, 2007). The 1990s were indeed a
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defining decade for the indigenous movement. At the height of neoliberalism,indigenous peoples organized a number of protests. There were large-scale protestsevery year and various small-scale ones as well (Yashar, 2005; Andolina, 2003). Inaddition to the 1990 protest mentioned before, in 1993 CONAIE took to the streetsover the government’s plan to cut social security and health services for rural areas.After important road blockades and demonstrations in urban areas the governmentcapitulated and restored the budget for the services being cut. There were similarmobilizations in 1995, 1996 and 1997. In many of these instances, as Zamosc (2007)shows, the state and its government were forced  to pull back and reconsiderreforms that directly affected popular sectors.By 1995 CONAIE and other social movements and organizations had formedthe Coordinadora de Movimientos Sociales (CMS), a coalition of popular forcesopposed to neoliberalism. By 1996 the indigenous movement largely representedby CONAIE in association with the CMS formed the political party “Pachakutik” andentered electoral politics with its own party. While some indigenous leaders werecritical of joining the formal political system Pachakutik did enter the 1996parliamentary and presidential elections, enjoying moderate success:Their presidential candidate, while unable to make the run-offs, finisheda strong third with just over 17% of the total votes cast (including blankand  nullified ballots), candidates for the National  Congress capturedeight seats, and numerous victories occurred at the local and provinciallevels. In all, Pachakutik candidates won a total of 76 offices (Mijeski andBeck, 2004: 50).
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In 1997, only after six months into his presidency Bucaram was deposed by amassive expression of popular discontent; he was replaced by interim presidentFabian Alarcon. The political crisis prompted by the overthrow of Bucaram led, onceagain, to the drafting of a new constitutional arrangement in 1998.16 Traditionalelites, supported by the military convened in Sangolquí, a town in the outskirts ofthe capital city of Quito, to draft Ecuador’s nineteenth Constitution (Ayala Mora,2010). As mentioned before, by this time the indigenous movement led by CONAIEwas a major political force in the country and their involvement in the politicalreshuffling that preceded the Constitutional Assembly of 1998 was notable. Duringthe Assembly CONAIE made explicit demands on Assembly members some of whichwere negotiated notwithstanding the continuous demonstrations of discontentcarried out by the indigenous movement during the Assembly. A significantachievement for the indigenous movement at the time was the creation of CODENPE(The Council for the Development of Indigenous Peoples and Nationalities ofEcuador). CODENPE, like DINEIB, was an autonomous institution also dedicated tothe promotion of development in indigenous communities; like DINEIB’s,CODENPE’s governance structure was representative of indigenous nationalitiesand peoples (Martinez-Novo, 2010). Later, in 1999, the National Health Directoratefor Indigenous Peoples and Nationalities of Ecuador was created, and in the year2000, the Fund for the Development of Indigenous Peoples of Ecuador (FODEPI)(Opsina, 2009: 132). While paradoxical in some respects, the disarticulation of state
16 In reality what was drafted was a thorough constitutional reform, not a new Constitution as such (Ayala
Mora, 2011: 200); however, the document produced in 1998 is generally known as the 1998 Constitution
and is officially counted as Ecuador’s 19th Constitution.
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capacities by neoliberal reforms and the complexities of dealing with the indigenous“issue,” led to  the creation of an indigenous, autonomous institutional structurewithin the state. The institutional reforms put in place by neoliberal governmentsand a neoliberal-friendly constitution like the 1998 Constitution, meant thatindigenous populations could exercise a modicum of self-governance and autonomy.This change further exemplifies the co-constitutive nature between state and society(cf. Migdal, 2004)Nonetheless     and notwithstanding these noteworthy developments,indigenous organizations were “appeased” by the inclusion of a watered-downversion of   one of their   most radical demands, namely   the formation of   aplurinational state in Ecuador. Instead what the Assembly did was to nominallydefine Ecuador as a “pluricultural” state (Andolina, 2003; Jameson, 2011).Plurinationalism in contrast to “pluriculturalism” demanded a radical change, notonly in the nominal definition of the state but also in actual cultural, economic andpolitical practises of society and state. A plurinational state demanded a high degreeof political autonomy for indigenous populations, beyond that provided byCODENPE or DINEIB, as well as the recognition of indigenous territories (not simplyindigenous “land”) within the state (see CONAIE, 2014:http://www.CONAIE.org/sobre-nosotros/que-es-la-CONAIE) and indigenousepistemic claims to new forms of living outside of capitalism (cf. Rojas, 2009).Moreover and beyond the failure of the Assembly to take into account theradical demands for change made by CONAIE, out of the 1998 constitutional projectno radical changes emerged. What the new constitutional arrangement of 1998
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sought to institutionalize was the neoliberal project started back in the 1980s andthat was deepened during the early 1990s (Correa, 2010). During the course of the1998 Constitution’s rule the country witnessed the further disarticulation of thestate and its relative weakening vis-à-vis the market and (traditional) economicinterests. Consequently, in 1999-2000 Ecuador experienced a near completeeconomic collapse. One of the earlier causes of the crisis can be traced to the Ley

General de Instituciones del Sistema Financiero (General Law for Financial SystemInstitutions), enabled by eh 1998 Constitution, which largely deregulated thefinancial system, weakening regulations on banks (Correa, 2010). Eventually a largeportion of Ecuador’s major banks collapsed, leaving tens of thousands of peoplewithout their savings and thus leading to a deep socio-economic  crisis in thecountry.Not surprisingly  the 1999 economic crisis also fuelled  a further politicalcrisis. In 2000 president Jamil Mahuad was ousted by popular demonstrations and aminor military revolt; Mahuad was replaced by Vice-President Gustavo Noboa andlater by Lucio Gutierrez in 2003. Gutierrez was in turn overthrown in 2005 after anew wave of popular demonstrations (mainly Quito’s middle classes) and followingthe armed forces’ declaration that they  could  no longer guarantee the personalsafety (from the protestors) of President Gutierrez.Lucio Gutierrez came to prominence during the 2000 revolt against thegovernment of Jamil Mahuad. Gutierrez led a small group of mid-range army officersin the coup d’état that toppled Mahuad. Under a leftist rhetoric, Gutierrez’s group ofarmy officers joined CONAIE in a united front against neoliberal reforms,
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dollarization and oligarchical rule. However, by the time he became President in2003, Gutierrez quickly retracted from his leftist, popular-oriented rhetoric andsigned a letter of intention with the IMF, supported the Free Trade Agreement of theAmericas (FTAA) and applied IMF–supported shock-therapy measures to balancemacroeconomic indicators (Hurtado, 2006). This prompted his distancing form thesocial base that had elected him as president, particularly the indigenous movement.As mentioned above, by 2005, only two years after he had been elected, Gutierrezwas deposed by a wave of popular protests (Ayala Mora, 2010).In sum, between the election of Bucaram and the election of Gutierrez, theEcuadorian state had gone through several periods of politico-institutional andeconomic crises, which, in addition to the continuous prevalence of neoliberalism,undermined the state and its capacity to generate equitable developmentalprocesses, rearticulate social structures in order to reflect Ecuador’s cultural andepistemic diversity, to effectively regulate the market and guide the construction ofa political system capable of generating stability. Alfredo Palacio replaced Gutierrezuntil 2006, when general elections were held and current President Rafael Correawas elected.
3.7 Contextualizing the Election of Rafael Correa, 2006-2007After the 1998 Constitutional Assembly, instead of heading towards a periodof political stability and the reconstitution of the state, Ecuador continued toexperience important problems (the financial crisis, the overthrowing of presidents,etc.). The period between 2002 and 2006 could be defined as a period of political
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and institutional crises. The election of Lucio Gutierrez in 2002 with the support ofCONAIE proved short-lived as Gutierrez was overthrown by a spontaneous coalitionof the middle-classes and the military in 2005. Gutierrez was a Colonel of the armywho in 2000 had sided with indigenous populations in the overthrow of PresidentJamil Mahuad.Gutierrez was elected with a rhetoric that promised to re-found the Republic,redistribute resources, reform the state through principles of social justice andequity. Gutierrez’s promises also proved short-lived and his presidency wascharacterized by the application of well-known neoliberal policies (likeimplementing IMF approved structural adjustment plans) and, importantly, by anopen attack on CONAIE and the indigenous movement’s unity. CONAIE’s initialsupport of his candidacy, in addition to Gutierrez’s attempts to undermine theindigenous   movement’s unity and his eventual overthrow affected CONAIE’sstrength – at least relative to what it had been during the 1990s. As mentioned in aprevious section, the interim government of Alfredo Palacio replaced Gutierrez.Finally, in 2006 Rafael Correa, a political outsider, and Alianza Pais (AP) his politicalmovement were elected at the expense of traditional parties.As can be seen, an important historical dimension of the Ecuadorian state isits cycles of articulation and rearticulation. This phenomenon can be observed bothin the international as well as domestic dimensions of the state. Ruptures andconflict, represented in constant constitutional changes, coups d’état, “revolutions,”institutional/legal changes, economic crises and continuous reshuffling of socio-political forces in control of the state, have been a main theme in the state’s history.
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Presidents in Ecuador, for example, are supposed  to be elected for  a four-yearperiod (a normative standard that began in 1830). This means that if respected, thisregulation would have produced in the 1830-2007 period, 44.25 differentPresidential periods; however, Ecuador has had 88 different periods. In fact, justbetween 1979 and 2007, when current President Rafael Correa was elected, therewere ten presidents, in other words, one president every 2.8 years. By contrast,President Correa has been in power seven years. In other words, if compared to themost recent period of democratic life, where elections matter, Correa’s presidencyhas been unprecedented.Also unprecedented has been the levels of state growth and presence of thestate in society. One of the most important and widely recognized aspects of theEcuadorian state has been its limited capacity and reach. This, it can be argued, isevident from various perspectives: from mainstream development narratives, it isclear that the state has had limited effects on leading developmental efforts. Poverty,instability, poor economic growth, a very poor redistribution of resources, highlevels of corruption and patrimonialism indicate the state’s poor performance infostering sustained periods of development (2007, cf. 2010).While it is important not to overemphasize institutional instability as aninterpretive factor, it is worth pointing out that crises at the level of politicalinstitutions, or at least crises at the degree observed in Ecuador have effects at thelevel of governmental regimes, the capacity of the state to “penetrate society” andcreate stable/strong forms of rule. The Ecuadorian state could, up until 2008, largelybe defined as a relatively weak state (Migdal 1988, 2001; Scott, 1998). As
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mentioned above, earlier in the 20th century and certainly in the 19th century, thestate had a very limited reach and many of the relations of production, socialreproduction and even normative structures were carried out by private systemsthrough Haciendas (cf. De la Torre, 1989; Waters, 2007; Guerrero, 2010). Towardsthe end of the 20th century, a different, and yet similar process further disarticulatedthe state: neoliberalism.Hence, two issues largely defined the electoral rhetoric during the generalelections of 2006: “Re-founding the republic” (starting the state-building projectfrom anew) and an overt opposition to neoliberalism. Specifically, as Victor Granda(as cited in Ayala Mora, 2010: 199) points out:Correa’s electoral triumph at the end of 2006 took place in very specialcircumstances in Ecuador’s history:  the wearing  out  of  traditionalpolitical forces; an ideological and organizational dispersion of social andalternative political forces; a growing dissatisfaction with the rentieristand speculative economic system imposed by international financialinstitutions in association with local economic elites and the poverty,unemployment and migration it brought about; a significant growth inthe rents generated by the state because of international oil prices.It would be useful to qualify Granda’s diagnosis in at least three senses: first, inpart, “traditional political forces” were political parties. Correa’s campaign waslargely rooted on the de-legitimation of traditional political parties. Often referringEcuador’s political system as a “partyocracy” Correa sought to link politicalparticipation and democratic politics to the notion of social movements, not parties
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(which in part explains the slogan behind AP’s and Correa’s project, the “Citizens’Revolution”). He argued that parties had been nothing more than corporatistorganizations representing the interest of a few and not the interests of Ecuadoriansat large.Second, it is worth noting is that popular dissatisfaction was not only directedat or about “traditional political forces” but was about the political system itself.This meant a long-standing dissatisfaction with democracy in general (Ayala Mora,2010). In this sense, the period preceding and including the convening of the 2007-08 Constituent Assembly was characterized by a growing interest in (andsignificance of) what has been termed participatory citizenship and participatory(or radical) democracy (Ellner, 2012). And finally, it is worth pointing out is that theeconomic system not only meant, as Granda put it, speculation and rentierism,poverty, unemployment and migration, but also high levels of inequality and thedisarticulation of a state apparatus capable of undertaking the necessary structuralchanges that would revert the expanding socio-economic gap that neoliberalism hadset in motion (cf. Evans, 1995). Thus, one of the central campaign themes during the2006-07 presidential elections were popular participation, a restructuring ofdemocracy, social justice, and the development of a post-neoliberal state (seeAlianza Pais, 2006: http://www.scribd.com/doc/31619413/Plan-de-Gobierno-Alianza-PAIS).
3.9 The Years  Leading to the 2008 Constituent Assembly and the Crisis of

CONAIE 2002 - 2008
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Given the discussion of the pre-2008 Constituent Assembly period providedearlier, I will briefly contextualize some of the most important historicaldevelopments in the indigenous movement leading to the election of Rafael Correaand the convening of the 2008 Constituent Assembly. Previously, it was showed thatone of  the main characteristics of the pre-Constituent Assembly period was theactive involvement of the indigenous movement, particularly CONAIE and that thisperiod was characterized by a highly politicized and active form of popularparticipation. It could be argued that this was a period of high hopes for CONAIE.Not only because then-candidate Rafael Correa and AP had adopted in their rhetoricand government plans some of the civilizational challenges promoted by CONAIE,but also because CONAIE, particularly since 2005, had experienced a period ofrelative decline.It would be worth noting that, according to Pablo Ospina (2009: 124-141)there are four different explanations for CONAIE’s relative decline. The first is thatby entering into formal electoral politics and entering into the formal system, a gapbetween leadership and grass-roots membership began to form; second (and thisbares an important linkage with my arguments later), in the 1990s, during  theheight of neoliberalism, NGOs inserted themselves as agents of “social development”in indigenous communities. Development projects within these communities“slowly transformed [indigenous] political leaders into NGO technical workers”(Ospina, 2009: 126; cf. Ferguson, 1994). Third, alliances with non-indigenousorganizations hurt the indigenous movement. Particularly during the time theindigenous movement aligned itself with former President Gutierrez, internal
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fragmentations and divisions within the movement emerged. And finally (theexplanation favoured by Ospina), due to limitations in their internal organizations,CONAIE never accumulated enough “social and political strength” to be able to carryout their more ambitious and radical structural changes. In other words, CONAIE’sproject was never successfully “mainstreamed” or transformed into electoralvictories (Ospina, 2009: 129-141).Faithful to their campaign promises, in 2007 Correa and AP called for aplebiscite to ask the electorate whether they agreed to convene a ConstituentAssembly. People voted in favour of the Assembly project and in late-2007 theAssembly met for the first time in the coastal town of Montecristi. Correa andAlianza Pais obtained a majority of seats in the Assembly and from the beginning ofthe Constituent process the issue of participation was of particular importance. Itcould be argued, as I do later, that the first stage of the constitution of the “new”state was its most participatory and was the period immediately preceding andduring the Constituent Assembly. I should say, nonetheless, that as Ayala Mora(2010) has pointed out, the vast majority of articles of the 2008 Constitution werederived from within the government and particularly from within Correa’s closestcircle.Notwithstanding  the difficult question of how  much participation thereactually was during the Constituent process, it is clear that in the period precedingand during the Constituent Assembly, there was, relatively speaking, more room fora politicized sense of participation, in the sense of not only of preserving the activemobilization of social forces through organized civil society (NGOs, indigenous
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organizations, popular organizations) as well as maintaining the “radical ethos” ofthe first period of the Correista state. According to Alberto Acosta (2008), forexample, over three thousand petitions, suggestions, and demands from organizedgroups from civil society were taken into consideration during the Assembly.   Iinterviewed a founding member of AP and high-ranking government official duringthe first year of Correa’s government and she confirmed the view that between 2007and 2008, there was a real sense of political participation from within AP andbetween AP and civil  society. Specifically she mentioned that participation wasnever stripped of its radical ethos, it was essentially a political act (AnonymousInterview, Quito, June 14th, 2012) linked to the radical restructuring of the state,society, the economy and the political apparatus. During this first period of the re-articulation of the state, for instance, indigenous organizations like CONAIE who hadexperienced tensions with the government from the beginning of the constituentprocess, along with other indigenous organizations secured six articles (100% oftheir proposals) in the new constitution: “recognition of the plurinational characterof the Ecuadorian state; interculturalism; land and territory of the Indigenouspeoples; the proclamation of Kichwa as official language of Ecuador (accepted as anofficial language of intercultural relations); Indigenous justice; and environmentalrights” (Agrawal et al. 2011: 9).The high levels of politicization in the first period of the Correa’s governmentare evident relative to the second and third periods of the Correista state. One couldargue that the calling and convening of the Constituent Assembly itself was aquintessential political act and not necessarily because of its implications for the
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formal re-organization of the state, but primarily because of its radical content (seeChapter Five) and because its convocation emerged as a demand of organizedpopular movements and was expressed through popular mobilizations as well aselections. As Marc Becker (2011: 49) notes,On April 15, 2007, over 80 percent of  the Ecuadorian electorateapproved a referendum to convoke a constituent assembly. In no smallpart, the success of the referendum was due to the support of indigenouscommunities. ‘It is a victory for the indigenous movement,” HumbertoCholango (2007a: 3), president of Ecuarunari, declared, “the triumph ofall of the accumulated histories of the indigenous and popular socialstruggles in Ecuador.’Similarly, as Alberto Acosta, first president of the 2007-2008 Constituent Assemblyput it, the rationale behind the drafting of a new Constitutional text was to“recuperate the capacities of and action by the people as protagonists of their ownhistory and  life project, it is indispensable do away with neoliberalconstitutionalism, revaluing popular sovereignty, democratizing society (sic)”(Acosta, 2008: 15).The months prior to and during the Constituent Assembly were characterizedby a relatively high degree of popular activism seeking to directly participate in theact of government (by influencing the content of Constitutional articles). Onceconvened, the Assembly structured its work through thematic tables in coordinationwith members from organized popular groups and civil society organizations. TheCarter Center (2008: 6) described the socio-political climate at the time in the
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following way:From the first day of the Assembly’s session, diverse social organizations,representing rural, human rights, ecological and other interests, campedout in the vicinity of the Assembly to make a permanent observation ofits work … At the same time some civil society organizations met withAssembly members to present them their specific proposals for the newConstitution.Moreover, according to the Assembly’s press releases at the time, between late-October 2007 and mid-January, 2008, the Assembly had received the demands,petitions, ideas and/or plans of five hundred civil society organizations and aboutsix thousand individuals (Ortiz Lemos, 2012: 62). While there are clear signs thatmost of  the final articles in the 2008 Constitution were reached  through  littleand/or poor deliberation and emerged from within Correa’s political movement,particularly its elites (Ayala Mora, 2010), it is also clear that the ConstituentAssembly and the state more generally, were at this time relatively open to theinfluence of radical politics from popular forces. As Ayala Mora points out, “many ofthe more fundamentalist constitutional dispositions were approved as result ofpressure exerted by marginal groups, despite the government’s theses [on thoseissues]” (Ayala Mora, 2010: 202). This is perhaps most evident in the experience ofthe indigenous movement.It must be remembered first, that an important portion of the indigenousmovement represented by CONAIE gave its partial support to the newly formedgovernment, particularly after Rafael Correa, upon taking office on January 15th,
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2007, convoked   a popular referendum   to convene a Constituent Assembly.CONAIE’s main for the Constituent Assembly was to declare Ecuador a plurinationalstate and support this declaration with additional articles granting autonomy(territorial, educational, political, juridical) to indigenous “nationalities.”Plurinationalism could be considered a radical demand in that it demanded athorough transformation of the political, social, economic and cultural, as well as theepistemic structures that sustained the status quo in Ecuador. Plurinationalism, asmentioned earlier entails the recognition of multiple nations with their ownterritory, language, history, culture, and forms of organization and thinking, withinone state.A similar situation took place with the conferral of Kichwa official-languagestatus.   Despite important opposition from President Correa who thought, in thecontext of the deliberations in the Assembly on this issue, that “in much of thecountry learning English was more important than learning Kichwa,” (as cited inBecker, 2011: 56) the Assembly largely adhered to the proposal made by CONAIE inthis respect. The draft proposal given by CONAIE to the Assembly read: “Spanishand Kichwa are the official languages for intercultural relations. The other languagesof the [indigenous] nationalities are official in the regions and areas of their use andcomprise part of the national culture” (CONAIE, as cited in Becker, 2011: 56).   Bycomparison, Article 2 of the 2008 Constitution reads:
Spanish is the official language of Ecuador; Spanish, Kichwa, and Shuar[second most spoken indigenous language] are official languages forintercultural relationships. Other ancestral languages are for official use
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for indigenous peoples in the areas they inhabit and on the terms that thelaw   stipulates. The State will respect and will stimulate theirconservation and use (Constitution of Ecuador, Article 2, as translated inBecker, 2011: 56).Thus far, in this section I have suggested that the first stage of state-formationunder Correismo was characterized by the presence (albeit limited) of contentiousand radical politics (cf. Rancière, 1998; cf. Laclau, 2006;cf. Tarrow and Tilly, 2007).The first stage of state formation is different from the other stages of state formationanalyzed later in this work, precisely by this point. The relationship between theAssembly and certain sectors of civil society was permeated in many cases by arevolutionary ethos that was, in part, enabled by the fact that the radical content ofsome of the demands, ideas and criticisms emerging form non-state actors wereallowed to be included in the constitution without the government feeling obliged tolater turn them into actual governmental regimes (see Chapter Four); the relativelyopen-ended nature of the constitutional text allowed for it. At the end of theconstitutional project the 2008 Constitution was approved with 444 articles withthemes including the usual characterization of a liberal state and its institutionalapparatus (e.g. division of powers, branches of government), to issues related to
Sumak Kawsay/Buen Vivir particularly the development of participatory democracy.A second aspect that allowed the first stages of state formation to bepermeated by radical politics was the presence and influence of organic intellectuals(cf. Cox, 1983) who later either withdrew  their support for the Correista stateproject or were expelled from it by the government. More specifically, I am referring
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to cadres within AP who supported and gave content to Buen Vivir/Sumak Kawsay-based Constitutional Articles. Some of these individuals were Alberto Acosta,Gustavo Larrea and Monica Chuji. Alberto Acosta, in particular, played a veryimportant role during the first stages of the Correista state. Acosta is a left-leaningintellectual who has written extensively about Buen Vivir (see for example, Acosta,2009, 2010, 2012) and at the time of Correa’s election was a professor of criticaleconomics at FLACSO-Ecuador, one of Ecuador’s most reputable graduateuniversities. Acosta also led the AP ballot in the elections for Constituent Assemblymembers and became its first president. It was Acosta, for example, who during theAssembly pushed for the full inclusion of Kichwa as an official language, givingnature rights and promoting the notion of direct/participatory democracy (Paredes,2008; Becker, 2011). Acosta was instrumental in constructing a discursive criticalmass, so to speak, around  the notion of Sumak Kawsay/ Buen Vivir during  theconstituent period. As Pablo Andrade notes, Assembly members were constantlyexposed, between December 2007 and May 2008, to a series of conferencesorganized by Alberto Acosta and other Assembly members, regarding participatoryand direct democracy given by well-known radical-democracy intellectuals likeFrancois Houtart and Boaventura de Sousa Santos (Andrade, 2012: 43).In July of 2008 the Constituent Assembly, less than a year after of convening,approved the new constitutional text with 96 votes in favour out of 130 possiblevotes. Later that year President Correa called for a referendum to approve the newConstitution. The referendum took place on September 28, 2008 and the newConstitution was approved with 63% of the popular vote. The new Constitution,
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Ecuador’s twentieth, entered  into effect in October 20th, 2008. It is important,before finishing this section, to note that the new constitution was not only thebeginning of a new regulatory framework for state-society relations, it was, in asense, the beginning of a new state project that demanded a near completerearticulation of state practices and state-society relations. In addition to the radicalarticles included in the 2008 Constitution mentioned earlier, there was also animportant emphasis on the role of the state and in particular of its centralgovernment, the Executive branch (Constitution of Ecuador, 2008) as an actorcapable of fostering deep, radical changes in Ecuador’s social, cultural, political andeconomic structures. From a strategic point of view, the new Constitution conferreda special status to the Executive Branch in the construction of the new state whileopening up important spaces for what is referred to as direct or participatorydemocracy (Constitution of Ecuador, 2008: Article 93)Thus, and beyond the Constitutional enunciations, the “new” state had to re-shape itself and re-articulate the way it intervened in society. In other words, newgovernmental regimes had to be deployed and cemented in order to develop astronger state. As mentioned earlier in this chapter, since the approval of the 2008Constitution, the Correista state project has, in fact, become an unprecedentedphenomenon in Ecuadorian history. Hence, the question becomes, what type(s) ofstate(s) is the Correista state? How did it articulate itself vis-a-vis society,particularly, in view of the participatory ideals of the new Constitution and in face ofpoliticized minorities like the indigenous movement? How did it convert theparticipatory ideals of the constitutional to governmental practices? What
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characterizes the process of state construction from the point of view ofgovernmental regimes and state power? In the following chapters I will attempt toprovide answers to these questions, taking into consideration the historical contextI have just laid out in this chapter and the theoretical discussion presented earlier.Before doing so, however, I look more closely and from a historicalperspective at state-society relations, particularly, some of the historical contextsthat have come to define the relations between the state and indigenous peoples.
ConclusionIn this section I have attempted to emphasize indigenous agency and theimportance of direct, politicized participation in state reforms. I have mentionedthe colonialist practices of the state and non-indigenous society to a lesser degree inorder to avoid victimizing indigenous populations and also because it is a wellestablished historical fact that the Ecuadorian state and many of its social structurescan be characterized by their historical marginalization of indigenous populations,cosmovisions and practices (see among others, Ayala Mora, 1991; Adoum, 1998;Walsh, 2007, 2010; Shciwy, 2010; Jameson, 2010; Alvarez, 2011; Macas, 2010, 2011;Ospina, 2010) . This includes, as mentioned in the first section of this Chapter, thedevelopment of a nation-building project, mestizaje, which has historically favouredthe whitening of the national culture (cf. Echeverria, 2010).In the first section of the chapter I considered historical processes of stateformation, which included in some senses looking at the prevalence of colonialistsocial, political and economic structures within the state. Mainly, I looked at the
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unfolding of the state and its historical processes of articulation and rearticulation. Ihighlighted the limited degree with which strong governmental regimes developed.Thus, I characterized the Ecuadorian state, if not as a weak state, as a limited state(i.e. a state’s presence as a governmental entity was relatively limited). I alsostressed the importance of understanding the state, from a historical perspective, asa series of diverse projects that include diverse manifestations. More specifically Iargued that historically one could observe the sequence of many state forms inEcuador. Finally, I showed that some of the most important vicissitudes in theprocess of state consolidation have been political instability, institutional crises andthe constant reformulation of the political structures of the state.
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CHAPTER FOUR

THE NARRATIVES OF STATE FORMATION 2008-2012

4.1 IntroductionSince the first years of the 2008 post-Constitutional state project the
Correista state has been defined in contrast to neoliberalism. This has meant lookingat  the state as  a  force capable of redistributing resources and toning down theexcesses of the market. Thus, the 2008 Constitution emphasizes the importance ofreinvigorating the state apparatus and the role of the state in development. The
Correista state is defined in opposition to the neoliberal state, which it views aspernicious for income distribution, social reproductive bases, the provision of basicpublic services, among others. But correcting the excesses of neoliberalism is not asobvious as it may appear. A more equal distribution of income, a more equitablesocial base and the improvement in the provision of social services could bedeveloped, in theory, through a variety of state forms. Moreover, the Ecuadorianstate has arguably been a relatively weak state. Externally this can be seen in itsrelative weakness in protecting its external integrity and diminishing its externaldependency  on northern economies. Internally  this can be seen in its limitedcapacity to penetrate society for developmental purposes; its ability to generateequitable social processes; its limited success in fostering economic developmentand political stability.By contrast, the Correista state has been relatively more successful on mostof these fronts than all of its previous regimes in Ecuador. The question, of course,is how has this come about? In the following chapters I continue answering this
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question by analyzing the state as a composite of governmental regimes of practices,discourses and modalities of power. From the theoretical and methodologicalperspectives of this work it is futile to speak of (and study) the state as ahomogenous unity that acts coherently, harmoniously and with a common purposeon all of its fronts. Similarly, looking at the power of the state as purely derivedfrom its juridical forms or economy limits the range and capacity of ourunderstanding of a state’s capacity to act and not to act vis-à-vis other actors in aspecific historical context. The construction of a new (stronger) state form, thus,will be looked at from the perspective of different regimes of government, through agovernmentality approach (especially see Walters and Haahr, 2005),complemented by aspects of Weberian analytical tools and guided by the workingdefinition of the state provided by Migdal (2001) discussed in Chapter Two.Among the important strategies in the development of the  contemporarystate has been the implementation of a process of citizens’ participation in differentgoverning activities, including the most important planning guide of the state, theNational Plan for Good Living (Plan Nacional del Buen Vivir - PNBV). Thus, to tacklethe question of how a state is constructed, transformed and reproduced, thisdissertation analyses the state through its relationship with  social  actors andfollows the construction of the state through the involvement of citizens ingovernment and also through the opening of spaces of government by the state. Inthis dissertation I understand the state as an effect, as a relation of power in itself,not as a formalistic and already-given fact.
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Methodologically, this entails analyzing the different narratives and practicesdeployed by the state to construct the fabric of government. This dissertationanalyses how power is exercised over and through individuals and groups inparticipatory engagements with the state and the processes deployed by thegovernment to make up citizens that fit with the project of society envisioned byCorrea’s government. This view regards the state as a strategically privileged sitewhose power is relationally linked  to the subjects with whom it interacts. Thisdenies, thus, a false dichotomy between a state-project either from the bottom-up orfrom the top-down. I am trying to emphasize the political nature of state-societyrelations and the “fact” that state-construction strategies ought not to be interpretedin absolute terms as accomplishments, but as ongoing projects always susceptible tochallenges and opposition.Following Migdal’s conceptualization of the state mentioned in Chapter Two,in this chapter I identify the most important narratives guiding state constructionsince the enactment of the 2008 Constitution and the practices of governmentassociated with these narratives, with particular emphasis on the laws ofparticipation. Second, I present a detailed account of the most important steps takenby the state to construct spaces of government through what it calls “participatorycitizenship.” In particular, I present the main narratives guiding the state reformsince 2008 and those present in the 2009-2013 Plan Nacional del Buen Vivir (PNBV)and the different modalities of power associated with these narratives to constructgovernmental regimes, its techniques, forms of knowledge and ways in which itconstructs government. In this chapter I argue that the construction of the
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contemporary Ecuadorian state is dominated by two main and often contradictorynarratives, one is neodevelopmentalist-modernizing and the other is inspired by theindigenous principle of Sumak Kawsay/Buen Vivir (SK/BV).I document how the post-2008 state is caught between two main “identities”:a technocratic ethos directly linked to its modernizing-neodevelopmentalistcharacter and one associated with the principles of SK/BV. In this sense I argue thatthe post-2008 state cannot be reduced, as some authors do (see de la Torre, 2009,2011) to a populist form. The power of the state is not only rooted on notions ofpopularity (cf. Hurtado, 1999) or charismatic leadership. As I will show with thecase of the PNBV there is a complex apparatus of knowledge creation anddistribution as well as a modernizing thrust within the state apparatus itself thatturn the post-2007 state into a largely technocratic state – a dimension which wasnot present in the “purely” populist states of say Abdala Bucaram (presidentialperiod 1996-1997) or José María Velasco Ibarra (presidential periods: 1933-1935,1944-1947, 1952-1956, 1960-1961, 1968-1972). Moreover, the incorporation, atleast initially of certain SK/BV principles played an important role as a balancingnarrative in which principles of inclusiveness and the recuperation of socialreproductive capacities of the state were vindicated.
THE NARRATIVES OF STATE FORMATION: CREATING AN IMAGE OF THE STATE

4.2 On the Conflicting Narratives and Practices of StatecraftThe analysis of discourses and narratives is also an analysis of practices, or,more specifically, of how narratives are translated into practices. Narratives are
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spoken (or written) pointers of the direction of meaning and interpretativestructures through language. Narratives are spoken (or written) structures ofmeaning but they  are not necessarily, like discourse is, linked to regimes ofpractices. Narratives are nonetheless, important indicators of which things areprioritized and why. This section analyzes some of the narratives definingprocesses of state formation since 2007. My analysis is about the representations ofthe state, about what it ought to be and how practices and narratives come togetherin a discursive field. It must be remembered that the shape of the state required anew set of narratives and practices to replace those embraced by the neoliberalstate.Narratives like discourses are essential components of state formation. AsLemke (2007: 2) puts it:Government defines a discursive field in which exercising power is‘rationalized.’ Ways in which this occurs include the delineation ofconcepts, the specification of objects and borders, and the provision ofarguments and justifications. In this manner, government makes itpossible to address a problem and offers certain strategies for managingor solving the problem.Thus, to begin to understand how the Ecuadorian state developed since 2007,one must first look at some of the constitutive narratives and discourses that makeits exercise of power possible. I nonetheless, unlike some Foucauldian scholars (e.g.Lemke, 2007) regard the unity of narratives and discourse-practice as fragile. Infact, as I show below the Ecuadorian state since 2007 is characterized by contrasting
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narratives of state formation that allowed the state to exercise power in diverseways in the fields of participatory planning and participatory citizenship.
4.3 State Narratives in the Process of State Formation: Sumak Kawsay/Buen
Vivir and the Civilizational Challenge to Development

The origins of Sumak Kawsay/Buen Vivir and the “civilizational” challenge itproposes can be linked to various sources not all of them indigenous. Some of themcan be linked to postcolonial studies and its challenges to paradigmatic ideas aboutWestern understandings of development (see for instance   Bhabha 1995,Chakrabarty 1995, Spivak 1995). But it also responds to the work of indigenous andnon-indigenous intellectuals in the Andes that work at synthesizing   thecosmovisions of indigenous populations in the Andes (see for example, Flores, 2012;de la Cadena, 2010; Quijano, 2003; Macas, 2010, 2011; Stavenhagen, 1996). Earliermanifestations of some of the concepts of Sumak Kawsay/Buen Vivir in Ecuador canbe traced, at the level of popular political discourse, to the emergence of CONAIE aslargely an identity-based organization in the mid-1980s.17 With the emergence ofCONAIE indigenous political identities, forms of organization, alternative views ondevelopment rooted in indigenous tradition slowly entered the arena of popularpolitical discourse.In 2006 Rafael Correa and his political movement were elected on the basisof a “foundationalist”18 discourse and the proposal of a Constituent Assembly. The
17 Before CONAIE indigenous peoples in Ecuador had organized largely on the basis of class. Thus, important
organizations like the Ecuadorian Federation of Indians (FEI) was largely a peasant organization.
18 What I mean by “foundationalist” is Correa’s proposal to restructure the very foundations of the Ecuadorian nation-
state. This project was spearheaded by the enactment of a new Constitution.
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Correista Constitution of 2008, rejected some of the liberal principles enshrined inthe 1998 Constitution (Andrade, 2007, 2012) and opened the door to the inclusionof   some of   the demands and ideas of indigenous peoples, certain socialorganizations (particularly environmentalist) and middle-class progressiveintellectuals (see for example Leon, 2008, 2010; Larrea, 2008) in the form of Sumak

Kawsay in Kichua or “Buen Vivir.” As shown below, SK/BV encompasses a series ofpositions and demands that are in many instances defined precisely by theirfoundational challenges to paradigmatic understandings of development.Indeed, SK/BV as a “political philosophy” could be defined as an alternativeto what Roberto Espinoza (2010: 1) refers to as a hegemonic civilizational crisis ofEurocentric developmental discourse-practices and what Cristina Rojas, followingGibson, calls capitalocentric economic forms of development (cf. Rojas, 2009). Thecrisis of which Espinoza speaks is a crisis engendered by modernity itself (cf.Echeverria, 2010); a crisis directly linked to the epistemic regimes rooted in Euro-centric ways  of knowing (Quijano, 2004) and defining people’s relation to theirenvironments. SK in  this sense  entails an  opposition to capitalist, racist andgendered hierarchical regimes of progress that benefit whites and males. Moreover,SK embraces a type of ontological dialogism (Escobar, 2010) that regards humans,not at the centre of life (i.e. humanism), but as part of an organic whole – a wholethat conceives the environment as a living being (Chancosa, 2010; Schiwy, 2009; Dela Cadena, 2010; Alvarez, 2011).Since enacting Ecuador’s latest Constitution in 2008 there have been twocontending narratives about progress and state formation. In what follows I would
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like to contrast and show the tensions that exist between these two contendingnarratives of progress and State formation and later show how these coalesce inpractices of participatory government. Moreover, I will show the ways in whichthese two narratives interact and relate to power modalities likegovernmental/pastoral power and disciplinary power in the construction ofgovernmental regimes.As a political “doctrine” SK/BV can be if not defined in specific terms,associated with a few important concepts. The first is plurinationality. This conceptcan be broadly defined in terms of indigenous peoples’ political and culturalautonomy as nations, but under the jurisdiction of one state (CONAIE, 2013). Arelated concept is that of interculturality. Interculturality is often defined as thecoexistence of diversity in an environment of political, cultural, economic, politicaland epistemic diversity (Walsh, 2009). This concept departs from the idea ofmulticulturalism in that the very political and economic structures of the state areaffected and defined in radical terms through intercultural exchanges (cf. Kymlika,2007; Walsh, 2009).Forms of political organization linked to SK are direct, radical andcommunitarian forms of democracy in which the community-based systems ofdecision making of indigenous populations serve as examples (Larrea, 2011). Inconsequence, the Constitution also defines Ecuador’s democracy as participatoryand direct (Constitution of Ecuador, 2008: Articles 1, 95) and calls for direct politicalparticipation in the form of an actively politicized civil society and mechanisms likeprevious consultation and previous consent (Becker, 2010). The main body of the
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Constitution mentions the term participation 80 times, making participation one ofthe  central themes. The participatory ethos of the new Constitution calls for astrongly politicized and organized society. As Alberto Acosta, former President ofthe Constituent Assembly noted in reference to the 2008 Constitution: itsfundamental objective is “the re-politicization of Ecuadorian society, reflected in agrowing consciousness on the part of the majority about the need for and, above all,the possibility of change.” (Acosta, 2009: 55). In other words, a central aspect ofSK/BV is to (re)politicize social forces. Not unlike participation at the dawn of thenew social movements in Europe (cf. Mose, 1999), Sumak Kawsay/Buen Vivirregards participation  as a fundamentally political exercise: not  a technocraticprocess associated with policy making or a procedural one related to electoralcampaigns and voting, but instead, a non-violent encounter between opposingforces, including narratives, actors and institutions – an exercise which depends onthe active participation of popular organizations.On the economic side, one could argue that SK entails the notion of aneconomic system rooted in solidarity, limited growth and a post-extractivist19economic system. Solidarity in the Constitution is often equated to equality and amore equal distribution of income (see for instance, Constitution of Ecuador, 2008:Article 85); food sovereignty (Ibid.: Article 281); popular and community-basedeconomic   systems   (Ibid.: Article 283) and sustainability (Ibid.: Article 284).According to Alberto Acosta (2011) this all relates to what could be termed the
19At a basic level “extractivism” can be defined as the state’s financing of its developmental model through
the intensive extraction/exploitation of natural resources. This presupposes that a considerable portion of
its income is derived from petroleum exports. Indeed, petroleum is the single most important export (in
terms of dollar value) that Ecuador has (Ministerio de Economía del Ecuador, 2013).
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economy of Buen Vivir and has the ultimate  objective  of correcting the evils ofmodern capitalism, by respecting nature and putting human life at the center ofeconomic considerations.Civilizational changes proposed by SK demand radical transformations in thesocial, political, economic and cultural structures of the country, but in Ecuador apart of the state has embraced the ideals of SK. Perhaps the two most emblematicexamples of this are the 2008 Constitution and the Planes Nacionales del Buen Vivir(PNBV:2007-2009, 2010-2013, 2013-2017). In its Preamble, the Constitution ofEcuador makes references to a dialogic relationship between humans and nature; italso alludes to millenary peoples (indigenous peoples); cultural diversity and theinheritance of the peoples of Ecuador of the anticolonialist struggles of the past; italso states Ecuador’s objective to reach SK (Constitution of Ecuador, 2008:Preamble). In fact, the notion of SK influences, as Magdalena Leon notes, all the 444Articles of the Constitution and is specifically evoked no less than twenty times(Leon, 2008: 1). Beyond the Preamble, the Constitution defines Ecuador as anintercultural and plurinational state (Constitution of Ecuador, 2008: Article 1).Nonetheless, I should point out that SK is not a uniform “doctrine,” nor are itsconceptual and practical parameters agreed upon by indigenous  organizations,social movements or progressive NGOs. Indigenous organizations like FENOCIN(see for example, FENOCIN, 2013), for instance more strongly accentuate therelations of production side of a new politico-economic doctrine while CONAIEemphasizes the more abstract notions linked to identity and indigenouscosmovisions (see CONAIE, 2013). Many of these aspects are still being debated and
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are not  clearly understood in practical terms. Take for instance the question ofplurinationality, the rights of nature or a post-capitalist (or anti-capitalist) economy.In this respect the debate about the specific parameters of SK are open. Thisopenness serves a strategic purpose as it allows the state to employ the term in amultiplicity of ways but continuously evoke the “foundationalist” and radicalmeanings of the term.Image 1 presents a billboard in the capital city of Quito that employs theterm. One of the aspects worth highlighting about Image 1 is that it stands in one ofthe most affluent and modern parts of the city and refers to an urban modernizationproject involving the improvement of sidewalks and the placement of wiresunderground – mainly an aesthetic project. The billboard illustrates how thenarrative of SK or Buen Vivir is employed beyond the foundationalist or radical (i.e.civilizational challenges) meanings with which indigenous peoples, socialmovements, or progressive intellectuals may associate the term.In sum, state narratives are permeated by references to SK’s language,particularly its Spanish translation “Buen Vivir.” It is clear, as shown above, that thereferences to Buen Vivir play an important role in defining the character of the stateat the level of its narrative base.
4.4 Modernizing Neo-DevelopmentalismBefore discussing aspects of what can be considered modernizing-developmentalism, it would be useful to draw from Patrick Thaddeus Jackson’sreading of Weber (Jackson, 2008) to make one initial point clear: the ideal figure of
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the modernizing-developmental state. In this chapter I lay the foundation for whatin later chapters I refer to as the “regime of improvement” of the state (cf. Li, 2007a).In short, the regime of improvement is the government’s preferred paradigm ofdevelopment. The notion of improvement comes from Foucauldian analytics to referto the relationship between subjects and improvement and from governmentalitystudies where “government” is in many ways understood as a preoccupation withimproving  the conditions of populations. But clearly, improvement can acquiremany forms, according to various elements, such as the prevalence of certainhegemonic discourses, historical epochs, availability of resources, etc. However,before identifying what in this dissertation I understand by “improvement” (in thecase of Ecuador I argue that improvement is associated with modernizing-neodevelopmentalism), it would be useful to stress that, and here is where I followJackson (and Weber), that “modernizing-developmentalism” is not the “essence” ofthe state but an ideal-type. The Ecuadorian state is not a homogenous entitycharacterized by a developmentalist, empirically verifiable, formula guiding all of itsactions. Rather, as Weber (cited in Jackson, 2008: 147) puts it, ideal-types are:formed through a one-sided accentuation of one or more points of viewand through bringing together a great many diffuse and discrete, more orless present and occasionally absent concrete individual events, whichare arranged according to these emphatically one-sided points of view inorder to construct a unified analytical construct [Gedanken]. In itsconceptual purity, this analytical construct [Gedankenbild] is foundnowhere in empirical reality; it is a utopia.
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Image 1: Buen Vivir Billboard in Quito. “We Work for Quito of Good Living.” Projectfor recuperating sidewalks and placing city cables underground, Quito, Ecuador.

Source: Picture taken by the author, Quito, March 2014.
Moreover, Jackson  (Ibid.)  notes, “[i]t  should go without  saying that ideal-typescannot be evaluated based on their accuracy or their correspondence with any set ofempirical facts; rather, ideal-types form the horizon within which ‘the facts’ arise.”In this sense, even though I analyze some of the theoretical trademarks ofdevelopmental states and compare them with certain state practices, I do not claimthat those are the essential features of the state. Instead I look at how modernizing-developmentalism constitutes an essential element in the construction of the stateas image and practice without ever assigning to the concept a reifying relationshipwith the state.
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Traditionally, developmentalism and the developmental state has beenassociated with the promotion of industry, typically through the implementation ofimport substitution, the maintenance of high employment, and emphasis on large-scale productive infrastructure projects and a well-developed bureaucratic,meritocratic apparatus as well as developing a middle-class (Cardoso and Faletto,1979; Johnson, 1982; Woo-Cummings, 1999; Ross Schneider, 1999). There aredifferent characteristics among developmental states but at the  core of thedefinition lays the notion of the state as an active and salient agent of economic andsocial “development.” Thus, my characterization of the Ecuadorian state is notnecessarily identical to that of other developmental states, particularly because ofthe absence of an active large-scale, state-led industrialization project.The concept of the “developmental state” was originally defined by ChalmersJohnson (1982) to describe the experience of post-war states that did not fit eitherthe Stalinist or the liberal-capitalist states of North America. Mainly based on hisresearch about the MITI in Japan, Johnson argued that the developmental State wasdifferent from the free-market liberal and Soviet state forms. It was characterized byits active intervention in the economy, its commitment to industrialization, therestructuring of the productive base and the development of a modern meritocraticbureaucracy (Johnson, 1982). In Latin America the concept is directly associatedwith the so-called structuralism derived from the work of the Economic Commissionfor Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC) (Morais and Saad-Filho, 2012; Love,2007). Structuralism and neo-developmentalism is summarized in the followingsynthesis,
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(1) Strong markets can exist only with a strong state; (2) Sustainablegrowth is impossible ... without strengthening ... the state and the market,and without the implementation of adequate macroeconomic policies;(3) strong markets and states can be built only through a nationaldevelopment project which makes growth compatible ... with equity; and(4) it is impossible [to reduce] inequality without rapid and sustainedgrowth. (Sicsú et al., as cited in Morais and Saad-Filho, 2012: 791).From a more political-organizational standpoint, one of the important aspectsof a developmentalist state, and what could be called developmentalism moregenerally, are its parallels to the modernization discourse about the state.Particularly, the notion of moving from a sense of perceived  chaos to “someimplicitly understood order” (Migdal, 2009; cf. Lerner, 1958). This process of orderseeking can be equated at the level of state reform to what Weberian scholarshipcalls “rationalization” of the state apparatus (Evans, 1995).   Weberian scholarshipargues that the process of modernization of a state and its process of rationalizationare often concurrent. An application of Weberian scholarship to the study of thestate is Peter Evans’ (1995) embedded autonomy argument. Evans’ analysis, aspointed out in Chapter Two, regards the most progress-inducing state form as anembedded autonomous state whose main characteristics include the developmentof a legal-rational bureaucratic apparatus.The implications here are that a modern, rational bureaucracy, which is theopposite of traditional and personal-charismatic leadership forms, is more directlyassociated with progress and development. And even though Weber argued in
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favour of multiple forms of rationality and types of political legitimacy, theundisclosed implication of the legal-rational-bureaucratic line of argumentation isthat the optimal form of rationality for state developmental purposes is amodernizing-bureaucratic, Western one (Cummings, 1999). As far as statedevelopment goes, certain Weberian-influenced approaches set a standard; astandard, that, like I said, places modernization at the centre of state developmentand progress.
4.5 Defining the State as Image: Narratives about Development, Progress and
Sumak Kawsay/Buen VivirAt this point I would like to show the ways in which, beyond the formalstructures of the state, modernizing-developmentalism and SK narratives meet,particularly in the formation of governmental regimes. Moreover, I show that thetension between these two narratives in practice favours modernizing-developmentalism. Nonetheless, later in the chapter I show how and why thepresence of these two narratives is important for the exercise of government andstate development since 2007. I argue that in the case of Ecuador since 2008, theconstruction of a modernizing-developmentalist state and its correspondinggovernmental regimes are rooted in a depoliticizing strategic thrust whichfundamentally contradicts the tenets of SK regarding, as Acosta (2008) put it, the re-politicization of Ecuadorian society.The developmentalist narrative entails first, embracing a legal-rationalisticconception of bureaucratic development and second, that the epistemological andempirical references for rational, progress-conducive policy choices can be located
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in Eurocentric sources of enunciation. I should stress, however, that unliketraditional East Asian developmentalism, Ecuador’s developmentalism is not limitedto industrialization and industrial policy development. It has also been influencedby the type of developmental ethos  aptly defined by Arturo Escobar in “TheInvention of the Third World” which is fundamentally concerned with lifting ThirdWorld states out of “underdevelopment.” James Ferguson has aptly describedpractices based on this ethos in the Anti-Politics Machine (Ferguson, 1994).Specifically, Ferguson associated the expert-knowledge effects of the aid-industry toa depoliticizing tendency in development projects: the government of developmentFerguson argued, acts as an anti-politics machine. As I will show through a casestudy of participation and the PNBV in a later chapter, this is a characteristic of theway in which participation is governed.
4.6 Modernizing-Neodevelopmentalism and the “Efficient” StateThe evidence presented comes from a content analysis of twenty three-hourWeekly Presidential Reports (WPR) reports between 2009 and 201220; interviewswith state officials, government documents as well as state-management strategies,techniques and, thus, practices. In the process of research of state behaviour I foundample evidence suggesting that modernizing-neodevelopmentalism is a strongnarrative within the state, particularly in the speeches and weekly reports of thepresident of the republic. Because of the characteristics of the leadership structure
20WPRs began in 2007. The selection was made in order to have a representative sample of each year for
all the years covered in this study (and for which data is available), considering the temporal focus of this
dissertation’s research. I paid particular attention to WPRs dealing with state-society confrontations,
particularly with indigenous populations.
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in the Ecuadorian state (a presidentialist  system in  the  Republican  sense)  onecannot be unaware of the importance of the President as a source of narrativestructures; hence the choice of an in-depth analysis of Correa’s weekly reports.Upon conducting a content analysis of Correa’s weekly reports one of thefirst narratives to emerge is that of an efficient highly technical state. According toPresident Correa, his government is characterized by possessing the highest“technical level” (i.e. academic training levels of governmental officials) in Ecuador’shistory and currently in all of Latin America (WPR, 2012: #286.). This means thatrearticulating the state is not only about enlarging it (thus departing from theneoliberal ideal of a minimal state) but making it more “efficient,” more “technical.”One of the important findings in the content analysis I undertook is that there is aclear conceptual linkage between modernization, efficiency and state reform; anarrative akin to a Weberian sense of development. While the analysis I conductedcannot, in any conclusive terms, define what efficiency means in all instances, itcould be said  that “efficiency,” according to the Presidency, has some of thefollowing characteristics: a young, professional, well-educated (Master’s or PhDholders) and meritocratic roster of bureaucrats (Weekly Report, 2012: #295); highproductivity (WPR, 2012: #275) and a rationalized bureaucratic system (e.g. WPR,2012: #295; WPR, 2013: #321).If one compares this notion of an efficient state to that of Peter Evans’Weberian-inspired embedded-autonomous state, one finds a number of strikingsimilarities. According to Evans an autonomous-embedded state has some of thefollowing characteristics: a meritocratic system of selection of bureaucrats; highly
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educated roster of technocrats and a highly professionalized and organizedbureaucracy. One of the central  conceptual relations in this narrative is, asmentioned above, an association between neodevelopmentalism, progress andprogress/improvement and a legal-rational bureaucratic form of state. According toEvans the archetypal Weberian state is a developmental state (also referred to as adevelopmental state by Evans), the South Korean state. In a humorous yet revealingphrase, Correa   often refers to Ecuador and its developmental paradigm, inanalogous fashion to the Asian “tigers,” as Latin America’s “jaguar” (see for instance,Weekly Report, 2013: #319). While not as common as the references to WesternEuropean and North American countries, deferential allusions to East-Asiandevelopmentalist states and developmental paradigms are apparent (see, forexample, Weekly Report, #286). The idea of the East-Asian developmental stateclearly appears in governmental narratives about the state and its merits and thedirection of societal development.
4.7 The Neo-Developmental State in Practice: Structural Reforms and
ExtractivismOne of the defining elements of the Ecuadorian state between 2007 and 2012is the implementation of structural economic reforms, including improvements inincome redistribution and large-scale productive infrastructure. These are policyreforms that are typically associated with developmental states (Woo-Cummings,1999; Ross Schneider, 1999; Johnson, 1980). Since 2007, there have beensignificant efforts at redistribution and structural policies aimed at transforming thebasic economic characteristics in the country, both from the productive and social
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sides of the economy: these include substantial tax reforms (a more progressive taxstructure and  a notable improvement in collecting  taxes), labour  law reforms(mainly pro-labour laws like the regulation of outsourcing and social securityreforms for the protection of workers’ rights) and  the expansion of welfarepayments.In addition, there have been many significant socio-economic reforms aimedat tackling poverty and inequality. According to ECLAC, Ecuador is one of the leadingcountries in recent years in combatting poverty. In 2011, for instance, it rankedsecond in the rate of poverty reduction in 2011 with a 3.7% reduction in its povertyrate; likewise, it ranked first in the rate of social expenditure devoting 11% of itsgross domestic product (GDP) to the social sector (ECLAC, 2012a: 13; El Telegrafo,2012: http://www.telegrafo.com.ec/economia/item/la-inversion-publica-del-ecuador-lidera-en-la-region.html). In fact, between 2006 and 2012 publicexpenditure increased six-fold, from approximately two billion to over eleven billiondollars (Velez, 2013: 19). Similarly, since 2007 the state has undertaken a sustainedeffort at economic redistribution. In the same period (2010-2011), according toECLAC, Ecuador was one of the few countries in the region (along with Argentina,Brazil, Colombia and Uruguay) to experience a statistically significant reduction ininequality (although inequality levels in Ecuador remain relatively high by regionalstandards  (ECLAC, 2012b: 21).A second defining characteristic of the post-2008 state that could becharacterized as “developmentalist” has been the emphasis on developing large-and medium-sale scale productive infrastructure projects. Notable examples are:
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the largest petroleum refinery in Ecuador in the coastal region, the Refineria del

Pacifico;  the largest hydroelectric project in Ecuador’s history, the Coca-Codo

Sinclair project in the Amazon region, along with six other large- and medium scalehydroelectric plants (Sopladora, Minas San Francisco, Toachi Pilaton, DelsiraNisagua, Quijos, Mazar Dudas) (Ministerio de Electricidad, 2012); the constructionof a new international airport for the capital city of Quito and the most ambitionshighway development effort in Ecuadorian history. These policies are accompaniedby a series of programs broadly related to the principles of import substitutionrepresenting some of the fundamental characteristics of what I call heredevelopmentalist policies.Finally, there are additional issues worth mentioning in relation to thecharacteristics of neodevelopmentalism: first the role that economic growth plays inthe development strategies of the state and second the role that extractivism playsin achieving growth. As Arturo Escobar notes in his analysis of the 2007-2010PNBV, even if growth is at times portrayed as secondary and as being subordinatedto other issues, most notably the right to preserve nature and culture (PNBV 2007-2010, as cited in Escobar, 2010: 22), the contradictions are “patently  clear”(Escobar, 2010: 22). It is telling, Escobar notes “that the plan speaks of ‘strategicareas’  to  amplify  the ecobionic growth  that can sustain human development…”.These areas include: “energy, hydrocarbons,  telecommunications, mining scienceand technology” (Ibid.). These areas are considered of strategic importance. For a(partially) developmentalist state  like Ecuador “strategic” entails  being exempt“from the cultural and environmental criteria that underlie the conception of the
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Sumak Kawsay/Buen Vivir” (Ibid.). In other words, economic growth anddevelopment in these “strategic “ areas are intimately linked. This means thatdevelopment in Ecuador since 2007, while different in important details fromneoliberalism preserves the notion of growth as an economic organizing principle.In particular, there is the question of economic growth and the role it plays inthe construction of the state and its model of development. According to AlbertoAcosta, the current version of extractivism in Ecuador is in fact, “part of a newversion of South American developmentalism where the myth of progress under anew cultural and political hybridization is being maintained” (2010: 50). FollowingAcosta I would like to identify at least three fundamental characteristics of thisrelationship: first, the state portrays extractivism as essential for “development” andto fight poverty; second, there is a renewed and reinvigorated role of the state in theeconomic development of the country and in its role in the extraction of resources;and third, “social and environmental impacts of extractivist sectors are maintainedand in some cases worsened” (Acosta, 2010: 50). Below, I briefly address thesepoints one by one.First, recently President Correa has insisted on the notion that extractivism isa kind of necessary evil (see for instance, WPR, 2012: #286). It represents a steptowards a better, post extractivist economic system. This is clearly reflected in theeconomic development model of the 2007-2009 PNBV in which extractivism isportrayed as a necessary step towards what the state in the 2009-2013 PNBV calls“bio-socialism” (PNBV 2009-2013, 2009: 33). This idea is also evident in Correa’sand the government’s discourse regarding extractivism. For example, according to
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Correa the potential extraction of petroleum from Yasuni National Park (the mostbio diverse region of Ecuador and a protected area) could help lift Ecuador out ofpoverty, help with employment (WPR, 2013: # 340).Second, a crucial strategy of state construction that goes hand-in-hand with adevelopmentalist narrative of development is the recuperation and renegotiation ofthe tutorship over the exploitation of petroleum, which had, prior to 2008, beenlargely privatized by neoliberal policies. This means that since 2008 the state hasbeen progressively more involved in all stages of petroleum exploitation:exploration, extraction and commercialization (see for example, Group Faro, 2012:9). One of the implications of this enhanced role of the state is that rents frompetroleum are directly captured by  it without the interference of other societalgroups. Unlike other countries that rely on exports (like South Korea, for example)the Ecuadorian state need not negotiate with non-state actors (i.e. producers) inorder to obtain rents from exports – the sales of petroleum flow directly into thestate apparatus.Finally, in order to address the question of social and environmental impactsof extractivism it should be mentioned that the entirety of the petroleum exportedfrom Ecuador is extracted from the Amazon region. Besides well-known potentialand actual environmental problems associated with the exploitation of petroleum(see for example, Sawyer, 2004) in general, petroleum exploitation in the Amazonregion has a series of peculiarities. First, it is Ecuador’s most bio diverse and one ofits most fragile ecosystems. Worth highlighting is the case of Yasuni national parkwhere Ecuador’s largest petroleum reserves rest. Yasuni is considered to be, relative
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to space, the most bio diverse place on earth and as well as a very fragile ecosystem(Ministerio del Ambiente, 2013). In addition, the Amazon region of Ecuador andYasuni in particular, is home to many indigenous groups, some living in completeisolation from  the rest of Ecuadorian society  and whose cultural  sustenancedepends largely on their relationship to their territory. It is worth noting theimportance that the concept of “territory” has for indigenous populations. Territoryis a concept, in contrast to “land,” that has both relations-of-production implicationsas well as cultural implications for indigenous populations. In other words, not onlyare indigenous livelihoods (food, shelter, work) dependent on the preservation ofthe natural resources in their lands, but their culture and cosmovisions areintimately linked to the wellbeing of their territory: for some indigenous peoplesnature is a living being as much as human societies are (De la Cadena, 2010). This isprecisely where the principle of nature-as-a-living-being comes from. Hence, thefurthering of petroleum exploitation, as is the case in the current state, could entail adevastating impact on the cultural integrity of these groups as well as irreparabledamage to the ecosystems of the Amazon.Despite these issues the notion of development as enhancement ofinfrastructure, technology and productivity is deeply entrenched in the narratives ofstate formation. Developmental-state reforms are not only a question of actualpecuniary investment in infrastructure and/or technology, but about advertising itand bringing a narrative of state developmentalism across Ecuador. It is not ananomaly to travel on Ecuadorian highways and see large billboards announcing thedetails of state reform in this respect. As images 2 to 4 show, the discursive practice
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of the state is clearly developmental: the state and the “revolution” are linked to aspecific notion of progress rooted in questions of  modern infrastructure andmodern technological improvement. The images shown below, for example, showthe linkages made between the state, progress and things like modern highways,efficient airports and/or hydroelectric plants.A developmentalist narrative that enhances the state as an engine ofdevelopment and progress appears frequently on roads and other public spaces.Below are some of the billboards that appear next to many Ecuadorian highways. Asthe pictures reveal, the promotion of highways (Image 2), efficient airports (Image3), hydroelectric projects (Image 4) and Import Substitution (Image 5) are directlylinked to progress, a sense of belonging to the fatherland and Correa’s citizens’revolution.
4.8 The Modernizing Neo-Developmental State: Construing the Image of

“Modern”The narrative of developmentalism goes beyond the organization of the state andpolicies like ISI and/or a “hyper” modern educational system. There is also asymbolic dimension to developmentalism that is worth mentioning. In 1979 CliffordGeertz, in a seminal study  on Balinese cockfights, said  that the state “not onlypowers, the state pomps” (Geertz, 1980: 65). For Geertz there were occasions inwhich state power served pomp and not the other way around. This meant thatthere were symbolic gestures performed by the state to enhance its status as socialactor. Geertz’s ideas in this sense remain important for the analysis of various acts
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of contemporary modern states. In the case of Ecuador, the launching of “Pegasus,”its first Satellite, on April 25th 2013, represents a case of developmentalist pomp.
Image 2. Developmental billboard: “We have first-rate highways. We have aCountry!”

Source: Picture taken by the author in the Calderon-Guayllabamba highway, Ecuador 2013
Image 3. Developmental Billboard: “We Have Efficient Airports. We have aHomeland!

Source: Picture taken by the author in the Quito-Tena highway, Ecuador 2012
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Image 4. Developmental Billboard: “Electricity is Progress, like your Revolution”

Source: Picture taken by the author in the Papallacta-Coca highway, Ecuador 2012
Image 5. Developmental Billboard: “Much Better if it is Made in Ecuador”

Source: Picture taken by the author in the Quito-Otavalo highway, Ecuador 2012
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The launching of Pegasus, from a realist point of view, is utterly unimportantin the sense that the launching of a satellite of the characteristics of Pegasus, is not,by any means, a technological leap forward. As a national newspaper weekly op-edpiece mentioned, satellites like Pegasus can be commonly purchased online in theUnited States. Ecuador’s first satellite was, as the op-ed piece comments, builtabroad and launched into space by the Chinese (Pallares, 2013:http://www.elcomercio.com/blogs/desde_la_tranquera/Pegaso-satelite-Ecuador_7_910178976.html). However, from a Geertzian standpoint, the launchingof Pegasus has much more to do with reaffirming its identity and presence in societyas a  force of a particular kind (developmentalist) than with the actual materialbenefits of the launch. Pegasus is a symbol of state fostered development.Pegasus was launched into space, as I said, on April 25th, 2013 and thetelevision images of the event projected to the country were telling. One of the mostpompous ones saw the President Rafael Correa watch the deployment of Pegasusfrom a hall, designed, evidently, to emulate NASA’s Launch Rooms (see for example,NASA, 2006:http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/shuttle/behindscenes/firing_room_4_f.html.The successful deployment of Pegasus (by a Chinese spacecraft from Chinese soil),much like well-known images of NASA’s Launch Control Rooms), was followed bycheers, applause, hugs and the triumphant entry of the President into the “controlroom” (see   the   broadcast at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AJMiaShIoZA).Correa’s entry was  the climax of an event that represented Ecuador’s supposedentry into the space age.
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Meredith Woo-Cummings (1999) notes that one of the characteristics ofdevelopmentalism is its almost obsessive relationship with technologicaldevelopment and industrialization. This relationship does not have to depend onactual technological or industrial accomplishments, however. There is also asymbolic component that is more pomp than power. The state is a theater in whichactors and scripts around hegemonic narratives play out their parts and helpreproduce the social bases of state support  (Geertz, 1980). Along these linesanother emblematic example of the concern for modernization understood in theterms stated above, is the development of Yachay. In short, Yachay is a large-scale,state-run, research village-university devoted to hard-sciences, specifically to thedevelopment of highly complex, technologically intensive knowledge creation andinnovation for productive purposes. Yachay is, according to President Correa, the“most important project of his government” (WPR, 2012: #276). Based on asimilar project in South Korea, Yachay seeks to develop a “world-class” researchcentre capable of generating the knowledge base for Ecuador’s productivetransformation (Ibid.). As indicated in the following chapter, the state hopes tomove from a primary-exports economic model of development to one centered onwhat they call “bio knowledge” as well as biotechnology (PNBV 2009-2013, 2010:96). According  to Arturo Villavicencio, Yachay represents in many ways thestate’s understanding of modernization (Villavicencio, 2013). Yachay’s websitedescribes the project as “a planned city for technological innovation and intensivebusinesses in knowledge, where the best ideas are mixed in with human talent and
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state-of-the-art infrastructure that world-class scientific applications generate in thepursuit of Buen Vivir” (Yachay, 2013: http://www.yachay.gob.ec/yachay-la-ciudad-del-conocimiento). This description illustrates not only the emphasis ontechnological innovation and business, but the state’s view of Ecuador’s futureinsertion in the world economy as a generator of complex knowledge and anexporter of “bio-knowledge” and “bio products.” (PNBV, 2009-2013, 2010: 94-98).Also revealing is the usage of “Buen Vivir,” in the description of Yachay. Through itsemphasis on becoming modern the state seeks to bridge two narratives aboutdevelopment that are largely incompatible: SK/BV and developmentalism (I dealwith this issue at length in the next chapter). Finally, Yachay also conveys, in manyways, a somewhat dissonant reality of a low-income, poorly industrialized country,with an important number of ongoing social problems (in education, health, socialinfrastructure) seeking to insert itself in the world economy and global knowledge-production apparatus through some of the most complex and technical researchareas like biotechnology, nanotechnology, biophysics, among others (see Yachay,2013). Yachay denotes, moreover, mechanistic linkage between knowledge,technology, science and progress, which is, I would argue, a characteristic elementof modernizing neodevelopmentalism.The example of Yachay is perhaps the most emblematic illustration of themodern state but it is not the only one. This is not the place for a critical analysis ofeducational reform, but as Villavicencio (2013) argues, there is a unifying threadthrough the entire educational reform in Ecuador, particularly reforms concerninguniversities: there is an emphasis on modernization rooted in an uncritical stance
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towards scientific progress and foreign (mainly northern) educational models. Thisphenomenon is clearly expressed not only by the Yachay project, but also by theemphasis placed on hard science in the distribution of scholarships given toEcuadorian students studying abroad (Villavicencio, 2013; Senescyt, 2013) inprogrammes such as Prometeo designed to bring foreign academics to Ecuador, aswell as the direct “import” of academics from Spain in large numbers (El Comercio,2013). In sum, the whole apparatus of graduate and postgraduate education is beingstructured under a narrative about “world-class” education, which, as mentionedearlier, takes an uncritical stance to educational models from the north and AsianTigers, particularly from the United States and South Korea. Moreover, educationalreform, I should add is embedded in the larger narrative about progress,academicism, and technocratic development that the state promotes. Put differently,educational reform responds, and provides further evidence of an importantdimension of the Ecuadorian state, namely, its modernizing neodevelopmentalisttendencies.
ConclusionAn analysis of President Correa’s narratives, as well as the state’s symbolicpractices shows a clear tendency to praise the qualities of the state as adevelopmentalist-modernizing institution. This grand narrative,  however,  is notenough to explain the ways in which the state behaves and its process ofconsolidation. Beyond Correa’s narrative lies a complex state that is composed ofmultiple forces and actors. The state, furthermore, as argued in Chapter Two is
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never the state alone: the state is always a relational entity that must continuouslyredefine its boundaries through knowledge practices and techniques of interventionin society; there is, as Foucault says, a continuity between governing and governedpeople, an ‘upward and downward’ continuity (Foucault, 1991) which forces thestate to formulate a multiplicity of knowledges and techniques for conceiving anddefining populations, their problems and ways to improve them. This means thatthe state goes beyond the formal institutions that compose it and is composed ofknowledge-techniques and practices that are not necessarily identical to the formalregulations that compose it (like the body  of the law). Formal institutions arebroken, interpreted, reinterpreted, interrupted and given concrete existential formthrough regimes of practices and these regimes are inseparable from thementalities/discourses, knowledge and techniques that define their conditions ofexistence.Finally, in the previous sections I also addressed the differences between thetwo most important narratives that have made up the processes of state formationsince 2007. I have argued that there are important tensions between thesenarratives and that, as Arturo Escobar puts it, these differences are crucial tounderstand the post-neoliberal state in Ecuador (Escobar, 2010). One of the centraltensions between the two narratives of state formation relates to the role thatparticipation (understood as the politicized engagements of organized popularsectors, particularly indigenous peoples) plays in processes of state and policyformation. On the one hand, modernizing neodevelopmentalism stresses growth,infrastructural development and the development of a technocratic, modern state to
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accomplish it, and on the other, Sumak Kawsay/Buen Vivir, which emphasizes, asAcosta mentions, the re-politicization of social forces, particularly those who havebeen traditionally marginalized from and by the state – like indigenous peoples (seeAcosta, 2009). The following chapters address the issue of governing participationmore directly. Specifically, one of my central contentions, rooted in the informationprovided in this chapter will be that the government of participation is largelycongruent with the modernizing developmental ethos of state formation mentionedabove.
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CHAPTER FIVE

CONSTRUCTING THE STATE THROUGH GOVERNMENTAL REGIMES

5.1 IntroductionA central theoretical contention of my work is that the state can beregarded as a series of governmental regimes. Studying the state, therefore, entails,in part, studying the way in which regimes of government are constituted throughregimes of knowledges about specific populations. One of the central aspects of agovernmentality-inspired analysis of state formation is a focus on the relationshipbetween knowledge, government and populations. Governmentality scholars haveemphasized the role that knowledge plays in the constitution of populations and inthe ways in which specialized  state agencies establish governmental regimesthrough acts of problematization, techniques of intervention and regimes ofknowledge. Moreover, governmentality   scholars, particularly Tania Murray-Li(2007, 2010), have emphasized the linkages between governmentality andimprovement. The  concept of improvement is useful insofar as it allows one toanalyze governmental interventions and  the government of populations as acomplex relationship rooted in the active and wilful participation of state as well asnon-state actors in the constitution of regimes of rule. Rule through improvement, Iwill  argue, is part of the mode of power which Foucault calls “government”(Foucault, 2004; Walters, 2012).To understand processes of state formation one must address the role ofspecialized agencies in the formulation of governmental regimes understood as
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regimes of improvement. Thus, in the following sections I analyze the work of onesuch agency: the National Secretariat for Planning and Development (SENPLADES).More specifically, however, I focus on the central participatory planning productdeveloped by SENPLADES: the Plan Nacional del Buen Vivir (PNBV). I focus on theformation of the 2013-2017 PNBV but pay attention to previous versions of the planas well.
5.2 Governmental Regimes and Improvement: Developmentalism as a Regime
of ImprovementBefore moving on I would like to draw a parallel between what, followingTania M. Li (2007), I call regimes of improvement and developmentalism. Inparticular, I argue that in the case of Ecuador modernizing-developmentalism couldbe understood as a regime of improvement. Regimes of improvement areassemblages of discourses, practices, mentalities and  techniques that define theways to (and not to) improve subjects within a specific field (Li, 2007a: 10-16).From a Foucauldian point of view, regimes of improvement are also imbued withpower implications in that they are intended to transform individuals in particularways through self-improvement, not force, coercion, punitive acts or even laws. Italso entails that, unlike repressive, authoritarian regimes, like Ecuador’s HaciendaState or South Africa’s Apartheid state, where oppressed subjects were consideredto be beyond improvement, regimes of improvement regard people as capable ofbeing corrected, bettered.The bio political component of a regime of improvement comes in thatimprovement is obtained through the government over life, wellbeing, health and
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generally, processes that turn humans into productive beings (Foucault, 2009).From the perspective of Foucault’s theorization on the subject, improvement andgovernment are linked because once “improved” subjects behave in certain wayswithout being told to do so and without necessarily being conscious of it (Walters,2013; Li, 2007; Hindess, 2001). I should note that improvement, like thegovernmentalization of the state, is a process not an overnight event. It is importantto remember that governmentality is not simply withdrawing or eliminating stateagencies and letting individuals self-govern through market incentives, but aconstruction that is fundamentally influenced by the actions of the state.The contemporary Ecuadorian state, I would argue, is fundamentallycharacterized by this governmental ethos. It is, unlike the Hacienda or Oligarchical,or dictatorial states of the past, rooted or defined in terms of the exclusion of certainpopulations: indigenous peoples, communists, Afroecuadorians etc. An importantcharacteristic of the contemporary state is its attempt, albeit important practicaland  conceptual  tensions, to broaden the rights of minorities (Constitution ofEcuador, 2008: Art. 2) and the base of individual rights in general (Constitution ofEcuador, 2008: Art. 35-55). Moreover, a number of aspects of the post-2007 stateare fundamentally linked to a biopolitical regime of improvement aiming at the wellbeing of the population at large. This involves the government of life through,education and health.The combination of a broad base of individual rights and a developmentaliststrategy of development suggests that the ethos of modernizing-developmentalismis not exclusion for its own sake but the partial and progressive inclusion of
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segments of the population on the basis of their improvement. Later in this chapterI provide   further evidence of this by conducting an analysis of the state’srelationship with indigenous  opposition to extractivism, the economic  source ofdevelopmentalism. The response of the state to indigenous peoples’ oppositionmakes visible an aspect of the anti-politics as exclusionary practices are performedunder the guise  of a rhetoric of inclusion and its disciplinary, not authoritariancharacter.I must also point out that I employ the term improvement to evoke Foucault’snotion of improvement in individual bodies as the result of the administration andgovernment of life (see Focuault, 2000: 217-237). I, however, utilize the term also tosignify a movement from a particular regime of life to a “superior” one, one thatfulfills the potentials of the bodies of individuals and society as a whole. I argue thatthe Correista state’s governmental ethos regards the incorporation of populationsinto its modernizing-developmentalist regime as a form of “improvement.” In thismovement no one is a priori excluded. And, as mentioned above, the emergence ofstate agencies capable of generating knowledges about populations to be improved,techniques of improvement and discourses of improvement are essential.Consequently as one investigates the Ecuadorian state one should expect to find theemergence of such agencies. And indeed in the areas of participation and educationthis is what one finds. In the following section I analyze the case of SENPLADES.
5.3 Discourses, Knowledge and the State
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One of Foucault’s major contributions is to show how fields like “theeconomy,” “health,” and so on, became governable spaces. Economics, education,health and so on, are not a priori domains existing “out there.” To the contrary,Foucault convincingly shows how some of these fields became problematized inorder to better comprehend how, in turn, they became governable fields. A centralaspect in this process of “creating government,” so to speak, has to do with thedevelopment of various types of knowledge about governable fields, like theeconomy, health or education. Moreover, as Walters (2013) points out, governmentrequires knowledge and also techniques, standardized procedures, etc.In this sense, acts of government are, in part, acts through which states, orother institutional formations, apply their techniques, practices and knowledges inan “artificially” constituted field of intervention. Thus, looking at this issue from agovernmentality perspective one would expect to see the creation of specializedagencies capable of developing and applying highly technical knowledges overdefined fields of intervention and populations. As we will see below, mainly throughan analysis of SENPLADES and Senescyt, an important characteristic of thecontemporary state is, precisely, the presence and importance of highly specialized,technical offices that develop techniques, knowledges and procedures in order togovern. Hence, and in so far as the state can be defined as “the mobile effect of aregime of multiple governmentalities” (Foucault 2008: 77) the work of SENPLADESis very much to build an idea of the state.
5.4 Defining Governmental Regimes: The Case of SENPLADES
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In this section I will employ two methodological techniques to develop ananalysis of SENPLADES and link its work to processes of state formation. I will lookat SENPLADES, through a governmentality-as-a-form-of-political analysis (Waltersand Haahr, 2005) approach. Specifically, I analyze the ways in which SENPLADESarticulates the diverse actions, knowledges and discourses about “the state.”Moreover, I look at the ways in which something as multifaceted, complex anddispersed as “the state” is made into a coherent “being” through the work of aspecialized agency and how something as abstract as “the state” is territorializedthrough governmental techniques. Moreover, I analyze the micro-spaces of powerand government and how SENPLADES articulates into a form of government. To doso I analyze one of the main themes of this dissertation, namely, the participatoryconstruction of the 2013-2017 Plan Nacional del Buen Vivir (PNBV).
5.5 SENPLADES and the Articulation of the sIn the early 1990s, during  the neoliberal period, Conam, the Consejo de

Modernizacion del Estado (Council for the Modernization of the State) was created.As the state agency whose mission was to  modernize the State, CONAM was incharge of privatizations and reducing the size of a supposedly “inefficient” State. Inits own particular sense of the concept, CONAM was in charge of making the Statemore efficient. In 2007, the Secretaría de Planificación y Reforma del Estado(SENPLADES) replaced CONAM. 21 Through the reforms enacted by the newgovernment and the Constituent Assembly of 2007, SENPLADES was ratified as the
21SENPLADES emerges to replace Conam but it is also merged with the Consejo de
Planificación del Estado created in 2004.
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government’s main planning agency.At this point I would like to refer back to some of the theoretical pointsmentioned in Chapter Two about governmentality and the state. Mainly I want toproblematize the notion of what articulating the state means. The state is not areified entity that simply exists “out there,” apart from its sources of legitimation,cohesion and reproduction; apart from relations of power both at the macro andmicro levels (Jessop, 2007). While it is indeed difficult for states to completelycollapse or disappear, states can be weaker or stronger, have more or less capacityto penetrate society; have more or less capacity to act upon and manage itspopulations; to either foster development and or discourage it. states are alwaysincomplete processes not things.In this picture, knowledge produced from within the state is crucial for itsreproduction. If one views the state as a multiplicity of governmental acts, as arelation of power and an effect of social relations, then knowledge is the sine qua

non of a process of state formation. Knowledge production allows the state, asmentioned earlier, to define problems, specify areas of intervention, calculateresources, and determine political goals (Lemke, 2007: 3). Knowledge production,its accompanying discourses and “inscription devices” allow the state to govern.And areas of government like the state are not pre-social spaces existing “out-there.”These areas of intervention must be constructed, defined, made intelligible and forthat the state must know. Thus knowledge production and specialized agencies areimportant insofar as they make the presence of the state itself relevant.
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In this sense, one the main tasks of SENPLADES has been to define theparameters of the state and produce knowledge in multiple areas. Take for instancethe following statement about the state:In previous decades the state reform was conceived only as a process ofprivatization that led to the weakening of the state … the democraticreform of the [current] state departs from the premise that a newstrategy of development requires a new state model and therecuperation of its public dimension, which is something that requireschanges in state governance in order to facilitate the democratizationand efficiency of public administration (SENPLADES, 2012:http://www.planificacion.gob.ec/wp-content/uploads/downloads/2012/08/SENPLADES-Que-hacemos-y-quienes-somos.pdf)In this passage SENPLADES establishes two important discursive cornerstonesof the post-2008 state: its opposition to a straw-man depiction of neoliberalism(that is, opposition to a limited understanding of neoliberalism as privatization) andthat the solution is a new, stronger state capable of recuperating its “publicdimension.” In short, it established the need for a new state and the fundamentalconnection between the public and the state. As I argue in Chapter Four, this linkagebetween the state and the public is a central discursive construct that hasspearheaded the dismantling of various indigenous peoples’ organizations like theNational Directorate for Intercultural Bilingual Education – DINEIB.Furthermore, this story suggests that the state needs to be reinvigorated and
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that SENPLADES must play a role in such process. Knowledge-producing agenciesare crucial to the opening up of governmental spaces of intervention. Thus, whatone should expect from an agency like SENPLADES is to be involved in the creationof technical knowledge about these governmental areas. Table 1 below shows asample of important publications, seminars and research projects undertaken bySENPLADES between 2008 and 2013.
Table 1. The Knowledge Production of SENPLADES

Area of Knowledge Title Subject

State Planning “PNBVs 2007-2017”22 Development Plan
“Recuperación del Estado Recuperating the stateState Reform para El Buen Vivir” after neoliberalism.
“Aportes para una An alternativeEnvironment estrategia ambiental environmental strategy
alternativa”

“Lineamientos para la
Planificación del Territorial ordering, stateGeography/Territory Desarrollo y el planning and
Ordenamiento Territorial” development.
“Socialismo y Sumak Political theory: socialismPolitical Theory/Doctrine Kawsay” and Sumak Kawsay
“La participación

Participation and the stateParticipation Ciudadana”

Guía para la formulación Guide for formulating ofPublic policy de políticas públicas public policy
“Seminario Internacional Educational reform,Education de Evaluación y accreditation and
Acreeditación” evaluation seminar

22 Includes three distinct PNBVs: 2007-2010, 2009-2013, 2013-2017.
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International Relations “Ecuador notificará inicio
de negociaciones para
adhesión a Mercosur”

International trade,regional integration.
Technologicalmanagement “Reglamento para

activación, uso y control de
los activos de tecnología”

Regulatory body for theusage and control oftechnological assets.
Development “Nuevas Estrategias

Nacionales de Desarrollo”
New DevelopmentalStrategies

Art/Culture “Memoria Bienal” Art exhibit minutes
Economics “A (Redistribuir Ecuador

para Todos”
Economic redistributionand economic planning.

Statistics “Systema de información” Statistics and socialindicators
Source: SENPLADES, 2013: http://www.planificacion.gob.ec/biblioteca/

As is evident from Table 1, there is a wide range of areas of knowledge inwhich SENPLADES “intervenes.” Whether directly or indirectly these “interventions”are characterized by the creation of knowledge about areas of potential or actualgovernmental intervention, about its populations and the techniques which will beused to confront the problems that government is there to solve. SENPLADES’s workis fundamentally linked to acts of problematization and the generation of technicalsolutions to social, cultural, economic and political problems. Of the publicationsmentioned above, the majority, if not all, could be described as forms of deploymentof specialized technical knowledges. SENPLADES is a technocratic organization thatis largely responsible for rendering issues technical: rendering problems “solvable”
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and establishing the techniques to carry out the task of solving them (cf. Dean, 1999;cf. Li, 2007).I should also note that the multiplication of areas for governmentalinterventions is not simply an imposition by an all-powerful   state over itspopulation. Although the state can and sometimes does impose its will over society,the degree to which it can do so is limited by many factors, like legal restrictions,economic scarcity, a strong politicized society capable of limiting the actions of thestate, the international community and so on. However, the state also disposes ofother means of rendering issues less polemical, of easing its way into society. Onesuch way, as Li (2007b) argues is to render issues technical (cf. Ferguson, 1994); incombination with rendering things technical the language of SENPLADES is that ofimprovement and development. The work of SENPLADES is, therefore, concernedwith expanding areas of government through a governmental logic of improvementand technocratic knowledge.In the mode of power called “government” (in the Foucauldian sense of theterm), rendering issues technical is a fundamental aspect of its own exercise.Rendering technical, as Li (2007) points out, entails “extracting from the messinessof the social world, with all the processes that run through it, a set of relations thatcan be formulated as a diagram in which problem (a) plus intervention (b) willproduce (c), a beneficial result” (Li, 2007: 265). The process of rendering technicalis intimately linked to anti-politics. As Li notes, “anti-politics” entails “reposingpolitical questions as matters of technique; closing down debate about how andwhat to govern and the distributive effects of particular arrangements by reference
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to expertise; encouraging citizens to engage in debate while limiting the agenda”(Ibid.).
5.6 The Reconfiguration of Rule: SENPLADES and the “De-concentration” and
“Decentralization” of the StateOne of the central tasks of SENPLADES has been to conceptualize and designwhat they call de-concentration and decentralization of the state. De-concentrationand decentralization are defined as the reformulation of state practices for theprogressive assumption of governmental responsibilities by sub-nationalgovernments. However, at another dimension it implies the reconfiguration of rulethrough the re-spatialization of the state, its territory and its population. Morespecifically, as a planning agency SENPLADES has worked on the redistribution ofspaces according to new territorial and demographic units called zones, districtsand circuits. This redistribution of spaces is designed to have a direct impact onplanning and participation, and, importantly, over the way the state and populationsare governed.As I show later, this re-spatialization of the state contributed to selecting anddefining  the populations in the participatory processes in the PNBV. One of itscentral aspects is its focus on micro spaces through the creation of politico-territorial units called “circuits.” Circuits are territorial  units composed  of  anaverage of 11.000 inhabitants and 1.134 circuits in the entire country (SENPLADES,2012: http://www.planificacion.gob.ec/folleto-popular-que-son-las-zonas-distritos-
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y-circuitos/).23 This means that the territorial rearticulation of the state has a well-defined micro-governmental dimension, meaning that the state is now present insmaller demographic/territorial spaces. President Correa highlighted this factduring WPR number 295. According to Correa, the state is now able to engage inmicro planning. Put differently, state planning reconfigures how government can bearticulated in specific populations. Through the re-spatialization of territorial unitsin relation to the state, “government” is now a micro as well as a macro activity.But what is important to highlight here is that this reconfiguration of forcesis not presented or conceptualized in terms of control but in terms of managementand planning (cf. Valdivia, 2005). These are, as argued in Chapter Two, two differentlogics of rule. An important dimension of reconfiguring the state spatially is therelative autonomy of smaller units. Autonomy in this sense is understood as the self-management of resources, not political autonomy from the central government.Effectively this means a reconfiguration of rule in which the central government isless directly involved in the government of small territorial units but no less capableof managing populations and exercising its rule through them – an instance in which“less,” actually means more government.
5.7 Participation, Indigenous Peoples and the Re-Spatialization of the StateTwo important questions regarding SENPLADES’s territorial reconfiguration of thestate are: what are its mentalities and constitutive logic? (cf. Ruggie, 1998; Gordon,1993) and how does it relate to the participation of marginalized populations,
23Ecuador is 283,520 square kilometers and one of the smallest countries in South America
(fifth smallest). Its population is 14,483,499 inhabitants.
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particularly indigenous peoples. Like in various other institutional aspects of thestate since 2008 one finds that the central narratives of de-concentration anddecentralization are constructing a more efficient  state and  the development of
Buen Vivir. According to SENPLADES the benefits of decentralization and de-concentration are:1. Bringing the state and state services closer to communities2. Guaranteeing territorial equity, as state services and their administrationwill be planned from within each territory, “according to the demands ofthe citizenry in order to achieve certain living standards and Buen Vivir.”3. An improved management and optimization of resources in each territory4. Allows for nation-wide planning and organizing according to a territorialvision.(SENPLADES, 2013: http://www.planificacion.gob.ec/4-como-nos-benefician-las-zonas-distritos-y-circuitos/)Conspicuous in this approach, however, are absences in relation to theprinciples of indigenous peoples’ territorial and political autonomy – issues directlylinked to the participation of indigenous peoples in processes of public policy andstate formation. As mentioned in Chapter One, one of the central demands ofindigenous peoples, particularly CONAIE, is the recognition of indigenous territorialclaims and their recognition as nations within a plurinational state. Indigenousstruggles in this respect did lead to legal transformations of the concept of the statein the Constitution of 2008: the first article of the Constitution defines Ecuador as aplurinational state (Constitution of Ecuador, 2008: Article 1). Notwithstanding, as
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maps 1 and 2 below show, the concept that indigenous peoples have of the nationand the state’s representation of territory in relation to state efficiency and equity,do not coincide and is far from the representation of the state as a plurinationalentity. More specifically, what the maps make evident is the tension ofrepresentations: indigenous peoples self-representation requires the opening up ofa politicized spaces where radical changes to the cultural, territorial and politicalmatrix of the state can be discussed, debated, fleshed out. By contrast the state’srepresentation of   territory defines territory   as a   space for governmentalintervention that is accessible from the perspective of the government’s technicalmeans and knowledges. This tension makes evident the depoliticizing tendencies ofthe state’s governmentality.Most indigenous activists I interviewed alluded to the detrimental effectsthat the re-spatialization (i.e. the re-imagining and ordaining of boundaries withinregions, including the re-organization of jurisdictions for policy-making) theundertaken by SENPLADES could have on communities and small organizations.Moreover, according to an indigenous activist working on educational reform andrepresentative of an important indigenous organization in Ecuador indigenouschildren from the same nationality or pueblo may be “forced” to attend school indifferent circuits. This takes place because some schools are closed and othersopened in different locations according to the territorial division based on criterialike efficiency. My interviewee perceived this situation as a “new form ofcolonization” (Anonymous Interview, Quito, November 14th, 2012) as this re-spatialization would separate communities. This point was shared by another
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indigenous activist and expert who contends that reformulating spaces according toSENPLADES’ logic will have a clear effect on the ability of indigenous peoples toimplement educational policies according their cultural needs. Furthermore, in hisview even if the government were to accept the precepts of intercultural educationas proposed by indigenous organizations (something that is not occurring) thepolicies emerging out of such an acceptance would contradict the principles as theterritorial divisions obey a mentality that first and foremost seeks to reinsert thestate as a provider of services and not as a radical, participatory social agent capableof fomenting SK/BV-inspired changes (Anonymous Interview, Quito, November 14th,2012; Anonymous Interview, Quito, November 19th, 2012) (see also Maps 1 and 2).I should emphasize here the importance that these two different mentalitieshave on reformulating space: on the one hand, SENPLADES’ efficiency-oriented re-spatialization,  and on the  other, CONAIE’s and the indigenous movement’s viewbased on nationalities’  and peoples’ good living/well being (buen vivir). WhileSENPLADES seeks to reinsert the state as a provider of services for populations(understood as a collection of individuals), CONAIE understands space as a questionof cultural reproduction (Yanez, 2006, cf. Lopez, 2006). The difference lies, as theindigenous expert and activist stated, in the homogenization of populations –populations are not conceived according to the reproduction of their culture andways of life. (Ibid, 2012). As I document later, the re-organization of the state’sterritory according to zones, districts and circuits was translated into practice in theworkshops during the PNBV. The participants in the PNBV, including indigenouspopulations, were highly fragmented, as a consequence of the workshop’s failure to
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emphasize the importance of belonging to a popular organization. It could be saidthat the individuals participating in the workshops were largely representingthemselves or a small sector of their communities. There were no systematiclinkages established between civil society organizations and workshopparticipation. As I argue below this further reveals the administrative logic ofmanagement of populations developed by SENPLADES.
5.8 SENPLADES and GovernmentUnlike disciplinary techniques often employed by the state or liberaltechniques of “self-responsibility”, governmentalized agencies employ tactics, likerendering technical, anti-politics, re-spatialization, knowledge creation andproblematization to intervene in society in the name of its own improvement. Notunlike approaches carried out by the aid industry (see Burchell et al. 1991) thecreation of state agencies exercise power beyond their juridical attributions andbeyond the capacity of the state to police and impose its will on the population. And,following Foucault (1980: 122-124) it could be argued that the constitution of themodern state and the invention of modern governmental reason entails that poweris exercised with the active participation of those who are the objects of control.Specifically, Foucault argues that the state is not (and cannot be) the source out ofwhich power emanates, or the source where power is captured and possessed. Thestate is an effect of power, not its origin.I am not suggesting here that SENPLADES, or the government of Ecuador donot face opposition what I have been trying to convey is the patterns (in terms of
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power and strategies) that the Ecuadorian state has followed, since 2007. I havebeen showing that statecraft from the perspective of the state has followed agovernmentality-type of process. This is not to negate that the state faces oppositionand/or that people exercise their agency to overcome, refute, and negategovernmental interventions because they do. Notwithstanding this obvious point(that people always, albeit in different ways and times, resist power), the question Iam trying to answer is, not about whether or not social forces outside of the stateare effectively controlled but rather, what trajectory and power modalities the statehas followed in its own construction since 2007.I should note here, following Li (2007a) that my contention here is not thatSENPLADES necessarily looks at depoliticization as a goal or overt objective. As onehigh SENPLADES official contends, political participation by social forces is regardedas a positive thing (Anonymous Interview, Quito June 10th, 2012; AnonymousInterview, Quito, February 14th, 2014). However, I argue that depoliticization is partof a governmental ethos, which characterizes the post-2008 Ecuadorian state; it is acentral aspect of the unfolding of the state’s construction rather than a strategiccalculation by the government – although such a calculation may occasionally beundertaken (see Chapter Six). The point to be taken from my analysis of SENPLADESis how this state agency performs a fundamental task in the process of statecraft.Through the case of the PNBV I further analyze the ways in which SENPLADESpractices its governmental tasks and how those practices are part of a largermentality of government that is characterized by its depoliticizing tendencies.
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Map 1. Indigenous Peoples Territorial Self-Representation: Indigenous Nations andPeoples

Source: Codeine, 2013:
http://www.codenpe.gob.ec/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=125&catid=96
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Map 2: Representation of Territory by SENPLADES: Zones, Districts and Circuits

Source: SENPLADES, 2013: http://www.planificacion.gob.ec/wp-content/uploads/downloads/2012/10/Folleto_informativo-Desconcentracion2012.pdf
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SENPLADES, THE CONSTRUCTION OF A REGIME OF GOVERNMENT AND THE PLAN
NACIONAL PARA EL BUEN VIVIR

5.9 SENPLADES and Reverse Auto-Ethnography and the PNBVTo start this section I would like to bring back the issue of the narrativesdefining the Ecuadorian state since 2007. Earlier I had mentioned that twoconfronting narratives, modernizing-developmentalism and Buen Vivir, playimportant roles in not only defining the state formally but also in defining itsregimes of practices and forms of government. The former runs through the veryfabric of processes of state reform and forms part of a regime of improvement. Butwhat about Sumak Kawsay/Buen Vivir? What role does it play? I proceed byanalyzing precisely the way that SENPLADES through the PNBV articulates these“opposing” narratives about “development” in the country’s most important stateplanning document. I argue that the balance in the tension between these narrativesleans largely in favour of modernizing-developmentalism turning SK/BV into afunctional element within a narrative about the self-representation of a state thatdefines improvement largely in terms of modernizing-developmentalism. In orderto argue my points and analyze the evidence at my disposal I employ the concept ofauto-ethnography into the analytics of government approach that I have beenemploying thus far.In Chapter Two, following Mary Louise Pratt (1991) I developed the conceptof “reverse auto-ethnography.” Briefly, by reverse auto-ethnography I mean that inthe hands of the state civilizational challenges (Pratt, cf. 1992; Leon, 2011) byindigenous peoples become devoid of their emancipatory content. In practice thismeans that the adoption of the language and symbols of indigenous peoples has
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played a fundamental role in turning a modernizing-developmentalist regime ofimprovement into an actual regime of government. And this is apparent, I wouldargue, in the continuation of extractivism and in the way in which the 20013-2017PNBV was constructed as well as in some of its contents of the earlier PNBVs.In addition to auto-ethnography, I will employ Dean’s concept ofgovernmental “fields of visibility” (Dean, 1999: 41). “Fields of visibility” are part of agovernmentality analysis of state practices that poses the question: what is the fieldof visibility that characterizes a regime of government? More specifically,by what kind of light it illuminates and defines certain objects and whatshadows and darkness it obscures and hides others. An architecturaldrawing, a management flow chart, a map, a pie chart, a set of graphtables, and so on, are ways of visualizing fields to be governed. These allmake it possible to picture who and what is to be governed, howrelations of authority and obedience are constituted in space, howdifferent locales and agents are to be connected with one another, whatproblems are to be solved and what objectives are to be sought (Ibid.)Bringing the concepts of reverse auto-ethnography and fields of visibility intomy analysis, allows me to ask the question: by what means are these two narrativesintegrated into a governmental plan like PNBV? Does one of the two narrativesobscure the other? And finally, what are the governmental effects of the marriage ofthe two in terms of problematization, techniques and solutions given to theproblems presented in the plan?
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5.10 Sumak Kawsay/Buen Vivir and Developmentalism in the PNBV: 2007-
2010, 2009-2013To begin with, the history and context in which the PNBV emerges should bepointed out. First of all, the PNBV is the state’s most important planning document.It is produced by SENPLADES over periods of every four years and contains themain guidelines for establishing public policy in Ecuador. It could be said that thePNBV emerges as a result of two political processes: from the need by the Correaadministration to reinvigorate and specifically to recover its role as “regulator andplanning [entity]” (SENPLADES, 2012: 10). The second emerges as a result of the“radical rupture” narrative through which Correa and his political movement wontheir first election in 2006. Broadly speaking, Correa’s radical narrative aboutbreaking with the past is rooted in the irregular and eclectic merging of threepolitical economy theories: decolonial/postcolonial approaches about “civilizationalchanges” (Espinoza, 2011); an Amartya Sen-inspired capabilities approach (Walsh,2012); and third, a “light-marxist” approach. This somewhat eclectic combinationcan be witnessed in the title of the doctrine developed by SENPLADES’s formerSecretary General, and current Senescyt 24 Director, Rene Ramirez, “Sumak

Kawsay/Buen Vivir socialism or republican biosocialism” (Ramirez, 2010).Thus, in the context of a post-neoliberal process of re-articulating the stateparticipatory planning was seen as a basic function of a state needing to berecovered. Similarly, the narrative of radical rupture from neoliberalism and pastprocesses of exclusion upon which Correismo’s electoral success and state reform
24Senescyt is the National Secretariat for Superior Education, Science, Technology and
Innovation.
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were enfolded in the language and symbols of SK and  indigenous peoples’resistance. As shown earlier, SK/BV symbols and language permeate the state andits institutions. The PNBV is no exception. The “living well (or good living) in thetitle of the PNBV is a direct allusion to the principles of SK/BV. In fact, “good living”is an approximate Spanish translation of the Kichwa words Sumak Kawsay/Buen

Vivir .
Table 1: PNBV 2009-2013 Objectives

1. Foment equality, social and territorial cohesion in diversity2. Improve the potentialities and capacities of the citizenry3. Improve the populations’ wellbeing4. Guarantee the rights of nature and promote a healthy and sustainableenvironment.5. Safeguard national sovereignty, peace, and foment Latin Americanintegration and the strategic insertion of the country in the world6. Guarantee dignified, just and stable employment in all its diverse forms7. Construct and strengthen public spaces and spaces of public encounter8. Affirm the national identity, strengthen diverse identities,interculturality and plurinationality9. Guarantee respect for rights and justice10. Guarantee respect for access to public and political participation11. Establish a social, solidary-based and sustainability12. Construct a democratic State for the Buen Vivir

Source: PNBV, 2009-2013: 11-12
5.11 An Analysis of the 2009-2013 PNBVThe 2009–2010 plan begins with its main themes, called “revolutions,” whichinclude the following fields: democracy and constitutional change, ethics, theeconomy   and productivity, social   (indictors like poverty   and inequality),sovereignty, dignity and integration. These revolutions are then followed by twelveobjectives. See table 2. The first part of the plan indicates its architecture. The plan
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is composed of three parts: a conceptual part, a definitional part, and regarding theconcretion of public policy, an instrumental part. Not unlike what Dean (1999) orLemke (2007) would have predicted, the governmental plan consists of a discursiveaspect, a problematization aspect and a technical aspect.
The ConceptualA central theme in the PNBV is the notion of a crisis in development.Reminiscent of the arguments of authors like Arturo Escobar (1995) (also see Rojas,2001) and Boaventura de Souza Santos (2006) (De Souza Santos is favourably citedin the plan – see, for instance, page 31), the PNBV posits that the “dominant conceptof ‘development’ has entered into a profound crisis, not only because of thecolonialist perspective from which it was developed, but because of the poor resultsthat it has generated around the world” (PNBV, 2010: 31). Thus apostcolonial/critical/culturalist vision of development is also presented as acriticism of “modernization theory”, Euro-centric conceptions of “linear time” andunidirectional historicity. These critiques are all consonant with SK and indigenouscosmovisions (cf. de la Cadena, 2010). Thus, the central notion of developmentpresented in the plan is fundamentally linked to the work of critical academics andthe indigenous principles of SK.The conceptual part of the plan also evokes Marxist theories as it contains acritique of capitalism, attributing the lack of “development” within certain societiesto structural forces within capitalist accumulation and external factors. It is alsoreminiscent of the work of Amartya Sen in its emphasis on human development,
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development and human freedoms and capabilities (Ibid: 32-42). Other academics’perspectives on development, capitalism, and equality, like those of MarthaNussbaum and Nancy Fraser are discussed in this section of this PNBV – even Kantand Aristotle appear in this section of the plan (see, for example, p. 36). In otherwords, this section of the PNBV is hardly accessible to a common person. It is full ofabstractions, complex concepts and a plethora of intricate (and largely unexplained)arguments. While it may be argued that this is a commonplace issue in developmentplans, the progressive rendering of political issues technical in the PNBV revealsparticipatory planning as a governmentalized phenomenon. For example, accordingto the PNBV, the new mode of accumulation that would overcome the limitations ofa primary, exports-based accumulation system is referred to as “endogenousdevelopment with linkages to the world system in order to satisfy basic needs”(PNBV 2009-2013, 2010: 94). The new paradigm of production was a highlypoliticized issue during the Constituent Assembly process of 2007-2008. One of thefundamental demands of indigenous organizations, like CONAIE, was precisely toincorporate into the new productive matrix of the state their knowledges andpractices and consider their relationship to the natural environment as a culturalissue, not an economic one. At the early stages of the PNBV some of these issues arementioned; however, these become largely bypassed in favour of more technicalexplanations as the document progresses. This new mode of accumulation ispresented in Table 2.This example is not insignificant, for the basic conception of thinking interms of SK, good living and/or as Cristina Rojas puts it, thinking “other” requires
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forms of accumulation rooted on non-capitalocentric  ideas and  ontologies (seeRojas, 2009; Escobar, 2010). Similarly, the intercultural paradigm of SK would callfor an intercultural questioning of the very notion of accumulation. While one of theserious shortcomings of the SK doctrine and proposals regarding the decolonizationof knowledge, including economic knowledge, is the lack of concrete mechanisms tooverturn the structures of accumulation short of a Marxist-style or Zapatista-stylerevolution, it is unclear from the PNBV what makes its strategy of accumulationcompatible to or a part of SK or Buen Vivir. The strategy of accumulation is rooted ina hypermodernist notion of development. This type of what I call “modernizing neo-developmentalism” is characterized by developmentalist strategies of developmentseen in South Korea.Thus, it is important to note that despite the call for the practice of “epistemicdiversity” and the use of “local knowledges” the conceptual part of the plan is largelya modernist exploration of abstract/rational economic ideas many of which, like theones shown above about the new model of accumulation, have no direct or evidentlinkages to a post-accumulation strategy based on local knowledges or interculturaleconomic forms of thought. While it is the case that the biotechnological addition tothe mode of   accumulation hopes to take advantage of local (indigenous)knowledges, it is unclear whether the technological modernization and advancedindustrialization the PNBV speaks of is any different from capitalistdevelopmentalism (see for instance Johnson, 1982), except for its emphasis on bio-production. I should stress, nonetheless, one important point: I am not arguing thatthe accumulation regime proposed in the 2009-2013 PNBV is problematic in itself,
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for that would be part of a different work; what I am attempting to show is how SKnarratives are diluted in a developmentalist policy framework that bears littleresemblance with the radical ethos of SK.
Table 2. “Phases of the Endogenous Strategy for Satisfying Basic Needs”

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4

Accumulationfor thetransition anddeepening ofredistribution
Distribution ofAccumulation andConsolidation ofImport Substitutio

Consolidation oft the ExportSubstitution andthe distribution inaccumulation
ProductiveReconversion

Selective ImportSubstitution Clean EnergySurplus.Consolidation of Diversification andsubstitution ofexport, research,innovation, scienceand technology
Tertiary, exporterof bio knoweldgeand tourismDomesticindustry andtourismAppliedTechnological Technologicalresearch and Technologicalinnovation BiotechnologyTransfer development

Source: PNBV 2009-2013, 2010: 96
Moreover, it is not clear from reading  the plan what epistemic diversitywould look like in a plan of this nature. It is also not clear how popular knowledgeplayed a role in the conceptual section of the plan or, more importantly, whetherand how subaltern knowledges can help (re)define the state as a structure. Judgingfrom the workshops I attended and/or obtained data from about the construction ofthe 2013-2017 plan (see below), it would appear that the demand-basedgovernmentalized form of participation would prevent any such knowledge toemerge as knowledge-practice from the bottom-up. This is because what used to bepolitical demands become channelled through the “anti-politics machine” (cf.
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Ferguson, 1994) of the state into issues that appear manageable, practical, feasibleand, importantly, amenable to technical solutions within the reach of the state.Popular demands appeared filtered as academic knowledges. Finally, in the sectionon plurinationality and interculturality the plan defines the problematic accordingto standardized development indicators like poverty, exclusion and discrimination.It spends time emphasizing that the idea of many nations within ought not to meanseparatism or internal division and presents the European Union as an emblematicexample (p. 45). In sum, it is not clear how or whether it is possible to read this textthrough an intercultural perspective.In sum, the conceptual portion of the plan reverts to a type of governmentallogic that represents issues as manageable. Clearly states ought to attempt to solveissues, this problem-solving element is a necessary condition for the emergence ofthe modern state. However, there are issues, as Rancière-influenced analysis wouldreveal, that do not belong to the real of “solvable” but of the deliberative. Someissues need not be represented as problems to be solved but as tensions to contendwith. However inaccessible, the PNBV is filled with the language of SK. Indeed, thelanguage of SK is employed throughout the section of the plan. However, itsargumentative structure, the actual content of its critique and deconstruction ofdevelopment, neoliberalism and capitalism refer back to and employ the “Euro-centric” approach that SK is highly critical  of (cf. Leon, 2011). There are, forinstance, no references, in the conceptual portion of the plan, to indigenousintellectuals, academics or leaders (PNBV, 2010: 17-46) – no actual application of SKprinciples in the construction of the conceptual order of the PNBV and, thus, no
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indication of how some of the SK principles could be turned into practices(something that would require direct empirical references to indigenousexperiences, not abstract conceptualizations of indigenous forms of being). Instead,the language of SK is diluted into a meta-narrative about development largelyrooted on Amartya Sen’s and Martha Nussbaum’s Human Development approach(HDA) (PNBV, 2013-2017; Sen and Nussbaum, 1993) – an approach which, in thewords of Catherine Walsh (2010: 17), contradicts SK principles in various ways:[H]uman development seems to envelop only further the humancondition. On the one hand, it suggests the continued operation in LatinAmerica of the multicultural logic of neo-liberal capitalism and its abilityto condition modes of thought and conform to a common sense thatlegitimates the machines of power, making it increasingly difficult tosearch for alternatives.Moreover, Walsh (2010: 16) notes regarding educational policy and the HDA inEcuador: The strategic value of liberty and autonomy [basic principles of the HDAapproach] can be most clearly observed in Latin America in the presentre-forming of education, from primary school to the university. Hereeducation is being transformed into an individual and personal project, aconsumer good in which competition between students and amongteachers is the motor in the search for ‘quality’ and ‘excellence’.‘Objective’ and quantifiable indicators of quality and control, includingexams, standards, and accreditation benchmarks, are converting
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educational institutions into enterprises where public space and socialresponsibility operate under a privatized logic. Social gaps, socialinjustices, and educational failure are seen as personal and familyproblems that can be individually overcome. In a world that once valuedsolidarity, fraternity, reciprocity, and collective community- basedrelations, individual stamina and initiative are quickly becoming theguiding principle and force.
5.12 Problematization in Action: Opening Up Spaces of Government in the
PNBV Following the principles of governmentality established by Dean, I will nowlook at acts of problematization that enable government to be deployed into areaswhere it previously did not exist, as well as areas where it already had a presence.The planning structure presented in the PNBV addresses the twelve objectivesmentioned above. First, it provides a foundation/justification for intervention;second, a diagnosis; third, policies and directions, and, finally, goals. For mypurposes here I will analyze Objective number 3 but (see Table 2).25 The reasons forchoosing Objective 3 is that it is more encompassing than others and constitutesobjectives whose sense or meaning should be determinant of all the others.
Objective 3: Improving the Wellbeing of PopulationsThe conceptual foundations for this objective are, much like the ones citedabove, based on the notion of human capacities, human happiness, diversity, the
25Appendix 1 shows the contents and conducts the same analysis for of Objectives 4 and 8, showing identical results.
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rights of nature and participation. They are also rooted in a stated critical stancetowards neoliberalism and an inclusive view that regards the wellbeing ofindigenous nationalities and pueblos and Afroecuadorians as essential to the overallwellbeing of the population (see PNBV, 2010: 189-190).After providing the conceptual foundation, the process of problematizationmoves to the actual diagnosis of the problem. It is here where the governmentalityconcept of “fields of visibility” becomes particularly useful.   When comparing thediagnosis and the foundations sections one  sees that a number of interestingpatterns begin to emerge. First, and perhaps not surprisingly, the use of charts,maps, statistics and tables and other technical devices designed to create a pictureof reality are a lot more common than in the conceptual section. Like I said, this isnot that surprising. However, when one analyzes the actual content and space thatthese devices contain and occupy, one realizes that the conceptual and thediagnostics are not congruent. The charts, tables and graphs presented in thediagnostics part of Objective 3, occupy about ten out of 16 total pages. This meansthat these charts to a large extent measure wellbeing. It also means that a largeportion of the tools to achieve wellbeing will have to address the content of thecharts, tables and so on. The specific list of charts and tables is provided in Table 3.The progression showed by the sequences of tables 3, 4 and 5 shows, thefield of visibility related to quality. As one can see,     specific objectives areestablished as concrete acts of governmental intervention, in a biopolitical sense ofimprovement. I should note that I am not arguing that health ought not to be part ofwellbeing or that there is anything problematic about this inclusion. To the contrary,
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if anything (good) health is, clearly, an indicator of wellbeing. The point being madeis about how governmental planning unfolds, from the conceptual to the practical;how acts of problematization entail specific fields of visibility that, as Dean puts it,shed light on certain issues while darkening others (Dean, 1999). The point is notwhether or not this takes place, after all, it is inevitable to shed light on some issueswhile darkening others, the issue is how this takes place and what are its actual andpotential effects in a specific socio-political and historical context.
Table 3. List of Charts, Tables and Maps in Objective 3 of the PNBV 2009-2013Table 7.3.1: Proportion of overcrowded householdsTable 7.3.2: Main causes of infant mortalityTable 7.3.3: Mortality rate by known causesTable 7.3.4: Infant mortality rates (less than a year old babies) and mortalityresulting from maternal causesTable 7.3.5: Distribution of successful births by mother’s age, Ecuador 2003, 2008Table 7.3.6 Number of cases of main morbidity causes, according to illnesses ofobligatory notificationTable 7.3.7 Number and percentages of notified AIDS casesTable 7.3.8 Rate of incidence of malaria for every hundred-thousand inhabitantsTable 7.3.9 Rate of incidence of tuberculosis for every hundred-thousand inhabitantsTable 7.3.10: Conjugal violence according to type and place of residenceMap 7.3.11: Life expectancy by provinceGraph 7.3.12. General mortality rateGraph 7.3.13. Infant mortality rates

Source: PNBV 2009-2013, 2010: 190-202While it is clear that all of the issues presented in table 3 are of importance, itis not as evident, what the role of epistemic diversity is and how interculturalthinking determined the tools and mechanism for dealing within those issues.Moreover, it is hardly clarifying how SK/BV informs this set of policies and,particularly, the movement from acts of problematization to techniques ofintervention. To illustrate my point in relative terms, it is difficult to see theparadigm that the PNBV is ultimately responding to. What is being argued here is
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that there is no way of deriving or making intelligible, from the policy progressionpresented above the presence of SK/BV.
Table 4. Policies and Guidelines

Policy 3.1 Promote healthy-living practices in the populationPolicy 3.2 Strengthen the prevention, control of illnesses and the developmentof capacities to describe, prevent and control morbidity.Policy 3.3 Guarantee integral health attention, according to life cycles, in timelyFashion, with quality, warmth, equity and without cost.Policy 3.4 Offer integral attention to women and groups of priority attention,with a gender focus, generational, family, communitarian andinterculturalPolicy 3.5 Recognize, respect and promote the ancestral and alternative medicinethe use of its knowledge, medicine and instruments .Policy 3.6 Guarantee housing, and dignified safe and secure, with equity andsustainability and efficiencyPolicy 3.7 Promote human security and mutual trust between people in diverseenvironments
Source: PNBV 2009-2013 (2010: 202-205)

Similarly hidden are specific, concrete practices of SK/BV stemming from thelived experiences of communities. Moreover, what is hidden are the specificitiesregarding the type of changes Ecuadorian society would have to undergo in order toadopt new paradigms of development, like, for example, achieving an anti-extractivist economic base, as indigenous organizations like CONAIE (as well asothers) suggest. In other words, the only practicable components of the PNBV areby-and-large beyond the realm of politics (and SK/BV) and in the realm of thetechnical possibilities of the governmental interventions. In short, the PNBV is aplan for experts, even though its ethos as a planning tool is rooted in the idea ofpopular participation. It is moreover, difficult to see how it is open to political
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challenges in country like Ecuador as it is shielded in the use of technical knowledge,highly abstract language and even largely confusing theoretical base. In synthesis, itcan be said that it is not that participation has been replaced by expert knowledgebut that participation, as the PNBV makes evident, has become governmentalized.
Table 5. Specific Objectives

3.1.1 Multiply by three the percentage of the population which doesphysical exercise more than 3.5 hours per week by 2013.3.1.2 Reduce obesity in schools to 5% by 2013.3.2.1 Reduce the incidence of malaria by 40% by 2013.3.2.2 Decrease to 4 the mortality rate of haemorrhagic dengue fever by20133.2.3 Reduce the AIDS mortality rate by 25% by 2013.3.2.4 Reduce the mortality rate of tuberculosis to 2 per 100.000 by 2013.3.2.5 Reduce the mortality rate derived from diseases caused by the poorquality of water to third by 2013.3.2.6 Reduce pneumonia or and reduce its mortality rate by 18% by2013.3.3.1 Ensure that public institutions cover 70% of births by 2013.3.3.2 Increase to 7 the performance qualification of public health servicesby 2013.3.4.1 Reduce teenage pregnancy by 25% by 2013.3.4.2 Reduce maternal mortality by 35% by 2013.3.4.3 Reduce early neonatal mortality by 35% by 2013.3.6.1 Reduce the percentage of overcrowded homes by 33% by 2013.3.6.2 Grant access to sanitation services to 80% of homes by 2013.3.6.3 Decrease to 35% the percentage of households which rely onphysicallyinadequate housing by 2013.3.6.4 Decrease to 60% the percentage of households with qualitativehousingdeficit by 2013.3.7.1 Revert the trend of rising criminality, and reach 23% by 2013.3.7.2 Increase to 7 the users’ assessments of the quality of the service ofthe National Police by 2013.
Source: PNBV 2009-2013, 2010: 206; English VersionIt should also be noted that issues like mortality rates, the treatment ofdeadly illnesses, and domestic violence, have all been identified as problems by
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many different forms of government. SK/BV would, undoubtedly, have on its policyroster those issues, but it is in the government of them, specifically in theconstitution of techniques and areas of intervention that SK can be made intelligiblefrom other approaches.The Tables presented above also show ways in which the particular field ofvisibility developed in the case of “quality of life” relates to the Constitutionalmandate of interculturality  and inter-epistemic dialogue and  how  the transitionfrom the conceptual,  to policy  statements to concrete interventions based onspecific objectives, is more akin to the developmental and HDA logics mentionedearlier and less  so to the ideals of SK/BV, like interculturality. The governmentprogression displayed in Tables 3, 4  and 5, I would argue, suggests that thecontinued use of SK language has an important discursive effect: it weakens andpotentially neutralizes the radical content of SK and, ultimately, its politicalusefulness for indigenous and popular struggles. In other words, the continued useof the language of SK has the opposite effect of an auto-ethnography, as CatherineWalsh (2010: 20) puts it:The crucial question is whether buen vivir is becoming   anotherdiscursive [rhetoric] tool and co-opted term, functional to the State andits structures and with little significance for real intercultural,interepistemic, and plurinational transformation. Certainly such questionand concern are warranted when we take into account governmentactions in the last months, including the approval of a mining law and theproposal of a water law that clearly contradict the tenets of buen vivir.
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An issue like infant mortality rates is not the exclusive domain of SK/BV andneither can one affirm that its presence in the PNBV signals the governmentalizationof participation or reign of experts over popular sectors. Rather, one of thefundamental characteristics of SK/BV is  the civilizational challenge it proposes.What the policy structure of the plan is making invisible is precisely the “radical”content of SK/BV. In other words, the content of SK becomes diluted in a series ofsocial concerns that, while legitimate and needed, do not necessarily reflect thisparticularity about SK/BV. Moreover, the act of making the civilizational challengeinvisible is also enabled by the fact that the issues presented in the plan, are hardlyopposable. The issues presented would unlikely meet any opposition and aretherefore more likely to be accepted as evident expressions of SK/BV. This is aconsistent strategy of power in the constitution of the Ecuadorian state: makinginvisible and/or disciplining the civilizational challenges posed by the content ofSK/BV. As shown in the next chapter in the case of the Indigenous Directorate ofBilingual Education (DINEIB), for example, indigenous people’s institutions withinthe state have been stripped of their political autonomy and given a more moderateangle.
A similar example can be found in the state’s response to indigenousopposition to mining and petroleum exploration. According to the developmentalistnarrative of the state, petroleum exploration and mining are needed, precisely, tocombat the ills brought by poverty, illness, poor education and so on. Thedevelopmental narrative presents a false dichotomy between conservation andpoverty. According to President Rafael Correa, for example, through the
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exploitation of petroleum in the fields next to park Yasuni Ecuador “ought toovercome poverty, build  hospitals, adequate schools, housing, energy (sic), andbring basic public services to each territory [in the country]” (Correa, as cited in ElCiudadano, 2013: http://www.comunicacion.gob.ec/la-explotacion-responsable-del-yasuni-contribuira-a-disminuir-la-pobreza/). Indigenous protests against thegovernment mining laws were met by disciplinary acts involving the use of publicforce and/or discursive violence (Becker, 2010). Thus, once presented as it is in thePNBV, stripped of its radical content, SK/BV narratives become one withdevelopmentalism. In this sense, the tensions and contradictions within statenarratives disappear leading to a highly technocratic document that leaves the veryimportant and crucial confrontation between these two narratives unattended. Inthis way, the highly political sets of concepts linked to SK, like interculturality, arelargely stripped of their political character.According to Pratt (1992), auto-ethnography involves “a selectivecollaboration with and appropriation of the idioms of the metropolis or theconqueror. These are merged or infiltrated to varying degrees with Indigenousidioms to create self-representations intended to intervene in metropolitan modesof understanding the use by subaltern groups of the languages of dominant groupsentails” (Pratt, 1992: 88). By contrast what I call “reverse auto-ethnography” entailsprecisely the opposite: The continued use of indigenous (subaltern) languages andsymbols by dominant groups, including the state, which are merged or infiltratedwith hegemonic discourses to intervene in indigenous modes of understanding, andmost importantly in indigenous political action.
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Again, it must be remembered that SK was a radical discourse developedlargely by indigenous and subaltern intellectuals to represent in radical ways (fromthe perspective of the dominant cultures and structures, including the State) theneed for a civilizational change. This means that the exercise of what I term reverseauto-ethnography empties SK languages of their radical content leading to adepoliticization of the concept, of the language once used to construct a radicalindigenous project and movement. As shown in the previous chapter SK and/or
Buen Vivir are a pervasive element in state narratives and much of itsradical/progressive content attenuated, if not completely eliminated, by the verypervasiveness of its use. SK language, particularly its Spanish translation, “Buen

Vivir,” has been used, as shown earlier, in a plethora of programs, public works andother governmental projects that are seemingly more representative ofdevelopmentalism than the radicalization of society or a civilization challenge. Justto mention a few examples, SK/BV has been used in landscaping projects (see Image1 above), in tourism and gastronomic fairs (see for example Ministry of Tourism,2013: http://www.turismo.gob.ec/mintur-participo-en-feria-turistica-artesanal-y-gastronomica/) and even by the Ministry of Defense in national security operations(see for example, Ministry of Defense, 2013: http://www.defensa.gob.ec/ff-aa-comprometidas-con-la-seguridad-del-estado/).It is also crucial to point out the importance that the ethnic-cultural discoursehas played in the amalgamation and cohesion of the indigenous movement andorganizations and its participation in political mobilizations (both electoral and non-electoral ones). As Lalander and Ospina note, this has been the most important
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“gluing” aspect of indigenous organizations (Lalander and Opsina, 2012). And as thepolitical program of CONAIE shows, the most important political demands havebeen developed around the concepts of plurinationality and interculturality(CONAIE, 2013). In other words, the importance of preserving the discursive andradical content of the intercultural and plurinational narratives is also important forthe cohesiveness and organizational strength of indigenous peoples. Thus, the de-radicalization of the term and its incorporation, through reverse-autoethnography,into the state discourses about development should be expected to have weakeningeffects in the organizational strength of CONAIE. This finding is confirmed, albeit viaa different theoretical route, by the research of Lalander and Ospina. These authorsstate that: It is very important to emphasize the strategic and symbolic value of theapplication of indigenous symbols – SK and Buen Vivir – that thegovernment of Correa-Pais has incorporated and institutionalized in itspolicies and principles, neutralizing opposing indigenous groups, therebyseeking legitimacy for its developmentalist policies (Lalander   andOspina, 2012: 31; emphasis added).In sum, the combination of a highly “academicized” narrative shielding thePNBV from some levels of political critique, the specificities of the fields of vision inthe development of governmental interventions, like those contained in the PNBV,as well  as  the process  of reverse auto-ethnography, produce a depoliticizingstrategy aimed at enhancing and strengthening the role of the state at the expense ofsocial organization and social movements, particularly indigenous ones, like
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CONAIE. At the same time, however, one of the most important stated objectives of
Correismo and the state itself through its Constitution is “to guarantee access topublic and political participation” (PNBV, 2010: 315). This point is particularlyimportant for my purposes here because one of the central hypotheses of my workis that participation is being governmentalized and is central to the generaldepoliticizing thrust of the new  state. The following section tackles this issuethrough an analysis of the construction of a regime of “participatory” citizenshipfrom the perspective of the state.
ConclusionFollowing some of the interpretative principles laid out by Foucault’s studiesof government, this chapter looked at the work of SENPLADES and its relationshipto the formation of governmental regimes, and therefore, state construction. Someof   the important analytical relationships laid   out in the chapter were therelationship between knowledge and government and the need to look atknowledge practices in order to understand how a state-construction processunfolds as it intervenes in society. Processes of governmentalization of the staterelate to practices such as problematization, rendering technical and the utilizationof techniques like mapping in the creation of populations in particular ways.By following this logic of analysis, one of the central objectives of the chapterwas to highlight and reveal how practices of government make invisible certainpopulations and how important forms of representation are for the practices ofgovernment and its relationship to specific populations. Once again the chapter
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paid particular attention to the relationship between government and participationand indigenous populations. One of the central contentions of the chapter was thatthe work of SENPLADES is intimately related to the practice of rendering technical(Li, 2007). Like Foucault and governmentality studies scholars “predicted” inprocesses of re-articulating the state in modernity one should expect to see theemergence of SENPLADES-like organizations in charge of creating state practicesand establishing part of the knowledge production-base for the state to emerge inplaces where it had previously been absent. The question, following some of themethodological precepts of a governmentality studies approach is not only why buthow such knowledge-based practices are developed and how their discursivepractices reveal areas of intervention in particular ways (Sean, 1999; Jessop, 2007).To complement the content of this chapter, the following chapter looks in moreconcrete terms at certain institutional arrangements regarding participation and theconstruction of the 2013-2017 PNBV. One of the central preoccupations of the nextchapter is to evaluate state-society relations in concrete terms by following the logicof state formation both at the levels of institutions and state planning through theconstruction of the PNBV.
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CHAPTER SIX

THE CONSTRUCTION AND GOVERNMENT OF PARTICIPATORY CITIZENSHIP

6.1 IntroductionThis chapter is concerned with the construction of the PNBV. In the grandscheme of this work’s argument this chapter presents an analysis of state-societyrelations at the meson- and micro-levels. While previous chapters presented amacro-level analysis of how the state reconfigures society as it is itself being re-articulated, here I present an analysis of governmental practices at the level ofconcrete relations between SENPLADES and participants in the PNBV workshops.This chapter’s main contribution to the overall argument of this work is that theprocess of state development in Ecuador is characterized by a depoliticizing thrustthat is not necessarily the result of a utilitarian, conscious decision by state officials.It is the indirect, de-centered result of the unfolding of governmental techniques andtheir constitutive mentalities.
6.2 Participation, Citizenship and the StateOne of the main arguments of this work is that a state, like the Ecuadorianone, develops its strength and consolidates itself through the expansion ofgovernment. But  of course, government cannot expand endlessly, nor does theexpansion of government necessarily entail the consolidation of a state project. Asuccessful governmental project entails, among other things, the production ofopenings and closings that administer spaces within the state for non-state actors to
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penetrate. This form of governmentality includes specific institutional arrangementsto administer the degree to which people are able to participate in policydevelopment processes and generally in the construction of the state. Following agovernmentality-inspired approach, it becomes important to inquire about thespecific ways in which these spaces (through openings and closings) are designed,
administered and distributed.It is the balance between openings and closings that should, theoretically,create the conditions of possibility for a stable process of rule. Too many closings,for example, could produce resistance to government  and, thus,  its inability(without recourse to force or the breakdown of democracy) to expand its reach intosociety. Openings are important aspects of government because they operate uponthe conduct of groups and individuals without the need for direct control,prohibition, coercion and/or repression. Moreover, openings work as governmentaltools in the sense that openings seek to create a sense of voluntary compliance frompopulations based on the notion of what-is-good-for-oneself (improvement).The notion of openings and closings stems from one of Foucault’s centralideas for studying government and the state, namely, that any analysis of powerrelations, state forms and governmentalities cannot be reduced to juridical forms. Itshould be clear from the discussion thus far that the way government is beingconstructed, in practice, is not always compatible with some of the principles of SK.Thus, following Foucault’s analyses and the logic of reverse auto-ethnographyintroduced earlier (cf. Pratt, 1995; Conway, forthcoming) I look at the narrative ofSK in instances like the Organic Law of Citizens’ Participation (OLCP), as an
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important element in the Constitution an actual regime of government throughparticipation and citizenship – a regime that may or may not, in practice, reflect theprinciples of SK envisioned by social actors during the drafting of the 2008Constitution.
6.3 Institutional Analysis of Participation: Openings and Closings as a form of
GovernmentalityThe actual construction of participation from the perspective of the state and,therefore, of participatory citizenship through the state is also permeated by theconfrontation of  the narratives  of  modernizing-developmentalism and SK/BV.Article 1 of the OLCP, for example, states its ontological base, using the language ofSK, as one being composed not only by citizens at large but “collectives, communes,communities, indigenous peoples and indigenous nationalities, Afroecuadorian andmontubio [coastal peasants], and other forms of legal organizations” (OLCP, 2010:Article 1);  similarly the OLCP recognizes the “protagonist” nature in decision-making processes of these groups and their “autonomous collective organization.”(Ley Organica de Participacion Ciudadana, 2010: Article I). According to both theConstitution and  the OLCP, Ecuador’s citizenship regime can be defined  as “thedemocratization of the relationship between the citizenry and the state [and] …equality of opportunity for the participation [of the above mentioned groups] in thevarious spaces and instances that have been created for the interlocution betweensociety and State…” (OLCP, 2010: Article 3).Ecuador’s formal-legal institutional apparatus of participation andparticipatory citizenship is divided into three basic pillars: first, public hearings,
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assemblies and councils; second, overseeing bodies and previous consultation; andthird, the Empty Chair (see below) mechanism (OLCP, 2010: Articles 72-101). Inaddition, the state created the Consejo de Participacion Ciudadana y Control Social(Council for Citizens’ Participation and Social Control) (CPCCS), which is in charge ofarticulating and organizing these participatory instances (Constitution of Ecuador,2008: Article 100; OLCP, 2010: Articles 90, 94). These mechanisms, in addition tothe CPCCS, act to encourage decision-making processes within the state. Theinstitutional design of participation was, in fact, built through a series of openingsthat in principle allow non-state actors to penetrate the state and its decision-making processes. This is undoubtedly a positive contribution to the development ofthe participatory form of citizenship established by the Constitution. However, thereare a few  aspects about the distribution of these openings that are worthmentioning. Below I address some   of the particularities of the institutionalapparatus of participation, beginning with the CPCCS.The CPCCS is not an elected body and neither is it a political entity wherestate and non-state actors can engage in debate. However, it is an institutiondesigned to manage participation within the state – and to a certain degree outsideit. The CPCCS’s role is, in effect, to manage participatory openings within the state.Consequently, it is worth asking about the structure of the CPCCS and how itmanages participatory openings. The CPCCS is a council whose members areselected through a “meritocratic,” point-based system that is conceived anddeveloped within the state apparatus itself. Its members come from civil societyand need not have a political affiliation, or belong to any social group (see CPCCS,
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2013: http://www.cpccs.gob.ec/docs/lotaip/pdf/2010/Reglamento - Organico - por- procesos-CPCCS.pdf). The first opening into the state, therefore, is managedthrough a meritocratic process that emphasizes professional credentials and talent(exams were used to test the knowledge of candidates). This opening, it should benoted, is quite congruent with the Weberian notion of modernization discussed inan earlier chapter.This managerial/meritocratic mentality of government, has importantimplications for citizenship and the (de)politicization of society as a state-construction strategy; but in addition to that, the   notion of efficiency   andmeritocracy is significant as a form of government: a form of assigning, limiting anddistributing spaces of participation within the state. The claim is that at the centerof   the CPCCS’s governmental   credentials lies the question of the technicalknowledge and the non-political positioning of its members. This means that,presumably, the administration of participatory processes will be conducted in non-political terms according to the sound judgments of the CPCCS technocrats. Butwhat is the relationship between the technical character given to participation andthe technocratic character of the Council? I would suggest that once participation isdefined as belonging to the domain of the technical, it becomes subject to subtletechniques of control and conduct-shaping strategies that are rooted on the free andwilling participation of individuals.Thus, it can be said that in this particular instance the state-strategy withrespect to the institutionalization of participation is to see participation immersedand subjugated to notions of professional merit, individual talent and a technocratic
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sense of meritocracy. This is not an isolated issue but, rather, a strategy of stateconstruction rooted in Weberian principles of bureaucratic development andmodernizing principles akin to modernization theories of the state (Evans, 1995;Scott, 2005). I should note that I am not criticizing modernizing the state accordingto notions of efficiency (although there are various criticisms that can be made of it),I am pointing out that participation is, in important ways, constructed by the statethrough managerial techniques (cf. Cooke, 2004). Governing participation throughthis mentality entails that aspects of participation are de-politicized and renderedtechnical (Li, 2007b) from the start, which is of course, antithetical to the principlesof participation as an eminently political issue and the principles of participationestablished in the Constitution (cf. Cooke and Kothari, 2001).In a somewhat distinct way, the Empty Chair mechanism also constitutes aform of government through openings. In contrast to the Council’s  technocraticapproach, the Empty Chair allows political forms of participation but in a (very)limited  sense. Specifically, it is applied in local government sessions where an“empty chair” is assigned to one member of civil society, or, more generally, to anycitizen concerned with the issue being treated in local government sessions. TheEmpty Chair is applicable in local governments (called, in Ecuador, “AutonomousDecentralized Governments”) sessions. Political participation is made effective bygiving its occupant voting powers during local government sessions (OLCP, Article91). In principle, thus, the empty chair mechanism is the most direct mechanism ofparticipation as it is the only mechanism that allows for citizens to directlyparticipate in public policy debates inside the state.
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The governmental reason behind the Empty Chair is more akin to theadmiration and regulation of groups through the provision of limited spaces to non-state actors to directly participate in the act of government. Participation isgoverned by allowing relatively open access to the process of government but at thesame time reducing accessibility to interested groups by allowing only one EmptyChair to be filled by a non-state actor. However, and as I will show with the exampleof the PNBV in this Chapter and with the case of education in Chapter Four, limitedaccess to the state is not so much a question of numbers but a question ofmanagement of populations: I would like to suggest, that one of the ways in whichparticipation is governed is by encouraging a fragmented population to participate(one member only) while discouraging a cohesive, organized political society toengage in decision-making processes (groups participating as organized, collectiveentities); it is governed also by opening participation but restricting its scope.Finally, I would like to address the issue of assemblies, councils and previousconsultation. It would appear that the presence of these formal institutionalarrangements undermines my hypotheses about popular fragmentation by showingthat participatory citizenship is also encouraged among organized groups. Torespond to this possible challenge, I would like to briefly mention two issues: first,the role of the CPCCS in their organization and sanctioning of participation; andsecond, the non-accessibility to actual state structures of these expressions ofparticipation. Put differently, the essentially political nature of assemblies, councilsand so on, is managed through closings. This means that entry to the state is, inprinciple, organized in such a way as to allow fragmented populations (individuals
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and  technocrats) in and  leave organized political entities,  such as trade unions,indigenous organizations, women’s organizations and so on, out.To summarize the points made here, the institutional governmentality ofparticipation though the CPCCS, the Empty Chair and so on, could be said to beorganized through a principle of openings and closings. The overall mentality ofgovernment does not outright prohibit political activism, or popular organization,but through a balance of openings and closings, discourages it. The second issue ofimportance mentioned here is accessibility to the state. Popular assemblies andcouncils are, like I said before, are part of the participatory structure of the OrganicLaw of Citizens’ Participation (the basic law regulating participation in Ecuador) butare not allowed formal entry into the state  apparatus. As mentioned, the non-binding character of their resolutions (OLCP, 2010: Articles 90-100) restricts theirparticipation to the area of debate (if any takes place) outside the boundaries of thestate but at the same time managed by the state through the interventions of theCPCCS. Similarly, previous consultation is not binding, not even for indigenouspeoples’ communities (contradicting Article 169 of the World Labour Organization’sdeclaration on indigenous peoples of which Ecuador is a signatory).The result of state action in terms of citizenship construction can be furtherexemplified by the fact that since 2008 the government has only had a handful ofsignificant sets of negotiations with the major indigenous organization, CONAIE andhas preferred, instead, to appeal to a strategy of supporting regional organizations,like the Federacion provincial de Centros Shuar (Provincial Federation of ShuarCentres) (FISCH). The FISCH represents only a small proportion of indigenous
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populations and yet its relationship with the state (which amounts to the signing ofa statement  of Intent  for cooperation) is portrayed as an effort to supportindigenous organizations. The support for FICSH can be framed as a strategy todivide the indigenous movement that, as Lalander and Ospina (2012) note, startednot with Correa but with Lucio Gutierrez (President of Ecuador between 2003 and2005). Moreover, and beyond the fragmentation of CONAIE there is a governmentaleffect at work in the government’s support to organizations like FICSH. It is that themost significant medium of encounter between indigenous peoples and the state hastaken place in controlled, micro-spaces, not major forums of deliberation andencounter (i.e. political spaces). As I will show with a case study of the developmentworkshops of the PNBV the government of participation is in part rooted in thedistribution of spaces: restricting participation to small spaces and in limitednumbers. As discussed below, these small spaces are well suited to forms ofmicromanagement and micro-techniques of government – and power – reminiscentof those analyzed by James Ferguson in his seminal work the “Anti-politics Machine”(Ferguson, 1994).
6.4 Participation, Citizenship and PopulationsBefore I analyze the PNBV workshops, I should bring back into the analysisthe issue of populations – populations defined as the accumulation of individuals. Inparticular, I would like to highlight the empirical and theoretical links between the“discovery” of populations and the individualizing-depoliticizing sense of citizenship
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and participation mentioned above. Although I will analyze this point in more detailin the section on plebiscitary democracy (cf. Conaghan and De la Torre, 2008) laterin this chapter, for now I would like to draw attention to some of the basicmechanisms that link participation, citizenship and populations. From a theoreticalstance, populations have a direct relationship to a non-politicized view of society as“the notion of population begins to give a positive shape to the non-political fieldthat is external to government” (Dean, 1999: 131). The division between what ispolitical and what is “non-political” is essential to limit interventions: that which isnon-political is the domain of society, while politics is the domain of government –and the state. In a classic governmentality formulation, one can say that thedevelopment of a non-political sphere through a population makes “government at adistance” (Rose and Miller 1992) a discursive possibility.The second link   between populations and   a depoliticizing   sense ofcitizenship has to do with the application of specialized knowledge as a technique ofgovernment. The Constitution of Ecuador defines citizenship and participationpartly in relationship to epistemic diversity and interculturality. This entails thatgovernment is a relational activity rooted in multiple knowledges and in the notionthat communities themselves know what’s good for them. A population, like that, inthe abstract, is amenable to the application of expert-knowledge because of theregularities that they present. Populations are ontologically constituted throughknowledge practices in the form of statistical constructions (through censuses, forexample), diagnosis of development undertaken by experts (economists, healthconsultants etc.) rates of development and so on. This does not mean, however, that
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other forms of  conceiving social groups like ethnic groups are not amenable tomanagement through expert knowledge. The point being made is that largenumbers present the type of regularities that have to be studies through statisticsand thus technical knowledge. As mentioned in Chapter Two and earlier in thischapter, the diagnosis is an act of problematization that is accompanied bytechniques of improvement. Thus, if a diagnosis of a population is establishedthrough expert knowledge, so will the tools and techniques of improvement andintervention that will be used to tackle its problems. This is depoliticizing becausetechnical knowledge, by definition is a-political – it knows better.Third, government through populations can be depoliticizing in the sensethat, once constituted as objects of administration, management and government,populations become part of a hegemonic project of improvement and/ordevelopment and also of exclusion (Guerrero, 2010). Populations become objects ofadministration in  large  numbers. This entails  the construction of a  hegemonicproject around “majorities.” This is a form of administration rooted in the statisticalconstruction of regularities: increases or decreases in poverty rates, rates of accessto resources, access to education and so on (cf. Rose, 1998; Gordon, 1991). Onceadministered according to those terms diversity is lost: the object of governmentbecomes the manipulation of statistical information and not the development of amore complex democratic system of participation involving minorities and“irregularities.” A statement made by President Correa could perhaps betterillustrate my argument. In an address regarding minority rights, Correa stated thatfor the majority of the population issues like gay marriage, or gender identities are
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simply not priorities and that the real priorities, lie in what’s better for the greaterpopulation. The implication of Correa’s intervention was not that gay rights, orgender issues are unimportant but that the overall development of the populationmust take precedence (Burbano de Lara, 2013: http://www.hoy.com.ec/noticias-ecuador/el-conservadorismo-del-presidente-583336.html)In  synthesis, the relationship between populations and an individualizingsense of citizenship and participation is that freedom, liberties, rights and duties are“applied” at the level of the individual. Populations are the objects of improvementand individuals are, in practice, the subjects of rights, freedoms and duties. Inpractice, what this amounts to is that participation and politics  is reduced toelectoral and plebiscitary processes which in turn converts elections and plebiscitesinto a technique of government, or more specifically, a technique of control ofpopulations. It should be pointed out that, by contrast, the type  of citizenshipsought by indigenous populations and other popular progressive sectors, as DeboraYashar (1999) shows, is rooted in a politicized sense of citizenship that regardsindividuals and communities as subjects of rights; it is a view that does not allow fora top-down, expert-knowledge based system of development but an interculturalone based on intercultural political dialogue. This objective is embedded andarticulated in the SK language of the Constitution, the OLCP and the PNBV.There is an additional institutional feature that needs to be addressed: thepreponderant role that the doctrine of “human development” (HD) plays in thedifferent PNVBs (2007-2010, 2010-2013, 2013-2017). Understanding theimportance of HD, I would like to argue, is also relevant for understanding the
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construction of participatory citizenship as a question of individual rights andchoices. The concepts  of individual choices and rights are central to the HDapproach. HD regards the individual as the basic and most fundamental ontologicalrepository of freedoms, autonomy and capabilities. This entails that,Social gaps, social injustices … are seen as personal and family problemsthat can be individually overcome. In a world that once valued solidarity,fraternity, reciprocity, and collective community- based relations,individual stamina and initiative are quickly becoming the guidingprinciple and force (Walsh, 2010: 14)Considering this, two important theoretical differences between theindividual-rights approach upheld by HD and the collective-rights approach upheldby indigenous peoples and SK/BV emerge. The first is the obvious fact that HD doesnot prioritize in its conceptual structure the issue of participatory citizenship as acollective exercise, but as an individual one. Participatory citizenship can be easilyreducible, from this perspective, to a question of individual empowerment (througheducation, better healthcare and so on), the protection of rights, the presence ofprocedural forms of democracy (i.e. the presence of free, fair and regular lections)and improvements in the socio-economic conditions of individuals and families (seeChandler, 2011). The second aspect is the strategic (power) role that the state playsin potentializing individual capabilities/capacitates. The state stands as a strongfigure that empowers individuals while individuals stand, prior to the fulfillment oftheir ‘capacities,’ ‘autonomy,’ and potentialities as a relatively weak and dependentfigures against the state. It can be argued then, that the active participation of social
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forces (as a series of organized groups) in the constitution of public policies andpublic discourses is relatively inconsequential for the fulfillment of individualcapacities, autonomy and freedoms. This means that the notion of an organizedcivil/political society capable of standing as a force for change alongside and/or attimes despite the state is simply absent (or unimportant).In the next section I analyze, in depth, the case and construction of the PNBV. Ilook at some of the contents of the 2009-2013 plan and analyze it in the widercontext of the revival of the state since 2007. I will also present a detailed analysis ofresearch conducted during the development of the 2013-2017 plan.
THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE 2013-2017 PNBV: A CASE STUDY OF THE 2013-2017

PNBV WORKSHOPSThe PNBV is the final product of a long process of participatory planning and has asits main objective to guide the design, development and application of public policyin Ecuador. Thus far there have been three PNBVs, the 2007-2009, 2009-2013, andthe newest, the 2013-2017 PNBV. Moreover, the PNBV is not only the central andmost important government planning document but it represents, in theory, acornerstone of the new participatory democracy model enacted by the Constitution.The PNBV workshops are  the vehicle for turning the PNBV into a participatoryplanning process. The workshops are participation. Studying the workshops is,therefore, fundamental in evaluating and understanding the role of participation inthe construction of the PNBV and the relationship between participation andgovernment and state formation.
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In this section I contend that participation and participatory planning in theparticular form practiced in the PNBV workshops are governmental techniques thatbring about forms of control that go beyond repression and coercion. Participationin the PNBV workshops adopts what I call a “governmentalized” form rooted in theactive participation of technical methodologies that strip participation of its moreradical contents and synthesize it in a series of practical demands. Thegovernmentalization of participation is not necessarily, as far as my researchindicates, however, part of a grand power design by   the state to oppressparticipants. As I show below, the workshops and governmental agents organizingand running them were seemingly committed to fomenting participation. Thegovernmentalization of participation comes through the exercise of techniques andparticipatory methodologies that conceive participation as a technical, not a politicalact. Hence, the objective of participatory planning in Ecuador is not to re-politicizesociety with the aim of bringing about a bottom-up approach to government andstate formation, but to make participation a manageable activity through specificgovernmental techniques. In this sense, PNBV workshops confirm one of the centralhypotheses of this work, namely, that the post-2008 process of state (re)articulationcan be characterized in terms of the partial governmentalization of the state.
6.5 Constructing Participation: The Micromanagement of Populations in the
Plan Nacional del Buen VivirThe PNBV’s stated methodology is essentially rooted in participation. It is,nominally anyway, the concrete result of what the government calls participatoryplanning. The process of PNBV construction is led by SENPLADES and two
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important and correlated ends largely define it: first, to overcome and recuperatethe planning capacity of the state (seen as essential to the construction of a post-neoliberal state) and the active participation of the citizenry in the process of stateplanning (SENPLADES, 2013). There is, therefore, a stated linkage between Statedevelopment, participation and citizenship. In sum, the PNBV is the state’s mostemblematic symbol of a new state rooted in and defined through participation.As argued at the beginning of this work, part of my overall argument is thatthe state is not a monolithic coherent being that always functions in unison. In thissense, the PNBV itself and, of course, the work of SENPLADES and its técnicos(experts, technicians) (as they are called in Ecuador’s bureaucratic jargon) can beseen as a genuine expression/effort to reconstruct the state through participation.However, one of the implications of my argument is that government and controlcan be seen as an accumulation of strategies, techniques, discourses and regimes ofpractices within specified governmental fields. The power of the state and itsfunctional arm, government, cannot be reduced to the good intentions of one agencyand its technocrats. The construction of government is,  in part,  a mentality (aregime of truth) under which agencies and technocrats operate. Thus, the overallconstruction of government and the exercise of power is a multifarious and complexinteraction between actions, mentalities and discourses.In view of this theoretical consideration, I argue that the development of thePNBV responds to the governmentalization of participation and that thegovernmentalization of participation is fundamentally rooted in the separationbetween a political sphere where the state is the legitimate actor and a non-political
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one that is the ‘natural’ domain of a population/society. Moreover, I posit that thePNBV workshops represent a way to micromanage society   through microtechniques of power and technologies of government (Jessop, 2007; Gordon, 2006;Kerr, 1999). In this sense the development workshops of the PNBV representanother piece and a larger logic of control exercised through the social body itself.Part of my thesis in this section is that the PNBV was in part constructed throughwhat could be called “techniques of absences” (Canter, 2012) that would precludethe development of an ideal sense of a Habermasian deliberative democracy or idealspeech situations (Habermas, 1984). The power implication in the workshops was, Iargue, well defined according to a functional and governmental hierarchy eventhough the stated objective of the workshops was democratic dialogue and to hearthe people through their own voices.The main techniques   of the central government in relation   to thedevelopment plan are quite similar to how NGOs have employed techniques inEcuador and elsewhere (Ferguson, 1994; Sending and Neumann 2006; Jaeger 2007,Ospina, 2009).   Participation has become an interesting case for governmentalitybecause it often loses its political purpose. The rendering-technical, thedepoliticization and the technocratization (cf. Li, 2007a, b) of participation havebecome predominant aspects of the way some NGOs (specifically, non activist NGOs)promote and organize participation (Ospina et al, 2009). One of the centralprocesses of “participatory” citizenship can be found in the creation of the PNBV.Officially, it is “the instrument to articulate public policy and public managementand public investment” (SENPLADES, 2013). The PNBV promotes a strategic view of
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government through planning as stated in Article 280 of the EcuadorianConstitution (Constitution of Ecuador, 2008: Art. 280).As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the PNBV is, indeed, an expression of aform of control of populations: the PNBV establishes priorities, areas of investment,hierarchies of needs, and a variety of “adequate” techniques to tackle those needs,but it does so through the active (and free) participation of the population. Thisparticipation, I would argue, is significant not because of the impact it has on actualpolicymaking, but because of its governmentality effect. My argument in this respectis not that the PNBV is designed to control people. Instead, what I am trying do is toshow the ways in which it does and linking those forms of control to a largermentality of government that could be defined, much in the same way Ferguson didin reference to the aid industry in Lesotho, as an anti-politics machine.What I find more significant (and useful) is how certain issues (and notothers) fall under the governmental gaze and how those issues flow through thegovernmental machinery to become public policy.   I am, furthermore, highlightinghow much/little politics are involved in participatory engagements and in thedevelopment of the PNBV, considering that politics is an essential component ofparticipatory citizenship. Below I present an analysis based on research conductedin 2011 and 2012 during various participatory workshops organized by the statethrough SENPLADES.
The 2013-2017 PNBV Workshops: Methodological Approach and CoverageBetween 2011 and 2012, I conducted primary research in a SENPLADES’s
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organized series of participatory planning workshops whose objective was tocontribute to the development of the 2013-2017 PNBV. The PNBV is, according toSENPLADES constructed through seven participatory methodologies from meetings,consultations, workshops, seminars and radio programs (PNBV, 2013-2017: 37).There is little specific information in the three different PBNVs (2007-2009, 2010-2013, 2013-2017) about the methodological tools used in these governmentalspaces (the participatory processes to construct the PNBV). This is one of the factorsthat prompted my research about the micro-mechanisms, and participatorytechniques used  to construct such plans. According  to SENPLADES, as Table 4shows, there are eight different participatory spaces involved, in varying degrees, inthe construction of the 2013-2017 PNBV. Each ofI participated in what SENPLADES calls “Participatory ForecastingWorkshops at the Zone [sic] Level (PNBV 2013-2017, English Summary: 29); thetotal number of participants at these workshops according to SENPLADES was 240(Ibid.) and their objective was “to identify key problems for a regional and nationalvision in the long term” (SENPLADES, PNBV 2013-2017: 37). The reason forselecting this particular type of workshop was that, according to the information Iobtained from SENPLADES, its discussions would serve as guidelines for theconstruction of long-term policy objectives and actions (Anonymous Interview,Quito, June 10th, 2012; Anonymous Interview, Quito, August 15th, 2012). Thus, giventhe theoretical and empirical objectives of my work, particularly my interest in therelationship between politics and government, this particular participatory instancewas the most pertinent choice.
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Table 4. Participatory Spaces for the Construction of the PNBV
Type of Participatory Spaces and Number of Participants1. Dialogues for Good Living (5160 participants).2. Workshops, thematic and focal groups(1071 participants).3.Oversight mechanisms and observatories(605 participants).4. Participatory forecasting workshops at the zonal level (240 participants).5. Meetings with delegates from national social organizations, sectorial councils andlocal assemblies (276 participants).6. International seminar (780 participants).7. Radio marathons and virtual meetings(100 participants).
Source: SENPLADES, PNBV 2013-2017, English Summary, 2014: 29
The overall participatory structure set up by SENPLADES is composed of the local,the regional (the “Zone” level) and the national levels (PNBV, 2013-2017: 37)(Anonymous Interview, Quito, June 10th, 2013). The distribution of populations forthe workshops was organized according to eight geographical, cross-provincialregions, created by SENPLADES. These are shown in Map 3.Participants at the first level included private individuals as well asrepresentatives of local grass-roots organizations; at the second level, participantswere delegates from the first round of discussions (although as I indicate below, this
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was a rather disorganized process and not all of the participants had either been tothe first round of discussions or been ‘officially’  selected ascommunity/organization representatives); the third level was conducted throughnational representatives from all of the regions (see Map 3.). And finally, theNational Assembly, which is more symbolic than anything (given that the contentsof the plan were already processes) is where all representatives meet with high-ranking state authorities, and it is here that the PNBV process finally concludes.Information from one level to the next travelled through documents broughtin by SENPLADES. Even though the documentation provided a summary of theprevious round of discussion, participants, in what I call “political moments” rarelystarted, as SENPLADES’ officials appeared to have hoped, from where thoseconversations had left off. Instead participants’ interventions at the dialogue tables,but also at plenary sessions, usually veered off into broader, more political issueslike structural injustices, racism, marginalization, corruption, land reform and/orlack of participation in state policy-making, but as I show below, the shift from these“political moments” to  their de-politicized versions takes place when politicalstances are turned into concrete demands, mainly material, made to the state andsubsequently into “manageable” demands that can be easily processes andsummarized by both participants and SENPLADES’s officials.Before continuing it would be worth stressing a few important conceptualdistinctions regarding the question of what constitutes a “political” demand andwhat does not. As mentioned in Chapter Three, historically, much of the demands byindigenous peoples and/or other marginalized groups have been demands rooted
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on material needs: roads, schools, employment, financial support for agriculturalproducer, etc. What can be concluded from the discussion in Chapter Three is thatmaterial-based demands can also be political. Chapter Three also showed animportant transition, particularly among indigenous peoples led by CONAIE, to whatcould be referred to as an “identity-based” set  of demands placed on the state.Partly  this transition obeys a logic of struggle that seeks to disrupt traditionalorders and power structures – an eminently political move. Following thisdiscussion as well as that found Chapter Two regarding what constitutes politics, Idefine “politicized” demands as those demands containing elements that seek todisrupt established orders reproduced by the state. Political demands can also beunderstood as  those that expose a series of tensions, conflict, disagreements orcritical encounters (see the discussion on Chantale Mouffe’s view on politics inChapter Two) between political contenders. In this sense purely material demandsthat are not accompanied by a disruptive potential on the one hand, or that makeevident, or seek to make evident a series of tensions or conflicts (cultural, political,social or economic) are not understood, as far as my arguments here go, as political.That is not to say that if a community’s demands are expressed  as materialdemands, they are not rooted on a politicized stance; what I argue is that if  ademand is reduced to, say a road, and nothing else, there is little to link it to a senseof disruption or a latent conflict. Put differently, if the relationship between thestate  and indigenous movements or other social movements is based on purelymaterial demands, without an intelligible field of disruption or tension, it could beargued that that relationship is largely de-politicized.
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I attended and/or obtained information from about fifteen differentworkshops. The Workshops are organized in two different stages and I researchedthe second stage. The first stage of the plan is where community members at thelocal level participate in the embryonic stages of the plan. This is a lengthy processconsisting of many local-level meetings that constitute, according to what a high-level SENPLADES organizer told me, a somewhat “diluted” process without manyconcrete results insofar as defining concrete state policies is concerned. In theory itis here that regional representatives are chosen and the first stages of participationare carried out; it is also during the first stage that PNBV organizers fromSENPLADES are provided with a basic list of priorities, themes and issues to bediscussed later during the second stage of the workshops.The second stage of participatory workshops is more regional in scope and isdefined as the previous stage prior to the main PNBV General Assembly. This stage,as far as defining the final contents that SENPLADES will later “process” isconcerned is, thus, if not more important, certainly of more strategic value than thefirst stage. It is here that the final participatory stage of the plan takes place (notcounting the final Assembly which is a more symbolic event) and it is also here thatthe final issues to be taken into the plan are established. But perhaps moreimportantly for my purposes, it is here that issues are given concrete shape. Forexample, it is here that an issue like transportation will acquire concrete conceptualboundaries. Therefore, in order  to understand  the effects of participation oneventual policies, understanding the second stage of the participatory workshops isclearly of special importance. Hence, I conducted research on a significant sample of
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workshops from the second stage of participatory planning.The method26 employed consisted largely of a combination of ethnographicobservation (which is not say that this case-study could be considered an“ethnography” of participation), discourse analysis and Dean’s analytics-of-government approach. The sample of the workshops was determined somewhatarbitrarily but with the aim of capturing the following elements of the workshops:a. Regional balance (obtaining a sample from the different regions ofEcuador: Coastal region; Amazonian region and highland region.)b. A relatively large number of workshops (13): more than half of the totalAt the same time it must be noted that all of the workshops, in principle, follow thesame methodology. There was a clear procedural methodology (see below) thatSENPLADES officials followed during workshops. In this sense, while the contentand interactions of the workshops changed, many of the same issues, proceduresand outcomes were the same.Concretely, my method consisted in participatory observation duringworkshops. This entails being present in the workshops like any of the otherparticipants. I was given the same materials that the participants received; I waspresent and participated  in the various stages of the workshop from plenarysessions to working groups. During breaks I interacted with participants and, ofcourse exchanged ideas about the workshops. This “ethnographic” element of mymethod also relied on interviews with participants and SENPLADES’s organizers.
26 A thorough explanation of my methodology and specific method is presented in
Chapter One. This section is limited to explaining the deployment of some of my
research methods in the context of the PNBV workshops.
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Ethnography also entails collecting data about participants: I was, for example,interested in who was participating, whether for example visible minorities wererepresented as well as the gender differentials. In addition, I  collected dataregarding the participants’ affiliation to popular or other organizations; I was,furthermore, interested in who spoke and when.The second component of my method comes from Mitchel Dean’s analytics ofgovernment method. Dean’s method consists in focusing on the acts of governmentand generating “how” questions in order to capture and understand the regimes ofpractices that constitute government. As Dean (1999: 33) puts it, “an analytics ofgovernment takes as its central concern how we govern and are governed withindifferent regimes, and the conditions under which such regimes emerge, continue tooperate and are transformed. An analytics of government thus emphasizes ‘how’questions.” Particularly, ‘how do we govern?’ and ‘how are we governed?’ Asmentioned in an earlier chapter this entails looking at specific techniques ofgovernment, materials used to render them effective; to analyze waiting periods, theuse of forms and locales of government (physical and symbolic), information etc.(Dean, 1999: 39). In this sense, I was interested in the materials governmentofficials used during participation workshops and how these were employed andwhat kind of effect that had on participation; I also looked at the temporaldistribution and organization of the workshops and their location. Finally, I wasinterested in the type, distribution and circulation of information during theworkshops. Overall, my aim was to understand how participation was governedthrough the very things that made it possible.
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Map 3. SENPLADES’ regional subdivisions

Source: SENPLADES, 2013: http://www.planificacion.gob.ec/wp-content/uploads/downloads/2012/08/SENPLADES-Que-hacemos-y-quienes-somos.pdf
Finally, both the process of observation and analytics-of-government method wereaccompanied by a discourse analysis of the workshops. This included establishingrelationship between the circulation of ideas and the participants who uttered them(was a participant a man or woman? Indigenous or not? Representing anorganization?) I also looked at the way in which narratives were confronted andwhich of those narratives became successful at entering into the “policy” roster of
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the government and eventually into the PNBV.
PNBV Workshops: The Organization and Selection of ParticipantsThe organization of the workshops relied principally on the work of localgovernment officials (Anonymous Interview, February 14th, 2014). There are a fewways in which this was done. Drawing from the workshops I attended anddocumented, I was able to identify four different types of organizations andparticipants present in workshops. First, what seemed to be politicalallies/supporters of the regime; second, representative of small-scale popularorganizations; third, local political bosses; and, much less commonly, individualsunrelated to any of the other categories but that resided in the specific zone of theworkshop. There was great variation, from workshop to workshop, in the number ofparticipants present and their affiliations. There was an important emphasis,however, on two sets of participants, representatives of organized civil society andpolitical supporters of the Correa government. There was also an importantemphasis on local political bosses (called tenientes politicos)27.Notwithstanding the relatively large presence of local organizations’representatives, two important qualifiers are in order. The first is that, in the case oforganizations’ representatives whose political position was unclear, theorganizations they represented were very small in scale and for the most part, from

Strictly defined, in legal terms, a Teniente Politico, is the representative of the provincial governor in
small territorial units (called parroquias). However, the role of the teniente politico is often more than its
legal attributes would reveal. Tenientes Politicos can act as political brokers between state representatives
and local families and organized groups in the community; they can also act as political brokers in local
disputes over land, livestock and even domestic disputes.
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what I was able to learn from interviews, conversations and through my ownparticipation in the workshops, these were highly dispersed organizations, not veryactive politically and whose concerns were very local in nature.The other aspect that is worth mentioning is these organizations seemed tohave very weak internal structures. The “representatives” I am speaking of were, inmany instances not designated on the basis of electoral or other means of leadershipselection akin to a well-structured organization. There is one emblematic exampleof this, in the case of one Region 1, in which one of the local representatives was avery young woman, perhaps underage, who came unaccompanied and who statedthat she was “sent” by people in the community to the workshop. In other instanceslike in the Workshops in Latacunga (Region 3) and Quito (Region 2) some of therepresentatives came out of personal interest not in formal representation of anorganization.Thus, what  I concluded after an analysis of the relationship between theselection process of participants and the actual representatives that came andparticipated in the workshops is not that SENPLADES favoured local organizationsor that organizational strength was a concern during the selection process, butrather, that 1. It was that participants happened to belong to an organization. 2. Thatcontacting individuals who belonged to an organization was a more practical way ofcontacting people for local SENPLADES representatives. My conclusion in thisrespect was somewhat confirmed by a high-level SENPLADES technocrat workingon the overall organization of the workshops who when asked  about the logicbehind the selection of participants, replied in an almost dismissive tone “we simply
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put that in the hands of local SENPLADES offices – they decided” (AnonymousInterview, Quito, February 14th, 2013). Hence, a more adequate depiction of thecomposition of participants is that they were a collection of individuals whohappened to be members of local organizations and had linkages with local staterepresentatives. After all, as Manuel Chiriboga points out, a characteristic ofEcuadorian society is that a large number of its members belong to an organizationbut   also   that   a relatively large number of those organizations are inactive(Chiriboga, 2010).
The PNBV Workshops: The Procedural Structure of the WorkshopsThe workshops started with a rather long introduction (around 45 minutes)given by a SENPLADES’s “technician.” After the introductory talk, participants weredivided into groups (except for the Quito workshop because of its low number ofparticipants – less than 20), according to the sub-zones they belonged to. It is here,once participants were divided into smaller groups/tables, that participation wassupposed to really begin. The first set of discussions took place through lengthyinterventions by table representatives articulating the needs of each working group.There are a few issues that are worth highlighting from the first round ofinterventions. First, that the first set of interventions was characterized by palpablepolitical overtones, particularly about the failure of the state, its lies, corruption,ineffectiveness and in most instances about its absence. As one participant fromEsmeraldas, a fisherman, put it during one of his interventions, “the problem hasalways been that we have been abandoned by the state” (Anonymous Participant,
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Ibarra Workshop, Ibarra, 2013). Second, interventions were mainly about needsand demands upon the state. These two points were invariably salient in all of theworkshops I attended and documented.One of the first instances, of participatory engagements, thus, takes place inthe form of citizens expressing needs. The expectation being, as one indigenouscommunity leader and academic told me in an interview: “the purpose ofparticipation and the way in which we [indigenous communities] understand it is toexpress our needs and have influence over policy-making by having them includedin real policies  that will eventually have a positive impact in our communities”(Anonymous Interview, Quito, November 29th, 2012). This opinion was alsocorroborated by several of the participants in the workshops I attended. As I detailbelow, however, this type of participation, namely, the untempered expression ofneeds and a politicized stance towards the state, went through a number ofsubsequent transformations. I find this aspect of participation particularlyimportant because it involves detailing the micro-government of participation. As Iargue below, the techniques used to “process” the demands and interventions ofparticipants had a notorious governmental effect in them.An additional preliminary issue that needs mentioning is that many of thestate workers and their participatory techniques were developed and applied by theNGO world a decade or so before the advent of the post-2006 state (AnonymousInterview, Quito, June 10th, 2012). This is significant for at least three reasons: first,it signals a shift of the knowledge base of NGOs to the state; second, it shows that agreat part of the techniques and mentalities of government at least at the micro
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level, like the workshops designed to build the PNBV I participated in, are variantsand or direct replications of what NGOs did (and do) and therefore, analysis made ofNGOs and their “developmental” techniques can be employed to analyze thesetechniques and their expected results; third, it signals the appearance of a new formof “developmental” state that is in some senses rooted in the mentalities that guidedNGOs in their quest to foster development during neoliberalism (i.e. during the timewhen the dismantling of the state apparatus signified that NGOs covered a largeportion of the social-reproductive and basic service provision that is associated withwelfare states).In contrast to the often radical and highly politicized content of participationin the 1960s (May of 68 being an emblematic example; 1968 being also the year thatPaulo Freire published “Pedagogy of the Oppressed”) the “NGOicization” ofparticipation, especially in the 1990s, meant a different, quite different, in fact, formof participation. During the 1980s and 1990s, participation entered a new phasethat saw much of its older discourse/practice leaving behind its grass-roots,mobilizing and radical tendencies (with notable exceptions, like the indigenousmovement in Ecuador) to enter the realm of governmentality: the realm of thetechnical; of a power/knowledge institutional apparatus that attempts to redefinethe “participatory subject” in fundamental ways through participatory techniqueslike the participatory rural appraisal (PRA), participatory learning in action (PLA) aswell as others (Chambers, 2007; Cleaver, 2001, cf. 2003),Following some of Foucault’s theoretical contributions about governmentalpower, it could be argued that the transition from a street-based, class-based basis
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of participation, to one of government (in this case government by NGOs), signifiesefforts to transform the “participatory subject” through acts of normalization andself-regulation. While the old participatory subjectivity was combative, the newparticipatory subject is encouraged to be responsive (to self regulate accordingly) tothe methodological demands of experts and bureaucrats and participate within theconfines of knowledge/power and methodological standards defined outsideparticipatory processes themselves (Manzi, 2011; Ospina et al., 2009, Mosse, 2001;Ferguson, 1994). Governmentalized participation is less devoted to politicizedstruggles, political assemblies and political deliberation and more concerned with“development”; and these are two very different things (cf. Escobar, 1995).
The PNBV Workshops, Problematization and Rendering TechnicalFollowing Li (2007: 7), I argue that acts of problematization are not separatefrom acts of rendering technical. I, moreover, consider it essential to point out thelimits, both conceptually and empirically of this conceptual relationship.Problematization, as I have mentioned earlier, is difficult to avoid and need not leadto acts of depoliticization. Similarly, rendering a problem technical is not per-se anact of depoliticization, as Li argues (Ibid.). Acts of government require synthesis andsimplification, both of which can be equated to acts of problematization andrendering technical. This is not only the case theoretically, but  also from anempirical stance: I observed how participatory processes began as political acts ofproblematization when community members sought to link their communityproblems to issues pertaining to rights, justice, equality or development. In
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addition, rendering technical can be the product of a political process. As I willshow later, it was only when acts of problematization were linked to a problem-solving “tool kit” and expert knowledge became a dominant form of interpretationthat political expressions progressively left the realm of what could broadly beconsidered ‘politics’, and entered that of technical solutions, hierarchies ofknowledge and expertise (cf. Mosse, 2001: 16).
The PNBV Workshops: Making Participation Work – The Tools of Participatory
planning

The first of the tools for “processing” demands during the PNBV workshopswas  to manage information. This is an important step not only for its practicalnecessity but because it meant capturing the expressions of community members,many of them politically charged28, into a series of “manageable” statements.SENPLADES did this by treating the claims made by community representatives astechnical claims. For example, during the Latacunga workshop, during a discussionabout water resources, the issue of racism and corruption was brought up. Inparticular, the issues as one of the participants noted, was that mid-range staterepresentatives mistreated indigenous peoples, particularly women. State officials,the woman said, were rude towards them, treated them badly because they wereIndians, often refusing to deal with their cases (Latacunga workshop, field notes,2012). While her complaint was acknowledged, the real issue that emerged out of
28By politically charged I mean expressions of discontent that go beyond mere infrastructural or economic
complaints. These were expressions of opposition to a culture and a state found to be unjust, discriminatory
and fundamentally marginalizing.
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the intervention was water recourses and irrigation and how to improve wateraccess for rural communities, while the much more complex and political issues ofracism were left aside for the more technical issue of efficient access to irrigation.Simplification techniques, like annotating participants’ demands on a boardare part of the way in which governmental experts, like NGO experts (Biggs andNeame, 1995; Narayan, 2000, 2005), develop an “intelligible field” of intervention.Acts of problematization are acts of government and as acts of government theydefine, in important ways, the characteristics of state-society relationships and,thus, many aspects  of processes of state formation and state reproduction (cf.Migdal, 1994; cf. Geertz, 1979). Simplification techniques, as well as otherparticipatory techniques and methodologies (e.g. the “world café”29 technique)inscribe themselves in a governmental rationality that is made operable by technicalknowledges, like, for example, knowledge about water irrigation systems. Technicalissues, in contrast to more political and cultural issues like racism, can be dealt withtechnical tools where expertise and relatively unquestioned knowledge can beapplied. In this sense government and technical knowledges go hand in hand.Indeed, another apparent difference between a governmentalized form ofparticipation and the more vocal participatory tradition of the 1960s, is the role ofexperts. While this was evident in my research of the PNBV workshops, it was alsoevident that this process was not the result of a desire to eliminate politics out ofparticipation but a result of the fundamental conditions of encounter between
29 The “world café” is a participatory methodology based on five components: 1. Setting; 2. Welcome and
introduction; 3. Small group rounds; 4. Questions; 5. Harvest (World Café, 2014:
http://www.theworldcafe.com/method.html).
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experts and community members. Many of the interviews I held with participationexperts working on the PNBV, were vocal about the importance of not playing therole of the expert in participatory workshops. Like a high-level governmentorganizer said in reference to this issue: “it is the people who have to speak forthemselves and our just job is simply to facilitate this process” (Anonymousinterview, Quito August 15th, 2012). However, as argued above, thegovernmentalization of participation entails that power within participation doesnot reside in the experts alone. To  the contrary, power is not possessed  butexercised in a decentralized fashion; this becomes evident once one realizes thatthere is a power dynamic in the very construction of participation as a field to begoverned or as a field that requires systematization and mingled in with“development” discourses (see Escobar, 1995).In all of the ten participatory workshops I collected information from, apattern of power dynamics quickly emerged and, as mentioned above, this was not aresult of someone seeking to possess power or the effect of the institutional power“possessed” by government experts. This became evident in various ways, one ofthem resulting from the fact that participants themselves “understood”  that thecomplexity of their demands “had” to be simplified in order to be collected by thestate. This was clearly a form of power being exercised without any one activelytrying to wield that power. This power relationship was rooted in the fact that theexpressions made by participants were treated as demands on the state, not asstances towards the state. Demands can be put down in paper in condensed formand the processes by experts who know how best to deal with them, while political
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stances require deeper acts of debate, deliberation, and, above all a reconfiguring ofpower relations. At the early stages of the PNBV workshops however, it becameclear that politics was beyond the scope of participation as understood by the state.
The Workshop’s Agenda: The Introduction

a. Governmentalizing Participation: “The Public,” The State and GovernmentThe agenda of the workshops always included, first, an intervention by agovernment official. This speech-like intervention generally lasted longer than anyof the interventions made by participants, generally between thirty and forty-fiveminutes (see Appendix 1 for a table of variations and agendas). These interventionswere discursively quite rich. In all of the cases I obtained data from, thegovernmental expert-organizer (generally a program official from SENPLADES orone of its local branches) presented a vision of what participation meant and howthe workshop was a practical representation of such a vision. The emphasis was onportraying participation as the joint construction between citizens and state withina context of an inclusionary democracy. Emphasis was placed on the way in whichparticipants should interpret the workshops. In particular, governmental officialswere insistent that these workshops were the fulfillment of a governmental promiseto build a participatory state through the PNBV.There was an interesting and recurring association between the public andthe state. Like in many governmental documents and speeches one of the mostcommon justifications for a larger state is the need to repair the damage caused byneoliberalism, particularly to state capacities to provide basic services. But beyond
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the idea to reconstitute the state a more complex and elaborate conceptualassociation is continuously made between “the public” and the state -- the PNBVworkshops were no exception to this trend. In most of the introductions to theworkshops SENPLADES’ representatives devoted considerable time stating theimportance of recuperating public spaces and the “public” more generally (Fieldnotes, Latacunga Workshop, 2012) through state intervention. It became clear thatwithout the state the “public” could no be fulfilled.What I found particularly revealing is that the “public” is never fully defined–at  least not in specific terms. The public, as a  signifier is generally left empty.Following a Laclau-inspired (Laclau, 2004) line of interpretation, it could be arguedthat “the public” plays the role of what Laclau calls an ‘empty signifier.’ In hisseminal work on populism Laclau analyzes the discursive conditions for theemergence of populism by constructing a theoretical argument around the conceptof a discursive dispositif called the empty signifier. Broadly speaking the emptysignifier operates discursively to create equivalences between quite distinct populardemands. Laclau’s basic idea is that a discursive dispositif like, for example, “thepublic” or lo publico (that which is in the realm of the non-private) which can meandifferent things at different times and its real significance is only strategic – strategicin the sense that “the people” (el pueblo) and lo popular emerge as a way of makingotherwise disparate popular demands equivalent.Looking at it from this perspective, the “public” can mean a public good, like ahighway, as much as it can mean something else, like a new presidential airplane(see this association made by Correa during WPR, 2012, #286). In the specific
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context of my research about the PNBV  and PNBV workshops (as well as theongoing construction of the post 2008-Ecuadorian state more generally) lo publicoentails not only something that is non-private, but it encompasses a range of issues,like the vindication of justice, popular power, redistributive justice; the public couldalso entail the furthering  of petroleum exploitation and/or  the mining frontier.What is worth stressing here is the effort made by governmental narratives toportray the state as the only space where “the public” can truly emerge, unfold andflourish (see section on DINEIB for a more detailed discussion).This point is significant for participation and government both at the macrolevels of state construction and at the micro-level. By looking at indigenous publicinstitutions this understanding of the relationship between the public and the stateis used as a way of establishing fields where politics is appropriate (spaces withinthe state) and spaces where politics is not appropriate (the realm of society). As Ishow in Chapter Four, this view can be traced to Correa’s own definition of the stateas “the institutionalized representation of society” (WPR, 2012: #295).Finally, SENPLADES officials acting as political brokers devoted a largeportion of their talks to listing and reading sections of the Constitution andgovernmental plans. There was a lot of emphasis put on the innovative aspects ofthe constitution and on how it was designed to promote participatory democracyand participation. The people were supposed to guide their own destinies, but like Isaid, always within or through the state. In this sense participation is constitutive ofthe construction of the state – the state as an effect. This section of the introductorytalks was in all cases the longest and more detailed. It was interesting to see how
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officials were tirelessly pointing out how the Constitution reads in terms ofparticipation,  equality, resources democracy,  and so on. It could be  argued  thatthese interventions denoted a state in transition: on the one hand SENPLADESofficials spoke from within the structures of power based on discourses andgovernmentalized techniques about participation while appealing to older forms ofstate-society relations based on client-patron relations – the old and the new wereconverging in the PNBV workshops.
c. Techniques of ParticipationFinally, the third important aspect of the Introduction was establishing thelist of techniques that were going to bring about “true” participation. Specifically,this meant establishing the activities, distribution of participants, the modes ofdiscussion, the form in which thematic areas would be approached, the timeallowances for each of the activities as well as a general explanation of the materialsto be used. Participation, as the table above shows, was divided into four stages. Allof these stages would have to be carried out and processed within a day. Asmentioned earlier, this was the second round of participatory meetings and wasorganized as a regional series of workshops. In the first round of workshops, all ofwhich followed the same organizational/constitutive logic, participants wereorganized to establish a list of needs, proposals and general issues which they wouldlater bring to the regional workshops.A significant aspect of the introductory speeches made by SENPLADESorganizers is that even though participation was encouraged, there was never an
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opening established to have the methodology of the workshop itself be subjected toparticipatory   scrutiny. The introduction, in addition to all of the elementsmentioned above, consisted in listing a definite set of tasks that needed to be carriedout and the techniques that would be used to accomplish them.
The Distribution of Time as a Technique of GovernmentBefore continuing with the other activities and elements of the workshopsthemselves, I should briefly discuss the larger organization of PNBV participatoryprocesses, in particular, the question of time and the relationship between the timeworkshops take and the possibility of real participation. To begin with, the issue ofscheduling and timing becomes evident when one asks, like I did to a SENPLADESorganizer, about the time needed to promote participation. The organizer told methat there are important time constraints due to bureaucratic requirements and thatthere has to be a limit to the scope of participatory meetings (Anonymous Interview,Quito, February 14th, 2013).The overall construction of the PNBV is carried out over a series of meetingsthat range from the local to the regional to the national level. And admittedly,SENPLADES does seek to give some continuity to these participatory engagementsas is evident from the continuous use of participatory planning techniques in thedifferent PNBVs. People do participate and generate participatory outcomes in thesemeetings. Workshops begin with a series of local meetings that employ the samemodalities and methodologies as the regional meetings I attended. According to thismethod, once priorities are set these are then discussed at the regional level in two
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or three different stages. Later there is a national convention where the PNBV is“approved.” The final stage of the PNBV is “processed” and put together bySENPLADES’ “technicians.”There is one day devoted to each of the regional workshops. As the tableabove shows, all the twenty-four provinces and seven regions are “represented” inworkshops and each workshop must “process” all the demands, claims, and voicesof each region in one eight- to nine- hour day (with a lunch break in the middle).There is, therefore, an insistence by workshop organizers that participants must beexecutive in their interventions. As an organizer at the Riobamba workshop toldparticipants at the introduction of the meeting “the amount of time we spend herewill depend on you” – he was referring to  how quickly they could finish theworkshop in order to leave. In this respect there are two issues that are relevant anddirectly linked to the governmentalization of participation.First, there is the “need” to have participants make short and succinctinterventions. It is not that participants are forced to be brief in their interventionsin any coercive or straightforward manner; to the contrary, the briefness of theinterventions is presented as something that needs to be done for their own good

and convenience. The second aspect is that one session of eight or nine hours doestire participants and, as attested by my observations and conversations withparticipants during the Ibarra workshop, a desire by participants to simply finishthe meeting quickly in order to go back to their communities. This is especially thecase of participants who must travel long distances to make it to the workshop. Inthe case of Ibarra (a city two and half hours north of Quito) (but also other
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workshops like Latacunga and even Quito) participants from Esmeraldas (aprovince to the north east of Quito) had to travel close to ten hours back to theircommunities (from Ibarra, back to the capital, Quito, a two hour trip and then fromQuito by bus to   their communities in the west province of Esmeraldas). Iinterviewed four of the participants from the Esmeraldas group (during the IbarraWorkshops), mesa and they all expressed a sense of urgency about finishing themeeting quickly in order to be able to start the long ride back to their communitiesas early as possible (Anonymous Interviews, Ibarra, September 25th, 2012).Participation under these circumstances becomes a controlled activity wherelittle can be meaningfully discussed. There is, in this respect, a clear form ofgovernment of participation. This type of control or government of participationemanates from the organization of time, materials, activities and participants’desires (desires because the ways in which things are organized makes them wantto be quick, executive and brief). But there are also other dimensions to theproblem. From a gender perspective, it is a well-known phenomenon that womenand men  are not  always in the same conditions to participate. Participation forwomen as the primary care-givers in many (or most) rural communities tends to bemore complicated. This not only means that traveling long distances may be moredifficult for certain women but also that women participate less and public speakingin a succinct, brief, synthesizing and executive manner is not always possible. In thissense their voices are heard less. There were a few  examples of this in theworkshops I attended. The issue became clear not only by the fact that the vastmajority of interventions (and the ones with more factual information and
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knowledge-based   statements) were given by men, but also by   the directconfirmation of this problem by two of the women I spoke to (AnonymousInterviews, Latacunga, July 26th, 2012). Both mentioned the problem of distancetravelling and the “habit” factor, that is, the fact that women have less experience inpublic speaking.   A study of rural organizational strength in the Intag region ofEcuador shows similar results (Hildahl, 2011 - unpublished).
Techniques of Intervention Continued: “Capturing” participationAs mentioned above, the shortness and the scheduling characteristics of eachworkshop (one a day for eight or ten hours) meant that many of the topics ended upbeing treated very superficially. In fact, while mesa (small group discussions)discussions during workshops were more detailed, personal  and political, thecontent that emerged from these discussions and that were going to be laterprocessed by SENPLADES technocrats bore little resemblance to the discussionsthemselves. In a table in the city of Ibarra, the Esmeraldas representatives discussedthe issue of transportation, for example. Transportation, it was said, was a problemfor them. Transportation was interpreted as an economic dimension as productsthey produced could not be easily transported from their communities to  thenearest commercial centre. Moreover, transportation was also attributed a culturaldimension by alluding to the difficulties in meeting communities and makingpurchases for cultural activities; similarly, it was given a political dimension bypointing out the difficulties in getting to organizations’ meetings and politicalgatherings; there was also a health component as lack of proper roads means
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difficulties in getting to and from healthcare facilities. Aside from these issues, andgiven the coastal origin of the people from Esmeraldas, there were also discussionsabout transportation by water and the effects this had on fishing communities andthe relationship between Colombian fishermen/women and Ecuadorian ones, andthe role the state played in this relationship. Finally, all of these points werecontextualized and framed through personal expressions of hardship and struggleand contextualized through questions of injustice, inequality, race (racism, really)(most of the Esmeraldas participants were Afroecuadorians) and the failure of thestate and the system of democratic representation to take their needs into account.The individual table dynamics, however, changed when it came time topresent and systematize the results of group discussions at the request ofSENPLADES technocrats. First, much of the personal content of interventions waslargely lost and the politicized nature of table debates was largely diluted. This wasthe case in all but one of the workshops (the Riobamba one – see below). The firstreason was the need to be executive. Time constraints required making issues moregeneral and less geared towards specific community needs, or personal expressionsof protest, and more about regional issues. While, again, there is nothing wrong withsimplification, per se, in certain contexts, like the PNBV workshops it worked todilute the effervescences of certain claims (particularly politically charged ones).The second reason was the very techniques used to “capture” participation.The specific technique used was a mix of group dynamic techniques (“world café,”classroom-style groups discussions) (Bastian and Bastian, 1996; AnonymousInterview, Quito, June 10th, 2012; February, 2012; Kothari, 2001). This consisted of,
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basically, group discussions about community problems. The idea behind themethodology was, of course, to capture the voices of the participants and expressthem as genuinely as possible (Anonymous Interview, August 15th 2012). However,it was far from clear that the participatory results captured SENPLADES technocratswere the genuine expression of participants. There were a number of issues thatare worth pointing out. First, SENPLADES technocrats’ way of organizinginformation was geared to expressing more in less space. This logic of expression isnot necessarily  sensitive to the more “lyrical” expressions of some participants,particularly Afroecuadorians.Third, the difference between individual participants was rarely stressed bythe organizers in an effort to make information manageable. There were differencesin opinions about what governments should do, how, when, and why. For example,in the Latacunga workshop (region 3) these political tensions between participantsthemselves were “sacrificed” in order to obtain clear set of needs and demands.Thus, the overall workshop result was that political differences not only betweenstate and participants but also participants themselves were brought into the realmof the technical. I find this point of particular importance because we see a micro-level manifestation of the depoliticizing tendencies of the state and, moreover, anempirical illustration of some of the theoretical postulates of this thesis, like thedepoliticizing effects of rendering political issues technical (Li, 2007a, b).Finally, the purpose of making information manageable was inscribed in adiscourse of “needs and demands.” SENPLADES and its technocrats rootedparticipation in a very old tradition of state-society relations based on needs and
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demands. This meant that making information more manageable meant taking thecontent of participatory workshops in such a way that it could be read as a list ofneeds and demands. The final results were a list of general points devoid of many ofthe particularities, specificities differences and tensions that emerged during mesadialogues. Particularly issues that challenged the contemporary state were leftunattended and the final “product” of the workshops reflected little politicaltensions.The final list of items to be taken back to SENPLADES included such generalthings like: make  land more productive (Latacunga workshop); improveconnectivity (Ibarra and Quito workshops); improve economic opportunities(Latacunga workshop); increase access to health (Quito workshop); improve theprovision of basic services (Quito workshop), etc. In other words, the participatory-based list of demands generated in plenary sessions were filled with things that thestate is generally in charge of anyway. This fact, as mentioned above, begs thequestion: why participation? The answer I would like to suggest, relates to theoverall argument of this work, participation and participatory planning aregovernmental techniques to produce the state effect and to bring about forms ofcontrol that go beyond repression, coercion and negation; participation in this senseis not a way to re-politicize society and bring about a bottom-up approach to social,political and economic change in Ecuador but to bring the state back intocommunities in a governmentalized fashion.In sum, the demands-based “participation” that SENPLADES constructedarticulates the relationship between society and state, not as the constitution
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indicates, as a political one based on the notion of participatory democracy, but asone in which citizens are there to place demands on the state and the state there tofulfill those wishes. It is a very apolitical process in which citizenship is limited tomaking demands. This has the further implication that citizenship becomes effectivein two particular instances: during demand-based participatory processes andduring elections (see below section on plebiscitary democracy).
6.7 Reproducing the State: The PNBV Workshops and Micro spaces of

GovernmentAs mentioned above, the PNBV workshops were largely organized bySENPLADES’ offices at the local level. This is important for a number of reasons. Thefirst is that my argument in this section should not be taken to mean that there is anew state form that is unilaterally penetrating society from scratch. I do, and haveargued that a new form of state is operating and is being constructed in Ecuador.However, one of the more salient empirical observations from my field research isthat the state, SENPLADES and many PNBV workshop participants were alreadyoperating within an established set of relations. Accordingly, participation wasdefined, to a large extent by this “language” of state-society relations. Specifically, Iam referring to clientelism.Following Migdal (1994) and Lemke (2007) I argue, that the way in whichthe state reproduces itself is by operating on pre-existing, informal (i.e. not derivedfrom the content of written laws or regulations) social relations (see Ch. 2), some ofthese are sustained from the top-down, others from the bottom-up and others, on
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what could be called a horizontal correspondence. The importance for a strongstate to develop ties with society is even recognized by the Weberian tradition.Peter Evans, for instance, shows how important webs of state-society relations arefor, for instance, industrialization – hence his concept of embeddedness (Evans,2004). Similarly, the Ecuadorian state, while veering away from some of its previousforms (the Hacienda or neoliberal states), continues to operate on the basis of itslinks with local community elites, like tenientes politicos, university professors, andcommunity organizers and or trade union leaders. As shown in Appendix 1 thepresence of tenientes politicos, professors, and community organizers was ratherlarge during workshops.The point here is to emphasize the political nature of state-society relations.That is  to  say, my argument about depoliticization and the weakening of socialorganizations is not meant to be absolute and that state strategies, are alwaysprojects, not accomplishments; power and state reproduction, furthermore, dependon pre-existing social relations. It is also important to note that consolidating a stateproject, like the Correista state project, is not a unilateral venture. The state mustnegotiate; it must push and be firm as much as it needs to be flexible and concedecertain points. In one of the workshops, the Riobamba one, for instance, tenientes

politicos constituted almost all of the participants in the workshop. An analysis ofthis workshop allowed me to identify three important factors.First, there was a much clearer emphasis on bringing the “word of the state”(Riobamba workshop, participant’s speech) into communities. Many of the tenientes
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politicos emphasized their association to the state and their role as brokers (linksbetween state and communities). This role as “brokers” and their loyalty to
Correismo, was their “offer” to the state. The second point of difference was thefrequency with which SENPLADES officials mentioned politically sensitive issuesthat had no direct relationship to the workshop like the communications law, thepolitical  opposition in Quito, the need to generate local support to attain “Buen

Vivir”.   While in all other workshops SENPLADES officials took the opportunity toemphasize the good deeds of the Correa government and the wrong-headedness ofthe opposition, in Riobamba the political tone was much more combative andconfrontational as if to generate support from those present. In this respectSENPLADES officials emphasized the need for the participants who were present “togo back to their communities and organize participatory processes” (AnonymousInterview, Quito, June 10th, 2012; Anonymous Interview, Quito August 15th, 2012).Finally, the participation of local political brokers revealed the complexity ofpolitical relationships at the local level (at the level of rural parroquias, mainly). Inmost of the workshops I noted this phenomenon but in the Riobamba workshop itbecame a lot more salient. That is, much of what participants demanded from thestate was to intervene to settle local disputes and confrontations. Three of theparticipants in the workshop, two mestizos and one indigenous, for instance,mentioned that participation does not really exist, not even at the level of localgovernments; that small factions of “friends and associates” occupy spaces ofparticipation and that, at the level of local parroquias no real political participationexists. In sum, at the local level the absence of an institutionalized state was evident
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and the perception of participants that the  state was a force that could settlepolitical disputes (perhaps in their favour?) was also clear. Thus, while the state isboth operating on the basis of existing social structures and local political relationsand opening new ones, it still has much work ahead of itself. Put differently, the
Correista state project is only partial and limited, and even though, it is adepoliticizing state form, it still relies on local political relations to operate and mustcontend with local political battles in order to fully penetrate society.
6.8 Subalternity and the PNBV WorkshopsThe PNBV workshops like most of the Ecuadorian state and in particular theExecutive branch were permeated by the encounter of multiple discourses,particularly, SK and developmentalism. To end my discussion of the PNBVworkshops, thus, I would like to ask: how did this tension manifest itself in theworkshops? What was the role of the state in managing it? My approach toanswering these questions is in itself nothing new. Particularly, employing aFoucauldian approach, I would like to point to how inequities made visibleknowledge differentials and hegemonic discourses during workshops.One of the most pervasive and noticeable aspects had to do precisely with theway in which ideas, dialogues and, particularly, debates were constructed andtransformed from the “micro spaces” of tables to the macro-spaces of plenarydiscussions and ultimately the “products” SENPLADES officials used to construct thePNBV.   Notwithstanding the sensitivity and knowledge of individual technocratsregarding differences between participants (according to race, gender and class),
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the imperative of making participation a part of a governmental duty through aseries of methodological tools, ended up rendering those differences invisible. Thisproblematic within participatory approaches to development has been widelycriticized and it is not unique to the Ecuadorian case, of course (see Cooke, 2004,Cleaver, 1999). Part of the governmentalization of participation in effect producedthe undesired effect of capturing the voices of those who one would have expectedto be more vocal about contentious issues: mestizo educated men (not surprisinglyin a machista society like Ecuador’s).During workshops (except in the grand PNBV assembly carried out this yearand the Guayaquil workshop), and given the participatory techniques employed theinfluence of certain groups within each table became very noticeable. Educatedmestizo men, for example, did not necessarily monopolize table discussions in termsof time, what was more vulnerable to monopolization was the synthesis of demandsand debates. More educated, urban individuals (mainly men) were more equippedto synthesize and be “executive” about issues and therefore adapt to thegovernmentalized participatory techniques of SENPLADES. It is precisely because ofthis process that the diversity of cultural forms of expression, gender perspectives,race and so on, was almost entirely lost.There are two emblematic examples of this phenomenon. At the Latacungaworkshop an intellectual with a long trajectory of participation in social movementsand an evident preference for orthodox Marxist interpretations translatedindigenous demands about race and lack of state attention to questions of classstruggle and the oppression of traditional elites. While he may have been “right”
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about elites that racism cannot be reduced to class differentials (see Wade, 1993,2004). Similarly, the indigenous woman at the workshop spoke of racism at thelevel of popular classes not across classes. Her specific example was that of ruralstate officials not attending to indigenous peoples because of their indigenousorigins. Clearly, low-ranked mestizo state officials in a rural community in theprovince of Cotopaxi (see Map 3) are not members of traditional elites or arestructurally located in a position of relative power.A similar example occurred in the Ibarra workshop. Afroecuadorian peasantsand fishermen from Esmeraldas spoke of bringing roads to their communities andimproving communications between  communities. The discussion was,  I wouldargue, about isolation in a wider sense; it was about connectivity and, I would say ageneral stance about the “isolation” or, more appropriately, the exclusion ofAfroecuadorian peoples. However, at the moment of synthesizing this point andwriting it down in one of the large sheets of paper given by SENPLADES, thediscussion, mainly between a high school and a university instructor working inEsmeraldas, was about the best way to express distance and efficiency intransportation: was it a question of improving main highways connectingcommunities to commercial centres? Was connectivity to be measured in kilometersspent on a road or time spent transporting goods? Was the issue to improve roadsbetween small communities? In other words, the overall output of the table on thistopic was about road efficiency and not about the larger meaning of isolation ofAfroecuadorian peoples.Before I conclude I would like to bring up a few important points that a
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governmentality approach is likely to highlight. First, even though some of themeaning and voices of Afroecuadorian peoples, women and/or indigenous peopleswere lost, I did not observe that these groups were purposefully excluded or thatanimosity existed during table discussions as a result of race or gender issues (therewere heated discussion about other issues, indeed). In fact, all groups mentionedabove, became concerned with the task of making their table “outputs” as succinct,clear and “manageable” as possible. During the first rounds people expressedthemselves in a politically and culturally charged way, however, once it was time to“get things done” there was an evident process of self-management in whichindividuals and groups became concerned with the process of synthesizing. This is, Iwould argue, a clear example of a form of government at a distance, albeit in amicro-scale. Even though the people of SENPLADES did intervene in asking peopleto avoid tangential conversations and to be clear, there was never opposition tosuch demands, to the contrary, participation became, unintentionally, I wouldcontend, about fulfilling the technocratic requirements/obligations of the workshopand not, as the SENPLADES people I interviewed themselves would have put it,about “capturing the voices of the people," which, I would argue must reflect aspectsof their politicized positions. In other words, the governmentalization ofparticipation as far as the PNBV workshops are concerned, can have the unintendedeffect of accentuating social inequities.
Conclusion
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My analysis of the PNBV shows that participation is engulfed in a specificform of governmentality: the technocratization of participation (participation foritself) and the promotion of a passive, demands-based form of citizenship. Therehave been multiple studies, that, in similar fashion demonstrate that “participatory”processes, particularly those in the context of previous consultation tend to producesimilar effects. One of the arguments I presented here, and indeed throughout thiswork, is that the politicized form of citizenship promoted and embraced by theConstitution and indigenous communities is largely absent and in its stead the statehas adopted a strategy of state consolidation through various forms ofgovernmentality to construct a passive, individualizing, demands-based,depoliticized, non-political form of citizenship. However, and at the same time, it isfundamental to stress the importance of understanding/interpreting the “anti-politics” tendencies within the state as a project, not an accomplishment. In otherwords, the project of construction of passive subjectivities is always subject tochallenges, variations, changes, and setbacks. What this chapter suggests is that,among other things, that insofar as my research on participation and state strategiesof power that at the very centre of the state project lies a tendency to de-radicalizepolitics, governmentalize participation and portray the state and its institutions asthe only legitimate spaces for political practices – but once politics enter the statemachinery they become depoliticized through a myriad of techniques andtechnocratic processes which seek to pull politics away from acts of confrontationbetween opposites. In the section that follows I analyze the role that the electoralsystem has played in the construction of participation since 2008.
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OTHER MODALITIES OF PARTICIPATION

6.9 The Case of “Plebiscitary Democracy” 30 and Liberal techniques of RuleOne of the final aspects of State construction and the construction ofgovernment that will be addressed in  this chapter is  the issue of electoraldemocracy and its relationship to both state consolidation and governmental forms.There are three aspects of  the constitution of  this power resource that I willaddress: first, its relationship to populations;   second, its relationship toparticipation; and third, plebiscitary power as a form of government.As mentioned in Chapter One, the frequency of electoral processes (includingplebiscites, regular elections and referenda) since 2007 (nine processes in total) hasbeen unprecedented in Ecuador’s history. It should be noted that all of theseprocesses have resulted in Correista victories. According to Catharine Conaghan andCarlos de la Torre there is a direct link between the power that Correa holds and thelarge number of electoral/plebiscitary processes Ecuador has seen (Conaghan andDe la Torre, 2009). This form  of reasoning is quite  straightforward: winningelections award political capital to the victorious parties. But these authors stopshort of analyzing the full implications and governmental dimensions of what theycall “plebiscitary democracy.” After all, institutional power and electoral processesshould not, especially in Ecuador, be automatically related, as the political andelectoral crisis that preceded Correismo demonstrates.
30 I borrow this term from Conaghan and de la Torre, 2008.
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In an exercise of mainstream liberal-institutionalist critique they argue thatthe problem of plebiscitary democracy is harmful for the development of a truedemocratic system. But, as mentioned in Chapter Two, this type of analysis isincomplete at best and highly problematic at worst. First, it conceives of andanalyzes electoral processes always in contrast to an idealized form of democracywhose conditions of existence may or may not exist in Ecuador today. Manyinsitutionalist analyses about Ecuador is at fault in that their analytical work is oftenlinked to a theory of correspondence between “reality” and idealized democracy.However, it is often the case, like in the case of Conaghan and de la Torre (2008), aswell as others like Pachano’s and García’s (2013) that the conditions of possibilityfor such an ideal are rarely analyzed thus producing analyses that often share asimilar diagnostic: Ecuador’s democracy is underperforming in one or more aspects.While a political project demanding a more  ethical conduct of politics orrespect for written laws and regulations is clearly desirable as a form of politicalanalysis, the aforementioned approach needs to be complemented and/or replaced.In the case of plebiscitary democracy, one cannot limit oneself to a critique of howthe frequent use of electoral processes is damaging a supposed and completelyhypothetical road to democracy, without, of course, first justifying the hypothesizedroad. By contrast, here I argue that plebiscitary democracy is part of the conditionsof existence of an actual governmental regime that is partly defined by theconstitution of (or the project to construct) passive citizens. In this sense, I wouldnot contend that plebiscitary democracy is an obstacle to democracy (although it
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may very well be) but that it performs a contingent function in the construction andconsolidation of a State project since 2007.To analyze the issue of plebiscitary democracy, I would like to begin bybringing back into the discussion the issue of populations and individualizingcitizenship. Populations at large, as explained earlier, require processes ofhomogenization which entail that people are at once unified and dispersed: unifiedas population and defined by  specialized knowledges  about it and dispersedbecause populations have no organic (or bottom-up) agency (e.g. a social movement,a party, a union, etc.) (cf. Cohen and Arato, 2003; Tilly, 1984). Thus far I have shownsome of the state-development and consolidation strategies to be rooted in aconception and practice of a depoliticized and individualizing citizenship. In whatfollows I would like to show the way in which  the frequent use of electoralprocesses is a constitutive factor in the practice of this form of citizenship and ansignificant component in the rearticulation and potential consolidation of the state.
6.10 Plebiscitary Democracy and Political PartiesFirst, elections are indeed a political exercise of citizenship; unlikeparticipatory forms of   citizenship, voting   is an individual exercise but theaggregation of votes constitutes an expression of community. It is important to notethat in many states, take Canada, for example, elections are directly linked to party-systems. However, in the case of Ecuador the presence of elections and plebiscites isaccompanied, it should be emphasized, with the dissolution of a party system. In thissense, elections are not being carried out as liberal democratic party theory would
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have it (see for instance, Mainwaring and Torcal, 2005; Sartori, 2005), in a contextin which parties represent socio-political positions within society and asinstitutionalized spaces where politics outside the confines of the state can takeplace. Since 2007, there has been a consistent decline in political parties almost tothe point of their complete disappearance (Pachano, 2010).   Rafael Correa’s partyitself is called a “movement” and parties are decried by Correa himself as sources ofEcuador’s recent political crises and   symptomatic of a type   of oligarchicaldomination of  the state (Conaghan and de la Torre, 2008). Ecuador’s electoralsystem is composed of so-called “movements.” The institutionalization of thesemovements takes places via a highly controversial process of signature collectionand the approval by the Electoral Council of the State (CNE, 2013). Thus, thetraditional sense of political party representation and political activism is non-existent and the majority of the population engages in electoral processes asindividuals without formal political affiliations.The crisis in the party system has been a long and progressive developmentand cannot, of course be attributed to the advent of Correismo (Andrade, 2012).However, since Correa, one of the governmentalities of elections has been todismantle the party system and put in its place an amorphous system based, like Isaid before on political “movements” whose existence depends on the collection ofsignatures and not on its organic links (class, race, gender, policy preference,political orientation) to society. One  of Correa’s most active battles has beenagainst organized political parties, so much so that he coined   the term“partyocracy.” Thus, through a series of reforms and political manoeuvres
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traditional parties have disappeared for all practical purposes (Moncayo, 2010;Ellner, 2012). Thus, the last Presidential election, carried out in February 2013, asJorge Leon Trujillo (2013) points out, was mainly characterized by a wide sense ofdepoliticization and apathy (Trujillo, 2013).
6.11 Plebiscitary Democracy and CitizenshipSince 2007, there have been over 9 electoral/plebiscitary processes inEcuador, directly linked to state reforms and the figure of Rafael Correa and hispresidency. That means, on average, two per year. According to the presidentialist,unicameral system of Ecuador, there should have been only two elections in the2007-2013 period (Constitution of Ecuador, 2008). In relation to this impressivenumber of electoral and plebiscitary processes Correa formulates the rhetoricalquestion: “what more participatory democracy [do you want]?” (WR, 2010: #260).What Correa implied by the rhetorical question was that there is already enoughparticipatory democracy, that people should be content with the type and forms ofparticipation available. And indeed, if populations/individuals are the objects ofparticipation, development and citizenship, it is not surprising that the notion ofelections and plebiscites be equated with the furthering of participation.Elections and plebiscites, instead, have become part of a strategy of delimiting thearena of legitimate political expression and political discussion. Specifically,winning elections has become the most important credential for political activism.This strategy echoes a phenomenon I mentioned earlier, namely, defining the stateas the appropriate space for political action, while denouncing political action
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beyond the confines of the state as illegitimate.     When faced with politicalopposition, programmatic criticisms, or general criticism for that matter, Correaoften appeals to the issue of his continued electoral success as a marker for politicallegitimacy. Take for instance the following statementThe agenda of the party that won the elections must be respected and notthat of a minority that obtained 2% of the vote … If 10 families in acommunity say they don’t want a hydroelectric plant, the country will beleft without electricity and they don’t understand that besides of beingillegitimate they are helping neoliberalism which destroyed the state” (ElComercio, 2008: http://www.elcomercio.com/noticias/CONAIE-resentida-declaraciones-Correa_0_165587263.html).State institutions like the parliament and the electoral council, I must pointout, also echo the plebiscitary  strategy promoted  by Correa and the Executivebranch. For instance, the high number of elections, referenda and plebiscites is aresult of extra-institutional arrangements originating from initiatives from theexecutive branch (in other words, most of these electoral processes have not beenthe result of ordinary legal scheduling) that have counted on the support of theseinstitutions. This signals a state and, in particular an Executive Branch, whichpromotes a vision of politics that remains largely “dependent” on the recurrent andregular holding of electoral processes. From the point of view of discourse  andpower resources, restricting the field of politics through electoral means entailspursuing a form of government of social forces which is clearly represented by thefollowing statement made by Correa in reference to indigenous peoples’ criticisms
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of his government “[why] will they tell us what to do … if they do not win elections?”(WPR, 2012: #261).In addition, there is a further governmental effect in the exercise ofplebiscitary politics: populations are mobilized to formally take part in a democraticprocess of expressing their voices; however, the effects produced by the constantmobilization of the population in favour of the regime go beyond electing anincumbent or manifesting their opinion about an certain issue. In other words,populations are mobilized as part of a governmental strategy to control the politicalarena beyond the context of elections.But the interesting thing about the 2010 referendum is that there werequestions ranging from regulating bullfights to the restructuring of the EcuadorianJustice System. Surely, however, it can be said that there is little significance forEcuador’s political system in whether bullfights continue their questionabletradition  of killing the bull during the bullfight or not. There is, then, a largergovernmental effect that the mobilization of a very large part of the populationthrough elections goes beyond  the issue of bullfighting  or people’s democraticability to express their opinions about it. The plebiscite reaffirms a governmentalpractice that defines electoral politics as the most important and recurrent enablingfactor for political action: “if you don’t win elections you should not speak aboutpolitical matters.”
6.12 “Other States: and Forms of Participation
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While my overall argument hinges upon the notion of governmentalizedparticipation, it is important and methodologically prudent to emphasize otherdimensions of the state. It is evident, I would argue, that while different, theEcuadorian state continues could be defined, in some respects, according to whatLaclau calls “populism” (Laclau, 2004). It is important to highlight this in order toplace limits on the extent and reach of my main argument: the Ecuadorian state isnot, altogether, a modern state whose main power modality is governmentality andwhose logic of rule hinges on technocratic forms of government. As mentionedearlier, the governmentalization of the state is a gradual process and a historicaltendency that I have identified as being central to state development since 2007, butit is not the only one. Other state forms continue to operate, albeit in a more limitedfashion (relative to the past).As far as participation is concerned  the two most consistent (temporallyspeaking) expressions of a theatre state are gabinetes itinerantes (itinerant cabinets–IC–) and enlaces ciudadanos (weekly presidential reports –WPR–). Theseparticipatory processes are not, I contend, governmentalizing forms of participationin the sense mentioned earlier. These are expressions, rather, of a theater state thatgoverns through pomp and fanfare, through symbolic gestures and tradition. Inpractice, WPRs are weekly, three-hour meetings between the President of theRepublic and other high-ranking government officials with different communities.Since 2009 there have been nearly four hundred WPRs and almost as many ICs(Presidency of the Republic, 2013). WPRs take place in front of small (200 people)medium (500 people) and large audiences (3500 people and above) (WPR, 340:
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00:14:00—) and are broadcasted live to the entire country through television andradio – in this sense the real audience is much larger than those physically presentin meetings. The WPR are, according to the Office of the President, a form ofaccountability. The president tells the people how government is being conducted,what his agenda was in the previous week and how the general aspects ofgovernment are being managed. WPR are presented, thus, as a democratic exerciseof accountability.Of particular importance in the “reporting of activities” is the relevance givento the technocratic character of the state and its experts (beginning with thePresident himself). Many WPRs are devoted to developing a governmental run-through of problems (act of problematization) and the appropriate knowledge andtechniques to resolve the problem (rendering technical). Thus, during WPRs thestate (and its government) appears knowledgeable and as a problem-solvingmachine which possesses the knowledge and will to tackle society’s pressingproblems. In this sense WPRs are a form of rule linked to the governmentalizingprocesses of state formation mentioned earlier. Society (it must be rememberedthat WPRs are live events watched and listened to by live audiences as well asmillions of Ecuadorians via television and radio) and the state are therefore linkedthrough a governmental logic that depicts the state as a source of wellbeing for thepopulation resulting from its knowledge, techniques and capabilities.ICs, on the other hand, are travelling cabinets where the President of theRepublic and his cabinet ministers gather in different communities across thecountry. ICs, like WPRs often take place in areas where high-level public officials
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have rarely, if ever, appeared. As Patricia Munoz notes, ICs differ from previouscabinet meeting forms in that, instead of being closed-door encounters, these areopen gatherings of which people can feel a part (Muñoz, 2010: 162-164). ICs aremeeting where the President and Cabinet discuss issues of public interest in a highlytechnocratic manner. As Luis Davila points out, ICs take place “in modest locales,with ministers dressed informally and sitting in a circle. After the meeting, ministerstalk to the people, generally in a classroom of a school. Time for festivities is alwaysallotted, the president rises early to go for bicycle rides and the whole thing finisheswith a radio program [WPR] which people of the zone attend” (Davila, as cited inMuñoz, 2010: 162).ICs, unlike WPRs, are more geared towards direct interaction betweencommunity members and state officials.   Generally, as mentioned by Davila,following the meeting with the President, Ministers gather in public spaces to listento peoples’ demands. People’s participation during ICs consists, mainly, in placingdemands to the state via cabinet ministers and other state officials.   Demands topublic officials are placed verbally or through petition cards. Petition cards arerelatively small sheets of paper (smaller than a standard A4 format sheet) wherecommunity members write their contact information and demands. Their demandsare written in a small space at the bottom of the sheet (approximately a 5 x 15 cmspace).There are a number of conclusions that can be drawn from analyzing ofparticipation in both WPRs and ICs. As far as WPRs are concern, it is clear thatparticipation is relatively passive insofar as it is the state and its government who
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speak, interpret and frame issues; it is the state that creates its own regimes ofrepresentation for its audiences. Not all audiences are passive, of course, butparticipation in WPRs and ICs are essentially places designed in such a way as toconvey a regime-friendly environment. Dissent, as illustrated by WPR # 277 (2012),is met with disciplinary measures (see below). ICs, do involve a higher measure ofactive participation. But participation even if more active, remains limited to makingdemands to the regime: a form of participation rooted in a patron-clientrelationship. These demands can only contain  a limited amount of informationgiven the limited space in which they can be expressed.The participatory implications of WPRs and ICs are more about, as Muñoz(2010) puts it, establishing political (electoral) bases of support for the regime.Nonetheless, and notwithstanding the importance of a live audience for WPRs andICs, it must be emphasized that the opportunities for full democratic participationare rather limited. The type of participation emerging from WPRs and ICs could bedefined, following Andres Guerrero (2010) as a ventriloquist form of participationin which popular voices are appropriated by the state through a series of limitedopenings, like having little space to write one’s demands upon the regime and moreovert limitations like facing disciplinary actions for expressing dissent. Of all theWPRs analyzed in this work there were only one instance of overt dissent. Both ofthese instances met overt hostility and antagonism from both the President and theaudience (see El Universo, 2011:http://www.eluniverso.com/2011/04/30/1/1355/asambleista-cesar-Montúfar-recibio-un-golpe-ojo-militante-alianza-pais.html).
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ConclusionTo  conclude this section, it would be useful to  ask, where does the line of  thepolitical end and where does it begin? Are Correismo and the Correista statefundamentally opposed to all non-state actors? Is the quieting of oppositionindiscriminate? I would like to suggest here that one of the political fault lines forthe Correista state lies, ironically, in containing and discouraging the political idealsset forth  by the constitutional reforms of 2007-2008. I contend that one of thestrategies of state formation under Correismo has been to extirpate politics from therealm of government – in the  context of state formation in post-2008 Ecuadorpolitics ends precisely where government begins. I also argue, that it is there thatthe exercise of power from governmental and pastoral forms adopts the form ofdisciplinary power (following in a broad sense Foucault’s conception of ‘discipline’(cf. Hindess 1996). Finally, I will contend that the thrust of disciplinary power isparticularly directed at two social groupings: the indigenous movement embodiedin CONAIE and social organizations critical of the extractivist model of economicdevelopment embraced by correismo. The next section deals with the issue ofdiscipline in detail.Finally, it is important to recall that depoliticization is never a final state (cf.Li, 2007). It is not my argument that Correismo has been successful in depoliticizingEcuadorian society or in destroying social organizations outside of the state. Myobjective is  to  make intelligible a form(s) of governmental rule that is itself anongoing project. Clearly, it would be very difficult to completely demobilize anddepoliticize social forces outside of the state. But, as Jacques Rancière puts it, the
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form of participation sought by the state seems to be wary of “persistent militantcontestation” capable of “undermining the principles of good government … theknowledge of experts, and the know-how of pragmatists” (Rancière, 2006: 7).
Image 6. “Management of Demands and Compromises from the Itinerant Cabinet” -Form

Source: Harnecker, 2010: http://www.rebelion.org/docs/117764.pdf
Militant contestation is defined here largely as opposition to the state’s regime ofimprovement, particularly its extractivist policies (which, as mentioned earlier areseen as passages to improvement). It is not surprising, therefore, that participationas a project to be constructed is viewed by the state as a governmentalized,controlled, orderly activity.
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Thus, I would reiterate a central contention of this work: the post-2008 Ecuadorianstate is not opposed to participation per se, it seeks to construct a form ofparticipation (and thus a “participatory subject”) whose spontaneous occurrence iscontrary to “militant contestation.”
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CHAPTER SEVEN

STATE FORMATION AND THE GOVERNMENT OF PARTICIPATION THROUGH
DISCIPLINE

“Por encima de la retórica oficial, o de los contenidos constitucionales, los movimientos
sociales enfrentan un permanente y peligroso proceso de devastación. El

desmantelamiento de organizaciones populares, ONG, gremios, asociaciones, comités,
etc. ocurrido en los últimos años, ya sea por cooptación o por asfixia, es obvio.”–Juan Cuvi31

“At times we think that changing our lives depends mainly on the State and public
policies: these are, undoubtedly important, but the best results are obtained when the

poor become conscious of their own situation and their possibilities and become
organized to work with Intelligence, Effort, Love and Honesty”

Source: Picture taken by the author from billboard in the offices of Acai, a small
campesino organization in the Intag region, where the state is currently in theprocess of opening large-scale mining projects.

7.1 Introduction

31Source: El Comercio, 2013: http://elcomercio.com/juan_cuvi/opinion-juancuvi-participacion-
autonomia_0_1029497077.html
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Power and improvement are multidimensional and complex. Foucault hasalready located the “evolution” of power in different historical periods.Government often appeals, for its functioning, to various forms of power. Foucaultdid not make a sharp separation between governmental and disciplinary forms ofpower but argued that they are related and co-constitutive (Dean, 1999; Foucault,2000). Informed by the theoretical emphasis on the inter-relationship betweenpower and rule I ask the question about the role of disciplinary power in theconstitution of government during the post-2008 state. In this chapter I argue thatthere is an important dimension played by disciplinary power in the formation ofthe state’s regimes of government. In particular disciplinary power emergesprecisely in the  absence of proper political channels to deal with conflict whensocial forces are opposed to the regime of government fomented by the state. In thecase of Ecuador, “improvement” as a regime of government (see Chapter Four) isclearly challenged by indigenous peoples’ radical departure from certain modernapparatuses of interpretation and thought. This is most clearly seen in theopposition to the modernizing-developmentalism and its enabling practice,extractivism. Thus, the following chapter presents an analysis of disciplinary power,its role in the  constitution of the state and its government of social forces,particularly CONAIE.
7.2 Protecting the Regime of ImprovementI contend that a regime of improvement/development alonggovernmentalized lines and defined under the premises of what could be termed
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modernizing-neodevelopmentalism characterizes the post 2007 state. Specifically,the post-2007 state is characterized not only by governmental power but also bywhat could be described, within a broad conception of the Foucauldian tradition, asdisciplinary power. I approach discipline within a broad conception of Foucauldianpower analytics for two reasons: First, because I am not departing from the idea thatdiscipline acts directly upon the body, like it would in a classic Foucauldianformulation, like in a military barracks (see Foucault, 1995, 2000; Dean, 1999,2010); I argue here that discipline can be a useful concept to understand howcoercive forms of power are utilized to improve subjects who are deemed to beimprovable. This is different from notions of sovereign power or straightforwardauthoritarian power in which coercion is applied independently of the status ofsubjects in relation to improvement and/or to subjects that are beyond thepossibility of improvement: apartheid in South Africa is a clear example.Second, I contend that disciplinary techniques in contemporary Ecuador arebetter understood within the context of the coloniality of power (see Castro Gomez,2002; Mignolo, 2001, 2005; Sanjinez, Quijano, 2002). In Chapter Two I drew a linkbetween decolonial theory (and the coloniality-of-power thesis) and Foucauldianpower analytics and showed ways in which these two approaches can be usefullybrought together analytically. Thus, the second sense in which I employ the term“discipline” is in the context of colonial relationships, something that Foucaultignored in his analysis of power (see for example, Alcoff, 1999).A further analytical element to the disciplinary notion of power should bementioned: the importance of the linkage between developmentalism and
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modernization. As is well known, the modernization ethos (cf. Echeverria, 2009) aswell as economic modernization theories (e.g. Rustow, 1954) and modernizationideals about the state  (cf. Evans, 1994; Weber, 2007) regard “tradition” as anobstacle to modernization. In this respect, as Cummings (1999) points out, theachievement of development is particularly well suited to Eurocentric cultures andways of understanding progress. In other words, there is a direct correlationbetween improving in developmental terms and leaving behind traditionalism.Thus, what one would expect to see if developmentalism is a hegemonic force inEcuador is, precisely, a confrontation between indigenous postulates regardingalternative forms of development rooted on indigenous cosmovisions andmodernizing-developmentalism.
7.3 Discipline, Indigenous peoples and the StateI contend that disciplinary power, in a broad context, is an essentialcomponent in the construction of a modernizing-neodevelopmentalist regime ofimprovement since 2008. As mentioned in Chapter Two, discipline here is treatedin a broader sense than in a “purely” Foucauldian fashion.    While Foucault limitedhis analysis to discipline in the context of institutionalized practices in schools,prisons, clinics and factories, I broaden the concept to include non-institutionalizedpractices. Notwithstanding this difference two important similarities are kept: first,role played by surveillance in regimes of control and second, the importance oftransforming subjects and subjectivities. In the cases presented below the centralgovernment’s constant preoccupation and reactionary stance to indigenous
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expressions of dissent could be metaphorically understood as a form of surveillance.The various cases presented below suggest that part of the relationship betweenindigenous organizations and the government is defined by surveillance: thecounter marches, the imprisonment of activists, the elimination of institutionalautonomy, suggest, indeed, that indigenous peoples are indeed “being watched.”One of the important sources of debate regarding Asian developmentaliststates, like the South Korean state for example is the positive correlation betweenauthoritarianism and the  consolidation of the developmental state model (Woo-Cummings, 1999). In somewhat similar  terms, I would like to posit that theparticular characteristics of the contemporary Ecuadorian state, especially in whatpertains to its stability, strength and consolidation, are in important ways rooted onthe application of disciplinary techniques. What is particular about my claim is thatthe type of disciplinary and coercive power that is being utilized by the state since2008 is not exercised in a widespread, indiscriminate fashion but as a way ofprotecting the stability of the state-led developmental project through a logic ofimprovement; that is to say, applying discipline as a way of improving subjects whoare deemed problematic, “abnormal,” and who in general lie at the margins of theregime of improvement but who are nonetheless considered   capable ofimprovement – like indigenous peoples (cf. Hindess, 2002).I should also reiterate that despite statements to the contrary (e.g. Ramirez,2012), the state’s conception and practice of “the political” is in important waysrooted on the liberal notion of the separation of spheres: there is a public sphere(embodied by the state, its institutions and state sanctioned organizations, like
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political movements and parties), which is the appropriate realm for politics andthere is a private, or more broadly speaking, a civil-society sphere, which is theappropriate place for   the “non-political.” The corollary of   this conceptualrelationship is that the regime of improvement/development is determined by andwithin the state and in order to challenge it is necessary to enter into theinstitutionalized realm of politics, like participating (and winning) in elections. Thelink with disciplinary power lies in the job of the state as a legitimate political actordesiring to protect the regime of improvement from forces/actors, like CONAIE andother indigenous organizations, who should reside according to this logic outsidethe realm of politics/public sphere.Finally, it would also be worth making a few points about the notion ofsurveillance mentioned earlier. What I suggest is that many of the acts of disciplinementioned here demand a corresponding system of surveillance for their operation,while others are forms of surveiollance in themselves. Counter  marches, forexample, because of the logistics implied in their organization require anticipation,preparation, and coordination. In other words, they are not spontaneousoccurrences. For counter marches to take place a corresponding system ofsurveillance that keeps track of indigenous peoples’ actions and mobilizations isneeded. Similarly, the consistent and systematic engagement with indigenouspopulations through acts of discipline suggests that at some level indigenousorganizations as are being surveilled. It is also important to stress that theinstitutional changes, particularly the enactment of Decree 16 and/or therestructuring of DINEIB and CODENPE are in themselves acts of surveillance.
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Decree 16 (see below), for instance, implies that the actions of independent civilsociety organizations, including indigenous peoples’ organizations, are beingobserved, while civil society organizations cannot in return observe governmentalactions (a classic “panopticon” formulation). To finalize, however, it would b worthstressing that my argument about discipline while concerned with the issue ofsurveillance is more directed at analyzing the question of subjectivities,normalization and the relationship between the regime of improvement set up bythe government and indigenous peoples organizations, particularly CONAIE.
7.4 The Emergence of Disciplinary Power: The two stages of indigenous
movement-state relations

The first Stage: 2006-2007The first phase of indigenous peoples-government relations consisted, inpart32, in a critical political alliance between them (see for example, El Comercio,2009a: http://www.elcomercio.com/noticias/CONAIE-anticipa-postura-critica_0_163185787.html). The broad political  context at the time wascharacterized by the presence of an embryonic state project and AP’s need to obtainpolitical support from indigenous organizations in the absence of their own organicsocio-political base (like that of Lula in Brazil and/or Morales in Bolivia) (cf. Spronkand Weber, 2007). In practice this meant a political compromise between CONAIEand Alianza Pais around the issue of a constituent assembly and the inclusion of the
32 De la Torre (2010) argues that even during the Constituent process some of the original agreements to fully embrace
SK at the expense of what I call here modernizing-developmentalism were evident. This, he argues, was the reason pro-
SK Constituent Assembly President, Alberto Acosta was removed from the post.
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SK principles of plurinationality and interculturality into the new Constitution(Larrea, 2010).33It should be noted  that the successful incorporation of  these principlessought, from the perspective of CONAIE at least, to overturn the very political andeconomic foundations  upon which previous state forms had developed. Amongother things, this implied ending models of development rooted in extractivism, thatis to say, the intense and environmentally unfriendly extraction of natural resourceslike petroleum and minerals (Acosta, 2011; Macas, 2011; Radcliffe, 2012); it alsomeant securing some level of political autonomy for indigenous communities,particularly with respect to land/territory, education and water resources as well asa commitment to participatory democratic principles in the development of publicpolicy by the state (Becker, 2011).This is significant insofar as during the initial stages of the relationshipbetween indigenous peoples and the government, a regime ofimprovement/development and regime of practices defining it had yet to beestablished; it also meant that the practical linkages between governmental formsand processes of state formation were still too incipient to acquire an intelligibleform. Consequently, at the early stages of the Correista state the exercise ofdisciplinary power, as understood in this dissertation, was either not employed oremployed only to a very limited degree. Arguably, the wider use of discipline beginsin 2008 with the formal rupture between CONAIE (cf. Leon, 2011; cf. Opsina, 2012).
33 It should be noted that the inclusion of plurinationality and other indigenous demands was a process partly
characterized by internal disputes within the broader indigenous movement (Leon, 2011; El Comercio, 2008c:
http://www.elcomercio.com/noticias/movimiento-indigena-dividido-plurinacionalidad-
Constitucion_0_164385074.html)
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The Second Stage: 2008-2012The second stage of relations begins after the 2008 Constitution was drafted;once its principles had to be brought down to the level of specific governmentalpractices (cf. Lalander and Ospina, 2011; Larrea, 2011; Leon, 2011), that is to say,once the spaces for governmental intervention had to be constructed throughconcrete practices. It was during this stage, between 2008 and 2012 thatdisciplinary forms of power such as the ones discussed below begin to emerge aspart of the modalities of power consistently exercised by the state. It is also at thistime that a formal rupture between CONAIE and the Correa government took place(see for example, Ecuarunari, 2008:http://www.ecuarunari.org/es/nosotros/no_20080730.html).The first large scale indigenous mobilization against the Correa governmenttook place in 2008. The origins of the protest could be linked to various issues: theprotection of state institutional privileges (i.e. autonomy over state-funded agenciesDINEIB, and CODENPE), pressure to obtain constitutional mandates (likeplurinationality) and opposition to extractivism (Zibechi, 2008). The 2008 protestswere received with hostility by President Rafael Correa. In one of his weekly reportshe stated, in reference to extractivism, that while indigenous communities may beconsulted about the extraction of petroleum and minerals in their communities theymay not, as a minority, stop the country from developing (WPR, 2010: # 295). As Ishow below, these expressions are not an isolated case but a consistent strategy toconfront indigenous peoples’ opposition to certain aspects of developmentalism.
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Correa’s expressions, furthermore, are better understood within a framework ofdiscipline: indigenous subjects are expected improve in order to join the regime ofimprovement that defines the mentalities of rule in Ecuador.
7.5 Exercising Disciplinary Power: A Discourse Analysis of Correa’s Responses
to Indigenous Protest between 2008-2012 from a historical perspectiveIn 1990, during one of the largest and most significant indigenous protests inEcuador’s history, then president Rodrigo Borja Cevallos said in reference to theprotestors:Destabilizers who lack a conscientious sense of nationhood hope todivide the country by utilizing indigenous peoples from the highlands ina malignant way […] we will outcast these irresponsible destabilizingindividuals because no one has the right to disturb the peace and inciteindigenous peoples and peasants to revolt […] I want to remind peasantsand indigenous peoples of the entire country that in 500 years, either inthe republican or in the colonial epochs, no other government has doneas much as my government to solve the problems of indigenous peoples[…] we have obliged everyone to treat them as human beings, asEcuadorians, with the same rights and obligations (Borja, as cited inGuerrero, 2010: 100; first emphasis added; second emphasis in theoriginal).Despite important achievements of the indigenous movement since the time ofBorja’s speech, I show below that one of the ways in which Correista state punishes
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and disciplines indigenous peoples is through the same discriminatory and racistdiscursive strategies employed by Borja.What I call the “second stage” of indigenous peoples’ relationship to thegovernment has also been characterized by a few   instances of indigenousopposition, particularly, by the confrontation between CONAIE and the centralgovernment. To date the most numerous protests against the Correa governmentwere carried out in March of 2010, when thousands of indigenous peoplescongregated in Quito (according to major newspapers thirty-thousand; according tothe government. ten-thousand). On the days preceding the indigenous protest,President Rafael Correa said: “We were the first against exploitation in this country.In any case, all of those who have been unable to defeat the Citizens’ Revolution infive years are utilizing indigenous peoples and are convoking others to join theirmarch through online social media” (WPR, 2010; emphasis added).In an earlier speech about the same issue he said: “In order to avoid the 2013elections [those who oppose our government] will try to do anything. They tried arevenge plan; now, it is sad – indigenous peoples, basically CONAIE, is beinginstrumentalized by the oligarchy…”Subsequently, in what could be described as an overtly racist reference toindigenous peoples he noted: “certain owners of television channels no longer rule[Ecuador] … No longer a few indigenous hoops [in reference to indigenous peoples’physical adornments] at the service of those in power, rule us” (WPR# 258, 2012).Finally, Correa also said:
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How sad, how sad that certain indigenous leaders lend themselves tobecome instruments of their own exploiters, of those who always
corrupted them, stepped over them, of those who never before includedthem in their newspapers, of those who would not let them into theirhouses, (sic) now the will appear on the cover pages, (sic) using them tohurt the government (Ibid.)Guerrero presents a compelling interpretation of Borja’s speech:There are two sides to [Borja’s speech]. On the one hand, indigenouspeoples  appear as  naïve, childlike and simple, and as unable to  fullyreach adulthood given that they are always the object of ‘malign’strategies  of  manipulation; left to their own devices they are passivebeings stripped of their will and incapable of expressing themselves, letalone be in charge of their own defense. On the other hand, the speechdraws a semblance of the dominant ones, the strategy of benevolence toone’s inferiors … the magnanimousness —noblesse oblige— of ‘treatingIndians as human.’ (Guerrero, 2010: 101).Guerrero’s analysis of Borja’s speech is particularly relevant. It reveals that,first of all, Correa’s own words can be placed in a larger historical context. Correa’sway of addressing indigenous populations, as “corruptible” and as Guerrero puts it,“childlike” is not new; and neither is his idea that left to their  own devicesindigenous peoples can become instruments of the powerful. References toindigenous peoples as childlike stem from a long tradition of racist discriminationand it has been the subject of various works of literature, most notably the classic
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novel by Jorge Icaza, Huasipungo (Icaza, 1939). In other words, Correa’s statementcan be attributable to a cultural discourse that  has continuously been deployedwithin a system of colonial power relations.Correa’s discourse rests upon the notion that indigenous peoples are alwaysin need of a translator, a ventriloquist and a father figure capable of speaking forthem. By implication, Correa’s discourse  suggests that the indigenous protest ofMarch 2010 was not really a protest, but the result of evil manipulation given thatindigenous peoples, after all, are not able to mount their own defense or speak forthemselves. The indigenous mobilization was not a legitimate expression of populardiscontent since it represented the voices of the oligarchy. Thus, one is left with arather unsettling proposition: Correa’s view of the protests entails that there aretwo possible forms of indigenous expression, one given by the evil manipulation ofCorrea’s political opponents; and a second one, the righteous and virtuous one givenby Correa himself. In either case, as Guerrero would put it, indigenous peoples lacktheir own voice and the ability to speak for themselves.Moreover, Guerrero’s analysis of Borjas’s speech reveals a further dimensionof Correa’s discourse, the improvable nature of indigenous populations. It revealsan aspect concerning the governmentality of correismo, which is coterminous withthe new Ecuadorian state, namely the government of unfreedoms (Hindess, 2001; cf.Guerrero, 2010). This entails the use of discipline in order to govern populationswho   are not fully prepared to exercise their own autonomy but who are,nonetheless, capable of becoming autonomous in the future. In specific, practical
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terms, this could entail, as Barry Hindess puts it, restricting the freedoms granted byfull citizenship to these populations.Hindess shows that there are three possible forms of government ofunfreedoms: the clearing away of those who lack the capacities for their ownautonomy and freedom, that is to say, those who are deemed unfit for improvement;the disciplining of those who are not yet, but are potentially capable of fulfilling therequirements of their own autonomy and freedom (improvable populations); theprovision of welfare benefits to those who for “external reasons” like poverty, healthor inadequate education are not able to fulfill the requirements of their ownautonomy (Hindess, 2001: 101). Correa’s discourse in the face  of indigenousprotests makes evident the fact that, at some level, indigenous peoples are deemedapt for improvement but not fully ready for autonomy. In other words, organizedindigenous populations ought to be governed under the second category.There are various concrete examples of the governmental techniques thatwere used to this effect, before, during and after the 2010 protests. I have been ableto detect at least four different ones: first indirect intimidation and delegitimization.The specific form of these techniques is the  organization and promulgation ofparallel counter protests and mobilizations; second, what could be termed adiscursive war; this entails a consistent campaign to discredit organized indigenousresistance; third, direct acts upon the body of individuals; and finally, legal reform(cf. Bebbington and Humphreys, 2011). As I will show, all these techniques are infact related  and  I would  argue, could  be grouped into a single disciplinarytechnology aimed at discouraging, controlling and reforming indigenous protest and
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reforming/improving indigenous subjects while protecting the stability of the stateand its regime of improvement. Put differently there is an important dimension ofthe Correista state that seeks to discipline dissent.
7.6 The Three Techniques of Disciplinary GovernmentIn this section I concentrate on the exercise of disciplinary actions throughthree main techniques: discursive disciplinary actions; intimidation and repressionand legal/institutional disciplining. These techniques have been consistentlyemployed against multiple social actors by the central government and have beenwell documented by several researchers and political commentators (see forexample, Dosh and Kligerman, 2009; Becker, 2009; Ospina, 2009). Disciplinaryactions have been particularly salient against civil society organizations that opposeextractivist policies and/or express overt opposition to Correa’s leadership. Many ofthese cases involve the closure of and/or threats to several NGOs, particularlyenvironmental ones. Notable examples include the recent closure of Pacchamama(environmental NGO); the closure in 2009 of Acción Ecológica (environmentalNGO); the public denunciation and public intimidation carried out against NGO anti-mining activists in the Intag region during WPR # 328 and 329 (2013); and theissuing of Presidential decree 16, which, as Cesar Montúfar indicates, severely limitsthe ability   of NGOs to work independently   of the state (Montúfar, 2013).Nonetheless and despite the importance of these cases, my focus here is on therelationship between indigenous peoples and the state.
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Below I show the explicit use of disciplinary techniques on indigenouspeoples, especially on organized indigenous populations and particularly CONAIE.Prior to the 2010 protest, there were a few instances of confrontation betweenindigenous organizations and the state in which disciplinary acts were exercised bythe state. Between 2008 and 2012 a series of indigenous protests took place. Mostof these protests took place in the context of opposition to extractivist policies, lossof autonomy and political reform (Ospina and Lalander, 2012; Bebbington, 2011;Becker, 2011; Leon, 2011). In different instances and through different techniquesorganized protest has been met with acts of discipline.
First: Rhetorical DiscipliningThe first, and perhaps most common disciplinary technique is an activediscursive campaign aimed  at discrediting indigenous peoples’ politicalmobilizations critical of extractivism. I would like to posit here that one salient actof discursive violence relies on linking race to lack of progress. On this point itwould be worth noting that disciplinary actions according to Foucauldian poweranalytics aim at the eventual transformation of subjectivities through a regime ofsurveillance inducing eventual self-discipline: at transforming the desires, wants,needs and general worldviews of people (also a discursive transformation). Thetechniques of discipline, as Foucault notes, may include long periods of shaming,regimes of physical training and “education,” among others (Foucault, 2007; Dean,1999).
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On the days prior to and following the March 2010 protest, President Correadevoted considerable space in his weekly reports to address the issue of indigenouspeoples’ opposition to mining and environmentalists’ criticisms of his governments’extractivist policies. One of his forms of ridicule the protest and by the same token,indigenous opposition to mining, was to refer to the protest as “infantile” and“leftist,” as a leftist protest of “feathers” and “ponchos” (traditional indigenousclothing) (WPR# 258, 2010). Like his earlier reference to “hoops,” the discursiveassociation is clear: feathers, ponchos and hoops are equated with infantilepositions and in allusion to indigenous peoples as a blockage development; feathersand ponchos are ridiculed and thus a component of the cultural identity ofindigenous peoples is linked to infantilism and lack of progress. This amounts to aracist form of discipline. It is worth pointing out that my discursive interpretationof Correa’s words is not arbitrary, besides its obvious signification, it is beinginterpreted within a historical context, one in which indigenous peoples, along withtheir cultural symbols have consistently been the object of racist ridicule andassociated with backwardness and ignorance (see, for example, Walsh, 2009). Infact, Correa makes this plainly clear in one of his next sentences in the same weeklyreport when he said that while indigenous peoples are allowed to protest, theycannot “condemn Ecuadorian people to backwardness [retraso]” (WPR# 280, 2012).Racism in Latin America has long been a part of what I have defined here asdisciplinary acts. Cristina Rojas’s study of violence, race and representation inColombia is a  clear example (1998); so is Emma Cervone’s study of Chagras inEcuador (Cervone, 2010). According to Cervone, references to race in depreciatory
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terms serves as a discursive tool for some Ecuadorians to distance themselves fromtheir indigenous roots and by the same token prompt changes in the subjectivity ofthose who are still close to their indigenous roots. Similar results were produced byKarim Roitman’s study of young middle class students in Quito and Guayaquil.Specifically, Roitman discusses how the use of certain racist terms like “longo” or“cholo” serves as a disciplinary tool insofar as its use is not only a way of denigratingothers but as a disciplinary act of the self: racism towards others is racism towardsoneself. Roitman’s argument suggests that as young people from Quito andGuayaquil employ terminology like “longo” or “cholo” they are really working totransform their own subjectivities in order to distance themselves from longo orcholo, and clearly, to become less indigenous. Ecuadorian authors like EduardoKingman (2009) and Jorge Enrique Adoum (1998) have reached   similarconclusions.It is also fundamental to mention that race in Ecuador has generally beendirectly linked to civilizatory projects (cf. Rojas, 2002; Walsh, 2009; Guerrero,2010). Race, as Kim Clark shows in her study of Ecuadorian census history, was asignifier of backwardness and/or progress: white-mestizo Ecuadorians were linkedto progress while indigenous peoples or blacks were linked to backwardness (Clark,1998). In view of the important amount of evidence in this respect one’sinterpretation   of Correa’s discursive   strategies against indigenous oppositioncannot be divorced from the historicity of the racism-civilizatory projects, racism-development linkages in Ecuador.
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I should also say that from a Foucauldian perspective references to race incivilizatory terms could be understood as acts of normalization. For Foucauldianpower analytics acts of discipline are acts of normalization. In this sense one couldargue that denigrating indigenous peoples for not joining a developmentalist regimeof improvement seeks to normalize non-indigenous subjects according to thestandards mentioned earlier, thus rendering opposition to the government’sunderstanding of progress and “development,” and thus some indigenous groups, as“abnormal.” In an empirical sense  the thrust towards normalization is plainlyvisible in the form of rule based on plebiscitary democracy. Politics, power and truthare clearly linked to the will of the majority. As Correa himself put it: “those whoobtained only 2% of the vote [in reference to the indigenous movement] cannot tellthe majority what to do [in reference to extractivism and a change in mining policiesin particular]” (El Comercio, 2009: http://www.elcomercio.com/noticias/Correa-protesta-CONAIE-desconoce-Ley_0_6600054.html). In sum, racism is a disciplinarydiscourse-practice directed at normalizing the 2% in the image of the 98% — atleast insofar as accepting the government’s regime of development goes (of coursethe image of the 98% is determined by power practices in which the governmentplays a fundamental role).In similar fashion in 2008, facing one of the first waves of opposition to miningpolicies from indigenous peoples and environmentalists Correa said:Unfortunately, some people are 'childish'--in quotations--like the onesopposed to mining. But what country in the world has rejected mining?The dilemma is not 'no' or 'yes' to mining. It is well-developed mining.
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There is simply no dilemma ... [The childish environmentalists] believethat bringing an end to an extractive economy is to shut down the oilwells and close the mines. That is absurd. Getting out of that economymeans using this sector’s surplus to revive other sectors of the economy:services, agriculture, industries, etc. (Correa as cited in Dosh andKligerman, 2009: 1).In 2009 after another wave of indigenous protest, Correa said34: “enough impunityin this country, we will be alert to sanction those people who think that can hit,through rocks, attack, be aggressive, just (sic) to later say that the public force [thepolice] committed abuses [against them] (El Comercio, 2009:http://www.elcomercio.com/noticias/Correa-protesta-CONAIE-desconoce-Ley_0_6600054.html.In addition to the racially charged overtones of Correa’s discourse, these twoadditional examples represent other forms of disciplinary discourse, I would argue,for two reasons. First, implicated in them is the potential for reprisals andpunishment. This is clearly a disciplinary act in that what is being sought is theregulation of behaviour of protesters in favour of the idea that mining is good fordevelopment through the threat of punishment. At the same time, the idea ofchildlike behaviour returns in a somewhat different form. In this particulardiscursive passage the childlike behaviour is linked to opposition to developmentitself, not necessarily to external manipulation. This discursive stance relies on the
34 While in this particular assertion president Correa did not allude specifically to
indigenous peoples, his comments were made specifically in the context of indigenous
protests.
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notion that indigenous peoples are in a position of exteriority with respect to soundknowledge about development and progress. As mentioned earlier, part of myargument in this work is precisely that discipline is used to defend a regime ofimprovement from “childlike” actors whose opposition to a regime of improvementis not only a result of manipulation, but, as I have showed here, epistemologicallyunsound.
Second: Intimidation and Actions on the BodyIn 2010 in the days preceding indigenous mobilizations Correa began toconstruct the rationale for a counter-protest. The disciplinary content in Correa’sdiscourse is evident. In his weekly report number 259, on February 25, 2010,Correa argued that the protest represents a serious danger to the achievements ofhis regime; in this sense the success of the indigenous march and what it represents,may entail, as Correa put it, “reverting the Constitutional order, a return to the pastand the loss of all that has been conquered [by his regime]” (Weekly Report, 2010:#259). The solution he proposes is to have an organized, mobilized and active“social base” capable of defending the government. This is a recurrent idea in theweekly interventions leading to the indigenous march.As part of my research on state formation I went to the site of the march. OnMarch 20, 2010, I spent much of the day taking notes listening to speeches andspeaking with participants. My interest was twofold: first to understand, on theground, the “power effects” of state responses to an   indigenous people’smobilization. Second, I aimed to capture some of the reactions of self-identified
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members of indigenous peoples to those strategies. The day of the protest, as Ifollowed indigenous protestors down the streets of Quito, two things became clear:First, that the response by the state to indigenous peoples mobilizing was a war-likelogic of confrontation through numbers. Specifically, the strategy consisted inorganizing a larger counter protest that would take place at the same time and inthe general vicinity of the indigenous protest. Second, that the strategy undertakenby the government did not prevent indigenous peoples from protesting andengaging in such a clear political act, but it did create apprehension and concern.During  the march there were multiple conversations between participantsabout the potential dangers of the march. I would say that chief among them was thepresence of  the pro-government counter protest. Concern on the streets wasechoed by news reports: as I stopped at a local corner store during the march onecould hear news reports about the danger of pro-government and opposing forcesmeeting on the streets as well as Correa’s effervescent speeches decrying theindigenous march (field notes, March 20th, 2010). According to Correa himself, thegovernment’s counter march brought together at least 30.000 people (WPR# 300,2010).While no actual violence took place, it became palpably clear that a counter-demonstration was an act of discipline in the sense that, like in the case of discursiveviolence, intimidation and the  threat of confrontation were  used in  the  hope  oftransforming and controlling the protest and its potential multiplier effect.Moreover, the counter-protest set a precedent about the difficulties and potentialproblems that an indigenous mobilization could bring. Like in the case of discursive
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violence it worked to discredit indigenous mobilizations by portraying indigenouspopulations as a disruptive minority whose support for development is showed tobe lacking. I must also emphasize that a counter-demonstration and the discoursearound it divided populations into two different kinds: those in favour ofdevelopment, the majority of the population characterized by their “mature”behaviour, and  those who are against development as a result of manipulation.Needless to say, this form of classification mirrors older forms of segregation withnew faces.It can be argued, therefore, that as far as indigenous peoples are concernedparticipation and mobilization count as such as long as they do not question thestate’s regime of improvement. One of the reasons for arriving at this conclusion isthat indigenous mobilizations do not count, according to governmental discourse asgenuine expressions of indigenous discontent, but, as mentioned before, the resultof manipulation by the oligarchy. Take for instance another statement made aboutthe protest by Correa:The de facto powers are weakened but alive – [they] are organized. Theyare already organizing the march of March 8th, utilizing the comparersfrom CONAIE, as always, but financed by the Chamber of Commerce ofQuito, the Junta Civica from Guayaquil, and  hotel entrepreneurs fromGuayaquil (WPR# 259, 2010)In sum, indigenous peoples’ voices during the march were almost by definition“deviant” or “abnormal” since it is not really their voices that emanated from the
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March protest, but the interests and will of the Chamber of Commerce, the JuntaCivica and so on.It should also be noted that the approach to politics mentioned in ChapterTwo discloses one important dimension of politics: dissension and agonisms. Mouffemakes an important distinction between antagonisms among warring parties andagonisms between political adversaries. Similarly Ranciére, as mentioned in anearlier chapter, makes a crucial distinction between logic of police and politics. Theexamples shown so far would suggest, at first glance, a highly politicizedenvironment in Ecuador. That would be the case, however, if politics were regardedas a war-like activity, not as that which allows for the emergence of differencethrough the disruption of “police.” In this sense through Rancière’s view of politics itbecomes clear how the appropriation by the state of the narratives of Sumak Kawsayand their association by the state to developmentalist narratives, strips Sumak

Kawsay of its disruptive potential and, therefore, de-politicizes it.Similarly, from the perspective of Mouffe’s analytics, political adversaries arenot the same as warring enemies. In counter-marches for example, politics issupressed insofar as the two sides in the dispute cannot meet in as politicaladversaries where political subjectivities (diverse political discourses and practices)can be fleshed out. In the marches of 2010, armed police had to separate indigenouspeoples form the groups supporting Correa. There is, in this sense a clear anti-political machine at work seeking to displace politics from spaces where thegovernment’s regime of improvement is challenged. It is important to note that this
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is not only a question of supressing dissent but another component of a larger anti-politics stance that defines the governmental ethos of the state.
Actions on the BodyOther instances, besides the March 2010 protest, are also worth mentioning.In fact, the disciplinary attitude towards many indigenous groups has beensystematic since 2008. Disciplinary action has been perhaps most visible in the fightagainst extractivism. As far as the argument of my work is concerned this comes asno surprise. Mining is, partly, as the President of the Republic notes, “Ecuador’s wayinto development.” Why, the President has asked, “should Ecuador sit atop a mine ofgold [and not use it]?” (Dosh and Kligerman, 2009: 23). Thus, the extraction ofnatural resources is viewed as being great of importance for the state, itsconstruction and consolidation.One of the first instances of disciplinary actions came in the confrontationbetween the state and indigenous peoples over two laws of mineral and hydraulicresources initially discussed in Parliament in 2009. The mining law and the waterlaws have been two of the most polemical laws from the perspective of indigenouspopulations.   Between 2008 and 2009 the state and indigenous peoples, mainlyCONAIE, began  a  highly conflictive relationship over the content and passing ofthese laws. Paul Dosh and Nicole Kligerman (2009) documented this relationshipbetween 2008 and 2009. As Dosh and Kligerman show, the response by the state toindigenous opposition to the mining law has been, in many instances, outrightrepression (Dosh and Kligerman, 2009).
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A common method utilized in the disciplinary dimension of state power has beenthe employment of the justice system and police power to dissolve, discourage andsuppress popular protest. There are many accounts of this phenomenon. This year,for instance, two indigenous activists were convicted and imprisoned for what hadoriginally been accusations of terrorism.35 The trial originated in a protest carriedout to defend water rights in indigenous communities in the South of Ecuador (Hoy,March 25th, 2013). In 2012 Universidad Andina Simon Bolivar released its annualHuman Rights Report (UASB, 2011; see also Hoy, 2009:http://www.hoy.com.ec/noticias-ecuador/indigenas-acusados-de-terrorismo-406420.html) documenting over two-hundred cases of indigenous leaders and otherpopular organizations’ leaders and NGO representatives accused of terrorism,sabotage and/or as being threats to the security of the state. Similar reports havebeen echoed by international press sources (see Al Jazeera, 14 February, 2013). Inat least two instances, these accusations have led to hefty prison sentences: PepeAcacho and Pedro Mashiant, indigenous activists and organizers of a 2009 protestagainst the government’s “Water Laws,” were recently sentenced to twelve years inprison (Hoy, 2013: http://www.hoy.com.ec/noticias-ecuador/pepe-acacho-fue-sentenciado-a-12-anos-de-prision-588234.html).
Third: Institutional Disciplining, the case of DINEIB and CODENPEIt would be useful to begin this section with a theoretical note about disciplineand institutional reforms. Discipline by decree would normally be associated with
35 Later the counts of terrorism and sabotage were dropped. The protesters were
nonetheless jailed but on counts of interrupting public services.
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Foucault’s notion of sovereign power, not with discipline. I argue, however, that thedisciplinary dimension of the reforms presented below rests beyond the applicationof a law or the actual institutional transformation of DINEIB and CODENPE. Thereforms can be interpreted as a one in a series of actions that seek to define normalbehaviour – the normalization of behaviour according to the developmental needsof the regime of improvement established by the government. In this respect, it isalso important to stress that this particular section on “institutional disciplining”ought to be read alongside and in complement to the other disciplinary techniquesdiscussed in this chapter.During the late 1980s and 1990s, indigenous uprisings were a significantaspect of Ecuadorian political and institutional life (see Selverston-Cher, 2001). Theprocess of change unleashed by indigenous peoples’ mobilizations during the 1990sbrought about a number of important legal/institutional victories for organizedindigenous populations. In particular, the creation of a set of indigenous institutionsand organizations that reflected some of the principles of political autonomyassociated with the development of a plurinational state. The two most important(largest and far-reaching) of these institutions were the National Directorate ofBilingual Intercultural Education and Intercultural Education of Ecuador (DINEIB)created in 1988 and the Council for the Development of the Peoples andNationalities of Ecuador (CODENPE) in 1998.36 Reforms also included the creationthe Fund for the Development of indigenous Peoples (FODEPI) and of the National
36 CODENPE’s institutional history begins with the creation of its early predecessor, the “National
Secretariat for Indigenous Affairs and Ethnic Minorities” (SENAIME) in 1994 (CODENPE, 2013:
http://www.codenpe.gob.ec/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=165&Itemid=677).
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Directorate of Indigenous Health. It should also be noted that DINEIB and CODNEPE(see footnote 19) were the first autonomous indigenous organizations of their kindin Ecuador’s history. However, between 2009 and 2010 the entire apparatus ofindigenous peoples’ autonomous institutions was legally reformed and placed underthe tutorship of various ministries and ordained through a vertical governancestructure whose fulcrum is the Executive Branch (Ospina, 2010).
DINEIB and CODENPE: Autonomous, Formal Indigenous InstitutionsDINEIB, perhaps the most emblematic of the organizations mentioned above(for its longevity and the importance of education in processes of decolonization)was created  as an autonomous organization in charge of  indigenous educationpolicy-making. DINEIB comes as the result of the “educational experience amassedin indigenous contexts in Ecuador in recent decades … and of the legal action, socialmobilization and ongoing struggle conducted in the country by the indigenousmovement” (Torres: 2006: 24).   DINEIB was created as entity within the NationalMinistry of Education (it was, technically, a public institution) responsible for the“development of an appropriate curriculum for each of the systems and modalitiesof bilingual intercultural education, and for the design of educational modalitiesconsonant with the needs of the [indigenous] population” (Ibid.). Even thoughDINEIB operated as part of the national educational system, it had financial,operational/administrative  and political autonomy from the central government.This meant that DINEIB received funds directly from the state’s general budget and
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that its policies, programs and projects were decided internally by representativesof indigenous peoples.On the other hand   the Council for the Development of Peoples andNationalities of Ecuador (CODENPE), was created through a related but somewhatdifferent process. CODENPE emerges, like DIENIB, following a period of politicalcrisis. The 1990s was perhaps the decade in which the Ecuadorian indigenousmovement was most vocal, cohesive and politicized (see for instance, Sawyer, 2004;Yashar, 1999). CODENPE was created during the Constitutional Assembly of 1998.The creation of CODENPE granted institutional autonomy to indigenous populationsin the management (gestation)  and generation of  their own “developmental”policies and processes (Codenpe, 2013:http://www.codenpe.gob.ec/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=161&Itemid=465). CODENPE’s website describes its mission as being that of a:A public institution, which in the exercise of rights within a plurinationalstate, executes policies to strengthen indigenous peoples [pueblos] andnationalities, intercultural living and the promotion of life-plans, and thecontribution to a balanced relation with Pachamama [mother earth] andthe reaching of Sumak Kawsay/Buen Vivir (CODENPE, 2013:http://www.codenpe.gob.ec/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=164&Itemid=676).In sum, the institutional autonomy of CODENPE, like DINEIB’s, meant financialindependence from the central government and (at least in legal terms), the abilityto design and implement “development” policies within indigenous communities
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and political independence from the state. And as Carmen Martinez-Novo (2013)states, autonomy also had other practical benefits such as increased employmentopportunities for young indigenous professionals.Before analyzing the fate of these institutions in the post-2008 state, I shouldnote that in contrast to the ideal of “autonomy” defended by (neo)liberalism, thedemand for indigenous autonomous institutions is largely rooted in the principles of
collective rights and identities (Anonymous Interview, 2012) and harboured in anongoing process of decolonization (Ibid.). The political success of the indigenousmovement during the 1990s responded, to a large extent, to the success of itscollective understanding of organization (i.e. how to organize) and the mobilizingforce of CONAIE, its largest organization. It is also important to emphasize thedeeply political nature of these struggles and the importance that popularparticipation had in them. In this sense, the creation of DINEIB and CODENPE,notwithstanding its policy objectives, was always a political, rather than atechnocratic or bureaucratic accomplishment (cf. Walsh, 2010; Torres, 2006).Precisely, one of the most important and salient characteristics of bothDINEIB’s and CODENPE’s governance structures was their participatory nature.Both institutions were governed through a system of participatory representation ingoverning councils of “peoples and nationalities.” These governing councilsrepresented most of the self-defined indigenous “nationalities” and peoples(pueblos) through a system of first (grass roots), second (regional organizations)and third degree organizations (national organizations) as well as representativesfrom indigenous communities themselves. I interviewed an indigenous educational
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leader who was active in the process of constitution of DINEIB and who is now animportant member of Ecuarunari’s department of education and he described theselection process of DINEIB’s governing structure as a collective process based onlarge grass-roots assemblies (Anonymous Interview, Quito, November 21st, 2012).This meant that the governmental structure of these institutions was representativenot only of indigenous communities but also had direct ties to the most importantindigenous organizations in the country, particularly CONAIE but also FEINE andFENOCIN. Put differently, and as stated earlier, the creation of DINEIB andCODENPE was from its early historical roots to its internal organization, aneminently political process rooted in a politicized indigenous movement.Considering the points mentioned earlier in this chapter regarding the use ofdiscipline and de-politicization as a state “ethos,” it becomes crucial to ask about therelationship between indigenous autonomous institutions embodied in DINEIB andCODENEPE and the post-2008 state project. What characterizes this relationship? Ianswer this question by arguing that one of its defining elements has been the use ofdisciplinary measures to eliminate the autonomy of indigenous populations and theinfluence of CONAIE in their internal structures. This argument, I should emphasize,does not entail   that its opposition to indigenous peoples fundamentallycharacterizes the post-2008 state, rather that its strategic positioning relative toparticipation (see previous chapter) is partly rooted in guarding its regime ofimprovement/development. In practice this has meant, incorporating of bothDINEIB and CODENPE into a vertical governance structure that without excludingindigenous peoples, eliminates their political and financial autonomy and the
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influence of indigenous peoples’ organizations in their internal affairs. To tackle thisissue, I now turn to the state narratives regarding autonomy and politics as appliedto the cases of DINEIB and CODENPE and the posterior use of disciplinary measuresto abolish indigenous institutional autonomy.
The Loss of Autonomy of DINEIB and CODENPEBetween 2009 and 2010 both institutions lost their autonomy and were fullyincorporated into the structure of the Executive Branch. In 2009 President Correasigned  Decree 1585, which was later modified  by Decree number 196 in 2010,placing DINEIB under the full tutelage of the Ministry of Education; similarly in early2009 the President emitted a decree cutting CODENPE’s budget. Both instances hadsignificant political consequences for both institutions. In the case of CODENPE, thePresident’s actions resulted in the resignation of CODENPE’s Secretary General,Lourdes Tiban, a well-known indigenous leader and activist associated with CONAIE(see, El Comercio, 2009c: http://elcomercio.com/noticias/Codenpe-queda-presupuesto_0_6600494.html; SERVINDI, 2009d:http://servindi.org/actualidad/6977; El Telegrafo, 2009:http://www.telegrafo.com.ec/actualidad/noticia/archive/actualidad/2009/01/22/Tib_E100_n-renuncia-al-Codempe-.aspx).In the case of DINEIB, following the enactment of decrees 1585 and 196,officials within the Ministry of Education and the Council of Participation and SocialControl were put in charge of the most important roles in the selection process ofDINEIB officials (Presidency of Ecuador, 2009: Decree 196; available at:
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http://decretos.cege.gob.ec/decretos/decretos.aspx?id=2009). Decree 196 alsoestablishes the factors determining the eligibility for the elections of DINEIBdirectorate. Two important elements are worth mentioning here. Points “b” and “d”of the decree are directly linked to social protest and indigenous organizations:point “b,” for  instance, states that those who have presided  the interculturalbilingual system more than twice will not be eligible to do it again; point d, statesthat those who have participated in “paralyzing” the educational system illegally, arenot eligible to become part of the internal leadership structure of DINEIB. In bothcases the reference to social protests are clear, albeit indirect.Point d on the other hand, appears to have particular significance or beparticularly relevant for the former leadership of the general bilingual educationsystem, particularly to CONAIE cadres. It must be remembered that all the leaders ofDINEIB prior to the 2009 reform had been associated with the major indigenousorganizations in the country, particularly CONAIE; in addition, there are no leadersthat fit the description made in point d that were not associated with CONAIE or oneof its affiliates. In other words, point d in decree 196 limits the degree of futureinfluence of CONAIE cadres. Other authors have also noted this particular point.Carmen Martinez-Novo (2010: 17) contends that:It is clear that what these stipulations are seeking is to exclude theestablished leadership of the indigenous movement who have alreadyheld high positions and who have challenged the government indemonstrations and strikes. The government seems to be seeking topromote new people, closer to the grassroots and more faithful to its
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project.A point that is worth stressing about this process is the “open war” against politicsoutside of the state – or outside its direct control. Politics is defined as beingfundamentally inimical to the act of government as a technical activity. The case ofDINEIB clearly  shows how politics is automatically defined in opposition totechnical issues: there are issues, like good education for example, that are beyondthe realm of political argumentation, discussion or the intervention of organizedindigenous groups. The transformation of DINEIB into a “technical” institutionentails, thus, limiting the influence of CONAIE and the indigenous movement in itsinternal governance structure and policy generating departments. But the idea ofpolitics and government as a technical issue goes further: it seeks to erase from theeducational texts and the educational experience of indigenous peoples the series ofrecent struggles that the indigenous movement, particularly CONAIE, has faced.A point worth stressing is that the case of DINEIB and CODENPE, specificallythe forced loss of autonomy to which they were subjected demonstrates some of theways in which legal mechanisms are applied in a disciplinary fashion. The notionthat the state is the only legitimate arena for political participation is made visibleby the disciplinary design and implementation of decrees 1585 and 196. Theapplication of these decrees also makes visible the disciplinary logic behind theprocess of state construction: indigenous peoples are not denied participationaltogether like in the hacienda state; neither are they made invisible and relegatedto  the position  of non-citizens like in the neoliberal state. Discipline entails thepossibility of “improvement.” In the case of DINEIB or CODENPE, the state does not
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seek to eliminate indigenous peoples’ presence as such; in fact all of the directors ofboth institutions since 2009 have been indigenous. Discipline implies the possibilityof improvement through periods of  correction, training  and/or punishment. Inother words, indigenous peoples continue to work and be active agents withinDINEIB, but their participation is stripped of its political content and relegated to atechnocratic understanding of participation in the state.
Loss of Autonomy and DepoliticizationThe emphasis on transforming DINEIB into a technical institution was clearlyreflected in an interview I conducted with an indigenous top-official at DINEIB. Inthe interview I inquired about the implications of DINEIB’s loss of autonomy. Mostof his replies pointed to the “fact” that DINEIB’s rather mediocre educational resultsover the past twenty years needed to be corrected through technical measures, notpolitical ones. He blamed politics embodied in the intervention of indigenousorganizations in DINEIB for these results. He indicated that “professionals withoutexperience” entered the system and the intervention of indigenous organizationsresulted in a “lack of improvement in the quality of education” (AnonymousInterview, Quito, December 10th, 2012). Moreover, he stated that DINEIB and thepeople in it (placed there by indigenous organizations, like CONAIE were alwaysactive in their opposition to the different governments of the state. He saw this as aproblem and as part of the reason that DINEIB needed to be transformed into atechnical, not a political organization.However, the idea of politicization measured as a function of poor quality can
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hardly be an indicator of CONAIE’s influence on the bilingual indigenous educationalsystem. As Pablo Ospina (2010: 33) notes in reference to this very point:there are structural problems in rural education in the entire country:bilingual education is as bad as regular rural education and is perhaps alittle bit better. For twenty years, during the reign of neoliberalism, theDINEIB suffered the same postponement as all other social policies.In other words, the quest to de-politicize DINEIB must be understood beyondthe notion of poor educational standards and considering the fact that for the lasttwenty years, the entire educational system, not only the system managed byDINEIB, has been in crisis. The decree reforming DINEIB suggests that the basicpremise behind the reform is to eliminate politics understood as CONAIE’s influenceand participation in educational policy-making within DINEIB – independently ofDINEIB’s performance as an educational institution. Moreover, and as the official Iinterviewed indicated, participation of indigenous populations in the establishmentof educational policies should be at the technical level (Anonymous Interview, Quito,December 10th, 2012). He was unambiguous about stating that the efficiency of thestate (as far as intercultural, bilingual education is concerned) is a fundamentalpremise in the process of restructuration that DINEIB experienced. Eliminatingpolitics and restricting indigenous peoples’ participation to its governmentalizedform (i.e. indigenous peoples participating as “technicians”) is correlative torecuperating the technical capacities of the state and intercultural education.In reforming DINEIB and CODENPE the state was clear about its attitudetowards political indigenous activism: politics means not only the influence of
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indigenous organizations in DINEIB and CODENEPE but limiting the technicalcapacity of these organizations. According to the Ministry of Education, a proof ofthe political nature of DINEIB’s work is that “Its texts references were made to thework of Ecuarunari and CONAIE” (El Comercio, 2009a:http://www.elcomercio.com/noticias/Dineib-sacudida-Decreto_0_7199814.html)and also to the fact that “seventh-grade educational texts elaborated by DINEIBmade references to the indigenous mobilizations of the previous decade and a half(Monteluisa, 2009). The idea of a politicized indigenous educational system hasbeen used, as Walsh notes, “to discredit indigenous organizations and take awaytheir power (earned through struggle) to define their own educational processes”(Walsh, 2010: 9); in other words, as a disciplinary measure against indigenouspeoples’ politicized autonomy.The loss of autonomy in DINEIB and CODENPE can be understood, thus, in abroader context of disciplinary actions aimed not only at correcting the actions ofindigenous organizations like CONAIE, but to do it as part of a larger depoliticizinggovernmental power resource. In 2009 the Ministry of Education released thefollowing statement in reference to the changes in DINEIB:Ecuador’s public education must be free of all corporatist influence, be itfrom political movements, professional associations, ethnic organizationsof various kinds that claim to represent of groups of society […] In thisway DINEIB will stop acting in isolation and will stop responding to thepolitical interests of an elite of indigenous leaders, that will no longer beable to, under the old system, impose authorities or racist and blind
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political ideas, or utilize educational spaces for their processes ofindoctrination” (Ministry of Education of Ecuador, as cited in Walsh,2010: 87).Newspapers at the time also reported that for the Ministry of EducationDINEIB needed to be reformed given that its actions “were permeated by a politicaltrace” (El Comercio, 2009a: http://www.elcomercio.com/noticias/Dineib-sacudida-Decreto_0_7199814.html) and that indigenous leadership should not be in charge ofdesignating the directors of the DINEIB, instead the directors of the DINEIB shouldadhere to the professionalizing and meritocratic logic of state modernization (Ibid.).In doing so the government hoped that DINEIB would no longer act in “an isolatedfashion responding to political interests” (El Comercio, 2009b:http://elcomercio.com/noticias/Remezon-escuela-bilingue_0_7799565.html).Similarly, just a few weeks prior to the state’s intervention at DINEIB PresidentCorrea announced the withdrawal of funding for CODENPE arguing that theorganization has been a source of “political spoils” for the benefit of a “certainindigenous leadership” (El Ciudadano, 2009:http://presidencia.informatica.gob.ec/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=103:gobierno-pide-auditoria-para-el-codenpe&catid=2:politica&Itemid=43). Likewise, Ariruma Kowii, director of DINEIBfollowing the reforms, justified state intervention by alluding to “a few cases ofnepotism” and the creation of bureaucratic posts that responded to “politicalpressures” rather than “technical criteria” (El Comercio, 2009:http://www.elcomercio.com/noticias/Remezon-escuela-bilingue_0_7799565.html).
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These statements are not isolated but part of a broader discourse thatirrevocably divorces politics from “improvement” and establishes the state as thecentral engine of improvement, regarding challenges to that conception withsuspicion. An important definitional aspect of “discourse” is that in discourses areembedded the limits of how an issue is discussed and according to which principlesof interpretation discussions about it should be carried out (cf. Foucault, 1972; cf.Rojas, 1998). It should be noted that the strategic weight of the state in defining theterms of such a discursive regime is important but the force of a strong discoursecannot be reduced to a single point of enunciation or to the role of any one single(powerful) actor. A survey of the discussions that preceded and ensued from thelegal reforms of DINEIB, for example, reveals that the issue of politics was rarelydiscussed outside the interpretations mentioned above.Perhaps the best way of illustrating this point is by pointing not to thenarratives of governmental agents but to those of indigenous leaders themselves .For example, Delfin Tenesaca, President of Ecuarunari in 2009, responded to thedecree by alluding to the loss of autonomy of DINEIB but also to what he consideredthe intention of the government to “politicize DINEIB” by placing people fromCorrea’s party in DINEIB (Hoy, 2009: http://www.hoy.com.ec/noticias-ecuador/educacion-bilingue-se-torna-asunto-politico-386674.html). Similarly, inan official communiqué signed by Dr. Luis Montaluisa, national director of DINEIB,as well as other indigenous leaders at the time, indigenous peoples expressed theirconcerned for what they considered a “politicized intervention” [sic] of the regimein DINEIB (Servindi, 2009: http://servindi.org/actualidad/7997).
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In this sense it is important to mention that a central theoretical factor in theunfolding of governmental processes is the determination of the discursiveconditions within which issues are discussed. An important source of tension andconcern for the state has been to incorporate the issue of technical efficiency indiscussions about the state as noted in the previous chapter. In this sense one mustremember the theoretical link between discipline and discourse. The application ofdiscipline is relative to the regime of interpretations in which it is applied. Disciplineis about improvement not about repression alone. Thus, defining the terms of what“improvement” means is important for legitimizing the use discipline on certainpopulations. In this sense, one of the main preoccupations of the state has been tocapture and shape narratives of improvement, as seen in the previous chapter. Thecase  of DINEIB and CODENPE  are  clear manifestations of disciplinary measuresbeing justified according to a specific understanding of improvement and itsrelationship to a specific state form that I will now call disciplinary modernizingneo-developmentalist – DMN state.
7.7 Final Reflections: Political Activism and Institutional Autonomy as a
Historical Struggle of Indigenous PeoplesThe discursive construct portraying politics as the natural realm of the statehas direct relevance for any analysis made about indigenous peoples’ organizations.It must be remembered, as many of the indigenous activists, academics, and policymakers I interviewed mentioned, that political participation outside the stateapparatus is meaningful given the historical relationship between coloniality andstate formation. According to another activist I interviewed (Anonymous Interview,
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Quito, November 19th, 2012) policies concerning indigenous peoples must emergefrom within indigenous communities themselves and reflect indigenous peoples’diverse cultural realities from an endogenous point of view.   Co-optation into thestate apparatus can easily lead to the loss of this autonomous capacity to producewhat indigenous peoples in Ecuador call pensamiento propio (one’s own forms ofthinking) as well as to combat and/or dispute unjust and marginalizing practices,ideas and/or institutions (Almeida, 2007; Walsh, 2009).One of the issues that is worth highlighting from these responses is that thequestion  of politics is essential for indigenous peoples’ struggles, particularly inview of the fact that historically, state structures have reflected colonialistinstitutions, ideas and distribution of material resources (cf. Cox, 1980; Quijano,2005). While indigenous peoples’ struggles have also been about inclusion and fairrepresentation within the state, one cannot ignore the fundamental role thatautonomy and the organizational strength of entities like CONAIE have played in theongoing struggle against various forms of colonialism (from epistemic to cultural)(see Mijeski and Beck, 2011; Becker, 2008; Walsh, 2007). Thus, and notwithstandingsome of the policies made by the current state to tackle the issue of discriminationagainst indigenous peoples (see Chapter Two), the need and importance ofunderstanding participation as a political activity carried out through organizedsocial forces and capable of generating critical discourses about the state,developmental regimes and forms of domination, is fundamental.It is also worth highlighting the importance of not limiting one’sunderstanding of participation in terms of what could be called ethno-essentialisms:
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including indigenous peoples into the state apparatus because of their“indigenousness.” DINEIB, for example, continues to be managed and populated byofficials identifying themselves as belonging to indigenous peoples as I witnessed onmultiple visits to DINEIB. However, one of the issues that representatives ofindigenous peoples, particularly CONAIE, have emphasized is that the meaning of“indigenous” comes from political, cultural and social practices, not from anessentialist understanding of particular individuals being indigenous. In this sense,being indigenous has important links to one’s understanding of communities,organizations, institutions other forms of collective forms of expression whichcontinuously redefine what being “indigenous” means. From this standpoint itbecomes clear that judging the influence of indigenous organizations in institutionslike DINEIB and/or CODENPE cannot be done from the same perspective as onewould liberal institutions, for the notion of “equality” and citizenship prevailing inliberal states has not been a benefit indigenous peoples have enjoyed (Guerrero,2010).
ConclusionTo conclude I would like to reiterate a central contention of this work, thatthe exercise of power by the state is defined by the notion of improvement, not statepopulism, repression or authoritarianism. Improvement entails what could betermed an inclusive regime of exclusion. That is to say, there is no fundamentaliststance adopted by the state against certain populations or individuals. In theory, allEcuadorians are welcome within the assemblage of improvement, except some
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remain outside of it thereby requiring preparation and/or discipline to eventuallyjoin it (cf. Hindess, 2001). Improvement is also a mentality of rule rooted in theexercise of a form of power Foucault called “government” (Foucault, 2000). In thisChapter, however, I have showed that another peculiarity of the Ecuadorian state isthe use of discipline as a form of government. I showed that the state’s view ofdiscipline is most evident in its relationship with organized indigenous populations(since they are the most vocal critics of the regime of improvement led by the state).I argued that the government of indigenous populations is largelyorganized/structured by the notion, as Hindess puts it, “that the capacities requiredfor autonomous conduct … can be developed in a population only throughcompulsion, through the imposition of more or less extended periods of discipline”(Hindess, 2001: 101). The developmentalist governmentality of the Ecuadorianregime, thus, ought not to be reduced to a caricature of an authoritarian state thatindiscriminately targets political opposition. Neither can it be reduced to formerexclusionary state types, like the Hacienda or neo-liberal states. Thus, rather thanbeing characterized by an authoritarian ethos, the new state is characterized by adisciplinary one.I should note, before moving to the next chapter, that the emergence of adisciplinary state form poses a new challenge to indigenous peoples. This new typeof  struggle may, in some senses, be more difficult. Partly, as Andres Guerrero(2007) notes, the legitimation of indigenous claims, on a larger  scale, was theproduct of indigenous mobilizations and struggles, but also a sense of discontentwith the status quo, by larger portions of the population. Now, the thorough political
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domination of Correa and the conception of political legitimacy as strictly electoralmake it more difficult for indigenous peoples to attain wider support and to clearlyidentify who the “enemy” is. Some indigenous organizations have been successfullyrelegated, once  again, to the realm of the backward and uncivilized. Indigenousclaims appear abnormal, in a classic Foucauldian sense, in the face of a state thatthrough reverse autoethnography already claims possession over indigenouspeoples’ symbols and language; a state whose governmentality is fundamentallyrooted in limiting the realm of politics to the boundaries of the state itself; and astate whose central government and ruling political “movement” counts withenormous electoral support. Some indigenous populations seem to, once again, lieoutside the regime of truth, which is partly but in important ways defined by thestate.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

CONCLUSION

This dissertation has argued that the concept of governmental regimes is auseful way of looking into processes of state formation. The state, it has been said,reproduces itself as it comes in contact with society, particularly, as it creates spacesfor governmental interventions: fields like “participation,” are constituted bygovernment and constitutive of the state. It has also been argued that the state is“composed” of at least three elements: narratives/images, practices and power. Inthe case of the Ecuadorian state since 2008 narratives about the state have beenconstructed through the integration of developmental-modernizing images/tropesand Sumak Kawsay/Buen Vivir ones. Its practices are linked both to a technocraticde-politicizing form of government and its exercise of power defined by thecoexistence of governmental power and disciplinary power.This work has problematized the issue of governmental participatoryplanning by looking at the ways in which planning constitutes a technique of staterule over non-state actors. It was shown how specific strategies, techniques andmethods used by SENPLADES operate to construct fields of intervention.Furthermore it has been shown that these practices, including, the knowledge-intensive practices of SENPLADES, constitute a way of bringing the state to regionsand places in historically unprecedented ways. As mentioned before, governmentconstitutes a field of intervention through narratives about itself, especially aboutitself as “the essence of efficacy” and its populations. This process of representation
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is theoretically interesting because it highlights one of Foucault’s majorcontributions to social theory: the union between knowledge and power. When, forinstance, some issues are deemed to be technical and therefore outside the realm ofpolitics one observes the conjunction between power and knowledge. Similarly,when a governmental regime represents issues in certain ways and not others, it isexercising power, and, when it deems certain knowledges to be more valid thanothers, it is exercising power. Similarly, when SENPLADES opens up fields ofknowledge about populations and modes of intervention it is making evident thatpower is also knowledge. In sum, this dissertation contended that certain forms ofgovernmental participatory planning can be regarded as forms of rule because oftheir capacity to politicize and depoliticize certain issues and not others as well asstrategically include and exclude knowledges and their bearers from planning andparticipatory engagements.Moreover, it would also be useful to highlight that this dissertation positedthat the construction of regimes of government in Ecuador since the election ofPresident Correa unfolded in two distinguishable periods: the pre-Constituent andthe post-Constituent periods. The first period was characterized by relatively highlevels of civil society participation in highly politicized ways in public affairs. Socialforces were actively present in the discussions and debates about the newconstitutional content. This dissertation characterized this period as a highlypoliticized one in part because the different and contending visions of a post-neoliberal Ecuador were “allowed” to be fleshed out: there were debates betweenpopular organizations and the state, within the state itself and within organizations
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about issues that were fundamentally political like the type of democracy the stateought to embrace, the type of development paradigm it ought adopt and the type ofnation building strategy is should follow (see Acosta, 2009; Ortiz Lemos, 2012). Inthe end, the Constitution’s 444 Articles were in many respects able, as shown inChapters 3 and 4, to capture this political moment of Ecuador’s history.The second moment has been characterized as a modernizingneodevelopmentalist and disciplinary period. In brief, it is in this period that theConstitution had to be converted into concrete practices and also the moment inwhich actual state reforms and the constitution of fields of governmentalintervention took place. As shown in Chapter Seven in particular, the relationshipbetween indigenous peoples and the state changed in this period. Several conflictsincluding the 2010 march were met with acts of discipline.Partly following the research “program” opened by James Ferguson (1994)and continued by Tanya Murray Li (2007a, 2007b), Chapters 5 and 6 focused on thequestion of a depoliticized form of participation resulting from the intervention ofSENPLADES. I contend that de-politicization is not necessarily an intendedconsequence of government (at least not a consequence intended by governmentofficials) but an unintended effect of governmental power. The research conductedat the PNBV workshops indicates that SENPLADES experts were concerned withenabling participation but I showed, their role as experts often entered into conflict,unintended, with this concern. The PNBV workshops suggested that thedepoliticizing effects of government are not necessarily linked to prohibitions,repression, coercion or the calculations of governmental officials. To the contrary,
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coercion and repression may engender even more opposition to the state. Thismode of participation is contrary to the participatory movement that characterizedthe pre-Constituent Assembly days.It should be said, nonetheless, that my argument as well as the evidencepresented in Chapters 5, 6 and 7 do not suggest that de-politicization is anaccomplished fact. As mentioned in Chapter Two, de-politicization should beunderstood as the shifting of politics and political subjectivities from one arena toanother. De-politicization is an ongoing process that may or may not succeed ineliminating politics from certain spaces.   I do not argue therefore that particulargroups or individuals have been de-politicized as such. The argument is that asgovernmental fields are constructed in such a way that politics is shifted to otherarenas. De-politicization is seen as a process that is unstable and susceptible tochange but that is incorporated in the very construction of a governmental field ofintervention.Similarly, the dissertation showed that in order to understand the exercise ofdiscipline over indigenous populations it is imperative to provide a historicalcontextualization of the relationship between the state and indigenous populations.And  that was what Chapter Three sought to achieve. More specifically, whatChapter Three from a historical perspective and Chapter Two from a theoretical oneargued was that one of the fundamental elements characterizing state-indigenouspeoples relations is colonialism. The devaluation of indigenous cosmovisions, theautomatic marginalization of their knowledges and the racialization of nation-building projects are symptoms of colonial relations. What Chapter Seven showed
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was that colonial discourses continue to be salient in Ecuador. Modes of colonialrepresentation depicting indigenous peoples as backward, ignorant and as beingobstacles to development were present in the rhetorical interventions of PresidentCorrea during the 2010 march. It was shown that President Correa’s words cannotbe attributable to his own personal idiosyncrasies but to a larger colonial discoursethat permeates Ecuadorian society. This was shown, for instance, by juxtaposingCorrea’s speeches to those of President Rodrigo Borja who, twenty years earlier,utilized the same expressions to describe indigenous subjectivities.Hence Chapter Seven argued that the way in which indigenous peoples’participation through mobilizations was met by the government could becharacterized  as the exercise of disciplinary power rooted in colonialrepresentations of indigenous populations. Chapter Two mentioned that discipline,in a Foucauldian sense, could be conceived as a mechanism to correct and rulepopulations that are deemed capable of being corrigible. Contrary to the exercise of“pure” forms of authoritarianism it was argued the Correista state did not seek toexclude indigenous populations from its regime of improvement but rather totransform them into adequate subjects capable of being assimilated into what Icalled modernizing neo-developmentalism. In short, without the colonialistrepresentation of indigenous subjectivities as backward or ignorant, Correa’s wordscould have been interpreted in a different fashion.
8.1 Theoretical Contributions Revisited
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Perhaps the most important theoretical contributions of this dissertation canbe thought of as two sides of the same coin: on the one hand the dissertation showsnew ways of looking at processes of state formation through a governmentality lens,and on the other, an expansion of govermentality studies into the study of processesof state formation. This dissertation’s theoretical arguments turn the simplicitywith which the “the state” is often referenced into a more complex configuration ofgovernmental regimes and power modalities. In synthesis, the state is seen as aseries of governmental regimes “composed” of narratives (image component),practices (governmental techniques, knowledges)  and forms of power(governmental and disciplinary power). From this perspective the notion of “thestate” is questioned: the state is not one, but many – many governmental regimesthat may act in harmony, overlap and even contradict one another, as seen in thecase of the governmental and disciplinary powers (although these may also becomplementary).The second component of this dissertation’s theoretical argument is notentirely novel but its application is. Thomas Lemke (2007) and Bob Jessop (2007,2008) have argued that governmentality could be a useful lens from which to look atthe state. However, very few studies have actually “applied” the governmentalityapproach  to  case studies about states and/or processes of  state formation. Themajority of the governmentality literature focuses on forms of rule beyond the state.An emblematic representation of these works is Nikolas Rose’s and Peter Miller’s“Political Power beyond the State: Problematics of Government” (1992). Asdiscussed in Chapter Two, Foucault envisioned power in modern society beyond the
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state. The “classic” formulation of governmentality is that government is a form ofpower that relies on the self-regulation of subjects. Government operated throughthe desires, wishes and imaginaries of subjects (Dean, 1999; Li, 2007).Consequently students of governmentality have tended to focus on ways in whichgovernment can be exercised at a distance through mechanisms like, for example,fashion, dieting, exercising and so on.This dissertation brings Foucault’s preoccupations with power to the realmof the state. If one accepts the premise (derived from genealogy) that fields ofgovernment are constructed and not structural features of a state, then it can beargued that it is of fundamental importance to look at how those fields areconstructed. This dissertation has argued that fields of government cannot becoercively “forced” or legally obliged   to come into existence. The field ofparticipation for  instance could  not simply be constructed  through force (byobliging   citizens to participate in governmental planning)   or   through legalmandates. The government of participation, as shown in Chapter Five, isconstructed through knowledge, mentalities and techniques about populations andhow to intervene is society developed by the state and through the populations’wilful engagement in the governmental schemes.It is important also, from a historical point of view, to understand that laws,regulations, and formal institutions are not as effective as predictors or mechanismto interpret state actions in countries like Ecuador where there is a clear history ofweak institutionalization. Traditionally forms of rule in Ecuador as mentioned inChapter Three have been rooted in, for example, clientelism, discipline,
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authoritarianism, charismatic leadership as well as legal/rational authority. Lawsand formal institutions are, no doubt, important for understanding the state andstate power but a complete analysis of the state, particularly in Ecuador, must gobeyond an analysis of formal institutions, laws, regulations and so on.Governmentality can be interpreted precisely as an analysis of government/rulebeyond juridical forms, beyond the form of the law and, this dissertation has argued,this form of analysis is highly relevant for places where the formal institutions areweak. Finally, the theoretical as well as empirical implications of this dissertation’sarguments are that in the case of Ecuador, the cohesiveness and strength of the statecannot be reduced to the charismatic figure of President Correa. The dissertationsought to illustrate this contention by emphasizing the multifarious elements thatcharacterize the Ecuadorian state: its neodevelopmentalist, modernizing anddisciplinary dimensions. These aspects of the state are much more complex than thecharismatic-leader thesis would admit. For example, Chapter Five showed how theuse of reverse-auto-ethnography has been instrumental in the development of thestate as image. Reverse auto-ethnography reveals a technique of government thatstrips Sumak Kawsay/Buen Vivir narratives of their radical content. The presence ofreverse auto-ethnography as a governmental technique alone reveals that thestrength of the state cannot be reduced as some authors do (see De la Torre, 2009)to the charismatic authority of a leader.
8.2 Opportunities for Future Research
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The arguments presented in this work have opened a number of potentialavenues for research about the state, particularly through the idea of regimes ofgovernment. There are, I would argue, a number of new opportunities for futureresearch from the local to the regional level. The first is to extend the scope andcoverage of primary research to participatory workshops beyond the PNBV. One ofSENPLADES’s important claims about its work is that it is highly participatory (seeSENPLADES, PNBV, 2013-2017, 2014: 35-38). However, if the argumentspresented in this thesis are plausible the expansion of participation may entail thefurther and further shifting of politics and this could eventually create conflict ofanother kind (i.e. violent conflict). Thus, an important avenue for future research isto evaluate on a wider scale the participatory processes that SENPLADES caries outoutside of the PNBV.The second possible avenue opened by the arguments developed here wouldbe to study, employing   the theoretical tools developed   here, the issue ofparticipatory democracy in a regional, comparative context. Hailed as a betteralternative to representative liberal democracy (see Ellner, 2012), research aboutparticipatory   or radical democracy   at the regional level is rather scarce.Particularly, it would be interesting to compare the experiences of Bolivia andEcuador and their respective processes of state formation. Both countries have hadConstituent Assemblies and both have undertaken developmentalist state reforms(Ellner, 2012; Escobar, 2010). The process of change in both countries has also beeninfluenced by Sumak Kawsay/Buen Vivir (Suma Qamaña in Bolivia) type narrativesand concrete experiences of indigenous peoples. Thus it would be interesting to ask
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whether or not their strategies of state formation have followed similar paths. Canone observe in the Bolivian case a governmentalization of spaces of participation?How does the Bolivian state react, relate to challenges from popular organizations inthe area of participatory planning? Is there a de-politicizing dispositif in the Bolivianstate? How does it operate? It was argued, following the conceptual framework ofregimes of government that the Ecuadorian state could be characterized as amodernizing-neodevelopmental state. How could its Bolivian counterpart becharacterized?Third, this dissertation evoking the “spirit” of James C. Scott’s “seeing like aState” (1998) has looked at the issue of de-politicization from the vantage point ofthe state. This leaves out the other central component in the formation of states:civil (political) society, particularly indigenous peoples’ organizations. Even thoughthis work does analyze aspects of state-society relations, it would be interesting toconduct an in-depth, comparative study, from the perspective of non-state actors, ofwhat participatory processes have entailed and whether these are worthreproducing, modifying or eliminating. An interesting aspect of this dissertationresearch is that it reveals that the governmentalized from of participation thatcharacterizes it, is generally conducted in relatively small spaces, at least theexperience of the PNBV shows that. What are the implications of this from theperspective of non-state actors?Moreover, while my work focused on the depoliticizing “nature” ofgovernmental techniques, expert knowledge, and workshop methodologies, it wouldbe important to know what other dynamics of rule exist in small-scale participatory
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processes. Specifically, I am thinking about gender forms of domination. In aninteresting study of participatory processes in the Intag region of Ecuadorresearcher Karen Hildahl (2011 – unpublished; used by permission of the author)found that there are many governmentality-type37 forms of rule that are gender-biased. For example, she found that time commitments for community participationwere different for men and women. Women worked longer hours than men and hadtherefore less time to participate. Similarly, the relatively (to men) low rate of long-term participation of women in public meetings means that speaking-time duringworkshops and community meetings is mostly used by men. The result of thesefactors combined is that women’s voices are not heard as much and thus culturalsystems like machismo are reproduced.Finally, an ambitious avenue for future research that can be derived from thiswork is to establish from a wider and comparative empirical perspective whatcharacterizes the relationship between the state as a historical formation andpopular participation, particularly from indigenous peoples. Catherine Walsh(2010) has suggested in the case of Ecuador that the state and “traditional” forms ofdevelopment (the human development paradigm specifically) are one and the same.She notes: [A] question and concern has to do with the meaning and orientation ofdevelopment. In both the previous Plan [PNBV] and this most recent one[2010-2013], development is conceived in the context of the state; that isto say, development is the strategy by which state reform will occur,
37Hildahl does not employ the concept of governmentality.
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permitting the state   to recuperate its capacities of management,planning, regulation, and redistribution (SENPLADES, 2009). In thissense buen vivir as development is the state. And it is the state thatsignifies in technocratic, economistic, and humanistic terms what isdevelopment and buen vivir (Walsh, 2010: 20; emphasis in original).In this context, it would be worth asking whether a politicized sense of participationthat challenges the entanglement between development and state (this relationshiphas in fact been challenged by indigenous peoples through the notion of the‘plurinational’ state) is compatible, if at all, with modern forms of rule and, moregenerally, with the state as a historical formation.This question poses an interesting dilemma because a politicized form ofparticipation, free of the limitations of technocratic entanglements (cf. Kothari andCooke, 2001), must remain rooted in a strong organizational base from within civilsociety that is capable  of challenging the state in  a constructive way and on aconstant basis. Being organized is fundamental to participation. As Mark Turnernotes, when citizenship rights are extended from above, it is often the case thatcitizens become mere subjects instead of active “bearers of claims against societyvia the state” (Turner, 1990: 200; emphasis added). Similarly, as Conway(2004: 374) puts it, the development of a truly inclusive citizenship “…is securedfrom below through the active struggle of people claiming political subjectivity.” Inother words, the ideal of citizenship in participatory democracy requires an activeparticipation of groups of citizens capable of challenging the state by exercisingtheir capacities of reasoning, discussion, socializing and mobilization. Participation
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implies a degree of autonomous deliberation, and political expression which couldbe understood, I would argue, as “a set of cultural, symbolic and political practicesthrough which individuals and groups claim new rights or struggle over existingrights (Ku, as cited in Preibisch, 2007: 99).
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APPENDIX 1: LIST OF INTERVIEWS

• Former AP Member and State Official during the early days of Correismo;interview topic: Participation in AP and the early stages of Correismo Quito,June 14th, 2012.
• Researcher; interview topic: Participation in Ecuador in historicalperspective. Quito, September 10th, 2012.
• Researcher; interview topic: Participation in Ecuador in historicalperspective. Quito, September 14, 2012.
• Government Official in Participatory Planning; interview topic: participation,Indigenous Peoples and the State. Quito, June 10th, 2013.
• Government Official in Participatory Planning; interview topic: participation,Indigenous Peoples and the State. Latacunga, August, 15th, 2012
• Government Official in Participatory Planning; interview topic: participation,Indigenous Peoples and the State. Quito, October 10th, 2012
• Government Official in Educational Reform; interview topic, educationalreform. Quito, October, 22nd, 2012
• Indigenous leader; interview topic: participation, Indigenous Peoples and theState. Quito, November 14th, 2012.
• Indigenous Activist; interview topic: participation, Indigenous Peoples andthe State. Quito, November 19th, 2012.
• Indigenous leader; interview topic: participation, Indigenous Peoples and theState. Quito, November 21st, 2012.
• Indigenous leader; interview topic: participation, Indigenous Peoples,education and the State. Quito, November 28th, 2012.
• Indigenous leader; interview topic: participation, Indigenous Peoples and theState. Quito, November 29th, 2012.
• Indigenous governmental official. Interview topic: participation, IndigenousPeoples, education and the state. Quito, November 28th, 2012.
• Indigenous government official. Interview topic: participation, IndigenousPeoples, education and the state. Quito, December 10th, 2012.
• Governmental official. Interview topic: Governmental reform, education andparticipation. Quito, February 4th, 2013.
• Non-governmental Organization Activist. Interview topic: The state, civilsociety and participation, August 5th, 2012.
• Non-governmental organization activist. Interview topic: The state, civilsociety and participation, August 5th, 2012.
• Participant, PNBV Workshop; interview topic (unstructured interview):Participation in the PNBV Workshops. Ibarra, September 25th, 2012.
• Participant, PNBV Workshop; interview topic (unstructured interview):Participation in the PNBV Workshops. Ibarra, September 25th, 2012.
• Participant, PNBV Workshop; interview topic (unstructured interview):Participation in the PNBV Workshops. Ibarra, September 25th, 2012.
• Participant, PNBV Workshop; interview topic (unstructured interview):Participation in the PNBV Workshops. Ibarra, September 25th, 2012.
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• Participant, PNBV Workshop; interview topic (unstructured interview):Participation in the PNBV Workshops. Quito, October 8th, 2012.
• Participant, PNBV Workshop; interview topic (unstructured interview):Participation in the PNBV Workshops. Latacunga, July 26th, 2012
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APPENDIX 2: LIST OF 2013-2017 PNBV WORKSHOPS

• Santa Elena Workshop, Santa Elena, June 27, 2012; number of participants,180
• Guaranda Workshop, Bolívar, July, 5th, 2012; number of participants, 180
• Milagro Workshop, Guayas, 12th July, 2012; number of participants: over 120
• Latacunga Workshop, Cotopaxi, July 26th 2012; number of participants, 33
• Quevedo Workshop, Los Ríos, July, 31st 2012; number of participants, 187
• Riobamba Workshop, Chimborazo, August 9th, 2012; number of participants18
• Sangolquí Workshop, Rumiñahui (Pichincha), August n/a, 2012; number ofparticipants, 15.
• Esmeraldas Workshop, Esmeraldas, August n/a, 2012; number ofparticipants, 19
• Ibarra Workshop, September 25th; number of participants approximately 30.
• Quito Workshop, October 8th, 2012; number of participants, 14
• Cayambe Workshop, Imbabura, October 10th, 2012; number of participants23
• Cuenca Workshop, October 26th, 2012; number of participants, N/A.
• Ambato Workshop, Tungurahua, November 5th, 2012; number ofparticipants, N/A.


